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Preface

This volume contains the papers accepted for presentation at the Australasian Language Tech-
nology Association Workshop (ALTA) 2014, held at the RMIT University in Melbourne, Aus-
tralia on 26–28th of November, 2014.

The goals of the workshop are to:

• bring together the Language Technology (LT) community in the Australasian region and
encourage interactions and collaboration;

• foster interaction between academic and industrial researchers, to encourage dissemina-
tion of research results;

• provide a forum for students and young researchers to present their research;
• facilitate the discussion of new and ongoing research and projects;
• increase visibility of LT research in Australasia and overseas and encourage interactions

with the wider international LT community.

This year, we are pleased to present 20 peer-reviewed papers selected for the ALTA Work-
shop, including 10 full papers, 6 short papers, and 4 papers that will be presented as posters.
We received a total of 30 submissions. Each paper was reviewed by three members of the pro-
gram committee. The reviewing for the workshop was double blind, and done in accordance
with the DIISRTE requirements for E1 conference publications. Furthermore, great care was
taken to avoid all conflicts of interest.

This volume covers a diverse of set topics as represented by the selected papers. This year,
a number of papers describe applications of language technology, with domains ranging from
biomedicine to emergency management. As in previous years, we aim to provide to foster
the career development for research students by providing opportunities to receive feedback.
Our hope is that both students and staff alike will enjoy the papers presented and that the
workshop will continue to be a forum for our community to build new research relationships
and collaborations.

The proceedings include the abstract of the invited talk by Dr. Jennifer Lai, from IBM
Research. This volume also contains an overview of the 2014 ALTA Shared task and descrip-
tions of the systems developed by three of the participating teams. These contributions were
not peer-reviewed.

We would like to thank, in no particular order: all of the authors who submitted papers
to ALTA; the program committee for the time and effort they put into maintaining the high
standards of our reviewing process; the local organiser Lawrence Cavedon for taking care of
all the physical logistics and lining up some great social events; our invited speakers Jennifer
Lai and Maarten de Rijke for agreeing to share their extensive experience and insights with us;
Trevor Cohn for agreeing to host a great tutorial, and Sarvnaz Karimi and Karin Verspoor,
the program co-chairs of ALTA 2013, for their valuable help and guidance in preparing this
volume. We would also like to acknowledge the constant support and advice of the ALTA
Executive Committee for providing input critical to the success of the workshop.

Finally, we gratefully recognise our sponsors: CSIRO, SEEK, Google, and IBM Research.
Their generous support enabled us to fund student paper awards, travel subsidies to attend
and present at ALTA, catering for the event, and to fund the prize for the ALTA 2014 Shared
Task.

Gabriela Ferraro and Stephen Wan
ALTA Workshop Co-Chairs
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Deep QA: Moving beyond the hype to examine the challenges in creating a
cognitive assistant for humans

Jennifer Lai
IBM Research

jlai@us.ibm.com

Abstract

According to Wikipedia, Watson is “an artificially intelligent computer system capable of answering
questions posed in natural language, developed in IBM’s DeepQA project by a research team”. Hiding
behind this fairly bland definition is a complex set of technological challenges that cover areas ranging
from NLP to context management, dialogue structure, feedback loops, and personalisation. In this talk
Jennifer will first introduce several key NL projects from IBM Research to give an overview of the lab’s
work and will then delve into the Life of Watson, what ’he’ could be when he ’grows up’, and the many
deep research questions that need to be addressed along the way.

Jennifer Lai. 2014. Deep QA: Moving beyond the hype to examine the challenges in creating a cognitive
assistant for humans. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, page 2.
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The Effect of Dependency Representation Scheme on Syntactic Language
Modelling

Sunghwan Mac Kim
Department of Computing

Macquarie University
Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
sunghwan.kim@mq.edu.au

John K Pate
Department of Computing

Macquarie University
Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
john.pate@mq.edu.au

Mark Johnson
Department of Computing

Macquarie University
Sydney, NSW 2109, Australia
mark.johnson@mq.edu.au

Abstract

There has been considerable work on syn-
tactic language models and they have ad-
vanced greatly over the last decade. Most
of them have used a probabilistic context-
free grammar (PCFG) or a dependency
grammar (DG). In particular, DG has at-
tracted more and more interest in the
past years since dependency parsing has
achieved great success. While much work
has evaluated the effects of different de-
pendency representations in the context of
parsing, there has been relatively little in-
vestigation into them on a syntactic lan-
guage model. In this work, we conduct
the first assessment of three dependency
representations on a transition-based de-
pendency parsing language model. We
show that the choice of dependency rep-
resentation has an impact on overall per-
formance from the perspective of language
modelling.

1 Introduction

Syntactic language models have been successfully
applied to a wide range of domains such as speech
recognition, machine translation, and disfluency
detection. Although n-gram based language mod-
els are the most widely used due to their simplic-
ity and efficacy, they suffer from a major draw-
back: they cannot characterise the long-range rela-
tions between words. A syntactic language model,
which exploits syntactic dependencies, can incor-
porate richer syntactic knowledge and information
through syntactic parsing. In particular, syntactic
structure leads to better performance of language
model compared to traditional n-gram language
models (Chelba and Jelinek, 2000). Most of the
syntactic language models have used a probabilis-
tic context-free grammar (PCFG) (Roark, 2001;

Charniak, 2001) or a dependency grammar (DG)
(Wang and Harper, 2002; Gubbins and Vlachos,
2013) in order to capture the surface syntactic
structures of sentences.

Researchers have shown an increased interest in
dependency parsing and it has increasingly been
recognised as an alternative to constituency pars-
ing in the past years. Accordingly, various repre-
sentations and associated parsers have been pro-
posed with respect to DG. DG describes the syn-
tactic structure of a sentence in terms of head-
dependent relations between words. Unlike con-
stituency models of syntax, DG directly models
relationships between pairs of words, which leads
to a simple framework that is easy to lexicalise and
parse with. Moreover, a DG-based, particularly
transition-based, parser is fast and even achieves
state-of-the-art performance compared to the other
grammar-based parsers. It is therefore suitable for
identifying syntactic structures in incremental pro-
cessing, which is a useful feature for online pro-
cessing tasks such as speech recognition or ma-
chine translation.

The aim of this study is to explore different de-
pendency representations and to investigate their
effects on the language modelling task. There are
publicly available converters to generate depen-
dencies. Ivanova et al. (2013) investigated the ef-
fect of each dependency scheme in terms of pars-
ing accuracy. Elming et al. (2013) evaluated four
dependency schemes in five different natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) applications. However, to
our knowledge, no previous work has investigated
the effect of dependency representation on a syn-
tactic language model.

The remainder of this paper is organised as fol-
lows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of related
work on dependency schemes and language mod-
elling. In Section 3 we discuss three dependency
schemes and Section 4 describes our dependency
parsing language model. Then, the experimental

Sunghwan Kim, John Pate and Mark Johnson. 2014. The Effect of Dependency Representation Scheme on
Syntactic Language Modelling. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop,
pages 4−13.



settings and a series of results are presented in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, conclusions and directions for fu-
ture work are given in Section 6.

2 Related Work

A number of studies have been conducted on de-
pendency representations in NLP tasks. Several
constituent-to-dependency conversion schemes
have been proposed as the outputs of the convert-
ers (Johansson and Nugues, 2007; de Marneffe
and Manning, 2008; Choi and Palmer, 2010; Tratz
and Hovy, 2011). Previous work has evaluated
the effects of different dependency representations
in various NLP applications (Miwa et al., 2010;
Popel et al., 2013; Ivanova et al., 2013; Elming
et al., 2013). A substantial literature has exam-
ined the impact of combining DG with another di-
verse grammar representation, particularly in the
context of parsing (Sagae et al., 2007; Øvrelid et
al., 2009; Farkas and Bohnet, 2012; Kim et al.,
2012).

Many works on syntactic language models have
been carried out using phrase structures. Chelba
and Jelinek (2000) experiment with the applica-
tion of syntactic structure in a language model
for speech recognition. Their model builds the
syntactic trees incrementally in a bottom-up strat-
egy while processing the sentence in a left-to-right
fashion and assigns a probability to every word
sequence and parse. The model is very close to
the arc-standard model that we investigate in this
paper. Roark (2001) implements an incremental
top-down and left-corner parsing model, which is
used as a syntactic language model for a speech
recognition task. The model effectively exploits
rich syntactic regularities as features and achieves
better performance than an n-gram model. Char-
niak (2001) describes a syntactic language model
based on immediate-head parsing, which is called
a Trihead model and empirically shows that the
Trihead model is superior to both a trigram base-
line and two previous syntactic language models.

Wang and Harper (2002) present a syntac-
tic DG-based language model (SuperARV) for
speech recognition. Multiple knowledge sources
are tightly integrated based on their constraint DG
but SuperARV does not construct explicit syntac-
tic dependencies between words. Nonetheless, it
achieves better perplexity than both a baseline tri-
gram and other syntactic language models. Re-
cently, Gubbins and Vlachos (2013) showed how

to use unlabelled and labelled dependency gram-
mar language models to solve the Sentence Com-
pletion Challenge set (Zweig and Burges, 2012).
Their models performed substantially better than
n-gram models.

3 Alternative Dependency
Representations

Previous work has defined different dependency
schemes, and provided software tools for convert-
ing the syntactic constituency annotations of ex-
isting treebanks to dependency annotations. We
experiment with the following three schemes for
the language modelling task.

• LTH: The LTH dependency scheme is ex-
tracted from the automatic conversion of
Penn Treebank using the LTH converter (Jo-
hansson and Nugues, 2007).1 The converter
has a lot of options that generate linguis-
tic variations in dependency structures and it
was configured to produce a functional rather
than lexical DG in this study.

• P2M: The P2M scheme is obtained by run-
ning the Penn2Malt converter (Nivre, 2006)2

based on a standard set of head rules. This
converter was deprecated by the LTH con-
verter but it is still used to make a comparison
with previous results.

• STD: The STD scheme is used in the
Stanford parser (de Marneffe and Manning,
2008)3, which comes with a converter. In
this study, the Penn Treebank was converted
to Stanford basic dependencies for projective
dependency parsing.

The syntactic representations differ in system-
atic ways as shown in Figure 1. For instance, aux-
iliaries take the lexical verb as a dependent in all
schemes except for STD, where the lexical verb is
the head of a VP. In addition to the typological dif-
ferences, there is rich variation in dependency la-
bels with respect to the schemes. The STD scheme
has 49 dependency labels, which is the largest set

1http://nlp.cs.lth.se/software/
treebank_converter/

2http://w3.msi.vxu.se/˜nivre/research/
Penn2Malt.html

3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
lex-parser.shtml
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Aux Verb
LTH, P2M

Aux Verb
STD

Rel Verb
LTH, P2M

Rel Verb
STD

CompVerb
LTH, P2M

CompVerb
STD

a Conj b
P2M

a Conj b
STD

a Conj b
LTH

Figure 1: Auxiliaries, relative/subordinate clauses
and coordination in the DG schemes.

of dependency labels used here. The LTH depen-
dencies are defined by 22 label types, whereas the
P2M scheme employs 12 labels. The fine-grained
set of dependency labels in STD allows a more
precise expression of grammatical relations. For
instance, the label adv (unclassified adverbial) in
LTH can be expressed using either advcl (adver-
bial clause modier) or advmod (adverbial modier)
in STD. We evaluate the dependency schemes by
incorporating them into a language model archi-
tecture in the experiments.

4 A Dependency Parsing Language
Model

In this section we describe our syntactic language
model in terms of parsing and language mod-
elling. Using the theoretical framework for gen-
erative transition-based dependency parsing intro-
duced by Cohen et al. (2011), we propose a gener-
ative version of the arc-standard model that defines
probability distributions over transitions and finds
the most probable ones given stack features.

4.1 Generative Dependency Parsing Model
Following Nivre (2008), a transition-based depen-
dency parsing model is defined as a tuple S =
(C, T, I, Ct), where C is a set of configurations,
T is a set of permissible transitions, I is an initial-
isation function, and Ct is a set of terminal config-
urations. A transition sequence for a sentence is a
sequence of configurations where each non-initial
configuration is obtained by applying a transition
to a previous configuration. A configuration is a
triple (α, β,A), where α is stack, β is queue and
A is a set of dependency arcs. The stack α stores
partially processed words and the queue β records
the remaining input words, respectively. The func-

tion I maps a sentence to an initial configuration
with empty α and A, and β containing the words
of the sentence. The set Ct has a terminal config-
uration, where α contains a single word and β is
empty.

The arc-standard model has three distinct types
of transitions as follows:

• Shiftpw (SHpw ): move the first item i in the
queue onto the stack and predict POS p and
word w for the item

• Left-Arcl (LAl ): combine the top two items
i, j on the stack and predict a dependency la-
bel l over an arc j → i

• Right-Arcl (RAl ): combine the top two
items i, j on the stack and predict a depen-
dency label l over an arc i→ j

This model processes the input sentence from
left to right in a bottom-up fashion using three
transitions. A parse tree is incrementally derived
through the transition sequence. In particular,
Shift predicts the next POS p and word w in the
queue with a probability P (Shift , p, w), which is
a probability both of the Shift transition and the
POS/word prediction.

The probability of a parse tree is defined as the
product of the probabilities of transitions in Eq (1).

P (π) =

2n−1∏
i=1

P (ti|αi−1, Ai−1) (1)

where π is a parse tree, n is the number of words
in a sentence and t is a transition such that t ∈ T .

More specifically, transitions are conditioned on
topmost stack items and in particular, the probabil-
ity of Shift is defined as follows:

P (Shiftpw|α,A)
= P (Shift|α,A) · P (p|Shift, α,A)
·P (w|p, Shift, α,A) (2)

This factored generative approach alleviates the
effect of sparsity. More specifically, first a rela-
tively coarse-grained Shift is predicted given stack
features and then we predict a fine-grained POS
tag for the transition. Then a more fine-grained
prediction of a word is made for the POS to fur-
ther decompose the Shift prediction.

For labelled dependency parsing, we simultane-
ously generate the dependency and its label. In

6



contrast, Left-Arc and Right-Arc are predicted
in unlabelled dependency parsing without consid-
ering the dependency label. For instance, as ex-
plained in Section 3, 22 dependency labels are in
the LTH scheme and thus 45 combinations of tran-
sitions and labels are jointly learned and predicted
including the Shift transition, which does not have
a label, in the labelled parsing model. Note that
the probability of Shift transition is estimated in a
factored fashion as described above.

The above probabilities are subject to the fol-
lowing normalisation condition, namely the sum
of all transition probabilities should be one:

∑
p∈P

∑
w∈W

P (Shiftpw|α,A) +
∑
l∈L

P (Left-Arcl|α,A)

+
∑
l∈L

P (Right-Arcl|α,A) = 1

where P and W stand for predefined POS tag
and word vocabularies, respectively. L is a set of
dependency labels corresponding to each depen-
dency scheme.

4.2 Beam Search

Our parsing model maintains a beam contain-
ing multiple configurations. To allow the parser
to consider configurations with expensive early
moves but cheap late moves, we sort our config-
urations by a figure-of-merit (FOM ) that adjusts a
configuration’s probability with heuristics about.
The beam search runs in each word position using
a separate priority queue. A priority queue con-
tains configurations that have been constructed by
the same numbers of Shift , and the same or dif-
ferent numbers of Left-Arc or Right-Arc transi-
tions. An initial configuration is inserted into the
first priority queue corresponding to the first word
position and then the algorithm loops until all con-
figurations have terminal conditions. Each con-
figuration is populated off the queue and updated
by applying each of permissible transitions to the
current configuration. The updated configuration
is pushed onto the corresponding queue with re-
spect to the number of Shift . The configurations
in each priority queue are ranked according to the
FOM s. The ranked configurations are discarded if
they fall outside the beam. Looping continues for
the current word position until the queue is empty.
For the configurations in the final queue, we com-
pute the probability of an input sentence by sum-
ming over all their probabilities.

Configurations in the same queue cover differ-
ent amounts of the input string since they could
have different numbers of Left-Arc or Right-Arc.
The configurations are not comparable to each
other in terms of their probabilities. For this rea-
son, we propose a FOM to penalise the case
where the stack has more items. To this end, the
FOM incorporates the probability cost of the re-
ductions that will be required to reduce all the
items on the stack. An estimate of the proba-
bility of reductions uses a rough approximation
1/(4L)m, L is the number of labels (if the scheme
is unlabelled, L=1) and m is the number of stack
items. The FOM is estimated by multiplying
the probability of a configuration by the predicted
probability of reducing every stack item.

4.3 Random Forest Model for Word
Distribution

The probability of a word in Eq (2) is calculated
from the word RF model. The training procedure
of our RF model is similar to that of Xu and Je-
linek (2007). The growing algorithm starts with
a root node and a decision tree is constructed by
splitting every node recursively from the root node
through a two-step splitting rule. Node splitting
terminates when each node triggers a stopping rule
in order to avoid overfitting.

We overcome data sparsity by first observing
that a decision tree essentially provides a hierar-
chical clustering of the data, since each node splits
the data. We linearly interpolate the distributions
of the leaf nodes recursively with their parents, ul-
timately backing off to the root node. The interpo-
lation parameters should be sensitive to the counts
in each node so that we back off only when the
more specific node does not have enough obser-
vations to be reliable. However, giving each node
of each decision tree its own interpolation param-
eter would itself introduce data sparsity problems.
We instead use Chen’s bucketing approach (Chen
and Goodman, 1996) for each tree level, in which
nodes on the same level are grouped into buckets
and one interpolation parameter is estimated for
each bucket. The first step is to divide up the nodes
on the same level into bins based on Chen’s scores.
We then use the EM algorithm to find the optimal
interpolation parameter for all the nodes in each
bucket using heldout data.

In a RF model, the predictions of all decision
trees are averaged to produce a more robust pre-
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S1p, S2p, S3p POS
S1w, S2w, S3w word
S1lp, S2lp POS of left-most child
S1rp, S2rp POS of right-most child
S1lw, S2lw word of left-most child
S1rw, S2rw word of right-most child
S1∗ll, S2

∗
ll Label of left-most child

S1∗rl, S2
∗
rl Label of right-most child

Table 1: Conditioning stack features, where Si
represents the ith item on the stack (S1 is a top-
most stack item). Note that dependency label fea-
tures are only used in labelled parsing.∗

diction, as in Eq (3):

P (w|p, Shift, α,A)

=
1

m

m∑
t=1

P j(w|p, Shift, α,A) (3)

wherem denotes the total number of decision trees
and P j(w|·) is the probability of the word w cal-
culated by the jth decision tree.

The word probability is calculated conditioned
on the stack features of the current configuration.
Table 1 shows the stack features that are used in
our RF model. Our unlabelled parsing model es-
timates the conditional probabilities of the word,
given 14 different features. The labelled parsing
model uses four additional label-related features.

4.4 Maximum Entropy Model for
Transition/POS Distribution

Conditional ME models (Berger et al., 1996) are
used as another classifier in our parsing-based lan-
guage model together with RF. The probability of
a transition or a POS tag in Eq (2) is calculated
from the corresponding transition ME or POS ME
model. For instance, the probability of Shift is
calculated as shown in Eq (4).

PME(Shift|α,A) (4)

=
1

Z(α,A)
exp(λ · f(α,A, Shift))

where f(α,A, Shift) denotes feature functions
that return non-zero values if particular stack items
appear in (α,A) and the transition is Shift . λ is
the corresponding real-valued weight vector, and
more informative features receive weights further
from zero. Z(α,A) =

∑
t∈T exp(λ ·f(α,A, t)) is

the partition function that ensures the distribution
is properly normalised. The feature weights λ are

tuned to maximise the regularised conditional like-
lihood of the training data. It is equivalent to the
minimisation of the regularised negative log con-
ditional likelihood:

λ̂ = argmin
λ

(−
∑
i

logPλ(yi|xi) +
∑
j

λ2j
2σ2j

) (5)

where
∑

j λ
2
j/2σ

2
j is a Gaussian prior regu-

lariser that reduces overfitting by penalising large
weights. In practice, we use a single parameter σ
instead of having a different parameter σi for each
feature.

In this work we use the limited memory BFGS
(L-BFGS) algorithm (Liu and Nocedal, 1989),
which is an efficient numerical optimisation algo-
rithm, to find the optimal feature weights λ̂. In the
ME model, we rely on two kinds of features: (1)
atomic features from Table 1, and (2) conjunctive
features that are combinations of the atomic fea-
tures. The feature templates are shown in Table 2.

Type Features
Unigram S1p, S2p, S3p, S1w, S2w, S3w

S1lp, S2lp, S1rp, S2rp
S1lw, S2lw, S1rw, S2rw
S1∗ll, S2

∗
ll, S1

∗
rl, S2

∗
rl

Bigram S1w ◦ S1p, S2w ◦ S2p, S3w ◦ S3p
S1w ◦ S2w, S1p ◦ S2p
S1p ◦ S1lp, S2p ◦ S2lp
S1p ◦ S1rp, S2p ◦ S2rp
S1w ◦ S1∗ll, S1w ◦ S1∗rl
S1p ◦ S1∗ll, S1p ◦ S1∗rl
S2w ◦ S2∗ll, S2w ◦ S2∗rl
S2p ◦ S2∗ll, S2p ◦ S2∗rl

Trigram S1p ◦ S2p ◦ S3p, S1p ◦ S2w ◦ S2p
S1w ◦ S2w ◦ S2p, S1w ◦ S1p ◦ S2p
S1w ◦ S1p ◦ S2w, S2p ◦ S2lp ◦ S1p
S2p ◦ S2rp ◦ S1p, S2p ◦ S1p ◦ S1lp
S2p ◦ S1p ◦ S1rp, S2p ◦ S2lp ◦ S1w
S2p ◦ S2rp ◦ S1w, S2p ◦ S1w ◦ S1lp

Fourgram S1w ◦ S1p ◦ S2w ◦ S2p

Table 2: Stack feature templates of the ME model.

4.5 Language Model

A generative parsing model assigns a joint
probabilityP (π, s) for a parse tree π and an in-
put sentence s. The probability of a sentence
P (s) is computed by summing over all parse trees,
P (s) =

∑
π P (π, s). Therefore, our generative

parser can be used as a language model, which as-
signs a probability P (s) to a sentence s, using the
probabilities of parse trees from Eq (1).
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Figure 2: Perplexity results trained and tested on WSJ.
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Figure 3: Perplexity results trained and tested on Switchboard.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Settings

We empirically evaluate the effects of three depen-
dency schemes (LTH, P2M, STD) on our depen-
dency language models in terms of perplexity and
word error rate (WER). Several experiments are
conducted varying the number of decision trees
and the beam size on each dependency scheme.
Each dependency language model uses a maxi-
mum beam size of 100, and up to 40 decision trees
are generated for the RF classifier. We train the
transition/POS ME classifiers using 400 iterations
with no frequency cutoff for features and σ for
the Gaussian prior is set to 1. Our experiments
use three evaluation datasets for unlabelled and la-
belled dependency language models.
Perplexity Results trained and tested on WSJ:
Most of the syntactic language models (Roark,
2001; Charniak, 2001; Xu and Jelinek, 2007;

Wang and Harper, 2002) were evaluated on the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) section of the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) in terms of per-
plexity. The WSJ is speechified by following the
conventions of previous work. All punctuation is
removed, words are lowercased, and numbers are
replaced by a symbol N. All words outside the vo-
cabulary limit (10,000 words) are mapped to a spe-
cial UNK symbol. Sections 0-20 are used as the
training set, sections 21-22 as the heldout set, and
sections 23-24 for testing.

Perplexity Results trained and tested on
Switchboard: We ran experiments on the Switch-
board part of the Penn Treebank. Following
Johnson and Charniak (2004), both sections 2
and 3 were used for a training set (sw2005.mrg-
sw3993.mrg). We split section 4 into a held-
out set (sw4519.mrg-sw4936.mrg) and a test set
(sw4004.mrg-sw4153.mrg). The Switchboard
corpus was preprocessed so that all disfluencies
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are removed from constituent trees prior to con-
verting to dependency structure. We applied three
converters on the cleaned version of Switchboard
to obtain three dependency schemes. The vocab-
ulary consists of all the words in the training data
and contains 13,706 word types.
WER Results trained on WSJ and tested on
HUB1: We performed a small speech recogni-
tion evaluation on n-best lists from the DARPA
’93 HUB1 test setup. A real task-based evalua-
tion would be worthwhile besides perplexity since
previous studies found that lower perplexity does
not necessarily mean lower WER in their models
(Roark, 2001; Wang and Harper, 2002; Xu and
Jelinek, 2007). The HUB1 corpus consists of 213
sentences taken from the WSJ with a total of 3,446
words. The corpus is provided along with a lattice
trigram model, which is trained on approximately
40 million words with a vocabulary of 20 thou-
sand words. We used the A* decoding algorithm
of SRILM to extract 50-best lists from the lattices
measuring the lattice trigram and acoustic scores.
The average number of candidates is roughly 21.7
in the lists. The WER of the lattice trigram model
is 13.7% and the oracle WER, which is the low-
est WER to the references, is 7.9% for the 50-best
lists. There are token discrepancies between the
Penn Treebank and the HUB1 lattices for contrac-
tions, possessives and numbers.4 For simplicity,
we do not speechify the numbers (i.e., not expand
them into text), whereas we follow previous work
in dealing with the discrepancies of contractions or
possessives. We use the Penn Treebank tokenisa-
tion, which separates clitics from their base word
(i.e. ‘can’t’ is represented as ‘ca n’t’), for training
and running our models. Two tokens of treebank
format are then combined into one to be aligned
with gold standard word sequences for the WER
evaluation. Our trained models were used with the
same training data (1 million words) and vocab-
ulary as in the above perplexity experiments on
WSJ. We followed Roark (2001) in multiplying
the language model scores by 15 before interpo-
lating them with the acoustic model scores.

5.2 Experimental Results

The Effects of Decision Trees and Beam Search:
To illustrate the effects of decision trees and beam
size, we plot perplexity that corresponds to each

4For instance, “Bill ’s car isn ’t worth $100” vs. “Bill’s
car isn’t worth one hundred dollars”.

scheme. As can be seen from Figure 2a, the per-
plexities are improved for all schemes using more
decision trees. Perplexity reductions of two la-
belled schemes (LTH, STD) are relatively large
except for labelled P2M, and particularly the per-
plexities drop sharply up to random forests of size
8 for labelled LTH. On the other hand, the per-
plexities of unlabelled schemes are decreased at
a sluggish pace and they are more insensitive to
the number of decision trees. As Figure 2b illus-
trates, the general shape of the perplexity curves
drops quickly as beam size increases from 1 to 10,
and then to flatten as beam size increases further.
We do not obtain much benefit if the beam size is
larger than 10. Figure 3 shows the perplexity re-
sults on Switchboard for different numbers of de-
cision trees and variable beam sizes as on WSJ.
We can observe the positive effects of these two
parameters (random forest size and beam search)
with respect to perplexity. Figure 3b shows similar
trends to the WSJ perplexities, which are dramat-
ically reduced up to a beam size of 10, and then
level out. The perplexity trends in Figure 3a are
quite different, showing that unlabelled schemes
have a gentle slope over numbers of decision trees.
The number of decision trees has a relatively high
impact on the performance of unlabelled schemes
on Switchboard.
Performance Comparison: Table 3 presents the
perplexity and WER results of unlabelled and la-
belled schemes for LTH, P2M and STD. We can
see that labelled LTH achieves the lowest per-
plexities, whereas unlabelled P2M and STD per-
form the worst overall. For labelled schemes we
observe their superior performance compared to
unlabelled schemes in terms of perplexity. The
perplexity results indicate that dependency labels
improve the performance of a dependency lan-
guage model. In particular, labelled STD has the
largest perplexity reduction (3.2%) compared to
unlabelled STD, which yields the worst perplexity
on WSJ. Overall, LTH outperforms both P2M and
STD regardless of unlabelled or labelled scheme
in terms of perplexity. Although the WERs are not
significantly different across the different meth-
ods, unlabelled P2M leads to the best performance
(14.6%), whereas labelled P2M is the worst per-
forming scheme (15.1%).5 Labelled LTH and

5All results of statistical significance tests are presented
with p < 0.05 level using the SCLITE toolkit with the op-
tion MAPSSWE, which stands for Matched Pairs Sentence
Segment Word Error.
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Models WSJ Perplexity SWBD Perplexity HUB1 WER
Unlabelled LTH 128.84 75.81 14.8
Unlabelled P2M 131.12 77.09 14.6
Unlabelled STD 133.18 76.61 14.7
Labelled LTH 126.97 75.33 14.9
Labelled P2M 130.45 75.59 15.1
Labelled STD 128.96 75.34 14.7

Table 3: Perplexities and WERs of unlabelled and
labelled LTH, P2M and STD schemes. We mea-
sured their performance on WSJ, Switchboard and
HUB1 datasets.

STD perform roughly on par with unlabelled LTH
and STD, respectively.
Analysis and Discussion: Our results indicate
that the choice of dependency representation af-
fects the performance of the syntactic language
model. One thing to note is that it is hard to
tell what scheme is overall best in our experi-
ments. An interesting observation is that the de-
pendency labels are somewhat ineffective for the
speech recognition task in contrast to perplexity
evaluation. The results demonstrate that each eval-
uation measure tends to have its own preferred
scheme. For instance, the LTH scheme is preferred
for the perplexity evaluation, whereas STD is pre-
ferred under WER. Our finding is in line with pre-
vious work, which claims that a task-based eval-
uation does not correlate well with a theoretical
evaluation (Rosenfeld, 2000; Jonson, 2006; Och et
al., 2004; Miwa et al., 2010; Elming et al., 2013;
Smith, 2012). They commonly claim that lower
perplexity does not necessarily mean lower WER,
and the relation between two measures is clearly
not transparent. Miwa et al. (2010) found that STD
performs better for event extraction, whereas LTH
outperforms STD in terms of parsing accuracy.

5.3 Comparison with Previous Work

In this section, we compare our model to previ-
ous work discussed in the literature. As baselines,
we use two influential models, namely a modi-
fied Kneser-Ney (mKN) trigram model (Chen and
Goodman, 1998) and Charniak’s Trihead language
model (Charniak, 2001).6 The two models were

6The mKN is still considered one of the best smooth-
ing methods for n-gram language models and the Trihead
model achieves the better perplexity and WER compared to
Chelba’s and Roark’s models (Lease et al., 2005). Moreover,
there is no significant difference between Chelba’s SLM and
Wang’s SuperARV in terms of WER although the SuperARV
even obtains a much lower perplexity (Wang and Harper,
2002). For these reasons, we think that Charniak’s model is
the strongest competitor among syntactic language models.

Models Perplexity WER
mKN trigram 148.65 17.2
Trihead 131.40 15.0
Unlabelled LTH 128.84 14.8
Labelled LTH 126.97 14.9

Table 4: Perplexity and WER comparisons with
previous work.

trained with the same training data and vocabulary
on WSJ as mentioned in Section 5.1. The SRILM
toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) was used to build the tri-
gram mKN smoothed language model.

The performance of the two baselines in Table
4 was measured conducting the same test proce-
dures on WSJ and HUB1. Our perplexities and
WERs were selected from the previous sections
for the LTH scheme, which performs well uni-
formly. It is shown that both unlabelled and la-
belled LTH schemes significantly improve upon
the mKN baseline in terms of WER. The WER im-
provement of LTH over the Trihead model is not
statistically significant, although the LTH scheme
achieves better perplexity than Trihead regardless
of dependency labels.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We explored three different dependency schemes
using a dependency parsing language model. Our
study indicates that the choice of scheme has an
impact on overall performance. However, no de-
pendency scheme is uniformly better than the oth-
ers in terms of both perplexity and WER. Nev-
ertheless, there are some generalisations we can
make. When evaluated on WSJ and Switchboard,
unlabelled and labelled LTHs are generally better
than the others in terms of perplexity. In contrast,
unlabelled and labelled STDs yield the best overall
performance in the HUB1 WER evaluation. It is
interesting to see that perplexity has a weak corre-
lation with WER in dependency parsing language
models. We note that it is hard to figure out from
our results which dependency directions are pre-
ferred in structures such as prepositional phrase
attachment. For instance, “Is the rightmost noun
favoured? or Is the leftmost noun favoured?” as a
head in noun sequences in the context of language
modelling. As future work, we plan to carry out
further investigation of the effect of each structure
and explore what is the most or least preferable
combination of structures on a syntactic language
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model.
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Abstract 

The identification of cognates between 

two distinct languages has recently start-

ed to attract the attention of NLP re-
search, but there has been little research 

into using semantic evidence to detect 

cognates. The approach presented in this 

paper aims to detect English-French cog-
nates within monolingual texts (texts that 

are not accompanied by aligned translat-

ed equivalents), by integrating word 
shape similarity approaches with word 

sense disambiguation techniques in order 

to account for context. Our implementa-
tion is based on BabelNet, a semantic 

network that incorporates a multilingual 

encyclopedic dictionary. Our approach is 

evaluated on two manually annotated da-
tasets. The first one shows that across 

different types of natural text, our method 

can identify the cognates with an overall 
accuracy of 80%. The second one, con-

sisting of control sentences with semi-

cognates acting as either true cognates or 

false friends, shows that our method can 
identify 80% of semi-cognates acting as 

cognates but also identifies 75% of the 

semi-cognates acting as false friends. 

1 Introduction 

Estimating the difficulty of a text for non-native 

speakers, or learners of a second language, is 

gaining interest in natural language processing, 
information retrieval and education communities. 

So far measures and models to predict readability 

in a cross-lingual context have used mainly text 
features used in monolingual readability contexts 

(such as word shapes, grammatical features and 

individual word frequency features). These fea-

tures have been tested when estimating readabil-
ity levels for K-12 (primary to high school) read-

ers. As word frequency can be partially estimated 

by word length, it remains the principal feature 
for estimation second language learners with the 

assumption that less frequent words are less like-

ly to have been encountered and therefore acces-
sible in the memory of the learnt language by 

readers. However such features are not entirely 

adapted to existing reading abilities of learners 
with a different language background. In particu-

lar, for a number of reasons, many languages 

have identical words in their vocabulary, which 

opens a secondary access to the meaning of such 
words as an alternative to memory in the learnt 

language. For example, English and French lan-

guages belong to different branches of the Indo-
European family of languages, and additionally 

European history of mixed cultures has led their 

vocabularies to share a great number of similar 

and identical words. These words are called cog-
nates.  

Cognates have often slightly changed their or-

thography (especially in derived forms), and 
quite often meaning as well in the years and cen-

turies following the transfer. Because of these 

changes, cognates are generally of one of three 
different types. First of all, true cognates are 

English-French word pairs that are viewed as 

similar and are mutual translations. The spelling 

could be identical or not, e.g., prison and prison, 
ceramic and céramique. False cognates are pairs 

of words that have similar spellings but have to-

tally unrelated meanings. For example, main in 
French means hand, while in English it means 

principal or essential. Lastly, semi-cognates are 

pairs of words that have similar spellings but 
only share meanings in some contexts. One way 

to understand it in a practical setting is that they 

behave as true cognates or false cognates de-

pending on their sense in a given context.  
In this paper, we present a method to identify the 

words in a text in a given target language and 

that could acceptably be translated by a true cog-
nate in a given source language (native language 

of a reader learning the target language). Accept-

Haoxing Wang and Laurianne Sitbon. 2014. Multilingual lexical resources to detect cognates in non-aligned
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ability in this context does not necessarily mean 

that a translator (human or automatic) would 

chose the true cognate as the preferred transla-

tion, but rather that the true cognate is indeed a 
synonym of the preferred translation. The meth-

od we present takes into account both character-

istics of true cognates, which are similar spelling 
and similar meaning.  

Most of the previous work in cognate identifica-

tion has been operating with bilingual (aligned) 
corpora by using orthographic and phonetic 

measurements only. In such settings, the similari-

ty of meaning is measured by the alignment of 

sentences in parallel texts. Basically, all the 
words in a parallel sentence become candidates 

that are then evaluated for orthographic similari-

ty.  
In the absence of aligned linguistic context, we 

propose that candidates with similar meaning can 

be proposed by a disambiguation system coupled 
with multilingual sense based lexicon where each 

word is associated to a set of senses, and senses 

are shared by all languages. A multilingual ver-

sion of WordNet is an example of such lexicons. 
In this paper, we use BabelNet, which is an open 

resource and freely accessible semantic network 

that connects concepts and named entities in a 
very large network of semantic relations built 

from WordNet, Wikipedia and some other the-

sauri. Furthermore, it is also a multilingual ency-

clopedic dictionary, with lexicographic and en-
cyclopedic coverage of terms in different lan-

guages. In order to disambiguate the word sense, 

BabelNet provides an independent Java tool that 
is called Babelfy. It employs a unified approach 

connecting Entity Linking (EL) and Word Sense 

Disambiguation (WSD) together. Moro et al. 
(2014) believe that the lexicographic knowledge 

used in WSD is useful for tackling EL task, and 

vice versa, that the encyclopedic information 

utilized in EL helps disambiguate nominal men-
tions in a WSD setting. Given an English sen-

tence, Babelfy can disambiguate the meaning of 

each named entity or concept. For example, 
“You will get more <volume when beating egg 

whites if you first bring them to room <tempera-

ture.” The words with bracket in front are cog-
nates. Volume has been disambiguated as “The 

amount of 3-dimensional space occupied by an 

object”, and temperature refers to “The degree of 

hotness or coldness of a body or environment”. 
After the English word has been processed, it 

will search the words in other languages that 

contain this particular sense as candidates. The 
English word in the source is then compared to 

the candidates in the target language to establish 

orthographic/phonetic similarity. Formula 1 

shows how we measure the cognateness C of an 

English word W based on the word shape simi-
larity WSS of all its possible translations CW, 

and will motivated further in sections 3 and 4. 

 ( )       (   (  ))        (1) 

Because there are several types of orthographic 
and phonetic similarities used in the literature, 

we first establish which is most discriminative of 

cognates. We then evaluate a threshold-based 

approach and machine learning based approach 
to leverage orthographic/phonetic similarity to 

discriminate cognates from non cognates. 

The first evaluation focuses on the performance 
of our method on a cognate detection task in nat-

ural data. The natural dataset contains 6 different 

genres of text. A second evaluation focuses spe-
cifically on semi-cognates classification in con-

trolled sentences, where 20 semi-cognates were 

each presented in a sentence where they would 

translate as a cognate and a sentence where they 
would not.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pre-

sents related research on cognate identification 
and introduces word sense disambiguation with 

Babelfy. Section 3 describes a general approach 

to tackle the cognate identification work, while 

section 4 specifically presents our implementa-
tion process. Finally, section 5 focuses on the 

evaluation and experiment results. Discussion, 

conclusion and future work are presented in sec-
tion 6 and 7 respectively.  

2 Related Work 

2.1 Identifying cognates using orthograph-

ic/phonetic similarity 

The most well-known approach to measuring 

how similar two words look to a reader is to 
measure the Edit Distance (ED) (Levenshtein, 

1966). The ED returns a value corresponding to 

the minimum number of deletions, insertions and 
substitutions needed to transform the source lan-

guage word into the target language word. The 

Dice coefficient measurement (Brew and 

McKelvie, 1996) is defined as the ratio of the 
number of n-grams that are shared by two strings 

and the total number of n-grams in both strings. 

The Dice coefficient with bi-grams (DICE) is a 
particularly popular word similarity measure. In 

their work, Brew and McKelvie looked only at 

pairs of verbs in English and French, pairs that 
are extracted from aligned sentences in a parallel 

corpus. Melamed (1999) used another popular 
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technique, the Longest Common Subsequence 

Ratio (LCSR), that is the ratio of the length of 

the longest (not necessarily contiguous) common 

subsequence (LCS) and the length of the longer 
word. Simard, Foster and Isabelle (1992) use 

cognates to align sentences in bi-texts. They only 

employed the first four characters of the English-
French word pairs to determine whether the word 

pairs are cognates or not.  

ALINE (Kondrak, 2000), is an example of a 
phonetic approach. It was originally designed to 

align phonetic sequences, but since it chooses the 

optimal alignment based on the similarity score, 

it could also be used for computing word shape 
similarity between word pairs. Kondrak believed 

that ALINE provides a more accurate result than 

a pure orthographic method. Kondrak and Dorr 
(2004) reported that a simple average of several 

orthographic similarity measures outperforms all 

the measures on the task of the identification of 
cognates for drug names. Kondrak proposed the 

n-gram method (Kondrak, 2005) a year later. In 

this work, he developed a notion of n-gram simi-

larity and distance, which revealed that original 
Levenshtein distance and LCSR are special cases 

of n-gram distance and similarity respectively. 

He successfully evaluated his new measurement 
on deciding if pairs of given words were genetic 

cognates, translational cognates or drug names 

cognates respectively. The results indicated that 

Bi gram distance and similarity are more effec-
tive than Tri gram methods. Bi gram methods 

outperform Levenshtein, LCSR and Dice coeffi-

cient as well. Rama (2014) combines subse-
quence feature with the system developed by 

Hauer and Kondrak, which employs a number of 

word shape similarity scores as features to train a 
SVM model. Rama stated, “The subsequences 

generated from his formula weigh the similarity 

between two words based on the number of 

dropped characters and combine vowels and con-
sonants seamlessly”. He concludes that using the 

Hauer and Kondrak’s system with a sequence 

length of 2 could maximize the accuracy. How-
ever, none of the work mentioned above has tak-

en the word context to account. 

2.2 Identifying cognates using semantic 

similarity 

Kondrak (2001) proposed COGIT, a cognate-
identification system that combines ALINE with 

semantic similarity. Given two vocabulary lists 

(L1, L2) in distinct languages, his system first 
calculates the phonetic similarities between each 

pair of entries (i, j) ∈ (L1 × L2). The semantic 

similarity of each pair of word is calculated 

based on the glosses information between a pair 

of words. The glosses are available in English for 

all words in both lists. The overall similarity is a 
linear combination of phonetic and semantic sim-

ilarity, with different importance assigned to 

them respectively. The final outcome of this sys-
tem is a list vocabulary-entry pair, sorted accord-

ing to the estimated likelihood of their cognate-

ness. Although their evaluation suggested that 
their methods employing semantic information 

from glosses perform better than methods based 

on word shape (phonetic and orthographic), they 

only focus on finding cognates between different 
Native American languages. 

Frunza (2006) focuses on different machine 

learning techniques to classify word pairs as true 
cognates, false cognates or unrelated. She de-

signed two classes called “orthographically simi-

lar” and “not orthographically similar” to sepa-
rate these three types of cognates. However, 

since the cognate and false cognate are likely to 

have a high orthographical similarity, their fea-

tures also include one form of semantic similari-
ty that is whether the words are translations of 

each other. As a result, this third class - “transla-

tion of each other” allows the classifiers to make 
a decision when a false cognate has a high ortho-

graphical similarity. Similar to Kondrak who 

uses Wordnet and European Wordnet to fetch the 

glosses, Frunza employs bilingual dictionaries to 
retrieve the translations. 

The method proposed by Mulloni, Pekar, Mitkov 

and Blagoev (2007) also combines orthographic 
similarity and semantic similarity. They first ex-

tract candidate cognate pairs from comparable 

bilingual corpora using LCSR, followed by the 
refinement process using corpus evidence about 

their semantic similarity. In terms of the seman-

tic similarity, they believe that if two words have 

similar meanings – and are therefore cognates – 
they should be semantically close to roughly the 

same set of words in both (or more) languages. 

For example, for English article and French arti-
cle, their method first finds a set of ten most sim-

ilar words in the representative language respec-

tively. Then, the method uses a bilingual diction-
ary to find the correspondence between the two 

sets of words. Thirdly, a collision set is created 

between two sets of neighbors, saving words that 

have at least one translation in the counterpart 
set. Lastly, The Dice coefficient is used to de-

termine the similarity of the two sets which be-

comes the semantic similarity of the two original 
words. 
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2.3 Word Sense Disambiguation 

Unlike all the previous methods which take se-

mantic similarity into consideration, our pro-

posed approach is based on word sense disam-
biguation (WSD) within monolingual texts, as 

we aim to use the sense of words as a pivot to 

identify candidate cognates. There are two main-
stream approaches to word sense disambiguation. 

One is supervised WSD, which uses machine 

learning methods to learn a classifier for all tar-
get words from labeled training sets. Navigli 

(2012) asserts that memory-based learning and 

SVM approaches proved to be most effective. 

The other approach is Knowledge-based WSD, 
which exploits knowledge resources such as se-

mantic networks to determine the senses of 

words in context. Such approaches use network 
features to identify which interpretation of the 

words in a sentence leads to the most connected 

representation with the words (as a semantic 
graph). The application we employ in this paper 

is called Babelfy which is powered by BabelNet. 

2.4 BabelNet 

BabelNet follows the structure of a traditional 

lexical knowledge base and accordingly consists 
of a labeled directed graph where nodes repre-

sent concepts and named entities, while edges 

express semantic relations between them. The 
network contains data available in WordNet and 

also incorporates new nodes and relationships 

extracted from the Wikipedia (Navigli and 

Ponzetto, 2012).  
Each node in BabelNet is called a Babel synsets. 

Navigli (2013) explains that each Babel synset 

represents a given meaning and contains all the 
synonyms that express that meaning in a range of 

different languages. More precisely, a Babel syn-

set contains (1) a synset ID; (2) the source of the 
synset (such as WIKI or WordNet); (3) the corre-

sponding WordNet synset offset; (4) the number 

of senses in all languages and their full list; (5) 

the number of translations of the sense and their 
full list. For example, when the English word 

bank means a financial institution, its translations 

in other languages as (German bank), (Italian 
banca), and (French banque); (6) the number of 

semantic pointers such as relations to other Babel 

synsets and their full list; (7) its corresponding 

glosses (possibly available in many languages). 
The early version of BabelNet can disambiguate 

verbs, nouns, adverbs and adjectives, but only 

provides French synonyms for nouns. The newly 
released Babelfy tool, which is fully supported 

by BabelNet, can disambiguate all nominal and 

named entity mentions within a text, and access 

French synonyms for all types of words (verbs, 

nouns, adverbs and adjectives). According to the 
description from Moro et al. (2014), the WSD 

and entity linking is achieved in three steps: (1) 

associating each vertex such as concept or named 
entity to generate a semantic signature of a given 

lexicalized semantic network. The semantic net-

work refers to Babelnet; (2) extracting all linka-
ble fragments from a given text and list possible 

meanings based on semantic network for each of 

them; (3) creating a graph-based semantic inter-

pretation of the whole input text by linking can-
didate meanings of extracted fragments using the 

previously-generated semantic signature, fol-

lowed by a dense sub-graph of this representa-
tion to select the best candidate meaning of each 

fragment. 

Babelfy has been evaluated on various datasets 
and compared with different systems, and has 

been shown to achieve a better disambiguating 

performance among all the participating systems 

by using the selected datasets. 

3 General Framework 

We first present a general framework for cognate 

detection supported by disambiguation and mul-
tilingual resources. This framework provides a 

score of “cognateness” with regards to a source 

language for every word in text written a target 
language. Such a score can be interpreted as the 

likelihood that a reader learns the target language 

would be assisted by their native language (the 
source language) to understand the meaning of 

the word.  

To calculate the score of a word W, the main 

steps in our framework are as follows: 

 Identify the likelihood of each possible 

sense of W (semantic similarity score 

(SS)) 

 For each sense, all the translations of the 

sense in the source language become can-
didate cognates CW 

 For each candidate cognate (CW), calcu-

late its word shape similarity score (WSS), 

its orthographic similarity with W.  

 Determine the cognateness of W as the 

maximum combined SS and WSS score, 

that is: 
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Figure 1 Process of general framework 

 

For example, there are two possible meanings for 
the word match after disambiguation, which are 

S_A matchstick and S_B game, with 80% and 

20% of sense likelihood respectively (this then 
becomes the (SS) score between the possible 

translations of each sense and the initial word). 

In the second step, all the possible translations of 

each sense in French will be retrieved according 
the multilingual resource. Finally, the retrieved 

translation will be paired with the word match. 

As shown in the figure 1, the final pairs under 
sense A would be (W, T_A1), similarly, pairs 

generated under sense B, which are (W, T_B1), 

(W, T_B2) and so on. For each of the candidate 
pair, the possible translation leads to the WSS 

score by applying orthographic/phonetic distance 

between the translation and the initial word (e.g., 

between match and allumette, match and partie). 
We then determine the cognateness of the word 

match by using the maximum combined SS and 

WSS score. 

4 Methodology 

The general approach presented in section 3 

would be suited to the early version of BabelNet 
(version 1.0.1). Babelfy has a much higher 

accuracy for disambiguating; it does not provide 

sense likelihood for several candidate senses but 
only a single candidate sense. This is taken into 

account in our implementation by providing a 

simplified approach that does not use sense 

similarity. Indeed, in this paper we are assuming 
that the semantic similarity score is a static value 

which is always 1 and leave the combined 

formula for future work. As a result, the 
cognateness of a word W is now estimated by: 

 ( )       (   (  )) 
While scores are suited to applications that will 

not directly need a decision (such as used as a 

feature in readability measure, or used with 

graded colours in a visual interface), many will 

require a binary interpretation, including our 

evaluation framework. The binary decision is 
whether a word is a potential cognate of at least 

one of its likely translations. Such a decision can 

be based on a threshold for the cognate score 
presented above, or can be modeled using a 

panel of scores with a machine learning 

approach. 
The implementation process is depicted in Figure 

2 and the steps described as follows.   

 

 
 

Figure 2 Process of implementation 

 
Pre-Processing: The document is split in sen-

tences; then each word within the sentence is 

stemmed using Krovetz Stemmer algorithm. 

Disambiguate Sense: The stemmed sentence is 
disambiguated by Babelfy, with a specified “Ex-

act” matching level. This matching level was 

empirically found to provide more accurate re-
sults than other options. For each word W in the 

sentence, we obtain a Babel Sense S. 

Find Translations: query BabelNet based on the 
Babel Sense id of S. This provides a list of trans-

lations [T1, T2, …] of sense S. 

Calculate WSS Score: Several measures can be 

used to calculate WSS score between word W 
and its translations. For example, we could get 

WSS1 as the score between (W, T1) and WSS2 

for (W, T2) by using DICE. In the end, the Max 
[WSS1, WSS2] is selected as the final WSS 

score under sense S for word W with DICE. 

Make Decision: We propose two approaches to 

decide whether or not a word W is cognate. The 
threshold approach states that true cognates are 

likely to have higher scores than non-cognates 

(Mulloni et Al., 2007). As a result, we build a 
training and a testing set for both cognate pairs 

(known cognates) and non-cognate pairs (ran-

dom word pairs), and estimate the threshold that 
best separates cognates from non-cognates in the 

training set. The second approach proposes that 

several orthographic similarity measures can be 

retained, and the decision can be made using ma-
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chine learning. A model is learnt from all W and 

all similarity measures in a training set of natural 

annotated data. For example, if a word W has 2 

translations [T1, T2]; list_a which is [WSS1a, 
WSS2a, WSS3a, WSS4a, WSS5a] would be the 

WSS scores of T1, similarly, list_b ([WSS1b, 

WSS2b, WSS3b, WSS4b, WSS5b]) for T2. The 
5 WSS scores in each list are calculated from 

Levenshtein, Bi Distance, LCSR, Dice and 

Soundex respectively. By finding the biggest 
value of (WSS1a, WSS1b), (WSS2a, WSS2b), 

(WSS3a, WSS3b) and so on, we generate a best 

value list which is Max [WSS1, WSS2, WSS3, 

WSS4, WSS5] for a word W.  

5 Evaluation 

5.1 Tuning the decision models 

For the threshold approach, the training set con-

tains 600 English French true cognate pairs and 

600 English French non cognate pairs. The test-

ing set contains 300 English French true cognate 
pairs and 300 English French non-cognate pairs. 

True cognate pairs were collected from various 

online resources. Non-cognate pairs were com-
piled by randomly selecting English words and 

French words from news websites
1
.  

While most cognate pairs on existing lists are of 

exactly identical words, this does not reflect the 
reality so we purposely included one third of 

non-identical cognate pairs in the training set. 

We have compared Bi Distance, Dice coefficient, 
Soundex, Levenshtein, and LCSR.  

 

Measure Threshold Accuracy 

BI distance 0.4 0.911 

LCSR 0.444 0.898 

Dice Coefficient 0.235 0.895 

Levenshtein 0.428 0.882 

Soundex 0.675 0.871 

 

Table 1 Threshold and Accuracy of each ortho-

graphic measure. 
 

Table 1 shows the accuracy of each measure 

used as a threshold on the testing set. In future 
evaluation, we will use the BI Distance to gener-

ate WSS score, but also Soundex. The reason we 

still employ Soundex despite its lowest accuracy 

is that it is a popular phonetic measure, so it is 

                                                
1Datasets presented in this paper are all available here: 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/cognates/files/?source=navb
ar 

interesting to make comparisons with the BI dis-

tance. 

For the machine learning approach, two models 

are trained from different training corpus de-
scribed in the following section, one using Sup-

port Vector Machines (SVM) and Naïve Bayes 

(NB).  

5.2 Cognate detection in natural data 

The first experiment aims to evaluate our ap-

proach on natural language texts. 

A corpus has been collected from web sources 
based on 6 different genres: cooking recipes 

(cook), political news (politics), sports news 

(sport), technical documentation (tech), novel 

(novel) and subtitles (sub). For each genre, we 
have collected 5 documents of roughly 500 

words, resulting in a total 30 documents. A bilin-

gual English/French speaker has manually anno-
tated this training corpus to identify the true cog-

nates
1
. Recent borrowings (such as croissant in 

English or weekend in French) were also anno-

tated as cognates. The annotator reported that 
while some true cognates are very obvious as 

they have exactly the same spelling, there were 

cases where the words in French and English 
obviously shared some etymology and had some 

similarity (i.e. juice vs. jus or spice vs. épice), 

but it was difficult to decide if they would sup-
port a reader’s understanding. Some words had a 

different spelling but very similar pronunciation 

and were therefore considered as cognates in this 

annotation process.  
Table 2 lists the total numbers of cognates (C), 

non-cognates (N), stop words (S) and non-word 

characters (NW) for both the testing and training 
set. In brackets we show the number of cognates 

and non cognates that are actually processed by 

Balelfy and considered in the evaluation. 
 

 Training Testing 

S 5,503 6,711 

NW 585 752 

C 1,623 (1,441) 2,138  (1,978) 

N 3,368 (2896) 3,736 (2,008) 

Total 11,709 (4,337) 13,337 (3,986) 

 
Table 2 Natural Data corpus characteristics. 

 

When testing our approaches on this dataset, we 

are interested in the overall accuracy, but also 
more specifically in the capacity of our system to 

identify the cognates and only the cognates. We 
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therefore use 3 measures of evaluation, Namely 

Accuracy (A), Recall (R) and Precision (P).  

 

 BI Distance Soundex 

 A P R A P R 

cook 0.81 0.73 0.81 0.79 0.71 0.8 

politics 0.80 0.82 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.77 

tech 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.8 0.77 0.8 

sport 0.79 0.68 0.64 0.74 0.64 0.67 

novel 0.81 0.56 0.76 0.8 0.54 0.77 

sub 0.81 0.51 0.78 0.81 0.49 0.76 

avg 0.80 0.72 0.75 0.78 0.69 0.77 

 

Table 3 Results from decisions made by the 

thresholds approach with BI and Soundex 

 
Table 3 shows the results of the threshold meth-

od, using either the BI distance or the Soundex 

similarity, for each genre and the average (avg). 
These results show that BI Distance has a higher 

overall detecting accuracy than Soundex, with 

average 0.8 compared with 0.78. It is interesting 
to observe that Soundex has a better recall rate 

than BI, which is to be expected given our defini-

tion of cognates as being words supported via a 

source language, rather than purely orthograph-
ically similar. There are no major differences 

across genres between Soundex and BI Distance. 

Both measures have higher precision and recall 
rate in cooking recipe (cook), political news (pol-

itics) and technology (tech), but lower results in 

sport news (sport), novel (novel) and subtitles 

(sub). 
Table 4 shows the results for the two trained 

models. NB improves the precision across all 

genres but reduce the recall rate compared with 
SVM, which provides a completely reversed 

trend. The largest difference is observed for the 

sport news, novels and subtitles. NB dramatically 
improves their precision and still provides ac-

ceptable recall values, while SVM has lower pre-

cision but similar recall rate. The results also 

suggest that in addition to having an overall 
higher accuracy, NB is more robust across genres 

as there are smaller variations in precision and 

comparable variations in recall. For example, the 
precision range of SVM is between [0.47, 0.82] 

but [0.63, 0.85] for NB. If we compare the re-

sults between machine learning and threshold 

approaches, the BI distance, which is the best 
threshold approach exhibits variations of a simi-

lar order and range as those from SVM across 

the genres. As a result, the NB model is more 

likely to provide a balanced precision, recall and 

overall accuracy rate. 

 

 SVM NB 

 A P R A P R 

cook 0.82 0.75 0.81 0.8 0.77 0.73 

politics 0.81 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.85 0.70 

tech 0.82 0.78 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.76 

sport 0.76 0.65 0.74 0.78 0.73 0.62 

novel 0.79 0.53 0.78 0.85 0.65 0.74 

sub 0.78 0.47 0.77 0.87 0.63 0.74 

avg 0.80 0.70 0.78 0.82 0.77 0.71 

 

Table 4 Results from decisions made by the ma-

chine learning approach 
 

Finally, we establish 2 baselines to situate our 

results. The first baseline model (BL1) assumes 

that all words in the testing set are non cognates. 
To establish the second baseline (BL2), we em-

ploy an English/French cognate word list provid-

ed by Frunza (2006), and apply a simple decision 
rule that every word in the text that is present in 

the list should be returned as a cognate.  

The results from two baselines are in the table 5. 
Because novel and subtitles contain less cog-

nates, this results in the overall accuracy of BL1 

and BL2 on these two genres being almost as 

good as the rates calculated from SVM. Precision 
and recall are not applied to BL1, and there is a 

huge variation between precision and recall val-

ues in BL2 across all the genres. This highlights 
the limits of a list-based approach. 

 

 BL1 BL2 

 A A P R 

cook 0.58 0.64 0.95 0.14 

politics 0.44 0.52 0.92 0.15 

tech 0.52 0.58 0.86 0.14 

sport 0.59 0.64 0.88 0.12 

novel 0.77 0.78 0.61 0.13 

sub 0.8 0.83 0.69 0.24 

avg 0.6 0.65 0.85 0.15 

 

Table 5 Results from decisions made by a naïve 
(BL1) and a list-based (BL2) baseline. 

5.3 Testing semi-cognates in controlled sen-

tences 

Our second evaluation aims to test the robustness 

of our approach specifically for semi-cognates. 
For example, the English word address is a true 

cognate when it means “mailing, email” or 

“deftness, skill, dexterity”. However, it is a false 
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cognate when it refers to “discourse”. This task 

is highly dependent on the quality of the disam-

biguation.  

20 semi-cognates are used to create controlled 
sentences where they appear in either as a true 

cognate or a false cognate. For each semi-

cognate, we created 2 sentences, one where it is a 
true cognate and one where it is a false cognate. 

Additionally, we ensured that the other words in 

the sentences were neither true nor false cog-
nates. Using address as an example again, the 

sentences created were “What is your <address?” 

and “His keynote <address is very insightful.”  

In this evaluation we use the NB model to make 
decisions since it provided the best accuracy in 

the previous evaluation.  

 

True Cognate F. Cognate 

C N C N 

15 4 14 5 

 

Table 6 Results from NB model. 
 

Table 6 shows the confusion matrix when the 

model is applied to the 20 sentences containing 
true cognates and the 20 sentences containing 

false cognates. The confusion matrices first show 

that 2 semi-cognates fail to be annotated or that 
BabelNet did not contain translation for the dis-

ambiguated sense. On the 4 errors made on rec-

ognizing the true cognates, 2 of them are due to 

an error in disambiguation, and for the other 2 
Babelfy fails to give provide the correct transla-

tions because the extracted text fragment is a 

combination of two words or more. For example, 
“I like action movie”, the sense of word action is 

correct but mapped to action_movie instead of 

action itself. Of the 14 errors made on recogniz-
ing false cognates, 6 were due to errors in the 

disambiguation, 7 were due to erroneous transla-

tions of the sense, and only 2 were due to an er-

ror of the model (word organ and orgue were 
considered cognates). For example, the word as-

sume in sentence “I <assume full duty in this 

matter” was disambiguated as “Take to be the 
case or to be true and accept without verification 

or proof.” It has translations such as assumer, 

supposer. Since we will only take the translation 

that has the highest WSS score, the assumer is 
selected instead of supposer. 

6 Discussion 

While the performance of our approach show 

improvements over a baseline using a dictionary 

based approach, there are a number of errors that 

could be avoided by integrating a probabilistic 

disambiguation approach as proposed in section 

3. The issue of the quality of the disambiguation 
system, even though we selected a system with 

high performances, has been highlighted in sec-

tion 5.3 on the semi-cognate evaluation, but has 
also been observed on natural data.  

Another issue that is that Babelfy is not able to 

process all the words that should be disambigu-
ated. For example, “You can bring egg whites to 

room <temperature by setting the eggs out on the 

counter at least 30 <minutes in <<advance of 

your preparation”, and the advance was ignored. 
Table 2 shows how many such missing words are 

occurring in the natural dataset. The number of 

missing words varies across genres, for example, 
subtitles may only have 9 missing words out of 

2,000 while sport news may have 55. Non cog-

nate words are more likely to be ignored com-
pared with true cognates; especially the cooking 

recipes and political news may include lots of 

low frequency word and name entities.  

Additionally, there are several cases where an 
identified sense does not have a French transla-

tion in BabelNet (although we verified that the 

language has some). For instance, “Place the egg 
whites in a <bowl in a pan of warm water”, alt-

hough Babelfy successfully disambiguates bowl 

as “A round vessel that is open at the top; mainly 

used for holding food or liquids”, BabelNet 
simply does not have a French translation bol 

under this specific sense in its network. Further-

more, some errors come from erroneous transla-
tions provided by BabelNet, even though we fil-

ter the translation sources to only use open multi-

lingual wordnet (omwn), wiki, wikidata, wiki 
translation (wikitr). For instance, marshmallow 

shows French translation marshmallow instead 

of chamallow, and soccer shows French transla-

tion soccer instead of football, thus impacting on 
the precision. Finally, annotations are sometime 

subjective for similar but non identical words, or 

close but non identical meanings.  

7 Conclusion and Future work 

We presented a methodology to identify potential 

cognates in English sentences for a French read-
er. The accuracy is around 80%, and it is high 

enough to successfully be used in sentence selec-

tion schemes to support learners to get better un-
derstanding before tackling the hard texts, which 

has been proposed an alternative learning method 

for English Learners (Uitdenbogerd, 2005).  
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As implied earlier, our proposed approach is 

highly dependent on the sources used; our future 

work will first try to develop a strategy to mini-

mize the noise and analyze how much the per-
formance can be improved with ideal settings. 

Future work will also focus on integrating the 

decision model, or directly the cognateness 
score, into readability measures. In a pilot study, 

we found that word level criteria such as fre-

quency or length are indeed not applicable when 
the word is a cognate (that is, very difficult 

words such as word disambiguation can actually 

be very transparent and therefore easy in the con-

text of a multilingual reader). Thirdly, more 
work is needed to more accurately detect usages 

of semi-cognates, and integrating the SS score 

with WSS score, so that the actual readability 
measure to balance the impact from semantic and 

word shape feature and possibly alleviate errors 

made by a disambiguation system.  
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Abstract

We present an architecture and implemen-
tation of a system that builds structured
test suites for concept recognition systems.
The system applies provided test case def-
initions to a target concept vocabulary,
to generate test cases organised accord-
ing to those definitions. Test case defini-
tions capture particular characteristics, or
produce regular transformations, of con-
cept terms. The test suites produced by
the system enable detailed, systematic, er-
ror analysis of the performance of concept
recognition systems.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we introduce a framework to auto-
mate development of test suites for ontology con-
cept recognition systems. The objective of the
work is to enable the assessment of system com-
petence and performance, by organising test cases
into groups based on carefully defined characteris-
tics. While failure analysis is often done in terms
of such characteristics, it is generally done in an
unsystematic manner. By providing a framework
for automatically building test suites, we aim to
enable more systematic investigation of errors.

We focus in this initial work on ontology con-
cept recognition systems, that is, systems that aim
to detect concepts defined in an ontology in nat-
ural language text. Prior work has demonstrated
substantial differences in the performance of such
systems, due to linguistic variability in the expres-
sion of ontology concepts (Funk et al., 2014). The
use of structured test suites has been shown to en-
able identification of performance errors of such
systems (Cohen et al., 2010), as well as being use-
ful for finding bugs (Cohen et al., 2008). Struc-
tured test suites enable systematic evaluation, ex-
haustivity, inclusion of negative data, and control

over data (Oepen et al., 1998). They can focus
on specific linguistic phenomena, that can be pre-
sented in isolation and in controlled combinations.

Evaluation of the performance of NLP methods
is typically done with respect to annotated training
data. Methods are assessed based on their abil-
ity to reproduce human performance on a task,
as measured in terms of the standard metrics of
precision, recall, and F-score. Such metrics pro-
vide a quantitative basis for comparing perfor-
mance of different methods. However, they are
by their nature aggregative, considering all anno-
tations in the corpus as equal for evaluation pur-
poses. Furthermore, such metrics do not provide
insight into the nature of errors made by the meth-
ods. As stated by (Cohen et al., 2004), testing a
system on an annotated corpus “tells you how of-
ten the system failed, but not what it failed at; it
tells you how often the system succeeds, but not
where its strengths are.” Yet investigation of the
strengths and failures of a system can reveal infor-
mation meaningful for improving system perfor-
mance, and is a critical component of error analy-
sis. This approach is commonly applied in soft-
ware testing. The methodology of equivalence
partitioning (Myers, 1979) explicitly involves par-
titioning the input into equivalence classes that are
representative of a range of possible test cases.

This paper introduces a framework for support-
ing automatic generation of test suites, with the
goal of supporting more rigorous testing and eval-
uation of ontology concept recognition system.
Concept recognition (CR) aims to link ontological
concepts, defined in a specified ontology, to free
text spans denoting entities of interest. CR is a nat-
ural evolution of the more traditional Named En-
tity Recognition (NER) task, which focuses only
on detecting the mentions of entities of interest
within unstructured textual sources, without align-
ing them to ontological terms. Well-studies CR
tasks include, in particular, gene and protein nor-
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malisation (Lu et al., 2011), which involves en-
tity linking of gene/protein mentions to biological
data bases. In the context of large structured vo-
cabularies, the CR task involves mapping of terms
to specific vocabulary identifiers. The set of NER
categories in CR is therefore effectively as large as
the number of primary terms in the vocabulary.

Our test suite generation framework consists of
3 main components:

1. An Input Wrapper that loads terminology
from an ontology, controlled vocabulary, or
other target resource.

2. Test Case Definitions that specify character-
istics of target terms to be incorporated as
cases into the test suite.

3. A Test Suite Factory that produces a struc-
tured test suite for the input ontology, from
the test case definitions.

Together, these components support auto-
matic creation of a structured test suite, that
can be used to systematically assess the per-
formance of a concept recognition system.
Each test case defines an equivalence class of
terms, along a defined dimension. The frame-
work is available at https://github.com/
tudorgroza/cr_testsuites. We wel-
come contributions of new test case definitions and
input wrappers.

2 Background

2.1 Concept Recognition Systems
The class of NLP system that we are primarily
concerned with testing is the concept recognition
system. These are systems that aim to detect men-
tions of terms corresponding to concepts from an
ontology or controlled vocabulary in natural lan-
guage text. These could be named entity recog-
nition systems, where the set of named entities is
defined by a target resource (e.g., the set of all reg-
istered US corporations, or the set of all genes in
GenBank1).

In the biomedical domain, ontology concept
recognition systems have been a recent focus of
development, due to a proliferation of biomedi-
cal ontologies2. A number of systems have re-

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank
2There are 384 ontologies, containing close to 6 million

concept classes in total, listed in the US National Center for
Biomedical Ontology’s BioPortal, http://bioportal.
bioontology.org (Whetzel et al., 2011).

cently been developed, or deployed, to address
this domain, including the US National Library
of Medicine’s MetaMap tool (Aronson and Lang,
2010), the NCBO Annotator (Jonquet et al., 2009),
ConceptMapper (Tanenblatt et al., 2010; Funk
et al., 2014), WhatIzIt (Rebholz-Schuhmann and
others, 2008) and Neji (Campos et al., 2013).

These systems could equally make use of ma-
chine learning, or rule-based methods. Rule-based
systems have the advantage of being flexibly re-
deployable to new ontologies or vocabularies that
might be defined, as they do not require train-
ing data. Furthermore, in a normalisation context
in which specific vocabulary items must be de-
tected and normalised to an identifier (e.g., not just
recognising a US corporation mention, but map-
ping that mention to a specific register ID), the
number of target classes is effectively the number
of concept classes. This can be prohibitive for an
effective machine learning technique.

2.2 Use of Test Suites in NLP

A structured test suite consists of a set of carefully
selected test cases that are designed to test spe-
cific functionality or the performance of an algo-
rithm on a controlled input. In the development
of software systems, test suites are used for ac-
ceptance and regression testing, to ensure that the
software satisfies a given set of requirements and
that a change to the code does not inadvertently
break a given required functionality. In NLP, a
test suite can be used to automatically verify the
performance of an algorithm on specific linguistic
phenomena. Test suites rely on controlled varia-
tion of the linguistic inputs, and allow analysis to
be performed along particular dimensions of varia-
tion. This is in stark contrast to standard annotated
corpora that reflect natural linguistic variation and
natural distribution of entities, which is dependent
on the collection strategy for the corpus. In error
analysis of a task using an annotated corpus, the
categorisation of annotations and errors into co-
herent groups is typically done in post-hoc analy-
sis. It has been demonstrated that this can be both
challenging to implement and insightful with re-
gards to the generalisability of algorithms (Stoy-
anov et al., 2009; Kummerfeld et al., 2012; Kum-
merfeld and Klein, 2013). Using a test suite, it is
done a priori through the test suite construction.

The use of test suites has long benefited de-
velopment of NLP systems for syntactic analysis
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(Oepen et al., 1998; Oepen, 1999), as well as from
systematic organisation of grammatical phenom-
ena along typological dimensions. The LinGO
Grammar Matrix (Bender et al., 2010; Bender
et al., 2002) captures linguistic variation along a
number of defined dimensions, and enables cre-
ation of an initial grammar based on a library of
syntactic structures. One of the key elements of
the Matrix is support for regression testing via au-
tomated tests, such that any change to a grammar
or the linguistic phenomena captured in the sys-
tem can be automatically assessed for impact to
the performance on previously existing phenom-
ena. Such test suites are used for validation and
exploration of changes to a grammar, during gram-
mar engineering (Bender et al., 2008).

However, the approach has had limited adop-
tion beyond analysis of deep parsing systems. A
methodology and data resources was introduced
to support feature-based evaluation of molecular
biology entity recognition systems (Cohen et al.,
2004). The data resources included examples of
entity names across four categories of variation,
orthographic (length, token “shape”, presence of
Greek letters, etc.), morphosyntactic (prefixes,
suffixes, presence function words, etc.), source
(e.g., a dictionary or a database), and lexical (e.g.,
status with respect to a language model or vocabu-
lary). That work demonstrated that a test suite can
be a good predictor of performance on named en-
tities with particular typographic characteristics.

The approach was later applied to ontology con-
cept recognition systems (Cohen et al., 2010).
That work identifies a core set of terminological
features that was common to the ontology concept
recognition context and the named entity recog-
nition context: a) Length b) Numerals c) Punctu-
ation d) Function/stopwords e) Source or author-
ity f) Canonical form in source (e.g., ontology or
database); and g) Syntactic context.

In each case of this prior work, the test suites
have been generated manually and contain a lim-
ited number of examples.

Other frameworks supporting evaluation of
NLP systems, including ontology concept recog-
nition systems, have been developed. U-compare
(Kano et al., 2009) provides a sophisticated eval-
uation environment, specifically targeting evalua-
tion and comparison of workflows for document
annotation, including syntactic annotation, NER,
and information extraction of events. The frame-

work allows multiple systems to be compared over
the same data, producing quantitative results in
terms of precision, recall, and F-score, as well as
supports visual inspection of annotations and an-
notation differences (Kano et al., 2011). How-
ever, there is no direct support for quantitative er-
ror analysis.

3 A Framework for Ontology Test Suite
generation

We propose a framework to automate development
of test suites for ontology concept recognition sys-
tems. Given an ontology definition file, and a set
of specifications of the typological dimensions of
interest, the framework generates a test suite. This
test suite organises the ontology terms and any
synonyms defined in the ontology according to the
typological dimensions of interest.

Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture of
the framework. This comprises three major com-
ponents: (i) the Input Wrapper – handling the pro-
cessing of a given ontology or term resource, ac-
cording to a specification file; (ii) the Test Case –
defining specific characteristics along a dimension
of interest; and (iii) the Test Case Factory – gener-
ating a test suite from a given input according to a
set of defined test cases. In the following sections
we describe each of these components.

3.1 Input Wrapper

The Input Wrapper processes a given terminologi-
cal input resource, according to a provided spec-
ification, and provides an iterator over the en-
tity profiles defined by the dataset. Generically,
the InputWrapper does not rely on any assump-
tions about the input resource, but rather delegates
these assumptions to the underlying implementa-
tion. This means that the input resource could be
an explicitly structured ontology or dictionary, as
well as an annotated (gold standard) corpus, for
which the target vocabulary for a particular set of
entities or concepts can be inferred from the anno-
tations.

An Entity Profile captures the terminological
representation of an individual concept or named
entity, and is expected to include the following
properties: (i) a unique identifier – i.e., the URI
of a concept in the case of an ontology, or a
plain identifier in the case of an annotated corpus;
(ii) the list of labels – i.e., preferred and/or alterna-
tive labels for ontological concepts, or a canonical
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Figure 1: High-level overview of the test suite framework and its three major components: Input Wrapper
– handling the input and producing Entity Profiles; Test Case – defining specific test case scenarios; Test
Case Factory – bridging the provided input and a set of defined test cases.

textual representation for a concept or entity de-
rived from a corpus annotation; and (iii) the list
of synonyms – i.e., exact, related, broader or nar-
rower synonyms for ontological concepts, or al-
ternative textual representations for a concept or
entity, as inferred from an annotated corpus.

3.1.1 Ontology term resources
The underlying Input Wrapper implementation is
also responsible for defining the structure of the
specification, according to which the processing is
done. The current implementation of the frame-
work provides an Ontology Data Wrapper that
is able to perform the above-listed steps for a
given ontology. The format of the ontology should
be one of the formats supported by the OWL
Api (Horridge and Bechhofer, 2011) – e.g., OWL,
OBO, or RDF/XML. The resulting entity profiles
will correspond to ontological concepts described
via their URIs and the labels or synonyms defined
in the specification. The actual specification is
independent of the ontology, the ontology format
or the implementation of the ontology processing
mechanism within the OntoDataWrapper and it is
defined using a simple JSON configuration file.
This enables one to create and process the same
ontology using different configurations.

The structure of the configuration file specifies:

• conceptTypes, the types of concepts to be
processed

• labelProperties, the label properties to
be considered

• synonymProperties, the synonyms
properties to be considered, including a
possible filtering based on the synonym type

• uriPatterns, URI patterns that should be
included or excluded from the processing

Below we provide an example of an ontology
specification (for an OntoDataWrapper) that
will process only classes and will use the stan-
dard dfs:label and skos:prefLabel prop-
erties, in addition to any exact synonyms, defined
by the pair ono:synonym – ono:synonym
type. Furthermore, the specification ex-
cludes from processing three particular URIs
(HP:0000001, HP:0000004 and HP:0000005).
Please note that for brevity purposes, we do not
list the complete URI of the properties.
{
"conceptTypes": ["CLASS"],

"labelProperties":{
"http://.../rdf-schema#label":{},
"http://.../skos#prefLabel":{},

},

"synonymProperties":{
"http://.../obo/synonym":{

"http://.../obo/synonymtype":["EXACT"]}
},

"uriPatterns":{
"http://.../obo":[

"*",
"˜HP_0000001",
"˜HP_0000005",
"˜HP_0000004"]

}
}

3.1.2 Annotated corpus resources
We can straightforwardly extend the basic frame-
work developed for ontology concepts to standard
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text corpora with annotations of ontology concepts
or named entities over naturalistic text data. The
framework enables organisation of annotated ex-
amples according to typological characteristics.

At a minimum, all that is required to achieve
this at the basic technical level is to de-
fine an appropriate InputDataWrapper, e.g.
NERDataWrapper in Figure 1. This Input
Wrapper must know how to parse the relevant cor-
pus representation. It would iterate through each
annotation in the corpus, and either generate a new
Entity Profile, or augment an existing Entity Pro-
file when a new synonym or alternate form of an
existing Entity is encountered.

3.2 Test Case Definitions

Test cases have the role of selecting or manipulat-
ing entity profiles characterised by certain prop-
erties of interest. As exemplified in (Cohen et
al., 2010), the equivalence relations captured in
such test cases may focus on length-based proper-
ties, lexical composition, lexical variation, etc. In
principle, we can classify test cases into two cat-
egories: simple and composite. Simple test cases
have a non-parametric form and analyse a particu-
lar property of entity profiles – e.g., if they contain
punctuation. Composite test cases consist of a se-
ries of simple test cases concentrated on a single
property, but which can be parametrized. For ex-
ample, the process of verifying the existence of a
given stop word (e.g., “of”, “by”, “from”) in an en-
tity profile is independent of the actual stop word.
Hence, a test case targeting treatment of terms
containing stop words can take the stop word as
a parameter. We consider this type of test case to
be composite.

Our framework supports both types of test
cases. In general, a Test Case includes high-level
metadata (i.e., an identifier and a name, to improve
human readability) and the set of properties that
can be configured – as per the listing below.
public interface ITestCase {

public String getId();

public String getName();

public List<String> getAcceptedProperties();

public void addEntity(IEntityProfile profile);
}

public interface ISimpleTestCase extends ITestCase {

public void runTestCases(Properties properties);

public List<ITestCaseResult> retrieveTestCases();
}

The properties supported by the Test Case might
include the number of entries to be generated in
the test suite for this test case (this would apply to
both test case types), or parameter values (which
would be particular to a composite test case), e.g.,
the set of stop words to be analysed. The runtime
values for these properties are transferred to the
test case via a TestCaseDefinition, or in a program-
matic manner, subject to the deployment settings.

Running a Test Case involves three steps:
(i) populating the Test Case with Entity Profiles,
(ii) generating Test Case Results according to the
specified properties values, and (iii) retrieving the
Test Case Results. The last two steps are depen-
dent on the test category, as shown in the defini-
tion of the Simple Test Case interface in the listing
above.

The results are currently provided as a
set of objects that contain the resulting
textual grounding (to be used as in-
put in validation), the original lexical
representation and the identifier of
the associated entity. For example, let’s consider
a lexical variation Test Case applied to the
Gene Ontology3 (Gene Ontology Consortium,
2000) concept GO:0070170 (regulation of tooth
mineralization). The process result consists of:

• textual grounding: regulated tooth
mineralization

• original lexical
representation: regulation of tooth
mineralization

• concept identifier: GO:0070170

Currently, the framework contains three simple
test cases:

• Contains Arabic numeral – generates candi-
dates that contain isolated Arabic numerals
(e.g., 1, 2, ...)

• Contains Roman numeral – generates candi-
dates that contain isolated Roman numerals
(e.g., I, IX, ...)

• Contains punctuation – generates candidates
that contain punctuation tokens

and two parametric composite test cases
3The Gene Ontology is an ontology capturing concepts

related to gene function and biological processes.
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• Contains stop word – generates candidates
that contain user-specified stop words (e.g.,
OF, FROM, BY, ...)

• Length – generates candidates that have lexi-
cal groundings with a length in tokens equal
to the list of user-specified lengths.

All test cases generate results in a randomised
manner. That is, except for the core test case func-
tionality, no particular heuristics or rules are used
when selecting the resulting concepts.

3.3 Test Suite Factory

The Test Suite Factory connects the Input Wrap-
per to the existing Test Case implementations. Its
role is to generate sets of Test Cases – a Test Suite
– according to a provided definition on a given in-
put. The implementation of the Test Suite Factory
allows it to be used both in a continuous pipeline
manner, as well as in a batch process. In the
pipeline setting, the factory accepts dynamic cre-
ation and alteration of Test Suite definitions, while
in the batch process setting the definitions need to
be provided via a simple configuration file. Sub-
ject to the deployment setting, the resulting Test
Suite can be used directly in evaluation experi-
ments, or serialised for offline processing.

There are a few technical aspects that are worth
mentioning in the context of the Test Suite Factory.
The current implementation forces a generic Test
Case to ingest one Entity Profile at-a-time (pro-
vided by the Input Wrapper Entity Profile itera-
tor) – see the Test Case interface definition in the
listing above. The actual processing of this En-
tity Profile is then delegated to the specific Test
Case implementation (independently of its cate-
gory). The rationale behind this decision was to
maintain the memory footprint of the Input Wrap-
per at a reasonable level. This enables, for exam-
ple, the processing of the 110MB SNOMED-CT
clinical vocabulary (in its tabulated format, con-
taining 398K concepts and 1.19M descriptions) on
a standard machine without the need of a large
memory allocation. Yet in order to take advantage
of a multi-core architecture, where this is avail-
able, the test suite generation process introduces
two parallelisation points. A first parallelisation
point is created when iterating over the Entity Pro-
files, with each Entity Profile being provided at the
same time to all instantiated Test Cases. The sec-
ond parallelisation point is delegated to the Test

Case implementation, which may take advantage
of it when generating the Test Case Results.

4 Use of the generated Test Suite for
evaluation

The framework we have developed provides the
critical scaffolding for designing and creating Test
Suites. It can be applied for concept recognition
evaluation using the following workflow:

1. Given an ontology of interest, define the de-
sired Input Wrapper specification – see the
example discussed above;

2. Specify a desired Test Suite definition – us-
ing existing Test Cases and/or implementing
additional ones;

3. Generate Test Case Results (via the Test Case
Factory) and serialise them on disk.

To allow for an easy and versatile creation of
Test Suite definitions, the Test Case Factory is
able to instantiate Test Suites based on a config-
uration file that specifies the list of Test Cases and
the properties to be used at runtime. Below we
list an example of such a configuration file us-
ing all existing Test Case implementations (intro-
duced above). Each Test Case is specified using
its unique identifier, followed by a set of values
for the properties it requires. The number of en-
tries to be generated (by both simple and compos-
ite test cases) is specified via the NO ENTRIES
property. In addition, the composite Test Case
Contains-STOP requires the actual stop words to
be analysed (here TO, FROM and OF). A similar
configuration could be provided also to the Length
composite Test Case. The current implementation
provides, however, the option of generating tests
on all available lengths represented in the input
terminology (ontology or corpus annotations), as
shown in the listing below.
testcase[0].id=Contains-Arabic
testcase[0].property[NO_ENTRIES]=6

testcase[1].id=Contains-Arabic
testcase[1].property[NO_ENTRIES]=6

testcase[2].id=Contains-Punctuation
testcase[2].property[NO_ENTRIES]=4

testcase[3].id=Contains-STOP
testcase[3].set[TO].property[STOP_WORD]=to
testcase[3].set[TO].property[NO_ENTRIES]=10
testcase[3].set[FROM].property[STOP_WORD]=from
testcase[3].set[FROM].property[NO_ENTRIES]=6
testcase[3].set[OF].property[STOP_WORD]=of
testcase[3].set[OF].property[NO_ENTRIES]=5

testcase[4].id=Length
testcase[4].set[ALL].property[LENGTH]=ALL
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An excerpt from the application of this Test
Suite to the Gene Ontology is listed below.

#Contains-Arabic

T-helper 1 cell differentiation | GO:0045063
RNA cap 4 binding | GO:0000342

#Contains-Roman

transcription from RNA polymerase
III type 2 promoter | GO:0001009

mitochondrial respiratory chain complex
III assembly | GO:0034551

#Contains-Punctuation

21U-RNA binding | GO:0034583
6-deoxy-6-sulfofructose-1-phosphate

aldolase activity | GO:0061595

#Contains-STOP-OF

establishment of neuroblast polarity | GO:0045200
regulation of tooth mineralization | GO:0070170

#Contains-STOP-TO

response to cortisone | GO:0051413
glutamate catabolic process to 4-hydroxybutyrate |
GO:0036241

#Contains-STOP-FROM

calcitriol biosynthetic process from calciol |
GO:0036378
positive regulation of exit from mitosis | GO:0031536

#Length-1

costamere | GO:0043034
amicyanin | GO:0009488
plasmodesma | GO:0009506

#Length-2

spermidine transport | GO:0015848
lobed nucleus | GO:0098537

#Length-3

energy transducer activity | GO:0031992
sinoatrial valve morphogenesis | GO:0003185

A specific concept recognition system evalua-
tion process can ingest this serialisation, parse it
into strings and annotations (identifier labels), and
apply the concept recognition system directly to
the test suite. Standard evaluation metrics (e.g.,
Precision, Recall, F-Score) can be computed di-
rectly on this data. Furthermore, by taking advan-
tage of the intrinsic structure of the test suite, with
individual test case strings grouped together, the
Test Suite can be used to compute evaluation met-
rics per-category basis. This provides a more in-
formative view of the strengths and weaknesses of
the system under scrutiny, on the basis of the test
cases. Coupled with a standardised error analy-
sis framework, the test suite can be used to cre-
ate comparative overviews across multiple con-
cept recognition systems.

5 Discussion

5.1 Towards an end-to-end test suite-based
evaluation system

The current implementation focuses on the test
suite generation framework. We assume that a test
suite generated with the framework will be used in
a separate evaluation process, as described in Sec-
tion 4.

Future developments of the framework will in-
clude an integrated evaluation pipeline, which
will realise the required steps, notably parsing of
the test suite, submission of each test string in
turn to a concept recognition system, tracking of
matches (TP/FP/FN), and category-based calcula-
tion of quantitative evaluation metrics.

Moreover, for ontology-based concept recog-
nition, we intend to provide a library of gener-
ated Test Suites using ontologies from the BioPor-
tal (Whetzel et al., 2011), in addition to a series
of baselines, created using off-the-shelf systems,
such as the NCBO Annotator (Jonquet et al., 2009)
or ConceptMapper (Tanenblatt et al., 2010).

5.2 Generation of term variants
The sample test cases implemented to date address
particular characteristics of concept terms. They
involve matching of existing ontology terms and
synonyms in the input source to these character-
istics, and result in the organisation and grouping
of those terms according to those characteristics.
However, test cases can also be defined that ma-
nipulate terms in controlled ways to produce term
variants for testing. This allows testing of the ro-
bustness of concept recognition in the face of par-
ticular types of changes to the input.

Several such changes were explored in the Gene
Ontology test suite of (Cohen et al., 2010), includ-
ing generation of plural variants of singular terms,
and manipulation of word order of a multi-word
term (which could either be expected to be toler-
ated by a concept recognition system, or an ex-
plicit error case that should be avoided).

Variants might be generated in which words of a
multi-word term are separated, e.g. with a particu-
lar type of intervening text. An adjective might be
inserted in a noun phrase (e.g., regulation of exit
from mitosis → regulation of rapid exit from mi-
tosis), or a quantifier added (e.g., ensheathment of
neurons→ ensheathment of some neurons).

Alternative syntactic realisations such as nom-
inalisations or adjectival forms (e.g., nucleus →
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nuclear), or linguistic alternations (e.g., regulation
of X → X regulation) can be generated. Semantic
variation can also be captured, such as substitution
of a phrase within a synonym, e.g., positive regu-
lation→ up-regulation (as a substring of a longer
term). Similarly, variants that involve abstraction
or manipulation of terms with other terms embed-
ded within them (i.e., recursive structure) can be
generated to measure structural impacts (Verspoor
et al., 2009; Ogren et al., 2005).

To the extent that such changes are system-
atic and generalisable, they can be represented
programmatically and used to generate test cases
within the test suite. This is planned for the next
phase of system development.

5.3 Sentential contexts

The current framework focuses on generating test
suites that consist of target vocabulary terms, or
controlled variants of those terms. However, it has
been previously pointed out that the performance
of a concept recognition system may be depen-
dent on the complexity of linguistic environment
in which a concept is mentioned, rather than (or in
combination with) the characteristics of the con-
cept term itself (Cohen et al., 2004). Indeed, many
methods for named entity recognition depend on
the availability of meaningful (or at least syntac-
tically correct) linguistic contexts in which term
mentions occur; conditional random field models
that are trained on naturally occurring data, for in-
stance, are explicitly defined to make use of sen-
tential context in their models.

Therefore, we aim to provide Test Case defini-
tions that enable systematic specification of sen-
tential contexts for the terms of the vocabulary
source. This can be achieved with a Compos-
ite Test Case which combines Test Cases for con-
cepts, with a set of sentential contexts (themselves
varying according to controlled characteristics).

6 Conclusions

We have introduced a framework for automated
creation of test suites for concept recognition sys-
tems. While prior work on test suites has ei-
ther produced a static test suite for a particular
NLP task (e.g., grammar engineering), or pro-
vided data aimed at generating specific types of
test cases (Cohen et al., 2004), we have produced
a software implementation that directly supports
the specification of test cases, and generation of

the test suite according to those test cases for a
provided input terminology. The input can be ex-
tracted directly from a structured vocabulary re-
source such as an ontology, or inferred from anno-
tations over a natural language corpus.

Test suites provide a powerful tool for error
analysis. Following software engineering method-
ology, the organisation of data into explicitly de-
fined classes provides insight into how a system
succeeds or fails, rather than how often. An anal-
ysis of the performance of a concept recognition
system in these terms is complementary to the
standard evaluation metrics. While assessment
of precision, recall, and F-score over naturalistic
data clearly remains the most suitable strategy for
gauging overall performance of the system, a test
suite provides a more granular assessment corre-
sponding to potential error categories.

Our initial implementation contains only a lim-
ited number of existing test case definitions. How-
ever, the framework is flexible and new test cases
appropriate to particular sets of concepts, and par-
ticular corpus characteristics, can easily be added.
We invite the community to contribute test cases
to the framework.
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Abstract

Named entity linking (NEL) can be applied
to documents such as financial reports,
web pages and news articles, but state
of the art disambiguation techniques are
currently too slow for web-scale applica-
tions because of a high complexity with re-
spect to the number of candidates. In this
paper, we accelerate NEL by taking two
successful disambiguation features (popu-
larity and context comparability) and use
them to reduce the number of candidates
before further disambiguation takes place.
Popularity is measured by in-link score,
and context similarity is measured by lo-
cality sensitive hashing.

We present a novel approach to locality
sensitive hashing which embeds the pro-
jection matrix into a smaller array and ex-
tracts columns of the projection matrix us-
ing feature hashing, resulting in a low-
memory approximation. We run the linker
on a test set in 63% of the baseline time
with an accuracy loss of 0.72%.

1 Introduction

Named entity linking (NEL) (Bunescu and Pasca,
2006; Varma et al., 2009; Cucerzan, 2007) is
the task of mapping mentions of named entities
to their canonical reference in a knowledge base
(KB). Recently, this task has been motivated by the
Text Analysis Conference (TAC) Knowledge Base
Population (KBP) entity linking task. In this task,
systems are given queries comprising of a mention
string and document ID, and return the referring
entity ID from the KB (in this case, Wikipedia) or
a NIL ID if the entity is not in the KB.

While large amounts of candidate data provides
rich information that can be used for disambigua-
tion, we show that data transfer and query costs

comprise over 51% of running time in the unsu-
pervised configuration of Radford (2014). Addi-
tionally, whole document approaches for disam-
biguation compare text using methods such as co-
sine similarity, but are slow for high-dimensional
data such as text (Indyk and Motwani, 1998).

In this paper, we pre-filter candidates using a
combination of candidate popularity and context
similarity. These features are complimentary to
each other, because a high in-link count suggests
that the mention string refers to that entity fre-
quently, but a high similarity measure is required
for less popular candidates. Since context compar-
ison is expensive to compute, we use LSH (Gio-
nis et al., 1999) to produce a compact binary hash
representation of each document, which can be
compared using Hamming distance. This fast, in-
formed pre-filtering reduces data communication
costs and the number of similarity comparisons.

While LSH has been shown to be a good approx-
imation to cosine similarity on image data (Lu et
al., 2008), we show that it this is also the case on
text data. Using a hash size of 1024 bits, LSH simi-
larity and cosine similarity have a Spearman corre-
lation of 0.94, with correlation increasing as hash
size increases. Using a hash size of 2kB and a LSH

similarity threshold of 0.56, and keeping the top 7
candidates by in-link score, we run the linker in
63% of the time with an accuracy loss of 0.72%.

We also present a new, low-memory version of
LSH which embeds the projection matrix into a
smaller vector and extracts rows of the projection
matrix using feature hashing. This method allows
for an expandable vocabulary, and only requires
storing a single, smaller vector, resulting in fast
generation of document hashes.

Our LSH pre-filtering method enables the task
to feasibly be applied to linking longer documents
(financial reports), big data (the web), and real-
time or frequently updated documents (the news)
with only a very small drop in accuracy.

Kristy Hughes, Joel Nothman and James R. Curran. 2014. Trading accuracy for faster named entity linking.
In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 32−40.



2 Background

Named entities (NEs) in natural language are of-
ten difficult to resolve; one entity can be referred
to by many different mention strings (synonymy)
or multiple distinct entities referred to by the same
mention string (polysemy). While the task of re-
solving this ambiguity is automatically and sub-
consciously performed by most people when they
read text, this is a much more difficult task for au-
tomated systems to perform.

The NE ambiguity problem has been ap-
proached within the field of computational linguis-
tics as three related tasks: Cross-document Coref-
erence Resolution (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998),
Wikification (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007), and
named entity linking (NEL) (Bunescu and Pasca,
2006). NEL aims to link in-text mentions of NEs
to a knowledge base (KB) using the context of the
mention and the vast amount of structured and un-
structured information held in the KB.

Approaches to NEL vary (Hachey et al., 2013;
Ji and Grishman, 2011), however many sys-
tems share some core components. Radford et
al. (2012) combines three seminal approaches
(Cucerzan, 2007; Varma et al., 2009; Bunescu and
Pasca, 2006) to produce the NEL system on which
this paper is based. Almost all approaches can be
split into 3 stages: mention extraction, candidate
generation and candidate disambiguation.

The mention extraction stage involves chain-
ing together mentions in a document that re-
fer to the same entity, and candidate generation
stage involves retrieving entities from the KB that
have similar names to mentions in the query’s
chain. The candidate disambiguation stage com-
pares each candidate with the query and ranks
them by the aggregate of similarity scores.

Core to almost all approaches is the usefulness
of the prior probability of a candidate entity, and
the amount of overlap in text between the query
document and candidate entity. These two features
are complementary to each other.

Prior probability is a measure of the popular-
ity of the entity. This can be calculated from a
large corpus of disambiguated entities, most often
using Wikipedia’s internal links, and is indepen-
dent from the query document, so it can be pre-
computed and stored. Popular entities appear in all
contexts, and so they will often not require a par-
ticular context for readers to know what the men-
tion string refers to.

Less popular entities are distinguished by read-
ers through the context that they appear. Therefore
context similarity is an important measure of the
validity of a candidate. The most popular way for
comparing the similarity of text is by using cosine
similarity, and many of the scores in the candidate
disambiguation stage use cosine similarity, some
only over sentences and others over entire docu-
ments.

To compute cosine similarity over a document,
text is mapped to a bag of words (BOW) vector
containing the count of each word in the docu-
ment, and the dot product of these vectors repre-
sents their similarity. For a BOW, the dimensional-
ity of the vector is number of words in the vocabu-
lary, v. Cosine similarity can also be applied more
broadly using any textual feature as a dimension of
the vector. Since these vectors are generally sparse
(you do not have every word in the vocabulary ap-
pear in one document), it is are often fast to com-
pute. However, due to the high number of com-
parisons needed (every document-candidate pair),
it can become an expensive measure to use.

Dimensionality reduction of these BOW vec-
tors before computing cosine similarity further
decreases its computational complexity and the
cost of data transfer (as lower dimensional forms
can be precomputed and stored). Popular meth-
ods of dimensionality reduction are singular value
decomposition and principle component analysis
(Muflikhah and Baharudin, 2009; Lin et al., 2011),
however these are expensive to compute and adds
skew to the data, so they don’t correlate well with
cosine similarity.

Dimensionality reduction through random pro-
jections removes much of this pre-computational
work, while also not introducing significant skew
(Lu et al., 2008). BOW vectors are mapped to
lower dimensions by pre-computing some ran-
domly generated hyperplanes called the projection
matrix, and computing the matrix multiplication
of the vector and the projection matrix.

Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) makes the
comparison process in the projected space more
efficient by binarising the embedded vectors into
a hash (Gionis et al., 1999), approximating cosine
similarity of the BOWs as the Jaccard similarity of
the hashes. While LSH is faster to compute, it still
requires a large projection matrix to be stored, and
there needs to be a way of dealing with new words
that appear, which we discuss in section 5.
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Step Approx Time (%) Substep Approx Time (%)
Initialisation and output 0.9 0.9

Mention Extraction 2.5
C&C NER 1.6
Chaining 0.9

Candidate Generation 31.0

Build query 0
Expand query 0.9
Retrieve candidate ID s 5.7
Retrieve processed candidates 20.6
Compile in-memory structure 3.8

Candidate Disambiguation 65.6

In-link prior probability 0.1
Reference probability 13.1
Alias cosine 10.6
Category score 6.2
Context score 29.5
In-link overlap 3.2
Sentence context 2.3
Rank and determine NIL 0.6

Total Time 100.0 100.0

Table 1: A profile of the TAC 11 dataset reveals that both the candidate generation and candidate disam-
biguation phases are slow

3 NEL Profile

This paper extends the unsupervised NEL system
introduced by Radford (2014) with the aim of in-
creasing its speed while maintaining comparable
accuracy. In order to do this, it is important to first
discover which stages are computationally expen-
sive. The system consists of three main stages:
mention extraction, candidate generation and can-
didate disambiguation.

The mention extraction stage aims to find all
mentions of named entities in a document in order
to find aliases for the mention string. It begins by
preprocessing the document with a part of speech
tagger and performing named entity recognition.
Similar to the task of word sense disambiguation,
we assume that mention strings have one sense per
discourse. Thus, they are clustered into chains that
refer to the same entity using limited coreference
resolution rules such as acronym expansion and
substring name matching.

The candidate generation stage produces a list
of candidate entities (Wikipedia articles) for each
chain in the document. We take the longest men-
tion string in a chain to be the canonical men-
tion and use this to search the database for suit-
able matches. Candidates are returned from a
Solr database (limited to 100 candidates) if the
canonical mention matches matches a Wikipedia

pages’ title, redirect titles or apposition stripped ti-
tle. This stage aims to ensure that the correct entity
is returned as a candidate, while minimising the
size of the candidate set for feasible disambigua-
tion. Once a list of candidate names is obtained
from Solr, the data associated with each candidate
is retrieved from a Hypertable database.

While these first two stages aim to maximise re-
call, the candidate disambiguation stage aims to
distinguish the correct entity from the rest of the
candidates by ranking them according to a score.
The final score is the sum of the in-link prior prob-
ability, reference probability, alias cosine similar-
ity, category score, context score, in-link overlap
and sentence context. A more detailed description
of each can be found in Radford (2014).

We profiled (Radford, 2014) to discover linking
bottlenecks. It is often difficult to judge timing
of systems due to the variability caused by dif-
fering hardware and loads, so we ran all our ex-
periments over the TAC 11 dataset and queries 10
times to get an average run-time of 1778.39 sec-
onds with a standard error of 9.5 seconds. Our ex-
periments were run on an unloaded machine with
two 2.30GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2470 CPUs and
62GiB RAM. The full break-down of this profile
can be seen in Table 1, which shows that both the
candidate generation and candidate disambigua-
tion steps are expensive.
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The candidate generation step is expensive due
to an external database query which retrieves can-
didate information such as Wikipedia pages. The
run-time of this step is linear to the number of can-
didates retrieved, as well as linear to the amount of
data associated with each candidate.

The candidate disambiguation stage takes
65.6% of run-time. The most expensive score to
compute is the context score, which take context
information from the candidate, such as the disam-
biguating term in each candidate’s Wikipedia title,
anchor text from links within the first paragraph,
and links to pages that link back to the candidate.
These context terms are searched for within the
query document using a trie. While the complex-
ity of this step is related to the number of context
terms, the dominating cost is from the number of
candidates. Other expensive steps are the refer-
ence probability score and alias cosine score.

4 Pre-filtering candidates

Since the expensive steps that have been identi-
fied are costly for each candidate, we consider a
pre-filter which reduces the number of candidates
before their full text is retrieved from the database,
and before disambiguation occurs. This will trade
accuracy for speed because the load is reduced for
both the candidate generation and candidate dis-
ambiguation steps, at the cost of some true can-
didates inadvertently being eliminated. We hy-
pothesise that correct candidates either are either
contextually similar with the query document, or
are popular and so do not require any contextual
overlap. For example, a query document mention-
ing Melbourne is likely to have similar words to
the Wikipedia page for Melbourne. This contex-
tual similarity is important for capturing the cor-
rect entity because Melbourne could also refer to
Melbourne, Nova Scotia or Melbourne, Quebec. How-
ever, a query document mentioning Australia is not
necessarily going to share context with the page
for Australia because of its notability.

Popularity is measured using an in-link score,
which measures the prior probability that a partic-
ular candidate is linked to by the mention string.
Since this is document insensitive, in-link scores
have been precomputed for all candidates in the
KB and are retrieved from the database when the
name query occurs. We use the rank of candidates
sorted by in-link score because it is more meaning-
ful than their raw score, which may vary greatly

Candidate 
Extraction

Candidate 
Generation

Candidate 
Disambiguation

Solr DB

Mention string 
lookup to 

retrieve IDs

ID lookup to 
retrieve 

candidate text

Hypertable 
DB

Remove candidates 
that do not satisfy pre 

filter rules
New steps

Figure 1: NEL Pipeline and our changes

between candidates. Since Solr returns candidates
sorted by this score in the existing system, using
their rank is not an expensive step.

Context between documents is generally mea-
sured using cosine similarity. For our purposes,
we compute the cosine similarity of the BOW of
the document (a vector containing the count of
each word in the document). We use these raw
counts, rather than TF-IDF because some initial
experiments suggested that it did not change the
spread of correct candidates and it was expensive
to retrieve IDF scores. While we found in-link rank
to be a very fast pre-filtering method, cosine sim-
ilarity has to be computed for each candidate of a
given document, making it slow when there is a
high number of candidates.

For each query, we retain the top i candidates
by in-link count. For any remaining candidates,
we calculate the similarity between the query doc-
ument and each candidate’s Wikipedia page text,
retaining those with a similarity above `. This fits
within the candidate generation stage. We store
candidate data needed for these thresholds in the
Solr database, so that filtering occurs after the Solr
query, but before the Hypertable query (Figure 1).
In order for this to be an effective pre-filter, it must
be fast with respect to the number of candidates,
otherwise it defeats the purpose. Since cosine sim-
ilarity is slow, we use locality sensitive hashing to
approximate cosine similarity.
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Figure 2: Creating a document hash representation using LSH

5 Low memory LSH

Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) (Broder, 1997;
Indyk and Motwani, 1998) is generally used for
grouping similar objects from a large data set by
mapping them to buckets based on the bits in
their lower-dimensional hash (Ravichandran et al.,
2005). Since the number of candidates per docu-
ment is relatively small, this approach is unnec-
essary, but we use it to compute an extremely effi-
cient approximate similarity function. This is done
by counting the number of bits that are the same
between the document and query hash. Since
hashes are binary, this can be done taking the XOR

of the hashes, and counting the 0’s which is very
fast using the popcount CPU instruction. While the
similarity function is very fast, we also need the
hashing technique to be very fast, since documents
are unseen and their hashes must be calculated in
real-time. To do this, we present a new method
of generating hashes which is different from the
traditional method.

Traditionally, cosine LSH projects the document
vectors, or bags of words (BOWs), of dimension v
to a lower dimensional (b) binary hash. A BOW

document representation is a real valued vector
where each element corresponds to the count of
each word in the combined vocabulary of all the
documents, excluding stop words. BOWs are pro-
jected by computing their dot product with a pro-
jection matrix (M ) of normally distributed random
numbers (ri). The result of this operation, a low-
dimensional vector, is then binarised into a hash
by mapping non-negative numbers to 1, and nega-
tive numbers to a 0 (Figure 2).

This method of LSH requires the vocabulary to
be precomputed, which is not suitable for many
NEL applications as unseen documents often con-
tain unseen words that must be dealt with. If un-
seen words are discarded, the hashes no longer be-
come a true representation of the document. Con-
versely, adding a row to the projection matrix ev-

start = bh÷ nc
h = hash(wi)

↗
↘

step = h mod (n− 1) + 1

[
r1 r2 · · · rstart

��
· · · rstart+step

��
· · · rstart+i stepii · · · rn

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Random vector (prime n>v)

↓ Generates

r1,1 r1,2 · · · r1,v

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

rb,1 · · · · · · rb,v




Figure 3: Low-memory LSH generates rows of the
hyperplane matrix

ery time a new word is discovered, which is fre-
quent under Zipf’s Law, incurs a runtime cost, and
results in unbounded memory consumption. Addi-
tionally, query documents are unseen so their hash
representation cannot be pre-computed, requiring
M to be loaded into memory. This can be expen-
sive with a large vocabulary and high number of
bits, as |M | = b× v.

We present a low-memory LSH technique which
embeds M in a single, fixed-length array, M ′,
and artificially generates rows of M by stepping
through M ′ (Figure 3). To find the start and step
for a particular row, the word associated with that
row is hashed into a 32-bit integer using a string
hash function, xxhash. We divide the integer by
the length of M ′, with the quotient being the start-
ing place in M ′ and the remainder being the step
size. We step through the M ′ until we have pro-
duced a b length row and multiply it by the value
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corresponding to that word. This is done for each
word in the document and the resulting rows are
added together and binarised to produce the hash.
This effectively mimics the normal matrix multi-
plication.

The theoretical basis for this method relies on
the idea that each word in the document will cor-
respond to a unique start and step, which produces
a unique row of the projection matrix. To en-
sure that no repeating occurs in the generated row,
we need the step length to be co-prime to |M ′|.
Thus we choose |M ′| to be prime, so that all step
lengths are co-prime to |M ′|. This method allows
us to embed an |M ′|(|M ′| − 1)× |M ′| dimension
random matrix in M ′ without substantially affect-
ing LSH, provided that |M ′| is prime and larger
than the true size of the vocabulary (which is un-
known), and b < |M ′|. This new LSH method only
needs to generate and store |M ′| random numbers,
rather than b×v random numbers, and thus is more
space-efficient than traditional LSH.

6 Experiments and Evaluation

Our first experiment determines the correlation of
LSH with cosine similarity to confirm that it corre-
lates well in text data, and to find a suitable hash
size. To show the correlation between cosine and
LSH, we graphed the cosine similarity and LSH

similarity between all query-candidate pairs for
the TAC 11 dataset. We calculated both Pearson
and Spearman correlation as to not make incorrect
distributional assumptions that may affect its va-
lidity.

We evaluate our system in terms of both run
time and accuracy and measure it as a trade-off,
since speed increases usually come at a cost to ac-
curacy. We judge a good trade-off between the
time and accuracy as one where the time taken to
run the NEL system is significantly shorter without
significantly impacting the speed. We use TAC 11
data as a training set, and then test our best config-
uration on the held-out TAC 12 dataset.

We pre-filter candidates retrieved from the Solr
search using the similarity of their hash with the
document’s hash. This relies on the assumption
that candidates with low similarity between doc-
uments are likely not to be a correct link. We
determine the time-accuracy trade-off when filter-
ing by a similarity threshold. We use in-link score
which is retrieved from the Solr database as a base-
line pre-filtering method. We also combine both

in-link score and LSH similarity to test how they
work together. This is under the assumption that
in-link score is a measure of entity popularity, and
so will retrieve different candidates to LSH simi-
larity, which is an approximation of context simi-
larity.

We precomputed the 2kB hashes for all TAC 11
candidates and stored them in the Solr database.
Our pre-filtering experiments retrieved the hashes
of all candidates during the Solr search (Figure 1),
cut-down the hash to the number of dimensions
we were experimenting with, and pre-filtered them
according to their hash similarity with the query’s
hash for various thresholds (i.e. hash similarity
> threshold). This meant that extra time was
added to the candidate generation step by retriev-
ing hashes from Solr and calculating hash similar-
ity, but time was taken away from the candidate
generation step also because fewer candidates had
to be retrieved from Hypertable. The candidate
disambiguation phase is where most of the time
gain occurs, as whole document linking has fewer
candidates to disambiguate.

The accuracy of the NEL system is the macro-
averaged accuracy over the entities, as to align
with the TAC task measures. Our experiments
are all run over the TAC 11 dataset, and the NIL

baseline (linking all queries as NIL) is 51.84. We
use the unsupervised configuration of the Radford
(2014) system for all of our linking experiments.
This configuration took an average of 1778.39 sec-
onds to run (Table 1) and achieved an accuracy
87.16%. We use this configuration as out base-
line for time-accuracy trade-offs that occur when
filtering candidates at differing thresholds.

7 Results and Analysis

Our results show that low-memory LSH requires a
high number of bits to correlate well with cosine
similarity (Figure 4). With 512 bits we can see
a linear trend between cosie similarity ane low-
memory LSH, however Pearson correlation ex-
ceeds 0.9 for hash sizes larger than 213.

We notice some particularly high hash similar-
ity when the cosine similarity is 0, and after some
investigation, we discovered that these similarity
scores were for candidates with no text. If a can-
didate has no text, their default LSH hash is a string
of 0’s, so their similarity measure with the docu-
ment is effectively counting the proportion of 0’s
in the document hash. We expected LSH similarity
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(a) 29 bits (b) 210 bits (c) 211 bits

(d) 212 bits (e) 213 bits (f) 214 bits

Figure 4: LSH and Cosine correlation increases as hash dimensionality increases.

to be 0.5 for non-correlated documents, since this
is the expected value that any two bits are equal.
One possible explaination for this relates to the
small size of the projection array, M ′. With low-
memory LSH, each row of M is generated by ef-
fectively sampling from a sample (M ′) rather than
the population (N ) and so any bias that the sam-
ple may have is magnified in the full matrix. This
may result in the proportion of 1’s having a slight
skew away from the theoretical mean of 0.5. Fig-
ure 5 shows that the distribution of M ′ is reason-
ably centered at 0 for an array of 16 411 random
numbers. The results of a t-test to see if the mean
was significantly different to 0 was inconclusive,
with a p-value of 0.18. However, when we use
only 2053 random numbers in M ′ we see a signif-
icant bias. We are not yet sure whether this is the
cause of the anomalous points, and whether this
theoretical flaw has any practical effect. We have
a proposed solution to this problem of the sample
mean, which we will discuss later in future work.

In order for the pre-filtering mechanism to be
valid, we need the filter method to be very fast
and not scale badly with the number of candidates.
To use LSH instead of cosine, we need the cost of
hashing each document plus the cost of computing
the LSH similarity for each document-candidate
pair to be faster than the cosine of each document-
candidate pair. Our experiments show that LSH

similarity performs at 38.1% of the time of cosine
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Figure 5: Distribution of M ′ is not centered at 0.
This could be the cause of anomalous LSH similar-
ity scores where cosine similarity is 0

similarity for a hash size of 214 bits. This cost de-
creases as hash size decreases, however so does
the correlation coefficient.

Our time-accuracy trade-offs are shown in Ta-
ble 2. We notice that there is a general trend
with accuracy increasing as the number of top-
inlinks increases and as LSH similarity threshold
decreases, at the cost of speed. This is also shown
visually in Figure 6. This shows us that our best
time-accuracy trade-off is when ` = 0.56 and
i = 7, since only a slight amount of accuracy is
lost for a large gain in speed.
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Threshold
for `

Threshold for i

No in-links 1 2 5 7 11
Time Acc Time Acc Time Acc Time Acc Time Acc Time Acc

No LSH – – 42.89 81.33 45.6 84.84 55.53 86.04 58.37 86.53 62.5 86.89

0.53 68.2 84.22 69.76 86.67 71.4 87.2 74.58 87.29 80.27 87.42 79.64 87.47
0.54 56.58 79.87 64.16 86.09 62.61 86.93 66.98 87.07 72.85 87.38 73.76 87.56
0.55 48.78 74.62 55.45 85.38 57.2 86.49 65.66 86.8 69.05 87.16 70.14 87.47
0.56 41.93 68.93 51.98 84.62 54.8 86.36 60.05 86.8 63.91 87.11 67.78 87.47
0.57 37.59 64.8 49.41 83.78 54.16 85.87 58.31 86.62 64.15 86.98 67.58 87.38
0.58 34.97 62.36 49.07 83.47 51.61 85.78 58.1 86.58 63.25 86.98 66.39 87.29
0.59 33.77 59.82 48.19 82.98 51.22 85.51 57.25 86.53 63.06 86.89 66.22 87.2
0.6 32.16 58.13 47.63 82.84 51.75 85.42 56.98 86.49 63.48 86.84 65.91 87.16

Table 2: Time-accuracy trade-off for different in-link ranks and LSH similarity thresholds. Time is
measured in percentage of original system (1778.39 seconds) and accuracy is the total accuracy of the
system with that configuration

Configuration Accuracy Time (s) Average Time
(% of baseline)

Standard
Error (%)

Baseline 74.35 2293 100 0.02
i = 7 ` = 0.56 73.63 1455 63 0.01
i = 2 ` = 0.56 71.52 1179 53 –

Table 3: Results for three chosen thresholds shows that this method is robust across unseen datasets.
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Figure 6: Candidate filtering time for different
configurations. Top in-links is fast, while the com-
bined LSH configurations take more time

We choose ` = 0.56 and i = 7 to test on an un-
seen dataset, with results shown in Table 3. We
see that results are robust to an unseen dataset,
with accuracy decreasing by 0.42 while running
at 63.4% of the baseline time.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we used pre-filtering of candidates to
achieve faster time in linking without substantial
loss of accuracy. Using a LSH similarity thresh-

old of 0.54 and keeping the top 3 in-links, we de-
creased the speed by 20% with no loss of accuracy.

We also presented a new method for calculating
LSH which runs much faster than regular LSH, re-
quires significantly less storage space than regular
LSH and also allows for an expanding vocabulary.
We show that this method correlates well with co-
sine similarity, with a hash size of 1024 bits having
a Spearman correlation score of 0.94.

The system we presented uses relatively sim-
ple heuristics to decrease the number of candi-
dates that need to be processed in the disambigua-
tion phase. This enables supervised models with
large feature sets to be feasibly trained. Our low-
memory LSH method can be applied elsewhere in
NEL, such as in the disambiguation phase. Fea-
tures that were previously too expensive in the
original vector space can be hashed and their sim-
ilarity approximated. This is particular useful for
features that have a high complexity with regard to
candidate size.
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Abstract

Biographical summarisation can provide
succinct and meaningful answers to the
question “Who is X?”. Current super-
vised summarisation approaches extract
sentences from documents using features
from textual context.

In this paper, we explore a novel approach
to biographical summarisation, by extract-
ing important sentences from an entity’s
Wikipedia page based on internet traffic to
the page over time. Using a pilot data set,
we found that it is feasible to extract key
sentences about people’s notability with-
out the need for a large annotated corpus.

1 Introduction

“What is Julian Assange known for?” is a question
which can be answered in many ways. Previous
computational approaches to answering questions
like these have focused on summarisation: select-
ing a subset of sentences from a group of docu-
ments relating to a person and ordering them (Bi-
adsy et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2004). Full text sum-
maries do provide some insight into the notability
of their subject, but can also contain superfluous
information. To pinpoint the notoriety of individ-
uals, we aim to extract the sentences from a doc-
ument which show how the document’s subject is
notable.

We provide an alternate, unsupervised approach
to the broader task of biography abstraction, which
exploits external information about text, rather
then extracting textual features directly.

In this paper, we respond to “What is Julian As-
sange known for?” with sentences mentioning im-
portant events which have occurred in his life. It
is the breadth of possible reasons for which one
could be notable that make supervised approaches
to this task difficult — the creation of a corpus

large enough to cover the range of notable events
would require a prohibitive amount of annotation.
Furthermore, this task would be tedious for an-
notators, since sentences expressing notability are
sparse among documents, and some high-level un-
derstanding of the notability of the page subject is
required to judge each sentence’s notability.

We hypothesise that when a notable event hap-
pens to a person, traffic to their Wikipedia page
peaks abruptly, and an edit is made to their page
describing the event.

To explore this hypothesis, a simple outlier-
based method is applied to extract peaks (short pe-
riods of sudden activity) from Wikipedia page traf-
fic data, which are used to locate page edits which
align to sentences contributing to the notability of
the page subject. Event reference identification
is a difficult task (Nothman, 2014), and errors in
event extraction may mask the performance of our
system, so in our initial approach we choose the
sentence as our unit of event description.

We evaluate by creating a corpus of Wikipedia
pages about people. Each sentence annotated with
its human-judged significance to the person’s no-
tability. We then measure how reliably page traf-
fic data can be used to identify these most notable
events. Our initial investigation into extracting key
sentences has shown that it is feasible to approach
the task in this unsupervised manner.

Exploring the relationship between Wikipedia
traffic, page edits, and the occurrence of notable
events can provide us with a deeper understanding
of how the public respond to events, and an ex-
trinsic source of information on the importance of
sentences in Wikipedia articles.

2 Background

The goal of many approaches to biography ab-
straction is to provide some distilled knowledge
on the notability of a person. A simple approach
to biographical abstraction is to summarise exist-
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ing documents about an entity, selecting the most
representative content of the text while adhering to
length constraints.

Early approaches to the task train a sentence
classifier (Teufel and Moens, 1997) on a corpus
of sentences which are in some way biographi-
cal. This corpus is typically existing biographies,
or manually selected sentences from a larger cor-
pus. Previous work has used Wikipedia as large,
alternate source of biographical sentences (Biadsy
et al., 2008), hypothesising that most sentences in
Wikipedia’s articles about people are biographical.

Zhou et al. (2004) experiment with non-binary
sentence classification, requiring a summary to
have at least one sentence of each category in a
“biographical checklist”, with categories such as
work, scandal, and nationality. Training a classifier
to categorise sentences into these classes requires
costly manual annotation. A similar effort would
be required for a supervised learning approach to
extract important biographical sentences.

Biographical abstraction has also been
approached as a relation extraction task.
DIPRE (Brin, 1999) has been an influential
pattern extraction system which bootstraps
using a small set of seed facts to extract not
only the patterns they represent, (e.g.@ [person]
WORKS FOR [organisation]) but also to extract
additional patterns. Liu et al. (2010) presented
BIOSNOWBALL for the biographical fact
extraction domain, which extracts biographical
key-value pairs. It is the wide range of reasons
for notoriety (which would require a large number
of potential patterns to fill) motivating our novel
source of measures of importance — Wikipedia
page traffic over time.

Rather than the traditional approach of classi-
fying sentences via textual features (Schiffman et
al., 2001) or locating events (Filatova and Hatzi-
vassiloglou, 2004), we explore the use of an ex-
trinsic source of information indicating what is in-
teresting. Motivating this approach is our hypoth-
esis that many people are most well-known for
the events they were involved in. These events
have previously been ordered temporally by super-
vised learning from textual features, (Filatova and
Hovy, 2001), and our extrinsic information may
assist with the temporal location of events with lit-
tle temporal information mentioned in text.

Various features of Wikipedia have been pre-
viously exploited in NLP, since they provide a

massive source of human-written semi-structured
information. Plain text has been used to assist
named entity recognition (Nothman et al., 2013),
page categories have been used to create an ontol-
ogy (Suchanek et al., 2007) and infoboxes (key-
value pairs of facts) have been used to provide
additional context to information in text (Wu and
Weld, 2010). Wikipedia’s revision history is ex-
ploited less frequently, but has proven useful to
train a model of sentence compression (Yamangil
and Nelken, 2008). We know of no prior work that
aligns page traffic to text in Wikipedia.

2.1 Timeseries Analysis

To exploit the Wikipedia page traffic data, we
need to extract peaks from timeseries data. There
are many definitions of peaks in the literature on
timeseries peak extraction, and many approaches
to detecting them. Motivating much of this re-
search is the need to automatically detect spikes
in Electroencephalography results (EEG) (Wilson
and Emerson, 2002). EEG peaks are typically
moderate in amplitude, whereas spikes in page
traffic are often several standard deviations above
the mean, so our peaks are easier to detect.

A simple approach is to keep a moving aver-
age over some window of previous points, com-
paring each point to the average of the window
of previous points. Vlachos et al. (2004) employ
this approach using only two window sizes (short
term and long term) to detect high traffic periods
for the MSN search engine. Their results show
instances where a peak in search traffic appears
at the time notable events occur to some entities
(for instance, the death of a famous British actor),
which has also been observed in both page traffic
and edits by Nunes et al. (2008). This approach
suits our task since the peaks we wish to detect are
so prominent.

Through peak extraction techniques, we extract
the date on which important events happened to
people. By extracting edits to Wikipedia articles
near the time of these peaks, we can find the single
sentence in the current version of the article which
is most similar, and associate it with the important
event which happened at the time of the peak.

By providing a sentence-level summary of key
events which occur to a person, we pinpoint the
notoriety of individuals without the need for a
hand-annotated training corpus.
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3 Edits and Events

Before considering page traffic data, we per-
formed a preliminary manual analysis of the re-
lationship between the occurrence of real-world
events and views and edits to the relevant
Wikipedia pages.

Wikipedia includes yearly summaries of key
events, their date of occurrence and main partic-
ipants. We randomly sampled people from these
pages for the years 2008–2013,1 and inspected
edits made to those people’s Wikipedia entries
around the event’s date. Findings from our anal-
ysis follow:

Editors are quick to respond We manually in-
vestigated the typical delay between an event hap-
pening and a person’s Wikipedia page being up-
dated to reflect the event. The time difference be-
tween the recorded date of the event and the date
of the page edit mentioning the event was manu-
ally recorded, and we found that the typical delay
was less that 1 day in 19 of 20 cases. Note that this
experiment only considered events notable enough
to appear in a short summary of the year, so this
result may not generalise to less notable people.

Edits occur in bursts We observed a pattern in
the distribution of page edits in response to popu-
lar events. Before the day of the event, edits are
sparse and mostly minor. On the day of the event,
the earliest edit tends to briefly describe the event
(e.g. On May 31, he was shot). This edit is followed
by a burst of edits soon after, with the volume and
frequency of edits correlated with to the notability
of the event.

Edits are iteratively mutated Within a burst of
edits, consecutive edits consist of modifications to
the original edit, new information as the story un-
folds, vandalism, reversion of vandalism, updates
to outdated sections of the article, and elaboration
on sections of the article unrelated to the event.
Nunes et al. (2008) have also observed this phe-
nomenon, noting that when a burst of edits occurs,
editors tend to contribute “updates on the specific
event and generic revisions to the whole topic”.

The text introduced at the time of the event
may have been heavily modified, or even removed
completely as the page is updated over time. Of-
ten the original edit is lengthened, and this prop-
erty has been previously used to create a train-

12008–2013 have coverage in Wikipedia traffic data.

ing corpus for sentence compression (Yamangil
and Nelken, 2008). For instance, for a candidate
edit of George Tiller was shot on May 31, 2009, we
might extract from the current-day article On May
31, 2009, Tiller was shot through the eye and killed by
anti-abortion activist Scott Roeder.

Our overall method in the following section
builds on these findings, but additionally relies on
mapping page view data to edit data.

4 Method

Our task is to extract sentences corresponding
to biographical events from Wikipedia articles.
We do this by exploring the relationship be-
tween Wikipedia page view traffic timeseries and
Wikipedia page edits. Specifically, we detect
peaks in the page traffic timeseries data for each
page, and search the edit history at the time of
those peaks for an edit mentioning the event. Since
the important sentences we identify are in a snap-
shot of Wikipedia substantially later than the edit,
an alignment step is required, as the originally-
inserted text may well be edited further.

4.1 Our Hypothesis
There are three related timeseries we explore in
this paper: real-world events occurring to peo-
ple, visits to their Wikipedia pages, and edits to
those pages. Figure 1 shows the relationship be-
tween page view spikes and sentences in the article
text mentioning the real-world events that caused
them. We hypothesise that these timeseries re-
late such that when a notable event happens to a
person, it is reported in the media, traffic to their
Wikipedia page increases, and an edit is made to
the page adding the occurrence of the event.

4.2 Wikipedia traffic
Wikipedia2 provides hourly pageview counts3 (the
number of times each article was visited in each
hour) for every article on the wikipedia.org
domain4 since December 2007. We import
each year’s worth of data into an instance of
WiredTiger5, a space-efficient key-value store.

Motivated by our experiment measuring the de-
lay between an event occurring and an edit reflect-
ing it being made (see Section 6), we combined

2Also https://stats.grok.se/
3As well as the URL suffix from each HTTP request, re-

gardless of status.
4https://dumps.wikimedia.org/pagecounts-raw/
5https://wiredtiger.org/
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“Obama was re-elected president in November 2012....”

 “On November 4, Obama won the presidency....”

“The inauguration of Barack Obama .... took place on January 20, 2009....”

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-
sectetur adipiscing elit. Nunc 
auctor Obama won the presed-
ency sit amet justo porta laoreet. 
Suspendisse mollis placerat 
turpis, quis lobortis urna faucibus 
a. Sed eu orci malesuada, 
fermentum lacus quis, scelerisque 
mi. The inauguration of Barack O
Donec mattis sem nisi, at rutrum 
mauris aliquet vitae. Nam et quam 
fermentum, efficitur nibh in, maxi-
mus odio. Fusce eros nunc, 
tempor mollis bibendum a, rhon-
cus ut sapien. 
Sed dictum volutpat nisi, non 
placerat nulla re-elected president 
non. Nam at felis varius, aliquam 
tortor a, cursus odio. Duis ipsum 
metus, fringilla auctor consectetur 

Figure 1: System overview. Peaks in the timeseries of page traffic data are used to find sentences in
Wikipedia articles which express the notability of the page subject.

the hourly page view counts into daily counts.
This also smooths our timeseries, averaging out
the sinusoidal patterns at the hourly level which
reflect the day/night cycle of the timezone which
has the most Wikipedia readers. We also filter out
any namespace modifiers (e.g. Category:People),
and no longer existing articles as of 2014. There
are some caveats — for instance, we cannot de-
tect events which happened to an individual before
their Wikipedia page was created. Most critically,
since Wikipedia’s page traffic statistics were first
recorded in December 2007, much of the (times-
tamped) edit history for some pages does not have
corresponding page view data.

4.3 Peak Detection

Once we have extracted the timeseries for a par-
ticular Wikipedia article, we then locate the dates
on which the article received a spike in traffic. We
use a simple standard deviation-based method to
locate peaks in the timeseries data, computing the
weighted average of previous points. For each
point, the weights for each previous point decay
exponentially.

Specifically, µi is defined for the ith point of the
timeseries pi by:

µ0 = p0

µi = dpi + (1− d)µi−1

Where 0 < d < 1 is a dampening constant. For a
timeseries with standard deviation σ, the ith point
pi is a peak if:

1. pi is a local maximum

2. pi > µi + θσ

for a constant θ > 0 determining the extent to
which detected peaks differ from the mean, and
where local maxima are defined simply as points
larger than their immediate neighbours. So our
peaks are maxima which are also outliers. Fig-
ure 2 shows the effects of varying θ on spike detec-
tion. Increasing θ linearly increases the magnitude
a maximum must have to be considered a spike.
Since our data forms a timeseries, each peak cor-
responds to a date. We can search Wikipedia’s edit
history at that time for edits potentially mentioning
an event that may have caused the peak.

4.4 Edit Extraction and Selection

Given the date at which a spike in page traffic oc-
curred, we next search for an edit to the page po-
tentially mentioning this event. All edits to a par-
ticular page are stored in the page’s revision his-
tory, and each edit is represented as additions and
removals from the previous version of the page.
Since we are searching for new information, we
consider an edit as one or more additions to the
page text (removal of text is ignored). There is
a wide range of potential ways a page can be
edited. Edits typically contain (a) new information
(b) corrections to false information (c) vandalism
(d) reversal of vandalism (e) spelling and grammar
corrections. We observed that both long additions
and elaborations as well as spelling/grammar ed-
its tend to appear in the days after the announce-
ment of a notable event as the increased page traf-
fic prompts editors to update the article.

Motivated by this, we extract all edits within a
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Figure 2: The effect of variation in σ on peak detection. In this image, T is the timeseries, σ is the T ’s
standard deviation and µ is T ’s weighted moving average. (d = 0.25)

window spanning W days on either side from the
reported date of the peak, and filter out additions
within them which do not have between 5 and 100
words to create our set of candidate edits. The
minimum size restriction is to account for small
spelling/grammar edits or categorisation edits (e.g.
the addition of Category:Footballer), and
the maximum size restriction helps ignore vandal-
ism (which often deletes the entire article) and
its reversion, as well as rewrites which are much
broader than the statement of a particular fact.

From this list of candidate edits, we associate
the earliest edit within the window to our detected
peak. Motivating this approach is the distribution
of Wikipedia edits over time which we have ob-
served when a notable event happens to someone,
as discussed in Section 3. We observed that this
edit is most likely to contain new information on
the recent occurrence of a notable event.

Once we have obtained a candidate edit for
each spike, we attempt to find the sentence in the
current-day Wikipedia article which corresponds
to the edit. Aware of the iterative mutation which
occurs to edits from our analysis in Section 3,
we associate with the edits around the time of a
peak the most similar sentence in the current-day
Wikipedia article. For each traffic peak we asso-
ciate at most one important sentence. We mea-
sure the cosine similarity of bag-of-word repre-
sentations of the edit and candidate sentence. To
vectorise both the article sentences and our edit,
we first remove stop words6, and convert all text

6We use the English stop word list provided in
NLTK (Bird, 2006).

to lower-case. Non-alphanumeric tokens are then
removed, and tokens are stemmed by the Porter
stemming algorithm (Porter, 1980). Frequency-
weighted cosine similarity scores ∈ [0, 1] are com-
puted between our candidate edit and each sen-
tence in the current-day Wikipedia article, and the
most similar sentence is returned.

5 Annotated Corpus

To evaluate our system, we created a manually-
annotated test set comprising of a random sam-
ple of Wikipedia articles that (a) had less than
100 sentences (b) had the most frequently men-
tioned year7 in the range [2007, 2014] (c) had the
most frequently mentioned year occuring at least
twice (d) was categorised within Wikipedia’s Cat-
egory:1950 births to Category:2001 births.

We chose these restrictions to find Wikipedia ar-
ticles about people who have had notable events
occur within the time period for which we have
page traffic data (2008–2013). The sentence re-
striction was made in order to control the amount
of annotation work to be done, but has the side ef-
fect of choosing at most moderately notable peo-
ple, since Wikipedia articles on popular people are
substantially longer than 100 sentences. We note
that key events relating to people of great fame are
well documented, and it is extracting events for
the long tail of less notable people which is more
difficult.

7Any token that is a number from 1900 to 2020 is consid-
ered a year.
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Figure 3: Process taken to align edits to sentences in the current-day Wikipedia article.

5.1 Annotation Procedure

To obtain only the sentences in Wikipedia articles,
we parsed the Wikipedia8 article markup to ex-
tract body paragraph text, and used Punkt (Kiss
and Strunk, 2006) unsupervised sentence bound-
ary detection trained on a collection of Wikipedia
articles, as in Nothman et al. (2013). The sen-
tences were imported into a web-based annotation
tool, where 10 native English speakers were tasked
with annotating sentences all from 10 Wikipedia
articles with scores from 1 to 5 (or X) based on
the contribution of the sentence to the notability
of the page entity, with the X category for sen-
tences which do not mention the page entity (e.g.
facts about their family). We chose this numerical
scheme since articles may differ in the number of
important sentences, and a multi-category annota-
tion (rather than binary) task allows annotators to
calibrate and distinguish between major and minor
notable events. We also asked annotators not to
distinguish between the page subject, and groups
of people the page subject is part of (for instance,
Kurt Cobain and his band Nirvana). Example anno-
tations are presented in Table 3.

An initial experiment on a single page sug-
gested that annotators had difficulty distinguish-
ing between facts and events. For instance, the
sentence She joined the Labour party in 2006 could
be interpreted as containing a fact (being in the
Labour Party) or an event (joining the Labour
Party). To allow annotators to focus on interpret-
ing the contributions sentences had to notability,
we did not ask annotators to differentiate between
facts and events. Due to the redundancy in our an-

8The current version as of 2014-04-01.

notation (10 annotators annotated each sentence),
and the difficulty of the annotation task, we use
a consensus-based method to interpret which sen-
tences are important to the notability of the page
entity. A sentence is important if 80% or more of
its annotations are 4 or 5.

5.2 Corpus Analysis

In total, 261 sentences were annotated over 10 ar-
ticles, once by all annotators9. This is a difficult
task, and in this section we explore some of the
difficulties annotators experience.

Table 1 lists statistics about our created corpus.
We are most interested in the sentences annota-
tors rate as important, rather than the distribution
of low scores. We see that annotators had diffi-
culty reaching consensus, with about two thirds
of sentences having entropy greater than one bit.
On average once per article, annotators also had
difficulty determining if a sentence was about the
page subject, with there being a mid-range num-
ber of Xs, rather than agreement on whether the
sentence merits an X or not (the X category marks
sentences not about the page subject). An exam-
ple of a difficult sentence to annotate as such is
The album debuted at #2 on the Swedish albums chart
and stayed at this position for a second week. Annota-
tors had difficulty reaching consensus on whether
this sentence pertained to the page subject. 13%
of sentences were considered important according
to our criteria (at least 80% 4s and 5s). We see in
Table 2 the distribution of all annotations for our
task. The most frequently assigned scores were 2
and 3, suggesting that the most frequent variety of

9With a small number of exceptions
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Criteria on sentence s Sentences
s is important 35
H(s) > 1 176
H(s) > 2 23
33% < X(s) < 66% 15

Table 1: Annotated corpus statistics, where H is
entropy, andX(s) is the percentage of Xs assigned
to s. Sentences to which 4 or 5 were assigned by at
least 80% of annotators are considered important.

Score Annotations Sentences
1 356 100
2 541 166
3 536 181
4 416 154
5 278 78

Total 2404 261

Table 2: For each score, the total number of
times it was assigned, and the number of sentences
which received the score at least once.

sentence annotated was of minor notability. Anno-
tators were reserved in assigning 5s to sentences
(with 11% of annotations assigned being 5s), but
did not necessarily agree on which sentences to
annotate as 5 — less than half of sentences with at
least one 5 also had 80% or more 4s and 5s.

6 Results and Analysis

6.1 Peak detection

We set θ = 5 in our experiments in order to detect
the maximum number of spikes in our timeseries
which were sufficiently many standard deviations
above the (weighted) mean. We saw that as θ in-
creased, the number of peaks detected dropped off
rapidly. So, our approach is robust to parameter
variation, and peaks are easy enough to detect that
we can set θ to be large. We also set d to 0.25.

6.2 Important Sentence Extraction

From our result in Section 3 measuring the typical
delay between events and edits reflecting them, (1
day) we chose a window sizeW of 5 (2 days either
side of the peak) to account for additional delays
which may occur for less notable people.

Dev P R Fβ=1

First sentence baseline 27% 80% 40%
Peaks only 7% 20% 10%
Combined 33% 50% 40%

Table 4: Baseline set-based comparison of our pre-
liminary system on our development data

Test P R Fβ=1

First sentence baseline 13% 50% 21%
Peaks only 7% 33% 11%
Combined 13% 33% 19%

Table 5: Baseline comparison of our preliminary
system on test data)

Important Unimportant
Important 1 13
Unimportant 4 100

Table 6: Baseline Confusion Matrix. Rows
show the gold standard sentence classifications
and columns show our system’s classifications

Tables 4 and 5 lists our set-based precision, re-
call, and f -score for our corpus of 10 articles,
(5 development, 5 test) comparing the sentences
marked as important by our system and by anno-
tators. By convention, the first sentence of each
Wikipedia article tends to be the most informative.
For instance, Caroline Lind (born October 11, 1982)
is an American rower, and is a two-time Olympic gold
medalist.. The information contained in this sen-
tence is often repeated later in the article. Since it
is so informative, our annotators ranked this sen-
tence highly for all articles in our corpus. This
inspired the development of a simple baseline: A
system which returns only the first sentence for ev-
ery article. This is similar to the typical (hard to
beat) baseline for summarisation of news articles
— the first 2-3 sentences of the article.

We configured our system to additionally return
the first sentence of each article, and saw an in-
crease in f -score from 11% to 19% on our devel-
opment set, but decrease in overall f -score com-
pared to the first sentence only baseline. Table 6
shows our baseline system’s confusion matrix. We
see that the majority of errors are in recall — our
system does not extract 13 of the 14 gold-standard
sentences. We see in Table 7 that returning the first
sentence of each article helps with these recall er-
rors.

There are many stages in our pipeline where er-
rors can occur. Annotators can tag a sentence as
important which has no spike associated with it,
due to lack of timeseries data coverage (before
2008), a lack of spike associated with the sen-
tence, or due to the page traffic increase being too
small to be detected as a spike. The most frequent
cause of these recall errors is during the edit de-
tection phase, when there are co-incidental edits
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Person Sentence Score (1 - 5 or X)
Caroline Lind In her Olympic debut at the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, Lind won a

gold medal as a member of the women’s eight team.
5

Ed Stoppard In 2007, he played the title role in the BBC’s drama-documentary
Tchaikovsky: Fortune and Tragedy.

4

Charlie Webster This lasted for just a few months and she moved on to present the Red Bull
Air Race worldwide for ITV4.

3

Charlie Webster In April 2009, Webster ran in the London Marathon raising money for the
Bobby Moore Fund for Cancer Research UK.

2

Caroline Lind Lind pursued an M.B. A. with an Accounting Concentration at Rider Univer-
sity, in Lawrenceville, New Jersey.

1

Charlie Day His father, Dr. Thomas Charles Day, is retired and was a professor of Music
History and Music Theory at Salve Regina University in Newport, Rhode
Island.

X

Table 3: Sample annotations of sentences from several Wikipedia articles. Each sentence is scored from
1 to 5 or with X, with 5 being a sentence critical to the fame of the page subject, 1 being a sentence which
is about the page subject, but does not contain an event or fact, and X being a sentence which is not about
the page subject.

Important Unimportant
Important 5 9
Unimportant 5 99

Table 7: Confusion Matrix — Baseline system
+ first sentence of each article always returned.
Rows show the gold standard classifications and
columns show our system’s classifications

to the page in the days leading to a notable event,
and when the first edit to a page on the day of a
notable event does not mention the event (for in-
stance, vandalism inspired by the notable event).

Errors in the alignment phase can occur because
some edits correspond to multiple sentences in the
final document. For instance, a revision listing
several films in which an actor appeared is later
split into several sentences, one for each film. This
results in several similar candidate sentences for
the edit, our system can choose only one. Further-
more, in a number of cases the iterative updating
of the page as a story unfolds causes the text from
the original edit to be missing entirely from the fi-
nal version of the article.

A peak can also be detected for which there
is no corresponding page edit, nor a correspond-
ing sentence in the current article. For instance, a
spike appears in singer Jimmy Barnes’ page view
timeseries in 2012, at the same time his daughter
first appears on a popular television program.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach
for summarising the notability of a person, and ex-
plored the relationship between Wikipedia traffic,

page edits, and the occurrence of notable events.
Our experiments have been limited by our small

sample of annotated data. A critical next step will
be developing a larger sample of annotated data,
which will help us understand the task better, and
allow exploration into ordering sentences by the
amplitude of their associated spike. Two stages
that require further exploration are the selection of
edits, and their alignment to the current page.

Extracting edits corresponding to page traffic
peaks need not limit the source of corresponding
sentences to the Wikipedia article text itself. The
extracted edits may also bear comparison to other
biographies of the same entity, or to sentences in
the corpus of news articles about them. It may be
interesting to use a similar approach in an entity-
centred long-term news retrieval query.

The page traffic data need not be the only source
of information indicating interestingness. Other
work could use the appearence of the entity in me-
dia or in query logs to identify key edits to their
Wikipedia page.

We have provided insight into which parts of
this task are easy and which are difficult. Our ini-
tial exploration into exploiting this timeseries data
to detect any of the wide variety of reasons one
might be famous has set the stage for further ex-
ploration of this new, free, extrinsic source of in-
formation about what is interesting.
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Abstract

This paper empirically explores the influ-
ence of two types of factors on the in-
terpretation of spoken object descriptions:
(1) descriptive attributes, e.g., colour and
size; and (2) interpretation stages, e.g.,
syntax and pragmatics. We also investi-
gate two schemes for combining attributes
when estimating the goodness of an in-
terpretation: Multiplicative and Additive.
Our results show that the former scheme
outperforms the latter, and that the weights
assigned to the attributes of a description
and the stages of an interpretation influ-
ence interpretation accuracy.

1 Introduction

Referring expressions have been the topic of con-
siderable research in Natural Language Genera-
tion (NLG) and psychology. In particular, atten-
tion has been paid to the usage of descriptive at-
tributes, such as lexical item, colour, size, location
and orientation (Section 2).

In this paper, we present an empirical study
that examines the contribution of two types of fac-
tors to the understanding of spoken descriptions:
(1) descriptive attributes, such as colour and size;
and (2) stages of an interpretation, e.g., syntax and
pragmatics. Our study was conducted in the con-
text of Scusi?, a Spoken Language Understanding
(SLU) system that interprets descriptions of house-
hold objects (Zukerman et al., 2008) (Section 3).
Given a description such as “the large blue mug”,
where the descriptive attributes pertain to colour
and size, in the absence of such a mug, should an
SLU system prefer a large pink mug or a small
blue mug? A preference for the former favours
size over colour, while preferring the latter has the
opposite effect. Similarly, considering the stages

of an interpretation, if an Automatic Speech Rec-
ognizer (ASR) produces the text “the played inside
the microwave” when a speaker says “the plate in-
side the microwave”, should an SLU system pre-
fer interpretations comprising objects inside the
microwave or interpretations where “played” is
considered a verb? A preference for the former
favours pragmatics, while a preference for the lat-
ter favours the heard text.

We represent the contribution of a factor by
assigning it a weight — factors with a higher
weight are more influential than those with a lower
weight; and investigate two methods for learning
the weights of the factors pertaining to descriptive
attributes and to interpretation stages: steepest as-
cent hill climbing and a genetic algorithm (Sec-
tion 4). In addition, we consider two schemes for
combining descriptive attributes, viz Multiplica-
tive and Additive (Section 3.1). Our contribution
pertains to the idea of empirically determining the
influence of different factors on the interpretation
accuracy of an SLU module, the methods for do-
ing so, and the analysis of our results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Next, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we
outline our SLU system and the schemes for com-
bining descriptive attributes. The learning algo-
rithms appear in Section 4, and the results of our
evaluation experiments in Section 5, followed by
concluding remarks.

2 Related Work

The use and importance of different attributes in
object descriptions has been studied both in psy-
chology and in NLG (Krahmer and van Deemter,
2012), but there is little related research in Natu-
ral Language Understanding (NLU). Further, we
have found no work on the relative importance of
the different interpretation stages, e.g., is pragmat-
ics more important than parsing?

Several studies have found that people tend

Su Nam Kim, Ingrid Zukerman, Thomas Kleinbauer and Masud Moshtaghi. 2014. A Comparative Study of
Weighting Schemes for the Interpretation of Spoken Referring Expressions. In Proceedings of Australasian
Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 50−58.



to include in their descriptions attributes that do
not add discriminative power, e.g., (Dale and
Reiter, 1995; Levelt, 1989, p. 129–134), which
can be partly explained by the incremental nature
of human language production and understand-
ing (Pechmann, 1989; Kruijff et al., 2007). The in-
crementality of human speech was also considered
by van der Sluis and Krahmer (?), in combination
with object salience, when generating multimodal
object references; while van Deemter (2006) and
Mitchell et al. (2011) studied the generation of
descriptions that employ gradable attributes, ob-
tained from numerical data, focusing on size-
related modifiers.

Gatt et al. (2007) compared the performance
of several generation algorithms with respect to a
combination of features, viz colour, position (re-
stricted to placement in a grid), orientation and
size. Their algorithm produced descriptions simi-
lar to those generated by people when the priority
order of the attributes was colour � orientation �
size. In contrast, Herrmann and Deutsch (1976)
found that the choice of discriminative attributes
is perceptually driven, but posited that there is
no universally applicable priority ordering of at-
tributes. This view was extended by Dale and Re-
iter (1995, p. 20), who suggested investigations to
determine the priority order of attributes for differ-
ent domains.

In this paper, we apply Dale and Reiter’s sug-
gestion to the understanding of spoken descrip-
tions. However, rather than finding a priority or-
der of attributes like Gatt et al. (2007), we learn
weights that reflect the importance of descriptive
attributes, and consider two schemes for combin-
ing these attributes. In addition, we extend this
idea to the processing stages employed when in-
terpreting descriptions.

3 SLU Systems and Case Study

The study described in this paper was conducted
in the context of our SLU system Scusi? (Zuk-
erman et al., 2008). However, what is important
is not the specifics of a particular system, but the
features of SLU systems to which our study is rel-
evant. Specifically, the systems in question must
have several processing stages, e.g., ASR, syntax,
semantics and pragmatics; each processing stage
must produce an N-best list of outputs (interpreta-
tions), e.g., N parse trees; and each interpretation
generated at each stage must be assigned a score

lex=table
size=big

mug03

location_on

table02

lex=on

colour=blue
lex=mug

(b) ICG(a) UCG

Figure 1: Sample UCG and ICG for “the blue mug
on the big table”.
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Figure 2: Scusi?’s processing stages.

or probability that reflects its goodness.
Scusi? has four interpretation stages: ASR

(Microsoft Speech SDK 6.1) produces candidate
texts from a speech wave; Syntax (Charniak’s
probabilistic parser) generates parse trees; Se-
mantics produces uninstantiated Concept Graphs
(UCGs) (Sowa, 1984); and Pragmatics generates
instantiated Concept Graphs (ICGs). Each of
these outputs is assigned a probability. A UCG
contains descriptive attributes (lexical item, colour
and size of concepts, and positional relations be-
tween concepts) extracted from its “parent” parse
tree. An ICG contains candidate objects within
the current context (e.g., a room) and positional
relations that reflect those specified in its parent
UCG. For instance, Figure 1(a) shows one of the
UCGs returned for the description “the blue mug
on the big table”, and Figure 1(b) displays one
of the ICGs generated for this UCG. Note that
the concepts in the UCG have generic names,
e.g., mug, while the ICG contains specific ob-
jects, e.g., mug03, which is a candidate match for
lex=mug, colour=blue.

Most interpretation stages can produce multiple
outputs for a given input, e.g., up to 50 parse trees
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for a given ASR output. The graph of all possi-
ble interpretations (Figure 2) is usually too large
to explore exhaustively in a practical spoken di-
alogue system. Therefore, Scusi? initially gener-
ates a promising ICG by selecting the top-ranked
interpretation for each stage, and then performs a
prescribed number of iterations as follows: in each
iteration, an interpretation type (speech wave, text,
parse tree or UCG) is selected probabilistically for
further processing, giving preference to types pro-
duced by later interpretation stages in order to in-
crease the specificity of the generated interpreta-
tions. An interpretation of the selected type is
then probabilistically chosen for expansion, giv-
ing preference to more promising (higher scoring)
interpretations, e.g., if a text is chosen, then a new
parse tree for this text is added to the list of avail-
able parse trees.

3.1 Probability of an interpretation

The scores produced by Scusi? are in the [0, 1]
range, allowing them to be interpreted as subjec-
tive probabilities (Pearl, 1988). After making con-
ditional independence assumptions, the probabil-
ity of an ICG is estimated as follows (Zukerman et
al., 2008):

Pr(I|S, C) = Pr(T |S)WtPr(P |T )Wp (1)

Pr(U |P )WuPr(I|U, C)Wi

where S, T, P, U and I denote speech wave, tex-
tual interpretation, parse tree, UCG and ICG re-
spectively, and C denotes the current context (e.g.,
a room). The weights Wt,Wp,Wu and Wi reflect
the importance of the outcome of each interpre-
tation stage, i.e., ASR (text), Syntax (parse tree),
Semantics (UCG) and Pragmatics (ICG).

The first two probabilities in Equation 1 are ob-
tained from the ASR and the parser. The third
probability, which reflects the complexity of a se-
mantic interpretation, is estimated as the recipro-
cal of the number of nodes in a UCG. The last
probability, viz the probability of an ICG I given
UCG U and context C, reflects the goodness of the
match between ICG I and its parent UCG U in
context C. Specifically, the probability of I is esti-
mated by a combination of functions that calculate
how well the actual attributes of the objects in I
(lexical item, colour, size and positional relation)
match those specified in its parent UCG U .

We studied two schemes for combining these
functions: Multiplicative and Additive.

Multiplicative scheme. This scheme is similar
to that used in Equation 1:

SCMULT(I|U, C)=
N∏
i=1

N∏
j=1

Pr(loc(ki, kj))Wloc× (2)

N∏
i=1

Pr(ui,lex|ki)WlexPr(ui,col|ki)WcolPr(ui,siz|ki)Wsiz ,

whereN is the number of objects in ICG I , and the
weightsWlex,Wcol,Wsiz andWloc reflect the impor-
tance of lexical item, colour, size and location re-
spectively. The second line in Equation 2 repre-
sents how well each object ki in ICG I matches
the lexical item, colour and size specified in its
parent concept ui in UCG U ; and the first line
represents how well the relative locations of two
objects ki and kj in context C (e.g., a room) match
their specified locations inU (e.g., on(ki, kj)). For
instance, given the ICG in Figure 1(b), the sec-
ond line in Equation 2 estimates the probability
that mug03 could be called “mug” and its colour
could be called “blue” (no size was specified), and
the probability that table02 could be called “ta-
ble” and considered “big” (no colour was speci-
fied). The first line estimates the probability that
mug03 could be said to be on table02 (if the
mug is elsewhere, this probability is low).

This scheme is rather unforgiving of partial
matches or mismatches, e.g., the probability of a
lexical match between “mug” and cup01, which
is less than 1, is substantially reduced when raised
to an exponent greater than 1; and a mismatch of a
single attribute in an ICG significantly lowers the
probability of the ICG.

Additive scheme. This more forgiving scheme
employs the following formulation to estimate the
probability of an ICG I given its parent UCG U
and context C:

SCADD(I|U, C)=
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Pr(loc(ki, kj))Wloc+ (3)

N∑
i=1

{Pr(ui,lex|ki)Wlex + Pr(ui,col|ki)Wcol +

Pr(ui,siz|ki)Wsiz} .

In principle, this scheme could also be applied
to combining the probabilities of the interpretation
stages. However, we did not explore this option
owing to its inferior performance with respect to
descriptive attributes (Section 5).
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Probabilities from different sources
There are large variations in the probabilities re-
turned by the different interpretation stages. In
particular, the probabilities returned by the parser
are several orders of magnitude smaller than those
returned by the other stages. To facilitate the learn-
ing of weights, we adjust the probabilities returned
by the different interpretation stages so that they
are of a similar magnitude. To this effect, we adopt
two approaches: (1) adjusting the probabilities re-
turned by the parser by calculating their standard-
ized score zi, and (2) normalizing the probabili-
ties of the ICGs by introducing a factor that de-
pends on the weights assigned to different descrip-
tive attributes. The second approach takes advan-
tage of specific information about ICGs, which is
not available about parse trees.

Adjusting parse-tree probabilities. Given a
probability pi returned by the parser, we calcu-
late its z-score zi for an input value xi as fol-
lows: zi = (xi − µ)/σ, where µ is the mean
and σ the standard deviation of the probabilities
returned by the parser for our development cor-
pus (Section 5.2). The zi scores are then trans-
formed to the [0, 1] range using a sigmoid function
zNorm
i = 1

1+e−zi
.

Normalizing ICG probabilities. The ICG
scores obtained by the Multiplicative scheme are
often in a small band in a very low range, while
the ICG scores obtained by the Additive scheme
are typically greater than 1. In order to expand
the range of the former, and map the latter into
the [0, 1] range, we incorporate the following
normalizing factor ϕ into their formulation:

ϕ =
M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

Wloc +
M∑
i=1

{Wlex +Wcol +Wsiz} ,

where the weights correspond to the descriptive at-
tributes that were mentioned.

This factor is incorporated into the Multiplica-
tive and Additive schemes as follows:

• Multiplicative scheme.

PrMULT(I|U, C) =SCMULT(I|U, C)1/ϕ (4)

• Additive scheme.

PrADD(I|U, C) =
1

ϕ
SCADD(I|U, C) (5)

4 Learning Weights
In this section, we describe the algorithms used to
learn the weights for the interpretation stages (Wt,
Wp, Wu, Wi) and the descriptive attributes (Wlex,
Wcol, Wsiz, Wloc), and our evaluation metrics.

4.1 Learning algorithms

In order to learn the values of the weights, an SLU
system must be run on the entire training corpus
each time a set of weights is tried. To control the
search time, Scusi? was set to perform 150 iter-
ations. In addition, we investigated only irrevo-
cable search strategies: steepest ascent hill climb-
ing and a genetic algorithm, employing two ranges
of integer weights: a small range of [1, 4] for
our cross-validation experiment (Section 5), and a
larger range of [1, 20] for our development-dataset
experiment (Section 5.2). In general, the algo-
rithms produced low weights, except for the ge-
netic algorithm in the development-dataset exper-
iment, where it generated high weights for most
descriptive attributes.

The fitness function for both search strategies
is the system’s average performance on a training
corpus using the NDCG@10 metric. This metric,
which is described in Section 4.2, was chosen due
to its expressiveness, and the value 10 was selected
because a response generation system may plausi-
bly inspect the top 10 interpretations returned by
an SLU module.

Steepest ascent hill climbing (SA). All weights
are initially set to 1. In each iteration, a weight
is increased by 1 while keeping the other weights
at their previous value;1 the weight configuration
that yields the best performance is retained. This
process is repeated until performance no longer
improves after one round of changes.

Genetic algorithm (GA). One set of weights is
considered a gene. Owing to the relatively long
processing time for training corpus runs, we re-
strict the gene population size to 15, initialized
with random values for all weights. In each itera-
tion, the 10 best performing genes are kept, and
the other five genes are replaced with offspring
of the retained genes. Offspring are generated by
selecting two genes probabilistically, with better
genes having a higher selection probability, and
probabilistically choosing between mutation and

1In preliminary experiments, we considered increments of
0.5, but this did not affect the results.
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crossover, and between the parent weights to be
retained in a crossover operation. This process is
repeated until the performance of the population
does not improve four times in a row.

4.2 Evaluation metrics
Scusi?’s performance is evaluated using two mea-
sures: Fractional Recall @K (FRecall@K) and
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain @K
(NDCG@K) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002).

FRecall@K is a variant of Recall that accounts
for the fact that an N-best system ranks equiprob-
able interpretations arbitrarily:

FRecall@K(d) =

∑K
j=1 fc(Ij)

|C(d)|
,

where C(d) is the set of correct interpretations for
description d, Ij is a candidate interpretation for
d, and fc is the fraction of correct interpretations
among those with the same probability as Ij (it is
a proxy for the probability that Ij is correct).

DCG@K is similar to FRecall, but provides a
finer-grained account of rank by discounting inter-
pretations with higher (worse) ranks. This is done
by dividing fc(Ij) by a logarithmic penalty that re-
flects Ij’s rank:

DCG@K(d) = fc(I1) +
K∑
j=2

fc(Ij)
log2 j

.

DCG@K is normalized to the [0, 1] range by di-
viding it by the DCG@K score of an ideal N-best
result, where the |C(d)| correct interpretations of
description d are ranked in the first |C(d)| places:

NDCG@K(d) =
DCG@K(d)

1 +
∑min{|C(d)|,K}

j=2
1

log2 j

.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we describe two experiments
where we compare the performance of three ver-
sions of Scusi?: (1) with weights learned by SA,
(2) with weights learned by GA, and (3) with
Unity weights (all descriptive attributes and inter-
pretation stages have a weight of 1).

As mentioned in Section 4.1, the entire training
corpus must be processed for each weight config-
uration, resulting in long training times, in partic-
ular for GA. To reduce these times, rather than try-
ing to learn all the weights at once, we first learned
the weights of descriptive attributes, and then used

Table 1: Distribution of descriptive attributes over
the 341-dataset.

Attribute Number (%)
Lexicon, Colour 14 (4.11%)
Lexicon, Colour, Position 150 (43.99%)
Lexicon, Colour, Size 3 (0.88%)
Lexicon, Colour, Position, Size 20 (5.87%)
Lexicon, Position 152 (44.57%)
Lexicon, Position, Size 2 (0.59%)
Lexicon, Size 0 (0.00%)
Total 341 (100%)

the results of this experiment to learn the weights
of the interpretation stages. Further, the former
weights were learned from manually transcribed
texts, while the latter were learned from actual
ASR outputs. This was done because descrip-
tive attributes in head nouns (lexical item, colour
and size) were often mis-heard by the ASR, which
hampers a learning system’s ability to determine
their contribution to the performance of an SLU
module.

The resultant versions of Scusi? were evalu-
ated using the corpus described in (Kleinbauer et
al., 2013), denoted 341-dataset, which consists of
341 free-form, spoken descriptions generated by
26 trial subjects for 12 objects within four diverse
scenes (three objects per scene, where a scene con-
tains between 9 and 17 objects). The descriptions
are annotated with Gold standard ICGs. Table 1
displays the details of the descriptions and their
attributes.

5.1 Experiment 1 – Cross-validation

Owing to run-time restrictions, we performed only
three-fold cross validation, where the search algo-
rithms were trained on 120 descriptions and tested
on 221 descriptions. Both the training set and the
test set were selected by stratified sampling ac-
cording to the distribution of the descriptive at-
tributes. Note that the training corpora comprise
360 descriptions in total, i.e., there are 19 extra
descriptions in the training data because, as seen
in Table1, descriptions containing size, e.g., “the
large brown desk”, were quite rare, and hence
were included in more than one training set.

Each algorithm learned weight configurations
for the interpretation stages and the descriptive
attributes for each validation fold. The weights
learned by SA generally differed from those
learned by GA, and there were some differences in
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(a) Multiplicative scheme (b) Additive scheme

Figure 3: Average NDCG@K obtained over three-fold cross validation (scale 0.4-0.7).

(a) Multiplicative scheme (b) Additive scheme

Figure 4: Average FRecall@K obtained over three-fold cross validation (scale 0.35-0.8).

the weights learned for each fold. Both algorithms
assigned a weight of 1 to the ASR stage under
the Additive attribute-combination scheme, and a
higher weight under the Multiplicative scheme;
the Syntax stage mostly received a weight of 1;
and the Semantics and Pragmatics stages were as-
signed higher weights. GA tended to assign higher
weights than SA to descriptive attributes, while
SA consistently ascribed a weight of 1 to size
and location. Despite these differences, both al-
gorithms outperformed the Unity baseline on the
training set, with GA achieving the best results,
and the Multiplicative scheme outperforming the
Additive scheme.

Results
Figures 3 and 4 display the average of NDCG@K
and FRecall@K respectively for the three valida-
tion folds forK∈{1, 3, 10, 20, all} under the Mul-
tiplicative and the Additive attribute-combination
schemes (the grey shadow in Figures 3b and 4b
represents the best performance obtained under
the Multiplicative scheme for ease of comparison).
Note that owing to the small number of folds, sta-
tistical significance cannot be calculated.

Performance across attribute-combination
schemes – the Multiplicative scheme outper-

forms the Additive scheme in terms of NDCG@K
for all values of K, and performs slightly better
than the Additive scheme in terms of FRecall@K
forK ∈ {1, 3, all} (the schemes perform similarly
for K ∈ {10, 20}).

Comparison with Unity – in terms of
NDCG@K, SA outperforms Unity for all
values of K under both attribute-combination
schemes; and GA outperforms Unity for all
values of K under the Additive scheme, and for
K ≥ 3 under the Multiplicative scheme. In terms
of FRecall@K, SA outperforms Unity for all
values of K under the Multiplicative scheme; GA
performs better than Unity under the Multiplica-
tive scheme for K ≥ 3; and both SA and GA
outperform Unity for K ≤ 10 under the Additive
scheme (all the schemes perform similarly for
K ∈ {20, all}). It is worth noting the influence of
the Additive scheme on Unity’s performance in
terms of NDCG@K, suggesting that Unity fails to
find the correct interpretation more often than the
other schemes or finds it at worse (higher) ranks.

SA versus GA – GA outperforms SA under the
Additive scheme in terms of both performance
metrics for K = 1, while SA outperforms GA
in terms of FRecall@10. Under the Multiplica-
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tive scheme, SA performs better than GA in terms
of NDCG@K for all values of K, and in terms
of FRecall@K for K ≤ 3. The algorithms per-
form similarly for the other values ofK under both
attribute-combination schemes.

Summary – SA’s superior performance in terms
of NDCG@K indicates that it finds the correct in-
terpretations at lower (better) ranks than Unity and
GA. GA’s good performance on the training data,
together with its slightly worse performance on the
test data, suggests that GA over-fits the training
data.

5.2 Experiment 2 – Development Set

The results of our first experiment show that
the proposed weight-learning scheme for descrip-
tive attributes and interpretation stages improves
Scusi?’s performance. However, as seen in Ta-
ble 1, speakers in this dataset used positional at-
tributes in the vast majority of the descriptions,
rarely using size. This influences the weights that
were learned, in particular Wsiz, as size had little
effect on performance.

To address this issue, we conducted an exper-
iment where we learned the weights on a hand-
crafted development dataset, and tested the per-
formance of the three versions of our SLU sys-
tem on the entire 341-dataset. The development
dataset, denoted 62-dataset, was designed to fa-
cilitate learning the influence of descriptive at-
tributes on an SLU system’s performance (assum-
ing consistent ASR performance, the influence
of the interpretation stages should be largely in-
variant across corpora). Thus, the descriptive at-
tributes and combinations thereof are more evenly
distributed in the development corpus than in the
341-dataset, but positional attributes still have a
relatively high frequency. Table 2 displays the de-
tails of the descriptions in the 62-dataset and their
attributes.

Despite the wider range of values considered
for this experiment ([1, 20]), the weights learned
by SA from the 62-dataset were only slightly dif-
ferent from those learned from the three training
folds in the 341-dataset. In contrast, several of the
weights learned by GA were in the high end of the
range. This is partly explained by the fact that the
genes in GA are randomly initialized from the en-
tire range.

Table 2: Distribution of descriptive attributes over
the 62-dataset.

Attribute Number (%)
Lexicon, Colour 5 (8.06%)
Lexicon, Colour, Position 8 (12.90%)
Lexicon, Colour, Size 7 (11.30%)
Lexicon, Colour, Position, Size 8 (12.90%)
Lexicon, Position 20 (32.26%)
Lexicon, Position, Size 10 (16.13%)
Lexicon, Size 4 (6.45%)
Total 62 (100%)

Results
Figures 5 and 6 respectively display the aver-
age of NDCG@K and FRecall@K for K ∈
{1, 3, 10, 20, all} under the Multiplicative and the
Additive attribute-combination schemes. Statis-
tical significance was calculated using the two-
tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test, and reported for
p-value≤0.05.

Performance across attribute-combination
schemes – the Multiplicative scheme outper-
forms the Additive scheme in terms of NDCG@K
for all values of K (statistically significant with
p-value � 0.01 for SA and Unity, and only for
K = 1 for GA). In terms of FRecall@K, the
Multiplicative scheme outperforms the Additive
scheme for all values of K for SA (statistically
significant for K ≤ 10), for K ≤ 3 for Unity
(statistically significant), and for K ∈ {1, 3, all}
for GA (statistically significant for K = 1).

Comparison with Unity – SA outperforms Unity
under the Multiplicative attribute-combination
scheme (statistically significant for NDCG@K for
K ≥ 3 and for FRecall@3). Under the Ad-
ditive scheme, SA outperforms Unity in terms
of NDCG@K (statistically significant for K ∈
{1, 3, 10, all}), but in terms of FRecall@K, SA
outperforms Unity only for K ≤ 3 (statistically
significant for K = 1). In contrast to SA,
GA’s performance was rather disappointing, with
Unity outperforming GA under the Multiplicative
scheme (statistically significant for NDCG@20),
and GA slightly outperforming Unity under the
Additive scheme only for K≤3.

SA versus GA – SA consistently outperforms
GA under both attribute-combination schemes for
both performance metrics (statistically significant
for all values of K in terms of NDCG@K and for
K ≤ 20 in terms of FRecall@K under the Multi-
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Figure 5: Average NDCG@K obtained from training on the 62-dataset (scale 0.4-0.7).
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Figure 6: Average FRecall@K obtained from training on the 62-dataset (scale 0.35-0.8).

plicative scheme, and in terms of NDCG@K for
K∈{3, 10, 20} under the Additive scheme).

Summary – the results of this experiment are
consistent with those of the cross-validation ex-
periment in the superior performance of the Multi-
plicative attribute-combination scheme, and of SA
under this scheme. However, in this experiment,
SA consistently outperforms GA under the Ad-
ditive scheme, Unity outperforms GA under the
Multiplicative scheme, and GA and Unity perform
similarly under the Additive scheme.

6 Conclusion
We have offered an approach for learning the
weights associated with descriptive attributes and
the stages of an interpretation for an N-best, proba-
bilistic SLU system that understands referring ex-
pressions in a household context. In addition, we
have compared two schemes for combining de-
scriptive attributes: Multiplicative and Additive.

Our results show that in the context of our ap-
plication, interpretation performance can be im-
proved by assigning different weights to differ-
ent interpretation stages and descriptive attributes.
Specifically, the best performance was obtained
using weights learned with SA under the Mul-
tiplicative attribute-combination scheme. How-

ever, the fact that different weights were obtained
for each validation fold and for the development
dataset indicates that the weights are sensitive
to the training corpus, and a larger training cor-
pus is required. Nonetheless, despite the differ-
ences in the learned weights, SA performed simi-
larly across both datasets/training-regimes, as did
Unity. In contrast, GA exhibited larger differ-
ences between the weights and results obtained
for the two datasets/training-regimes, in particu-
lar for the Additive attribute-combination scheme.
This, together with GA’s excellent performance on
the training data, especially in the cross-validation
experiment, compared to its performance on the
test data, suggests that GA may be over-fitting the
training data.

We also found that performance was sensitive
to the values of tunable system parameters, such
as the number of interpretations generated per de-
scription (Scusi? was set to generate only 150 in-
terpretations to reduce the run time of the learning
algorithms). The effect of these values on perfor-
mance requires further investigation, e.g., learn-
ing the values of the system’s parameters together
with the weights of the descriptive attributes and
the interpretation stages, which in turn would pose
additional challenges for the learning process.
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Abstract

This paper presents ongoing work to de-
velop an earthquake detector based on
near-real-time microblog messages from
China. The system filters earthquake re-
lated keywords from Sina Weibo messages
available on the public timeline and uses a
classifier to determine if the messages cor-
respond to people experiencing an earth-
quake. We describe how the classifier has
been established and report preliminary
results of successfully using it as a detec-
tor for earthquake events in China.

We also provide an overview of how we
have accessed messages in Chinese from
Sina Weibo, including a summary of their
structure and content. We note our expe-
rience of processing this text with Natu-
ral Language Processing packages and de-
scribe a preliminary web site for users to
view the processed messages.

Our long term aim is to develop a general
alert and monitoring system for various
disaster event types in China reported by
the public on Sina Weibo. This first case
study provides a working example from
which an ‘all hazards’ system can be de-
veloped over time.

1 Introduction

Natural disasters are a major cause of loss and
damage to both lives and properties around the
world. Many disasters impact regions and popu-
lations with little warning which is made worse by
the projected impacts of climate change and in-
creasing urbanization of the world’s population.
For these reasons, it is important to enhance the
ability and effectiveness of emergency manage-
ment.

One of the pressing challenges while managing
an emergency or crisis event is the collection and
communication of reliable, relevant and up to date
information. Timely, accurate and effective mes-
sages play a vital role for disaster response. For
emergencies, a rapid response is needed to make
effective decisions and to mitigate serious damage.
Losses can be reduced by providing information to
both rescue organizations and potential victims.

Microblogging services have proven to be a use-
ful source of information to emergency managers
to gain first hand information about disaster events
from the community experiencing them (Abel et
al., 2012; Cameron et al., 2012; Chowdhury et al.,
2013; Zhou et al., 2013). This new source of in-
formation can be used by emergency coordinators
and responders to provide appropriate services to
the affected area. It can also be used by the wider
community to seek timely information about the
event and as a means of engaging with the unfold-
ing situation from a safe distance.

Work to date has focused predominantly on
Twitter as the social media microblogging source.
This service is not available in China and we
wanted to explore processing techniques using
messages from Sina Weibo, the Chinese equiva-
lent to Twitter. Our initial task is to identify earth-
quake events and this investigation is the first step
in developing a general alert and monitoring sys-
tem for disaster events in China.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
First (§2) background material is provided to moti-
vate this investigation with a focus on China. This
includes how emergency events are currently man-
aged in China, the current use of social media ser-
vices there and Sina Weibo in particular. We then
provide an overview of the issues of processing
Chinese text (§3) and present related work (§4).
This is followed by a description of the problem
(§5) and details of building the classifier (§6). We
conclude with a discussion of building a prototype
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earthquake detection web site and planned future
work (§7) and a discussion of our findings (§8).

2 Background

2.1 Motivation

As social media, especially microblogging ser-
vices, become more pervasive, information can
be produced, retrieved and spread more quickly
and conveniently than ever before. The impor-
tance of advanced information and communica-
tion technologies has been verified by recent disas-
ter events. For example, during the Asian Tsunami
that devastated many coastal regions of Thailand
and other countries in 2004, first-hand informa-
tion came from online services, including news re-
ports, rescue efforts, victims experience and emo-
tional responses (Leidner et al., 2009).

In October 2013, hurricane ‘Fitow’ was accom-
panied by heavy rain resulting in flash flooding in
Yuyao City, China causing communication black-
outs and the destruction of traffic infrastructure.
This resulted in rescuers not being able to access
flooded areas with several towns becoming ‘lonely
islands’1. With landline communication discon-
nected, online social media provided an important
medium for information dissemination. Accord-
ing to a report from the organisation Kdnet Cloud
Intelligence System (KCIS), who report on Chi-
nese Internet usage, there were more than 300,000
queries for the phrase ‘Yuyao flood’ on the Sina
Weibo platform during the week of the event2.
This Chinese microblogging platform was used by
many people to send messages and spread infor-
mation asking for help and noting their trapped lo-
cation by commenting on the government’s Weibo
account @YuyaoPublication. This information
was helpful for the rescue workers.

More generally, research from the American
Red Cross (2012) showed that 20% of American
citizens obtained emergency information from a
mobile application, 76% would expect help to ar-
rive in less than three hours of posting a request
on social media and 40% would inform friends
and loved ones they were safe if impacted by an
emergency event. Similar findings (Thelwall and
Stuart, 2007) note that Web 2.0 technologies were
used world wide as a source of information to de-
termine the status of an unfolding emergency sit-

1http://www.guancha.cn/local/
2013 10 09 177085.shtml

2http://www.kcis.cn/4409

uation. For example, if loved ones are safe, what
the ongoing risks are, the official response activi-
ties and to emotionally connect to the event.

2.2 Emergency Management in China
The Chinese central government established the
Emergency Management Office (EMO) in Decem-
ber 2005 (Bai, 2008) to provide integrated emer-
gency management. It was established, along with
associated laws, after the 2003 SARS epidemic
and is responsible for emergency planning, natu-
ral disasters, technological accidents, public sani-
tation issues, security concerns, and recovery and
reconstruction activities.

The EMO has a coordination role between
many government agencies such as the Ministry of
Civil Affairs, State Administration of Work Safety,
Ministry of Public Security, Ministry of Health
and other related agencies. Under the central gov-
ernment, all local governments follow the same
structure to establish a province or city level EMO.
This local level EMO has authority to coordinate
between corresponding local government agencies
to coordinate the emergency response, disaster re-
lief and recovery activities as required.

In China, emergency events are classified into
four levels corresponding to the required govern-
ment involvement:

• Level 4, small case, less than 3 fatalities,
manage at the local level.

• Level 3, major incident, 3 to 10 fatalities, es-
calate to city level.

• Level 2, serious, between 10 and 30 fatalities,
escalate to province level.

• Level 1, extremely serious, over 30 fatalities,
escalate to the state council.

2.3 Use of Social Media in China
China is the world’s most populous country and
second largest by land area after Russia. Re-
cent rapid economic and technological develop-
ments have resulted in more Chinese people hav-
ing access to computers or mobile phones which
are used increasingly to exchange information via
microblogging services. By the end of 2013,
the number of users of microblogging services in
China reached 281 million, with nearly 70% of
users (approximately 196 million people) access-
ing their accounts via mobile phone (China Inter-
net Network Information Centre, 2014). This large
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user group provides an opportunity to study Chi-
nese microblogging for the purposes of situation
awareness of disaster events.

2.4 Sina Weibo

Sina Weibo (now trading as the Weibo Corpora-
tion) is the most influential Chinese microblog-
ging service (Wang et al., 2014). It was estab-
lished in August 2009 by the Sina Company, one
of the largest news web portal and blog services in
China, in response to the government blocking ac-
cess to popular social media sites such as Twitter
and Facebook in July 2009, due to riots in Ürümqi.

Sina Weibo has more than 156 million active
users per month and more than 69 million active
users per day3. Sina Weibo is similar to Twit-
ter, providing user services to create content and
manage their accounts with access available from
mobile devices. An Application Programming In-
terface (API) exists as a number of Restful Web
Service endpoints to access content by providing
query parameters with results returned as JSON.

3 Processing Chinese Text

3.1 Segmentation

The main difficulty with processing Chinese text
is the lack of whitespace between words. Auto-
matic word segmentation on Chinese text has been
an active research topic for many years (Sproat
and Shih, 1990; Chen and Liu, 1992; Nie et al.,
1996; Foo and Li, 2004; Gao et al., 2005) result-
ing in numerous software tools. Examples include
the Stanford Word Segmenter, the IK Analyzer
and Microsoft’s S-MSRSeg. For our classification
experiments we used the ansj seg 4 tool which
is a Java implementation of the hierarchical hid-
den Markov model based Chinese lexical analyzer
ICTCLAS (Zhang et al., 2003).

3.2 Traditional and Simplified Chinese

In mainland China, Simplified Chinese replaced
Traditional Chinese in 1964 with Traditional Chi-
nese still used in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau.
The difference is mostly with the characters, with,
as the name suggests, the Simplified Chinese char-
acters being simpler. The same grammar and
sentence structure are used for both. The main
method of dealing with Traditional Chinese text is

3http://ir.weibo.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=
253076&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1958713

4https://github.com/ansjsun/ansj seg

to initially convert it to Simplified Chinese. For
example, ‘injured’ in Simplified Chinese is 伤
while in Traditional Chinese it is傷.

3.3 Word Difficulties
Polysemous words, synonyms and variant words
are particularly difficult to handle when processing
Chinese text.

Polysemous words are where one word has mul-
tiple meanings which can only be resolved by con-
text. Word sense disambiguation should be able to
address this issue however this has been difficult
for Chinese text due to a lack of large scale and
high quality Chinese word sense annotated corpus.
Similarly, synonyms are also an issue where many
Chinese words are different in terms of sound and
written text, but they have the same meaning.

There are numerous Chinese words that are
written differently but they have the same pro-
nunciation and meaning. For example, 唯 and惟
are pronounced the same and both mean ‘unique’.
These variant words can be considered the same as
synonyms and treated similarly.

Chinese synonym lists have been compiled (Ji-
aju, 1986; Zhendong and Qiang, 1998) which are
useful however in practice auto-identification al-
gorithms are preferred, such as the Pattern Match-
ing Algorithm (Yong and Yanqing, 2006), Link
Structure and Co-occurrence Analysis (Fang et al.,
2009), and Multiple Hybrid Strategies (Lu et al.,
2009).

3.4 Stop Word Lists
Stop word removal is a common pre-processing
step for text analysis where stop word lists can
be predefined or learned. Zou et al. (2006) de-
scribe an automatic Chinese stop word extraction
method based on statistic and information theory
and Hao and Hao (2008) define a weighted Chi-
squared statistic based on 2 ∗ p contingency table
measure in order to automatically identify poten-
tial stop words for a Chinese corpus. The down-
side to these automatic methods is that they are
computationally expensive and reliant on a spe-
cific training corpus, and so predefined stop word
lists are often used instead.

There are five popular Chinese stop words
lists predominantly in use (Tingting et al.,
2012): Harbin Institute of Technology (in-
cludes 263 symbols/punctuation characters and
504 Chinese words); Baidu (includes 263 sym-
bols/punctuations, 547 English words and 842
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Chinese words); Sichuan University Machine In-
telligent Lab (includes 975 Chinese words); Chi-
nese stop word list (a combination of the pre-
vious three mentioned above, includes 73 sym-
bols/punctuations, 1113 Chinese words and 9
numbers); Kevin Bouge Chinese (includes 125
Chinese words). These lists have different features
with none considered authoritative. For our work
we have used the fourth list mentioned above5, a
combination of the first three.

4 Related Work

4.1 Emergency Event Detection

With the popularity of the Internet, many coun-
tries have developed disaster event detection sys-
tems. For example, earthquake detectors such as
‘Did You Feel It?’6 and ‘Toretter’ (Sakaki et al.,
2013; Sakaki et al., 2010), make use of Web 2.0
technologies and can detect earthquakes via user
reports, media news and other official information.

‘Twitcident’ (Abel et al., 2012) monitors Tweets
targeting large gatherings of people for purposes
of crowd management by focusing on specific lo-
cations and incident types. ‘Tweet4act’ (Chowd-
hury et al., 2013) performs a similar function by
using keyword search to identify relevant Tweets
which are then filtered using text classification
techniques to categorise them into pre-incident,
during-incident and post-incident classes.

There are other systems as well, ‘Crisis-
Tracker’ (Rogstadius et al., 2013), the Ushahidi
platform (used by volunteers during the Haiti
earthquake (Heinzelman and Waters, 2010) and
Hurricane Sandy7) and the Emergency Situation
Awareness system (Power et al., 2014) which pro-
vides all-hazard situation awareness information
for emergency managers from Twitter.

Since the Wenchuan earthquake in China on 12
September 2008, also known as the 2008 Sichuan
earthquake, researchers began to pay more atten-
tion to Twitter’s role during disaster events. Sakaki
et al have developed and improved a real-time re-
port and early warning management system us-
ing Twitter (Sakaki et al., 2013; Sakaki et al.,
2010). The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have
designed the Twitter Earthquake Detector (Earle
et al., 2012) based on the ratio of the short term

5http://www.datatang.com/data/19300
6http://earthquake.usgs.gov/

earthquakes/dyfi/
7https://sandydc.crowdmap.com/

average of word frequencies to their long term av-
erage, referred to as the STA/LTA algorithm. In
Australia, a Twitter based earthquake detector has
been developed and is used by the Joint Australian
Tsunami Warning Centre (JATWC) (Robinson
et al., 2013b; Robinson et al., 2013a). Simi-
larly, the Earthquake Alert and Report System
(EARS) (Avvenuti et al., 2014) also uses Twitter
to detect earthquake events and determine damage
assessments of earthquakes in Italy.

All of these systems focus on Twitter with little
attention paid to messages originating from China.
Two notable exceptions are described below.

4.2 Emergency Event Detection in China

Qu et al. (2011) examined Sina Weibo messages
posted after the 2010 Yushu earthquake. They
collected and analysed 94,101 microblog posts
and 41,817 re-posts during the 48-day period im-
mediately after the earthquake. Two keyword
search queries were used to gather the data: 玉
树+地震 (Yushu AND earthquake) and 青海+地
震 (Qinghai AND earthquake). They then per-
formed three types of analysis: content analy-
sis where they categorised the messages into four
groups of informational, action-related, opinion-
related and emotion-related; trend analysis where
they examined the distribution of different mes-
sage categories over time; and information spread
analysis where they examined the reposting paths
of disaster related messages.

Zhou et al. (2013) also analysed Sina Weibo
messages related to the Yushu earthquake. They
used a naive Bayes classifier to partition messages
into five groups: ‘fire brigade’, ‘police force’, ‘am-
bulance services’, ‘government’ and ‘other’, aim-
ing to help emergency organisations respond more
efficiently during an emergency. They do not,
however, provide methods for event detection.

5 The Problem

5.1 Overview

The task is to filter messages published on Sina
Weibo that include earthquake related keywords or
phrases and refine them using a classifier to iden-
tify those that relate to actual earthquake events
being felt. There are a number of secondary aims
also, mainly around reliably accessing and pro-
cessing messages published on Sina Weibo. There
are differences between Chinese and English for
the purposes of Natural Language Processing and
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we want to explore these in detail. While there
are studies of Chinese text classification (Luo et
al., 2011; Yen et al., 2010; He et al., 2000), few
of them focus on short text microblog messages,
especially supporting disaster response.

Our long term aim is to assess the utility of Sina
Weibo as a new and relevant source of informa-
tion for emergency managers to help with disaster
response for different kinds of disaster events.

5.2 Preliminary Work

A user account is needed to obtain messages from
the public timeline using the Open Weibo API.
We had to register using a smart phone app since
web browsers on a desktop failed to render the
web site correctly, making user interactions inef-
fective. The Open Weibo API8 provides instruc-
tions in Chinese on using the API. The ‘Translate
to English’ feature of the Chrome web browser
was used since information available on their En-
glish pages appeared to be out of date.

The API has a number of endpoints but some
are not available to ‘default’ users. To obtain con-
tent relating to earthquakes from Sina Weibo, the
search/topics endpoint could be used to get mes-
sages containing certain keywords, but this is re-
stricted. Similarly, the place/nearby timeline also
appeared useful, but it has a maximum search ra-
dius of 11,132 metres and only returns geotagged
messages. Note that this search radius limit ap-
pears to be arbitrary.

The public timeline endpoint appeared the most
useful9. It returns the most recent 200 public mes-
sages. With a rate limit of 150 requests per hour,
this endpoint is polled every 24 seconds. Our sys-
tem was implemented as a Java program and the
Weibo4J10 library was used for calling the Open
Weibo API. Weibo4J has a simple interface and
handles the OAuth authentication required to in-
teract with the API.

The JSON message structure is similar to that
from Twitter. Each message has a unique identi-
fier, user information (user id, a picture, thumb-
nail, name, description, URL, gender), a times-
tamp of when the message was created, the mes-
sage text, the source (application) used to send the
message, the user’s location (province, city, loca-

8http://open.weibo.com/wiki/%E5%BE%AE%
E5%8D%9AAPI

9http://open.weibo.com/wiki/2/statuses/
public timeline

10https://code.google.com/p/weibo4j/

tion and coordinates when provided), the user’s
language setting (over 98% of our messages re-
trieved have the ISO-639 code zh-cn, which indi-
cates simplified Chinese characters) and so on.

5.3 Message Summary

After initial experimentation, our system has been
continuously retrieving messages from the public
timeline since 29 August 2014 at a rate of around
470 messages per minute, or around 28,000 per
hour as shown in Figure 1. Note the dips which
were due to Internet outages. By the end of Oc-
tober 2014, over 42 million messages have been
processed.

Figure 1: Hourly message counts.

Assuming there are around 90 million mes-
sages posted each day11, this means the default
rate limitations for accessing the public timeline
is only providing approximately 0.8% of all mes-
sages posted. While this is only a small fraction of
the content available, it is enough to detect events
reported by users, as will be demonstrated below.

6 Building the Earthquake Classifier

We used the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) (Joachims, 1998) method for text
classification to help identify Sina Weibo mes-
sages that report feeling an earthquake. The
LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) software, config-
ured with the linear kernel function, was used to
perform C-support vector classification (C-SVC)
for this purpose. In this section, we describe the
method used to train an SVM classifier. Relevant
training data was collected and labelled (§6.1) and
a range of message features to use was explored
(§6.2) using ten-fold cross validation to find the
most accurate feature combination.

11http://ir.weibo.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=
253076&p=irol-products
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(+) 地震地震！ Earthquake, earthquake!
(+) 原来大家都感觉到地震啦！……瞬间头好晕 Everyone felt the earthquake! Feel dizzy ......
(+) 哪里地震了？ Where is the earthquake?
(-) 2010年全球地震一览http://sinaurl.cn/hEQH1 2010 Global Earthquakes List: http://sinaurl.cn/hEQH1
(-) 那地震带会改变吗？//@薛蛮子:科普 Will the seismic zone move? @ Xue Manzi: science
(-) 唐山地震碑林 24万人啊[泪] Tangshan Earthquake Memorial, 240,000 people perished [tears]

Table 1: Example positive (+) and negative (-) Messages containing the phrase ‘earthquake’ (地震).

6.1 Training Data
The first task was to assemble a training dataset.
Up to 1,000 messages from around 50,000 high
scoring users were obtained. Sina Weibo attributes
a user score based on their activity: the number
of messages posted, comments made, friends and
followers, reposted messages and so on. Not all of
these users had 1,000 messages available and so a
total of around 25 million were obtained. The date
range for this data was February 2012 to July 2013
which was collected by a colleague with a higher
level of Sina Weibo access than we do.

The messages were then filtered to those con-
taining the word earthquake: 地震, reducing the
number of messages to 21,396. To find positive
examples, these messages were further filtered by
only including those posted an hour after the time
of known earthquake events in 2012 and 201312,
as listed in Table 2, reducing the number to 3,549.

Location Date/Time Mag Messages
Pingtung, Taiwan 26/2/12 10:34 6.0 8
Yilan, Taiwan 10/6/12 05:00 5.7 6
Xinyuan, Xinjiang 30/6/12 05:07 6.6 9
Dengta, Liaoning 23/1/13 12:18 5.1 50
Nantou, Taiwan 27/3/13 10:03 6.4 61
Lushan, Sichuan 20/4/13 08:02 7.0 228
Tongliao, 22/4/13 17:11 5.3 24

Inner Mongolia
Nantou, Taiwan 02/6/13 13:43 6.7 56
Minxian, Gansu 22/7/13 07:45 6.7 25

Table 2: Earthquake events.

Next, the messages were manually examined
to find positive examples of someone experienc-
ing an earthquake. This task was performed by
the two Chinese speaking authors with their in-
dividual results compared and mutual agreement
reached. 467 such messages were found and the
events they are associated with are indicated in Ta-
ble 2. Then a collection of the same size (467) of
negative messages was similarly assembled. Note
that there were numerous repeated messages (re-
posts) such as news reports and shared prayers.
For these messages only a single representative ex-

12http://www.csi.ac.cn/manage/eqDown/

ample was included with the others excluded. A
sample of positive and negative messages can be
seen in Table 1 where the original message in Chi-
nese is shown, followed by a translation.

6.2 Feature Selection
A range of message features were explored when
developing the earthquake classifier: character
count, word count, user mention count, hash tag
count, hyperlink count, question mark count, ex-
clamation mark count and unigrams (word n-
grams of size 1).

In order to generate the SVM feature vector for
each message the following steps were carried out:

1. Count the number of characters, user men-
tions, hash tags, hyperlinks, question marks
and exclamation marks in the message.

2. Remove punctuation and replace hashtags,
user mentions and hyperlinks with a constant
string value (e.g. ‘TAG’).

3. Perform text segmentation, again using
ansj seg 4 , recording the number of tokens
produced; the ‘word count’.

4. Remove stop words and tokens introduced at
step 2 to produce the final set of unigrams,
which includes the original hashtag tokens,
but not user mentions or hyperlinks.

By examining the training messages, the posi-
tive ones seemed shorter, frequently contained ex-
clamation marks and keywords such as ‘shake’
(摇, 摇动) ‘felt’ (感, 感觉) and ‘scared’ (惊, 惊
慌). To be certain that we didn’t miss an impor-
tant but less obvious feature we ran an exhaustive
ten-fold cross validation process using all possible
combinations of features; 28 − 1 = 255 iterations
in total. A selection of the results are shown in
Table 3. The simple accuracy measure, which is
the percentage of correct classifications, and the
F1, precision and recall scores have all been cal-
culated. The best combination of features, indi-
cated by the dagger† and in bold in Table 3, was
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char count, link count, question mark count, ex-
clamation mark count and unigrams. However the
accuracy for this combination is only marginally
better than unigrams by themselves.

Features Accuracy F1 Score Precision Recall
unigrams 87.4% 0.876 0.862 0.893
exclamation 54.5% 0.418 0.580 0.334
question 49.6% 0.661 0.498 0.983
hyperlink 49.9% 0.445 0.498 0.573
hashtag 50.1% 0.608 0.549 0.891
user mention 50.6% 0.519 0.546 0.728
char count 64.7% 0.688 0.615 0.782
word count 63.2% 0.680 0.601 0.784
all features 88.0% 0.881 0.874 0.891
best combo† 88.9% 0.890 0.881 0.902

Table 3: Feature combination results.

6.3 Training Set Size

While the best F1 and accuracy measures appear
to be very good, we were unsure whether we had
used enough training data for this process. In order
to see the effect of different training set sizes we
ran an experiment where the size of the training set
was adjusted. For this experiment, we performed
ten-fold cross validation on incrementally larger
sets of training data, from 10% (84 messages) to
100% (934 messages). The results are shown in
Figure 2. The features used for this experiment
were the best combination identified by the feature
selection process.

Figure 2: Adjusting the training set size.

While improvement is achieved up to the 300
message mark, only small gains are achieved after
that. The maximum accuracy measure is reached
at the 600 message mark, although that has a
slightly larger variation between the precision and
recall than the results achieved with larger train-
ing sets. It appears that the results have plateaued,
which likely indicates that additional data would
not improve the classifier’s accuracy with the fea-
ture set we have chosen.

7 Developing an Incident Monitor

7.1 The SWIM Web Application
In order to easily view the Sina Weibo messages
a web application was developed13. Recent mes-
sages from a selected city or province can be
viewed as well as messages containing the earth-
quake keyword地震. The classifier is used on the
earthquake messages to highlight the positive mes-
sages, including the probability (as calculated by
LIBSVM) that the message is positive. A 7-day
timeline chart is also included for the earthquake
messages to show if there have been any recent
spikes in earthquake activity.

Figure 3 shows the web application displaying
earthquake messages. The spike in the timeline
chart corresponds to a 4.3M earthquake which oc-
curred about 100km from Beijing at 18:37:41 on
6 September 201414. The first positively classi-
fied message related to this event has the times-
tamp 18:38:24, a delay of 43 seconds. This mes-
sage is followed by 55 positively (all true) and
3 negatively (1 false) classified earthquake mes-
sages in the next five minutes. Note that the mes-
sages are in reverse chronological order so the
older messages are at the bottom of the page. Also,
the ‘Translate to English’ feature of the Chrome
browser has been used to translate the messages
and user identifying features have been redacted.

7.2 Further Work
China is affected by a variety of natural disasters,
not only earthquakes. We would like to repeat our
earthquake classifier experiments to analyse mes-
sages relating to typhoon and flooding events in
particular.

An earthquake detector will be developed trig-
gered by a burst of messages containing the key-
word地震 (earthquake) which are positively clas-
sified and originate from the same geographic re-
gion. Very few messages are geotagged with exact
coordinates, so we will need to approximate most
message locations based on their user profile loca-
tion settings (city, province and location). When
an earthquake is detected, the Sina Weibo mes-
sage collector can be ‘zoomed’ to gather messages
from the affected region providing more informa-
tion about the severity and impact of the earth-
quake.

13http://swim.csiro.au/
14http://www.csndmc.ac.cn/newweb/

secondpage.jsp?id=1471
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Figure 3: The Sina Weibo Incident Monitor (SWIM) Web Application

8 Conclusion

We have conducted a focused experiment to ex-
amine the feasibility of using messages from Sina
Weibo to detect earthquake events. This was
done by sampling messages provided on the public
timeline, filtering messages that contain the key-
word ‘earthquake’ (地震) and using a classifier to
determine if messages are reports from users ex-
periencing an earthquake.

The classifier was trained using a sample of
934 messages with an even split of positive and
negative messages obtained from ‘high scoring’
Sina Weibo users posted soon after actual earth-
quake events. A comprehensive feature set was
explored, with the best combination being charac-
ter count, link count, question mark count, excla-
mation mark count and unigrams resulting in an
accuracy of 88.9% and an F1 score of 0.890.

A web site has been developed to prototype our
earthquake detector. This allows users to focus on
a particular province or city of interest in China
or to show all messages recently posted on the
public timeline. Messages containing the keyword
‘earthquake’ (地震) can be filtered on the display
with those being positively classified highlighted
in red along with an indication of the classifica-
tion confidence. By correctly classifying a burst
of positive messages related to the 4.3 magnitude

earthquake on 6 September 2014 in Zhangjiakou
City in Hebei Province, we believe that timely
earthquake detection is feasible.

Future work will include setting up a notifica-
tion system to report detected earthquake events;
exploring the use of different training datasets
with a view to improving classification accuracy;
ranking messages based on a classifier’s prediction
of confidence to improve how notifications are in-
terpreted; including further natural language pro-
cessing techniques such as named entity recognis-
ers, word sense disambiguation and part of speech
tagging; and extending the type of events detected
to include other emergency management scenar-
ios, such as fires, typhoons and floods.
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Abstract

The Duality of Expertise considers the
“Expert” to be a social role dependent on
an individual’s expertise claims and the
opinion of their community towards those
claims. These are the internal and exter-
nal aspects of a person’s expertise. My
Expertise Model incorporates this duality
in a process designed for expertise find-
ing software in an online community fo-
rum. In this model, a posting’s term us-
age is evidence of expertise claims. The
dialogue acts in replies to those postings
are evidence of the community’s opinion.
The model’s preprocessing element uses
a bricolage of linguistic and IR tools and
methods in a novel way to construct each
author’s expertise profile. For any topic
query, the profiles are ranked to determine
the Community Topic Expert. A series
of experiments demonstrate the advantage
of utilising the Duality of Expertise when
ranking experts rather than just the internal
or external aspects of expertise.

1 Introduction

The Internet provides people and organisations
with access to new resources for problem solv-
ing and guidance. While there are skillful staff
or friends within their own networks, sometimes
they need to look outside their own group to find
the required knowledge. Specialised online com-
munities are one such source of expertise.

Traditionally, expertise is treated as a combina-
tion of knowledge, training and experience (Eric-
sson, 2000; Gould, 1999). However, expertise is
also relative to the context in which it is sought
(Mieg, 2006). Who is regarded as a suitable topic
expert depends on who is available and the depth
and breadth of their expertise. Any local resident

may be able to tell you where the local train sta-
tion is, but you may need a railway employee if
you want know how regular the trains are.

Likewise, it is not enough to simply determine
who in an online community knows something
about a topic. Many “know-it-alls” profess to be
experts but do not have much expertise. For guid-
ance, we look to others in the community for ad-
vice on who they consider to be Community Topic
Experts. This “Expert” label is a social role be-
stowed by the community (Mieg, 2006). It is rel-
ative to the community’s knowledge on the topic
and the expertise they have encountered when in-
teracting with members. Who is a suitable expert
depends on the community’s opinion of the rela-
tive expertise of its members.

My research looks at modelling and identifying
someone’s expertise by considering both their ex-
pertise claims and their community’s opinion to-
wards those claims. This Duality of Expertise is
investigated by examining the linguistic interac-
tions within an online community’s forum. The
content of a forum author’s postings is evidence
of their expertise claims. The dialogue acts of the
community’s replies to those postings is evidence
of the community’s opinion.

My Expertise Model utilises the Duality of Ex-
pertise in such a way that the model is easily incor-
porated within expertise finding software for such
a forum. This is evaluated through experiments
based on the TREC2006 Expert Search task and
the related forum postings from the W3C corpus.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses previous research relating to expertise
and expertise finding technology. The approach
and model used in my research is outlined in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 explains the experiments run to
evaluate the model. Their outcomes are discussed
in Section 5. The conclusion in Section 6 sum-
marises my research.

Michael Niemann. 2014. Finding expertise using online community dialogue and the Duality of Expertise. In
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2 Related research

Research has identified various aspects of what
makes up an expert. An expert is traditionally
seen as someone who is knowledgeable. However,
Ericsson (2000) argues that an expert learns how
to use that knowledge through deliberate prac-
tise. This expertise is only related to one topic or
field (Gould, 1999) but every expert is different
as their experience and reflections of their actions
are unique (Bellot, 2006; Schön, 1983), as is the
manner in which they utilise those skills (Rolfe,
1997). For this reason, a person’s expertise cannot
be simply defined by labels or fields e.g.,‘law’ .

Simple “yellow pages” software systems try
to use such labels to declare the expertise of
an organisation’s staff (Ackerman and Halverson,
2003). People searching for expertise (expertise
seekers) can use simple search engines to search
through related databases or staff web-pages for
possible experts (Yimam-Seid and Kobsa, 2003),
but these systems rely on staff to update them and
are often incomplete or inaccurate with little qual-
ity control (Lemons and Trees, 2013).

More specialised expert finding systems have
been developed to form expert profiles based on
evidence of people’s expertise. This evidence
ranges from authoring academic and company pa-
pers (Richards et al., 2008; Yan et al., 2006), be-
ing mentioned on web-pages (Balog et al., 2006;
Campbell et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2012) or so-
cial media and email communications (Guy et al.,
2013; Kautz et al., 1997; Kumar and Ahmad,
2012). The survey by Balog et al. (2012) shows
that expertise finding is often treated very much as
an information retrieval (IR) problem. The rele-
vance of a person’s expertise to the specific topic is
commonly evaluated based on simple term usage,
ranking candidate experts using a probabilistic or
vector-based model.

Some early researchers have considered the so-
cial network of experts. Schwartz and Wood
(1993) formed specialization subgraphs (SSG)
based on emails between people. They found each
author’s Aggregate Specialisation Graph (ASG)
was particular to them, supporting the concept of
expertise being particular to the individual. The
graphs can be used to refer an expertise seeker to
someone they know, who may then refer them to
someone they consider to be an expert based on
previous interactions. Similarly, the Referral Web
system described by Kautz et al. (1997) links peo-

ple to experts through the co-occurrence of their
names in a document, like an email, research ar-
ticle or web-page. This relies on the social net-
work associations being related to particular areas
of expertise, yet the manner in which the associ-
ated graph is constructed is very ad-hoc.

More recently, Guy et al. (2013) investigated us-
ing social media for expertise finding and found
that feedback to social media messages can be
a good indication of people’s expertise. The
ComEx Miner system (Kumar and Ahmad, 2012)
attempted to identify the sentiment in feedback to
blog entries using lists of adverbs and positive,
negative and neutral adjectives. However, a blog
provides very one-sided discussions as the open-
ing post is always by the same author and it is not
always clear whether comments are replying to the
blog or other comments. Therefore a blog may not
be a good example of community interaction.

Weigand considers dialogue to be a dialogic
act “to negotiate our purposes” (Weigand, 2010,
p. 509) through language. Part of that purpose
is to be accepted in the community through in-
teraction. Dialogue acts represent the intentions
of speakers (Austin, 1975; Searle, 1969; Searle,
1975).1 Traditionally these are applied to utter-
ances but researchers have attempted to classify
the dialogue acts of email sentences (Cohen et
al., 2004; Jeong et al., 2009) and entire emails
(Carvalho and Cohen, 2005; Feng et al., 2006)
and forum messages (Bhatia et al., 2012; Kim et
al., 2010). To Weigand, each dialogue act has a
corresponding reactive action. Socially, the dia-
logue act is a claim, such that the claimant desires
the suitable reaction to fulfill this claim (Weigand,
2010). Thus dialogue is a negotiation between par-
ticipants who respond to each other’s dialogue acts
whilst trying to achieve their own objectives, in-
cluding social acceptance within the community.

Likewise McDonald and Ackerman (1998) and
Hytönen et al. (2014) found that when seeking as-
sistance from experts, people often had to consider
various psychological costs like a potential loss
of status, expected reciprocity and social equity.
Through the sharing of knowledge and the use
and recognition of expertise during the interaction,
dialogue participants negotiate an outcome that
meets their personal objectives (Mieg, 2001). This
may include establishing the value of the exchange
and nature of the truth. Similarly, in an online fo-

1 The term‘dialogue act’is used in this paper rather than‘speech act’due
to the absence of speech in my data.
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rum the dialogue acts of the replies are responses
to the content and intent of the previous posting
and are indicative of the forum community’s opin-
ion towards the author’s proposals. Therefore, the
group’s opinion of an author’s claims and thus
their expertise can be judged by examining the di-
alogue acts in the group’s replies to the author.

3 Model

My Expertise Model is a process that enables the
incorporation of the Duality of Expertise in an ex-
pertise finding system (Figure 1). The Duality of
Expertise is a relationship between an expert and
their community, based on their expertise claims
and the community’s opinion of those claims.

A person’s expertise claims are their represen-
tation of the topics about which they assert to be
knowledgeable. An internal aspect of expertise, it
relates to how an individual presents themselves to
others. The claim demonstrates their topics of in-
terest, but does not judge the accuracy of the claim
nor whether they are an expert on the topic.

The external aspect of expertise is the commu-
nity’s opinion towards the relative expertise of the
member claiming expertise. Based on the claims
as well as other interactions and expertise within
the community, the community judges whether the
person is the Community Topic Expert, or whether
they are not as knowledgeable on the topic as oth-
ers in the community.

The Expertise Model is designed to evaluate and
find expertise within online communities by exam-
ining forum postings. Each discussion thread is
a linguistic interaction between community mem-
bers with each posting being an author’s contribu-
tion to the community’s knowledge. Term usage
in postings is evidence of the author’s expertise
claims. It is assumed authors claim expertise on
what they write about. The community’s opinion
is recognised through the responses to a member’s
postings and expertise claims. The dialogue acts
in reply postings are evidence of this opinion.

The Expertise Model uses a combination of
these internal and external aspects of expertise to
construct expertise profiles for each author then
evaluate the relevance of their profile to the topic
of expertise being sought. The outcome is a list of
authors ranked according to whether they are the
Community Topic Expert.

There are four main stages in the model: pre-
processing, profiling, topic querying and ranking.
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Figure 1: Expertise Model
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3.1 Preprocessing

For a given forum, the preprocessing prepares the
data to a standardised format and processes it ac-
cording to various linguistic criteria. The prepara-
tion includes extracting postings from their source
files (e.g., web-pages or digests), standardising
the form of the metadata, and identifying quota-
tions and non-dialogue lines in the postings. The
linguistic processing includes sentence segmen-
tation, term tokenisation, part-of-speech tagging,
lemmatisation, and identification of the semantic
concepts associated with the terms. These tasks
can be completed using third-party software like
a part-of-speech tagger and the WORDNET lexi-
cal database, but many expertise finding systems I
have reviewed did not include such preprocessing.

The preprocessing also identifies the dialogue
acts in the reply postings. The dialogue acts used
(Table 1) were based on those used in the Verb-
mobil, TRAINS and DAMSL research (Alexan-
dersson et al., 1995; Core, 1998; Ferguson et al.,
1996). The decision to simplify the number of acts
to six was made after reviewing the dialogue in
the 20 NEWSGROUPScorpus (Rennie, 2008) and
the CORVUS corpus which I collected from five
professional and semi-professional mailing lists.
These acts were broadly related to the historical
attributes of experts, e.g., supplying and seeking
information and reflection, the community’s atti-
tude when responding, e.g., support, rejection or
enquiry, and other acts not related to expertise.
The dialogue studied was found to be more a dis-
cussion than questions and answers so less focus
was given to related acts (e.g.,Answer, Clarifica-
tion). The six acts used subsumed these acts.

3.2 Profiling

For the profiling, the preprocessing established
metadata for forum discussions, including lists of
each author’s postings and the reply postings. This
enables the profiling to be divided into the data re-
lating to the internal aspect of expertise, being the
term and semantic concept usage of each author,
and the external aspect of expertise, namely the di-
alogue acts in the replies to each author’s postings.
This data is indexed per author and can be updated
whenever new postings appear in a forum.

3.3 Topic querying

Any expertise finding system needs to interface
with an expertise seeker to determine what exper-

Dialogue act Example sub-categories subsumed
Inform Inform, Answer, Clarification,

Suggestion, Explanation, Order,
Instruction, Statement, Opinion,
Signal Not Understanding,

Positive Agreement, Acceptance,
Acknowledgement,
Support, Thanks

Negative Disagreement, Rejection,
Criticism

Question Yes/No, Rhetorical Query,
Request Query

Reflection Reflection, Correction, Experience
Other Greeting, Bye, Coding, Graphic,

Numeric, Quotation, Signature

Table 1: The dialogue acts

tise is sought. For my Expertise Model, the exper-
tise topic is indicated by one or more query terms.
There are no restrictions on how many terms or
which particular terms can be given as the topic.
Just as the profiling does not represent expertise
topics by a finite set of labels, neither is there any
restriction on the topic query terms. While the
interface is presumed to be part of any expertise
finding system that may incorporate my Expertise
Model, any topic terms still undergo the same lin-
guistic processing as the posting content.

3.4 Ranking

Various ranking methods are used to identify
the Community Topic Expert that best meets the
user’s needs. This ranking utilises existing IR
methods in novel ways. The relevance of the term
usage is ranked through a combination of the vec-
tor space model with the term frequency-inverse
document frequency (tf-idf) measure to identify
the specialised usage of terms. This allows the fil-
tering of authors not relevant to the topic as well
as ranking their topic relevance when there is am-
biguity as to who claims to have greater expertise.

For the community opinion, each author has an
opinion vector based on the dialogue acts used in
their postings’ replies. For each act, two dimen-
sions were added to the vector:

1. Number of replies with at least one instance
of the dialogue act

2. Average number of instances of the dialogue
act per reply
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Gold Replies Bad Replies
Reply postings 378 531
Reply authors 169 241
Average postings per author 2.2 2.2
Postings replied to 304 386
Authors replied to 92 199
Average replies per author 4.1 2.7
Annotated Postings 378 531
Annotated Sentences 6731 11908
Postings with at least one
- Positive DA 121 (32%) 178 (33%)
- Negative DA 20 (5%) 79 (15%)
- Question DA 126 (33%) 179 (34%)
- Reflection DA 6 (2%) 10 (2%)
- Inform DA 338 (89%) 498 (94%)
- Other DA 361 (96%) 499 (94%)
- Positive & Negative DAs 13 (3%) 39 (7%)
- Positive & Question DAs 46 (12%) 83 (16%)
- Negative & Question DAs 12 (3%) 45 (8%)
- Negative, Positive & Question DAs 11 (3%) 30 (6%)
Average quantity in a posting
- Positive DA 1.9 2.1
- Negative DA 1.6 1.6
- Question DA 2.1 2.3
- Reflection DA 1.1 1.6
- Inform DA 9.3 10.9
- Other DA 8.4 11.0

Table 2: Statistics of the annotated reply postings

The community opinion of an author’s expertise
on a topic was scored using the Expertise Opinion
Measure (EOM, Equation 1), wherev(q, a) is an
opinion vector for authora, topic queryq and con-
stantα. This formula is similar to Rocchio’s Al-
gorithm in the use of weighted comparisons of an
author’s vector to the centroid vectors of relevant
and irrelevant results (Manning et al., 2008). The
GOLD centroid is formed from the opinion vec-
tors of known experts on the topicq. The BAD
centroid is formed from the vectors of non-experts
on the topic. The similarity measure (sim) uses a
method like cosine comparison.

Expertise Opinion Measure (EOM)

EOM(a, q) = α× sim(v(q, a), centroid(q,GOLD))

− ((1− α)× sim(v(q, a), centroid(q,BAD))

(1)

Through these measures, the Expertise Model

1. filters out authors whose expertise claims are

not relevant to the topic,

2. determines which authors the community
thinks highly of, and

3. determines the best of the topic experts.

Thus the linguistic interaction is used to deter-
mine the community’s expert on a required topic
on the basis of the author’s claims and the forum
community’s opinion towards those claims.

4 Experiments

The Expertise Model was evaluated through a se-
ries of experiments, each examining an aspect of
how the Duality of Expertise is represented. This
evaluation was conducted using a preprocessor
and the Lemur INDRI IR system,2 modified to act
as an expertise finding system. The preproces-
sor utilised a novel combination of scripts writ-
ten by me based on established linguistic and IR

2 http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
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technologies and methodologies. The preproces-
sor also made use of the C&C Tools POSTAG-
GER3 and WORDNET 3.0 for the lemmatisation
and semantic relationships.

The test-set was based on the TREC2006 Ex-
pertise Search task in the Enterprise track (Sobo-
roff et al., 2006). This task had participants iden-
tify experts from a corpus of W3C website files.
My test-set only included the pages containing fo-
rum postings from W3C mailing lists, about 60%
of the original corpus documents (Craswell et al.,
2005). Personal homepages and other documents
were ignored as they do not relate to the linguistic
interactions within the W3C community.

The 49 TREC2006 queries were used, each
set of terms referring to a topic of expertise,
e.g.,‘SOAP security considerations’. TREC sup-
plied a list of candidate experts that linked
identification numbers to names and email
addresses, e.g.,candidate-0025 Judy Brewer
jbrewer@w3.org. This was based on a list of peo-
ple involved in the W3C (Soboroff et al., 2006).
TREC2006 gave a “goldlist” for each topic query
of who were judged to be relevant experts and who
were not experts. This judgement did not consider
all candidate experts but was based on the top 20
responses from TREC2006 participants and hu-
man judgement, given a review of documents re-
lated to the candidates. For my evaluation I in-
creased the list from 1092 to 1844 candidate ex-
perts by including any unlisted forum authors and
included heuristics in the preprocessor to recog-
nise when an author used a nickname or alternate
email address. This allowed each author’s post-
ings to be better identified.

For each topic, the top 50 ranked authors
were evaluated using thetrec evalsoftware4 from
TREC . This tool evaluates TREC results in var-
ious ways but I focused on the Mean Average
Precision (MAP)5 and the Interpolated Precision
at Recall 0.0. MAP is commonly used as the
main measure for TREC participants. The in-
terpolated precision represents the highest preci-
sion for any recall level above 0.0 (Buckley and
Voorhees, 2005; Manning et al., 2008). If the rank
1 author for a topic is a known expert, the recall

3 http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/trac/candc/wiki/
POSTagger

4 http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/trec_eval_
latest.tar.gz

5 precision= number of relevant experts returned÷ number of candidate
experts returned

recall= number of relevant experts returned÷ total number of relevant
experts

may be low but the precision will be 1.0. If no
known expert for the topic is rank 1, then the in-
terpolated precision at recall 0.0 will be lower, due
to the lower rank of the known experts. Therefore,
the interpolated precision at recall 0.0 can be con-
sidered a measure of the degree to which known
experts are given the highest ranks in the results.

The evaluation was divided into three stages
(Table 3). First the internal aspect of the Expertise
Model (the Knowledge Model or KM) was exam-
ined, using only it to determine the community’s
experts. Then only the external aspect of the Ex-
pertise Model (the Community Model or CM) was
utilised for the expertise finding process. Finally,
all aspects of the Expertise Model were evaluated
in combination. This allowed comparisons to be
made between when the aspects are used individ-
ually, as is commonly done by other researchers,
and when the expertise ranking is conducted based
on the Duality of Expertise.

The vector space model IR method provided
the baseline for these evaluations. This used the
raw, unaltered forms of the topic query terms and
sought perfect matches in the postings, the con-
tents of which were indexed according to the post-
ing, not the author. The topic expert was the author
of the most relevant posting. No consideration was
made of what else each author had posted about
outside the posting being ranked.

For the Knowledge Model, there were three
main experiments:

• KM1: Raw terms by author – The baseline
method was modified with all of an author’s
postings being indexed together, so their con-
tributions to the forum were examined as a
set when considering their expertise claims.

• KM2: Lemmatised terms by author – Be-
fore indexing, terms were tagged as a noun,
verb, adjective, adverb or other, then lemma-
tised, e.g.,‘antennas’becomes‘antenna#n’.
This utilises the linguistic processing from
the preprocessing and considers the linguis-
tic context of the term usage.

• KM3: Semantic data by author – Each
lemmatised term was indexed as their cor-
responding WORDNET synsets, e.g.,‘an-
tenna#n’ is indexed as synsets02715229,
04843270and02584915because it has three
senses in WORDNET . The hyponyms and
hypernyms of these synsets were also in-
dexed, e.g.,‘03204955 directional antenna’
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Experiment MAP Interpolated Precision at Recall 0.0
Baseline: Raw terms by Post 0.0785 0.5539
KM1: Raw Terms by Author 0.1348 0.7065
KM2: Lemmatised Terms by Author 0.1344 0.7355
KM3: Semantic Data by Author 0.1302 0.7113
CM1: Generalised EOM (α = 0.6) 0.1156 0.6061
CM2: Non-author EOM (α = 1.0) 0.0990 0.6061
CM3: Topic-specific EOM (α = 0.75) 0.1250 0.7834
Expertise Model (α = 0.5) 0.1461 0.8682

Table 3: Experimental results

and ‘03269401 electrical device’. This ex-
tends the idea of terms being evidence of
an author’s expertise claims by making each
term represent the broader semantic concepts
that the claims relate to, not just words.

The experiments for the Community Model
utilised the dialogue acts in the replies to the top
50 postings from the baseline experiment. I hand-
annotated the dialogue acts using the six acts in
Table 1. While other research has attempted to au-
tomate similar annotation using a classifier (Co-
hen et al., 2004; Jeong et al., 2009), my research
focused on the effectiveness of the data and the
model, not designing a classifier. The Expertise
Opinion Measure used the dialogue acts to eval-
uate community’s opinion of each author’s exper-
tise. After reviewing the spread of annotated dia-
logue acts (Table 2), I omitted theInform, Reflec-
tion andOther acts from the EOM as they were
either too rare or too general. In contrast, the use
of Positive, NegativeandQuestionacts seemed to
differ depending on whether they were in response
to an expert or not. It was hoped that this would
aid the Community Model.

Three main experiments were conducted, each
training the centroids on different sets of postings.

• CM1: Generalised EOM – These centroids
used the opinion vectors for experts and non-
experts of any query other than the current
topic query and excluding the opinion vectors
of the expert being ranked.

• CM2: Non-author EOM – The opinion vec-
tors of any author relevant to any topic con-
tributed to the centroids, still excluding the
current author’s vector.

• CM3: Topic-specific EOM – The centroids
were formed only from the replies to authors

relevant to the current topic query, including
the author being ranked.

The opinion vector of the author being ranked
only used dialogue acts from the replies to their
topic-related postings. These experiments exam-
ined whether the community opinion should be
considered as dependent on the topic or whether
there can be a single opinion of each author.

Finally, the relevance scores from the Knowl-
edge Model and the Expertise Opinion Measure
from the Community Model were used together as
shown in Figure 1. The relevance score is used
to filter out non-relevant authors, based on each
author’s lemmatised term usage and treating their
postings as a collection. Authors are then ranked
based on the community’s responses to their post-
ings, using the EOM with topic-based centroids.
Finally, any tied rankings are resolved using the
relevance scores. The top ranked author is judged
to be the Community Topic Expert, according to
the linguistic evidence of the internal and external
aspects of their expertise.

5 Discussion

As shown on Table 3, the Expertise Model
achieved the best results but lessons can be learnt
from the experiments with the Knowledge and
Community Models.

The experiments with the Knowledge Model
made it clear that the contents of single documents
in isolation cannot be considered good evidence of
someone’s expertise. Their expertise claims are
better recognised through an examination of all
their postings, treating them as a body of alleged
knowledge. Further processing like lemmatisa-
tion allows the lexical evidence to be better associ-
ated with the context in which it was used. While
the MAP value for the lemmatisation experiment
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(KM2) was similar to that without lemmatisation
(KM1), there was a marked improvement in the
interpolated precision. This indicates that lemma-
tisation gave higher ranks to the top experts. Con-
ceptualising the term usage further through the use
of WORDNET synsets, hyponyms and hypernyms
was not as successful. This was mainly due to am-
biguity caused by the multiple senses in WORD-
NET for each term, as no sense disambiguation
was included in the preprocessing because it was
not a focus area of my research. However, early
experiments tested using synsets alone. The re-
sults improved when only each term’s first WORD-
NET sense was used. When the hypernyms and
hyponyms were also considered, the results im-
proved further but the best results (as shown for
KM3 on Table 3) occurred when hypernyms and
hyponyms for only a single sense were consid-
ered per term. This suggests that with improved
sense handling, the internal aspect of the Exper-
tise Model is best represented by considering all
of an expert’s lexical contributions to the commu-
nity and how they are associated with each other
through hypernyms and hyponyms.

The experiments with the Community Model
were not as successful as those for the Knowl-
edge Model. Variousα values were tried for each
run with the most successful indicated on Table 3.
While no singleα value was best for all experi-
ments, there was a general preference forα > 0.5.
This indicates the importance of an author having
a similar opinion vector to that of known experts.
However, the results also indicate that with the
EOM, the community opinion is best represented
when centroids are related to opinion vectors for
authors of topic-relevant postings. This was sup-
ported by earlier experiments that ranked authors
using opinion vectors based on responses to any
of their postings, not just relevant ones. These ex-
periments were far less successful with MAP val-
ues below 0.1. Therefore, the community’s opin-
ion of an author’s expertise is topic-specific. The
community does not simply consider an expert at
one topic to be an expert at all fields, regardless
of the specialised nature of the community. This
supports the concept of expertise being particular
to each individual and dependent on the context in
which expertise is sought.

The best results were achieved when the inter-
nal and external aspects of expertise are combined
in the Expertise Model. The MAP and the in-

terpolated precision for the Expertise Model were
clearly better than those for any of the previous ex-
periments. Furthermore, the best results occurred
when α = 0.5. This differed from the results
for the Community Model in the equal weight
given to what the EOM considers to be standard
community responses to experts and those of non-
experts. Therefore, knowing information about
non-experts is just as vital as knowing experts.

This demonstrates how the Duality of Expertise
can be incorporated in the Expertise Model and
automatically identify Community Topic Experts
in an online forum. Using a bricolage of freely
available linguistic and IR resources and meth-
ods, the model processes forum postings in a novel
way, enabling the ranking of authors’ expertise
through the community’s linguistic interaction.

In future research, the definitions and choice
of the dialogue acts will be reviewed before fur-
ther annotations. The automated classification of
the acts and sense disambiguation will be trialled.
Further experiments will use deeper hypernyms
and hyponyms to increase the number of synsets
associated with each author’s expertise. The ex-
pertise and dialogue in social media like LinkedIn
and Facebook groups will be examined.

6 Conclusion

This research examined the presence of the Du-
ality of Expertise in online community forums.
This duality is used within my Expertise Model
to determine the Community Topic Expert, con-
sidering the expertise claims in their postings and
the community’s opinion towards these postings
and claims. This is achieved through use of the
term usage in the postings and the dialogue acts
in the replies. Experiments showed that the best
representation for the expertise claims is achieved
when all of an expert’s contributions are consid-
ered together and the terms are lemmatised. Re-
sults when linking terms to semantic concepts are
encouraging. The Expertise Opinion Measure is
used to score the community’s opinion of each ex-
pert based on the similarity of their opinion vec-
tor to those of other experts and non-experts. The
experiments also showed that the community has
a different opinion about every forum author for
each topic of expertise sought. This and the Dual-
ity of Expertise supports the concept of expertise
being relative to the context in which it is found,
such that it has internal and external aspects.
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Abstract

In this paper we show that information
from citing papers can help perform ex-
tractive summarisation of medical publica-
tions, especially when the amount of text
available for development is limited. We
used the data of the TAC 2014 biomed-
ical summarisation task. We report sev-
eral methods to find the reference pa-
per sentences that best match the citation
text from the citing papers (“citances”).
We observed that methods that incorporate
lexical domain information from UMLS,
and methods that use extended training
data, perform best. We then used these
ranked sentences to perform extractive
summarisation and observed a dramatic
improvement of ROUGE-L scores when
compared with methods that do not use in-
formation from citing papers.

1 Introduction

Text-based summarisation is a well-established
area of research that aims to automatically pro-
duce condensed text representations of the origi-
nal text. Text-based summarisation is useful in an
increasing number of application domains where
people cannot afford to spend time to read all the
relevant information. This is certainly the case in
the medical domain, and several approaches for
the automated summarisation of medical text have
been proposed, e.g. as surveyed by Afantenos et
al. (2005).

Information from citing texts has been used in
decades-old studies (Garfield et al., 1964). More
recently, Nakov et al. (2004) proposed the use
of citations for the semantic interpretation of bio-
science text. They used the text surrounding the
citations, which they named “citances”, to sum-
marise the original text. Further research focused

on the extraction of the citances and surrounding
text (Qazvinian and Radev, 2010) and on the use
of these citances to gather information about the
original text, which could be used as a surrogate
of, or in addition to, a summary of the text (Mo-
hammad et al., 2009; Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2011).

The Biomedical Summarization Track of the
2014 Text Analysis Conference (TAC 2014
BiomedSumm Track)1 was designed as a set of
shared tasks that focus on the use of the ci-
tances to build summaries of biomedical docu-
ments. The track organisers provided a small data
set of 20 biomedical documents for training and
fine-tuning. Each paper of the data set (henceforth
“reference paper”) has 10 citing papers, and the
data are annotated with the citances found in the
citing papers. For each citance, four annotators
appointed by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) identified various pieces
of information related to the track tasks. Three
tasks were defined:

Task 1a Identify the text spans from the refer-
ence paper that most accurately reflect the
text from the citance.

Task 1b Classify what facet of the paper a text
span belongs to. There are 6 fixed facets:
hypothesis, method, results, implication, dis-
cussion, and data-set-used.

Task 2 Generate a structured summary of the ref-
erence paper and all of the community dis-
cussion of the paper represented in the ci-
tances.

We have used the data from the TAC 2014
BiomedSumm Track to explore the hypothesis that
using the information from citing papers can im-
prove the results of an extractive summarisation

1http://www.nist.gov/tac/2014/
BiomedSumm/
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system. Whereas in prior work the information
from the citing papers is presented as the sum-
mary of the reference paper to form what has been
called citation-based summarisation, in this paper
we will use the information from the citing papers
as a step to select the most important sentences
from the reference paper. This way the resulting
summaries are directly comparable with standard
extractive summarisation methods, and they suf-
fer less from problems of balance, coherence and
readability that typically affect summarisation sys-
tems based on multiple papers.

In this paper we present experiments with sev-
eral settings to address task 1a of the TAC 2014
BiomedSumm track, and how these can help for
task 2 and build extractive summaries. We have
not explored yet how to incorporate the facet of
the citances (task 1b) into task 2 and therefore we
will not discuss task 1b in the remaining of this
paper.

2 Finding the Best Fit to a Citance

Task 1a of the TAC 2014 BiomedSumm track as-
sumes that the citances are known, and the goal is
to identify the text spans from the reference paper
that most accurately reflect the text from the ci-
tance. Figure 1 shows an example of the data for
one citance.

To identify the sentences in the reference paper
that best fit a citance we have tried several meth-
ods, all of which are based on computing the sim-
ilarity between a sentence in the reference paper
and the citance text. In all cases we have modelled
each sentence as a vector, and used cosine similar-
ity as the means to determine the closest match.
Our methods vary on how the sentence vectors
have been built, and how the similarity scores have
been used to select the final sentences.

In our initial experiments we obtained best re-
sults after lowercasing, but without removing stop
words or stemming, so all experiments conducted
in this paper preprocess the text in this manner.

2.1 Oracle

We tried an oracle approach in order to have an up-
per bound. The oracle consists of the output given
by one of the four annotators. The evaluation of
the oracle was based on comparing each annota-
tor against the other three annotators. The eval-
uation results are technically not an upper bound
because the evaluation method is slightly differ-

ent for two reasons: first, the annotator that is be-
ing used to select the target sentences is dropped
from the gold data; and second, each original run
is converted into multiple oracle runs, one per an-
notator, and the final result is the average among
these runs. But it gives an idea of how much room
for improvement is left by the automatic methods.

2.2 tf.idf and SVD

A straightforward method to build the sentence
vectors is to compute the tf.idf scores of the sen-
tence words. For each reference paper we com-
puted a separate tf.idf matrix where the rows are
the set of all sentences in the reference paper plus
all sentences that appear in the citance text.

We also applied a variant that performs Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) on the tf.idf matrix,
with the aim to reduce the size of the matrix and
hopefully detect possible latent word relations. We
tried with 100, 500, and 1000 components. In
this paper we show the results for 500 components
since it obtained the best results in our preliminary
experiments.

2.3 Additional Data

Traditional uses of tf.idf rely on relatively large
corpora. Given the very small amount of text used
to compute tf.idf in our scenario (just the reference
paper sentences and the set of citances for that ref-
erence paper), we expanded the data as follows.

Topics. Given a reference paper, we used the pa-
per sentences plus all sentences of all documents
that cite the reference paper, not just the sentences
in the citance text. In the TAC data set, each refer-
ence paper had 10 citing papers.

Documents. In each reference paper we used all
sentences of all documents of the TAC2014 set.
This included the documents citing the reference
paper, and all other documents.

Abstracts. We added the sentences of a sepa-
rate collection of 2,657 abstracts extracted from
PubMed and made available by Mollá and
Santiago-Martı́nez (2011).2 There was no guar-
antee that these abstracts were from any topic re-
lated to the reference paper. The resulting dataset
may therefore contain noise but the additional text
may help determine the important words of a doc-
ument.

2http://sourceforge.net/projects/
ebmsumcorpus/
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Reference article: Voorhoeve.txt

Citance text: In this context, while the development of TGCTs would be allowed by a partial functional
inactivation of p53 (see [53], [54]), such mechanism would be insufficient to counteract the pro-
apoptotic function of p53 induced by a persistent damage, causing a rapid cell death

Target reference text: These miRNAs neutralize p53-mediated CDK inhibition, possibly through di-
rect inhibition of the expression of the tumor-suppressor LATS2. We provide evidence that these
miRNAs are potential novel oncogenes participating in the development of human testicular germ
cell tumors by numbing the p53 pathway, thus allowing tumorigenic growth in the presence of wild-
type p53 ... Altogether, these results strongly suggest that the expression of miR-372/3 suppresses
the p53 pathway to an extent sufficient to allow oncogenic mutations to accumulate in TGCTs ...
However, whereas in the majority of the cases neoplastic transformation will require inactivation of
p53 (for example by expression of HPV E6, HDM2, or mutant p53), miR372&3 uniquely allowed
transformation to occur while p53 was active

Figure 1: Extract of the data for task 1a. The goal is to identify the target reference text, which is an
extract of the reference article. In this example, three extracts are indicated in the target reference text,
separated with “...”.

2.4 Additional Context

Conventional methods for the calculation of tf.idf
assume that each document contains a reasonable
amount of words. In our case we use sentences,
not full documents, and therefore the information
is much sparser. It is conceivable that better results
may be achieved by expanding each sentence. In
our experiments, we expanded each sentence by
adding text from neighbouring sentences. A con-
text window of n sentences centred on the original
sentence was used. We experimented with context
windows of 5, 10, 20 and 50 sentences. In our
preliminary experiments we observed best results
for a context window of 50 sentences but it was
marginally better than 20 sentences and at the ex-
pense of computation time so in this paper we use
a context window of 20.

2.5 Maximal Marginal Relevance

Maximal Marginal Relevance (Carbonell and
Goldstein, 1998) uses a greedy algorithm to ap-
proximate the selection of sentences that max-
imises the similarity between the sentences and a
query, while at the same time penalising similarity
among the chosen sentences. The algorithm uses
a parameter λ that adjusts the contribution of each
of these two optimisation criteria, giving the defi-
nition shown in Figure 2.

For the experiments reported here we use λ =
0.97 since it gave the best results in our prelimi-
nary experiments.

2.6 UMLS and WordNet
As mentioned above, we used SVD as a means
to detect latent word relations. In addition we
used domain knowledge to detect explicit word
relations. In particular, for every word we used
all of its synsets as defined by WordNet (Fell-
baum, 1998) to leverage synonymy information.
We also used each word’s most salient Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS) concept ID
and corresponding semantic types by means of the
MetaMap tool (Aronson, 2001), using MetaMap’s
default word-sense disambiguation process. We
tried several ways of using WordNet and UMLS,
including the following:

1. Replace the word with the WordNet or
UMLS IDs or semantic types, and apply tf.idf
as before.

2. Keep the word and add the WordNet or
UMLS IDs or semantic types and apply tf.idf
as before. This way the data contain specific
word information, plus information about
word relations.

3. Apply the tf.idf similarity metrics separately
for each information type and return a linear
combination of all. We tried several combi-
nations and settled with this one:

0.5× w + 0.2× c+ 0.3× s

where w stands for the tf.idf of the original
words, c stands for the tf.idf of the UMLS
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MMR = arg max
Di∈R\S

[
λ(sim(Di, Q))− (1− λ) max

Dj∈S
sim(Di, Dj)

]
Where:

• Q is the question sentence. In this paper, we used the citance text as Q.
• R is the set of sentences in the reference paper.
• S is the set of sentences that haven been chosen in the summary so far.

Figure 2: Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR)

concepts, and s stands for the tf.idf of the
UMLS semantic types. We did not observe
any improvement of the results when incor-
porating the WordNet synsets in our prelim-
inary experiments and therefore we did not
use them in the experiments reported in this
paper.

2.7 Results
To evaluate the methods we have used the
ROUGE-L F1 score. ROUGE (Lin, 2004) is
a popular evaluation method for summarisation
systems that compares the output of the system
against a set of target summaries. For each ci-
tance, we used the target reference text provided
by the annotators, except for the Oracle setting, as
described above, where the reference text of one
annotator was compared against the reference text
of the other three annotators.

Table 1 summarises the results of our experi-
ments. The results of the oracle approach are rel-
atively poor. This indicates relatively low agree-
ment among the annotators.

We can observe an improvement of the results
when using additional text to compute the tf.idf
scores. When adding related documents (the 10
citing papers) the results clearly improved. When
using a fairly large set of unrelated abstracts alone
the results worsened dramatically, but when using
the unrelated abstracts in addition to the related
documents the results improved marginally wrt.
using related documents. This seems to point that
adding more data to form the tf.idf models helps
up to a point. Ideally, we should add data that are
on the topic of the reference paper.

There was also a small improvement of the re-
sults when the original sentences were extended
within a context window.

The approaches giving the best results have
overlapping confidence intervals. This is not sur-
prising, given that prior work has observed that

it is very difficult for two different extractive
summarisation systems to produce ROUGE F1
scores with non-overlapping confidence intervals
due to the long-tailed nature of the distribution of
ROUGE F1 scores among different systems (Cey-
lan et al., 2010). In our case, in addition, the
amount of data is fairly small. Nevertheless, it ap-
pears that using UMLS improves the results, and
whereas MMR gives better results than UMLS, the
difference is so small that it might not be worth in-
corporating MMR. SVD appears to improve the
results over plain tf.idf, but again the improvement
is small and the computation time increased dra-
matically. None of the methods approached the
results of the oracle, so there is room for improve-
ment. Still, as we will show below, these tech-
niques are useful for extractive summarisation.

Note that the best result overall is plain tf.idf
where the data have been expanded with the citing
papers and the sentences have been expanded with
a large context window (50, instead of 20). The
computation time of this approach far exceeded
that of the other approaches in the table, so there is
still room for further exploring the use of UMLS,
or smart forms to determine the related documents
and extending the sentence context.

3 Building the Final Summary

Whereas the goal of task 1a of the TAC 2014
BiomedSumm track was to find the text from the
reference paper that most accurately reflects the
text from the citances, the goal of task 2 was to
build a summary of the reference paper and all of
the community discussion of the paper represented
in the citances. This task was set as tentative by the
organisers of the track. Figure 3 shows the target
summary produced by one of the annotators.

It is reasonable to accept that information from
the citances will help produce a community-based
summary such as the one in Figure 3. It is not
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System R P F1 F1 95% CI

Abstracts 0.190 0.230 0.193 0.179 - 0.208
tf.idf 0.331 0.290 0.290 0.276 - 0.303
MMR λ = 0.97 0.334 0.293 0.293 0.279 - 0.307
SVD with 500 components 0.334 0.295 0.295 0.281 - 0.308

Topics 0.344 0.311 0.307 0.293 - 0.321
0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w 0.364 0.294 0.309 0.297 - 0.320
MMR λ = 0.97 on topics 0.345 0.314 0.311 0.296 - 0.325
Topics + context 20 0.333 0.334 0.312 0.297 - 0.326
0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w on topics + context 20 0.356 0.307 0.312 0.299 - 0.325
Documents + context 20 0.334 0.336 0.314 0.299 - 0.327
Documents 0.347 0.325 0.316 0.303 - 0.330
Documents + abstracts 0.347 0.327 0.317 0.302 - 0.332
MMR λ = 0.97 on topics + context 20 0.336 0.340 0.317 0.303 - 0.331

Topics + context 50 0.341 0.336 0.318 0.302 - 0.332

Oracle 0.442 0.484 0.413 0.404 - 0.421

Table 1: ROUGE-L results of TAC task 1a, sorted by F1. The best result is in boldface, and all results
within the 95% confidence interval range of the best result are in italics.

In the article A genetic screen implicates miRNA-372 and miRNA-373 as oncogenes in tes-
ticular germ cell tumors, Voorhoeve et al., performed genetic screens of miRNA to investigate
its novel functions; which has implicated two of them as oncogenes. They demonstrated that
miRNA-372&3 participate in proliferation and tumorigenesis of primary human cells along
with oncogenic RAS and active wild-type p53 by numbing the p53 pathway.
The authors created expression library by cloning most annotated human miRNAs into their
vector and made a corresponding microarray for barcode detection. Guo et al, contradicted this
by stating that bead-based platform is more flexible and cost-effective for detecting barcode
changes.
Voorhoeve et al., observed that in response to mitogenic signals like RAS primary human
cells undergo growth arrest; in contrast cells lacking p53 overcame this arrest. They demon-
strated that expression of miRNA-372&3 enabled cells to continue proliferating thus causing
a selective growth advantage.
Voorhoeve et al., established that miRNA 371-3 cluster suppresses an inhibitor of CDK activity
which is essential for development of TGCTs. On further investigation they observed that
3UTR of LATS2 is indeed the direct target of miRNA-372&3.
This article has a huge impact on society as Voorhoeve et al., have indicated that deregulated
expression of miRNA-372&3 predisposes cells to carcinogenic events and these miRNA ex-
pressions must be carefully controlled during differentiation to prevent progression to cancer.
Their expression library has helped in the functional annotation of miRNA encompassing other
regulatory functions that result in DNA damage response, differentiation, sensitivity to growth
factors, resistance to anti-cancer drugs etc. It remains to be seen how widespread oncogenic
miRNAs are; nevertheless, their study has provided a system for uncovering the roles of other
miRNAs in tumorigenesis.

Figure 3: Sample target summary for task 2 as given by an annotator
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so straightforward to accept that such information
would help produce a summary that does not ex-
plicitly incorporate the contribution from the cit-
ing papers. To test whether information from
citing papers is useful even for a standard, non-
community-based summary, we altered the data
from TAC as follows: We removed the abstract
from the reference paper, and used the abstract
from the reference paper as the target summary.
In other words, we produced training and test data
such as is often done in standard text summarisa-
tion settings. Figure 4 shows the target summary
for the reference paper in our example.

One of the 20 papers from the training set did
not include an abstract and it was removed for the
modified task.

Below we described our approaches to solve
task 2 and its modified version.

3.1 Oracle
The oracle version compared the data of one an-
notator against that of the other annotators. Again,
by building this oracle we have an idea of the dif-
ficulty of the task. The oracle was used for the
unmodified task 2 but it was not possible for the
modified task because only one target abstract was
available for each reference paper.

3.2 Using Reference Text Alone
Our first set of experiments used the reference
text alone. These methods basically used some of
the most common single-document summarisation
techniques. In particular we tried the following
extractive summarisation techniques, which calcu-
lated a score of sentence importance and selected
the top sentences:

1. tf.idf, SVD: compute the sum of the tf.idf, or
tf.idf +SVD values of the candidate sentence.

2. Additional data, additional context: extend
the data or sentence context prior to the com-
putation of tf.idf as described in Section 2.

3. UMLS, WordNet: incorporate UMLS and
WordNet information as described in Sec-
tion 2.

3.3 Using Citing Text
We incorporated the citing text in a very straight-
forward way. For every citance, we used the meth-
ods described in Section 2 to rank the sentences.
We then scored each sentence i by using rank(i,c),

which has values between 0 (first sentence) and n
(last sentence) and represents the rank of sentence
i in citance c:

score(i) =
∑

c∈citances
1− rank(i, c)

n

3.4 Results
Table 2 shows the result of the unmodified task 2,
and Table 3 shows the results of the modified ver-
sion. For the unmodified version we set an up-
per limit of 250 words per summary, as originally
specified in the shared task. For the revised data
set we kept the same upper limit of 250 words be-
cause it appeared to give the best results.

We observe that the confidence intervals of the
best results of the version that uses the TAC data
approached the results of the oracle, which is very
encouraging, especially given the relatively sim-
ple approaches tried in this paper. Overall, we
observed that using the scores of task 1a pro-
duced much better results than using the infor-
mation from the reference paper alone. The dif-
ference was statistically significant, and given the
above mentioned observation that it is generally
difficult to obtain ROUGE F1 scores that have a
difference that is statistically significant among
different extractive summarisers (Ceylan et al.,
2010), we have good evidence to the validity of
approaches that leverage human knowledge of the
paper through the exploitation of the citation links
between papers.

Of the traditional methods, that is, the methods
that did not incorporate the data of task1a, we ob-
served no significant improvements over a simple
tf.idf approach. Even adding additional context or
documents did not help. This was the case both for
the version that used the TAC data and the version
that used the abstracts as the target summaries.

We can also observe that the ROUGE scores are
higher for the original TAC task than for our modi-
fied task. This is compatible with the original goal
of the TAC shared task, since the annotators were
instructed to build sample summaries that incorpo-
rate the information from the citances. In contrast,
the target summaries for our modified task were
written before the citing papers.

It was interesting to observe that parameters that
led to better results in Section 2 did not necessarily
achieve best results now. This might be due to ran-
dom effects, since the results among those settings
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Endogenous small RNAs (miRNAs) regulate gene expression by mechanisms conserved
across metazoans. While the number of verified human miRNAs is still expanding, only few
have been functionally annotated. To perform genetic screens for novel functions of miR-
NAs, we developed a library of vectors expressing the majority of cloned human miRNAs and
created corresponding DNA barcode arrays. In a screen for miRNAs that cooperate with onco-
genes in cellular transformation, we identified miR-372 and miR-373, each permitting prolif-
eration and tumorigenesis of primary human cells that harbor both oncogenic RAS and active
wild-type p53. These miRNAs neutralize p53-mediated CDK inhibition, possibly through di-
rect inhibition of the expression of the tumor-suppressor LATS2. We provide evidence that
these miRNAs are potential novel oncogenes participating in the development of human tes-
ticular germ cell tumors by numbing the p53 pathway, thus allowing tumorigenic growth in
the presence of wild-type p53.

Figure 4: Original abstract as the new sample target summary

System R P F1 F1 95% CI

Oracle 0.459 0.461 0.458 0.446 - 0.470

tf.idf 0.260 0.264 0.260 0.226 - 0.290
SVD with 500 components 0.264 0.247 0.254 0.236 - 0.272
Topics 0.260 0.265 0.261 0.226 - 0.292
Documents 0.259 0.265 0.260 0.224 - 0.290
Topics + context 5 0.259 0.265 0.261 0.226 - 0.291
Topics + context 20 0.252 0.261 0.255 0.220 - 0.285

task1a (tf.idf ) 0.384 0.375 0.378 0.350 - 0.408
task1a (MMR λ = 0.97 on topics) 0.398 0.396 0.396 0.372 - 0.421
task1a (MMR λ = 0.97 on topics + context 20) 0.420 0.407 0.412 0.385 - 0.438
task1a (0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w) 0.398 0.392 0.394 0.369 - 0.419
task1a (0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w on topics) 0.405 0.399 0.401 0.378 - 0.423
task1a (0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w on topics + context 20) 0.417 0.404 0.409 0.387 - 0.431

Table 2: Rouge-L results of task 2 using the TAC 2014 data. The summary size was constrained to 250
words. In boldface is the best result. In italics are the results within the 95% confidence intervals of the
best result.

System R P F1 F1 95% CI

tfidf 0.293 0.192 0.227 0.190 - 0.261
SVD with 500 components 0.291 0.181 0.218 0.197 - 0.239
Documents 0.289 0.192 0.226 0.188 - 0.260
0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w 0.314 0.210 0.247 0.207 - 0.284

task1a (tfidf) 0.425 0.264 0.320 0.293 - 0.353
task1a (MMR λ = 0.97) 0.418 0.275 0.324 0.299 - 0.351
task1a (MMR λ = 0.97 on topics) 0.436 0.272 0.330 0.300 - 0.363
task1a (0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w) 0.439 0.276 0.333 0.308 - 0.358
task1a (0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w on topics) 0.428 0.276 0.330 0.304 - 0.357
task1a (0.2c+ 0.3s+ 0.5w on topics + context 20) 0.451 0.279 0.338 0.312 - 0.366

Table 3: Rouge-L results of task 2 using the document abstracts as the target summaries. The summary
size was constrained to 250 words. In boldface is the best result. In italics are the results within the 95%
confidence intervals of the best result.
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were within confidence intervals.

4 Summary and Conclusions

We have experimented with approaches to incor-
porate information from the citing papers in an ex-
tractive summarisation system. We observed that
ranking the sentences of the reference paper by
comparing them against the citances improved re-
sults over methods that did not incorporate such
information. In other words, the information intro-
duced by the community of authors citing a paper
is useful to produce an extractive summary of the
reference paper. The improvement of results was
considerable, and it suggests that a good strategy
to build summaries is to focus on finding citing pa-
pers and use that information in the summariser.

Given the small amount of data available we did
not try supervised methods. It is conceivable that,
if further data are available, better results might
be achieved by applying classification-based ap-
proaches. It would be interesting to test whether
supervised methods that rely on larger volumes of
annotated training data would also benefit from in-
formation from the citing papers. Alternatively,
the additional data could be used to produce an
additional development set to fine-tune the param-
eters in the approaches that we have explored in
this paper.

Further research includes performing a new
evaluation that uses as target summaries annota-
tions from people who have not read the abstract,
since it is conceivable that authors of citing papers
used text from the abstract of the original paper,
and that could explain our comparatively good re-
sults.

We observed a general improvement of results
when we included additional information at the
stage when the underlying models for tf.idf were
created. Both adding additional sentences, and ex-
panding the existing sentences by adding a context
window, helped produce better results. This sug-
gests an additional strategy to improve the qual-
ity of summarisation systems: find related docu-
ments, and use their information to create better-
informed language models of the reference paper.

At the time of submission of this paper the re-
sults of the TAC 2014 BiomedSumm track were
not available. The organisers of TAC 2014 pro-
posed a different approach to evaluate task 1a,
based on a direct comparison of the string off-
sets of the extracts from the reference papers. We

anticipate that such evaluation metrics is proba-
bly too strict since it does not accommodate cases
where the extract has similar information to the an-
notated text span. It will be interesting to contrast
the TAC evaluation results with our evaluation and
observe whether the same conclusions still apply.
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Abstract

This paper addresses the text classification
problem that training data may derive from
a different time period from the test data.
We present a method of temporal-based
term selection for timeline adaptation. We
selected two types of informative terms ac-
cording to corpus statistics. One is tempo-
ral independent terms that are salient re-
gardless of the timeline. Another is tem-
poral dependent terms which are impor-
tant for a specific period of time. For tem-
poral dependent terms extracted from the
training documents, we applied weight-
ing function that weights terms accord-
ing to the temporal distance between train-
ing and test data in the process of train-
ing classifiers. The results using Mainichi
Japanese newspaper documents showed
improvement over the three baselines.

1 Introduction

Text classification supports and improves several
tasks such as automated topic tagging, building
topic directory, spam filtering, creating digital li-
braries, sentiment analysis in user reviews, Infor-
mation Retrieval, and even helping users to inter-
act with search engines (Mourao et al., 2008). A
growing number of machine learning techniques
have been applied to text classification (Xue et al.,
2008; Gopal and Yang, 2010). The common ap-
proach is the use of term selection. Each document
is represented using a vector of selected terms
(Yang and Pedersen, 1997; Hassan et al., 2007).
Then, they used training documents with category
label to train classifiers. Once category models are
trained, each document of the test data is classi-
fied by using these models. Terms in the docu-
ments may be considered more important to build
the classification model according to the timelines,

while the majority of supervised classification
methods consider that each term provides equally
information regardless to a period. For instance,
as shown in Figure 1, the term “earthquake” ap-
peared more frequently in the category “Science”
than “International” early in 1995. However, it ap-
peared frequently in the category “International”
than “Science” since Sumatra earthquake occurred
just off the southern coast of Sumatra, Indonesia in
2005. Similarly, the term “Alcindo” frequently ap-
peared in the documents tagged “Sports” in 1994,
since Alcindo is a Brazilian soccer player and
he was one of the most loved players in 1994.
The term did not appear more frequently in the
“Sports” category since he retired in 1997. These
observations show that salient terms in the training
data, are not salient in the test data when training
data may derive from a different time period from
the test data.

In this paper, we present a method for text clas-
sification concerned with the impact that the varia-
tion of the strength of term-class relationship over
time. We selected two types of informative terms
according to corpus statistics. One is temporal in-
dependent terms that are salient regardless of the
timeline. Another is temporal dependent terms
which are salient for a specific period of time.
For temporal dependent terms extracted from the
training documents, we applied weighting func-
tion that weights terms according to the temporal
distance between training and test data in the pro-
cess of training classifiers.

Our weighting function is based on an algo-
rithm called temporally-aware algorithm that used
a Temporal Weighting Function (TWF) developed
by Salles et al. (Salles et al., 2010). The method
incorporates temporal models to document classi-
fiers. The weights assigned to each document de-
pend on the notion of a temporal distance, defined
as the difference between the time of creation of a
training example and a reference time point, i.e.,

Fumiyo Fukumoto, Shougo Ushiyama, Yoshimi Suzuki and Suguru Matsuyoshi. 2014. The Effect of
Temporal-based Term Selection for Text Classification. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology
Association Workshop, pages 88−96.



Figure 1: “earthquake” appeared in “Science” and
“International” categories

temporal weighting weights training instances ac-
cording to the temporal distance between training
and test instances. The difference is that we ap-
plied the function to only dependent terms while
a method of Salles weights all terms in the train-
ing documents. Because as illustrated in Figure 1,
“earthquake” that are salient for a specific period
of time and terms such as “Science” which are im-
portant regardless of the timeline in “Science” do-
main are both included in the training documents.
These terms appearing in the training documents
are equally weighted, which affect classification
accuracy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 describes related work. Section 3
briefly reviews temporally-aware algorithm. Sec-
tion 4 presents our framework. Finally, we re-
port experiments and conclude our discussion with
some directions for further work.

2 Related Work

The analysis of temporal aspects for text classifi-
cation is a practical problem attracting more and
more attention. Mourao et al. have shown evi-
dence that time is an important factor in text clas-
sification (Mourao et al., 2008). More specifi-
cally, they selected training documents that are
closer in time to the test document. They re-
ported that the method has attained at 89.8% ac-
curacy for ACM, and 87.6% for Medline. Co-
hen et al. attempted to extract context including
phrases that is exploited towards better classifi-
cation models (Cohen and Singer, 1999). Kim
et al. focused on Web documents and presented
a classification method using the knowledge ac-
quisition method, Multiple Classification Ripple
Down Rules (MCRDR). It enables domain users to
elicit their domain knowledge incrementally and

revise their knowledge base. They may then re-
classify documents according to context changes
(Kim et al., 2004). These techniques can be clas-
sified into adaptive document classification (Yang
and Lin, 1999; Dumais and Chen, 2000; Liu and
Lu, 2002; Rocha et al., 2008) where temporal as-
pects are considered to classification.

Several authors have attempted to capture con-
cept or topic drift dealing with temporal effects in
classification (Kelly et al., 1999; Lazarescu et al.,
2004; Folino et al., 2007; Ross et al., 2012). The
earliest known approach is the work of (Klinken-
berg and Joachims, 2000). They attempted to
handle concept changes with SVM. They used
ξα-estimates to select the window size so that
the estimated generalization error on new exam-
ples is minimized. The result which was tested
on the TREC shows that the algorithm achieves
a low error rate and selects appropriate window
sizes. Scholz et al. proposed a method called
knowledge-based sampling strategy (KBS) to train
a classifier ensemble from data streams. They
used two types of data sets, 2,608 documents of
the data set of the TREC, and the satellite im-
age dataset from the UCI library to evaluate their
method. They showed that the algorithm out-
performed leaning algorithms without consider-
ing concept drift (Scholz and Klinkenberg, 2007).
He et al. attempted to find bursts, periods of el-
evated occurrence of events as a dynamic phe-
nomenon instead of focusing on arrival rates (He
and Parker, 2010). They used Moving Aver-
age Convergence/Divergence (MACD) histogram
which was used in technical stock market analysis
(Murphy, 1999) to detect bursts. They tested their
method using MeSH terms and reported that the
model works well for tracking topic bursts.

As mentioned above, several efforts have been
made to automatically identify context changes,
topic drift or topic bursts. Most of these focused
just on identifying the increase of a new context,
and not relating these contexts to their chronolog-
ical time. In contrast, we propose a method that
minimizes temporal effects to achieve high classi-
fication accuracy. In this context, Salles et al. pro-
posed an approach to classify documents in sce-
narios where the method uses information about
both the past and the future, and this information
may change over time. They addressed the draw-
backs of which instances to select by approximat-
ing the Temporal Weighting Function (TWF) us-
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Table 1: Temporal distances against terms

t1 t2 · · · tk Dδ

δ1 f11 f12 · · · f1k
∑k

i=1 f1i
δ2 f21 f22 · · · f2k

∑k
i=1 f2i

...
δn fn1 fn2 · · · fnk

∑k
i=1 fni

ing a mixture of two Gaussians. They applied
TWF to every training document. However, it is
often the case that terms with salient for a specific
period of time and important terms regardless of
the timeline are both included in the training doc-
uments. We focus on the issue, and present an al-
gorithm which weights only to the salient terms in
a specific period of time.

3 Temporal Weighting Function

In this section, we briefly review Temporal
Weighting Function (TWF) proposed by Salles et
al. (Salles et al., 2010). TWF is based on the
temporal distance between training and test docu-
ments creation times (Salles et al., 2010). Given a
test document to be classified, the TWF sets higher
weights to training documents that are more simi-
lar to the test document. The weights refer to the
strength of term-class relationships. It is defined
as dominance(t, c) = Ntc∑

c′ Ntc′
where Ntc refers

to the number of documents in class c that contain
term t. When the dominance dominance(t, c) is
larger than a certain threshold value α1, the term
is judged to have a high degree of exclusivity with
some class.

We note that TWF sets higher weights to train-
ing documents that temporally close to the test
document. Let S

′
t = {δ ← pn − pr | ∀rpn ∈ St,r}

be a set of temporal distances that occur on the
stability periods of term t. Here, pn be the time of
creation concerning to a training document. Sta-
bility periods of term t, referred to as St,r is the
largest continuous period of time, starting from the
reference time point pr in which the test document
was created and growing both to the past and the
future. For instance, if St,r is {1999, 2000,2001},
and pr = 2000, then S

′
t = {-1,0,1}.

Finally, the function is determined considering
the stability period of each term as a random vari-
able where the occurrence of each possible tem-

1We empirically set alpha = 50% in the experiment.

poral distance in its stability period is an event.
The frequencies of the temporal distances δ1 to δn
for terms t1 to tk are shown in Table 1. The ran-
dom variable Dδ related to the occurrences of δ,
which represents the distribution of each δi over
all terms t, is lognormally distributed if InDδ is
normally distributed. Here, InDδ refers to log-
normal distribution Dδ where Dδ stands for the
distribution of temporal distance δi for the term ti
over all terms t. A 3-parameter Gaussian func-

tion, F = aie
− (x−bi)

2

2c2
i is used to estimate the re-

lationship between temporal distance and tempo-
ral weight, where the parameter ai is the height of
the curve’s peak, bi is the position of the center of
the peak, and ci controls the width of the curve.
These parameters are estimated by using a Maxi-
mum Likelihood method.

4 Framework of the System

The method for temporal-based classification con-
sists of three steps: selection of temporal indepen-
dent/dependent terms, temporal weighting for de-
pendent terms, and text classification.

4.1 Independent and dependent term
selection

The first step is to select a set of indepen-
dent/dependent terms from the training data. The
selection is based on the use of feature selection
technique. We tested different feature selection
techniques, χ2 statistics, mutual information, and
information gain (Yang and Pedersen, 1997; For-
man, 2003). In this paper, we report only χ2 statis-
tics that optimized global F-score in classification.
χ2 is given by:

χ2(t, C) =
n× (ad− bc)2

(a+ c)× (b+ d)× (a+ b)× (c+ d)
.(1)

Using the two-way contingency table of a term t
and a category C , a is the number of documents
of C containing the term t, b is the number of doc-
uments of other class (not C) containing t, c is the
number of documents of C not containing the term
t, and d is the number of documents of other class
not containing t. n is the total number of docu-
ments.

Independent terms are salient across the full
temporal range of training documents. For each
category Ci (1 < i ≤ n), where n is the num-
ber of categories, we collected all documents with
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1991
Category 1

1991
Category 2

1991
Category n

1991
Sports

1992
Sports

1993
Sports

Term selection in 1991 year

Term selection of Sports category

Figure 2: Term selection per year versus category

the same category across the full temporal range,
and created a set. The number of sets equals to
the number of categories. In contrast, dependent
terms refer to a term that is salient for a specific
period of time.

As illustrated in Figure 2, we selected depen-
dent terms by using two methods: selection per
year, and category. The former is applied to the
sets of documents with different categories in the
same year as illustrated in the top of Figure 2. For
each category in a specific year yj (yj in Figure 2
refers to 1991), we collected all documents tagged
in the category Ci within the year yj , and created
a set. The number of sets equals to the number
of categories in the training documents. In con-
trast, term selection per category is applied to the
sets of documents with different years in the same
category shown in the bottom of Figure 2. For a
specific category Ci (Ci refers to “Sports” in Fig-
ure 2), we collected all documents in the same
year, and created a set. Thus, the number of sets
equals to the number of different years in the train-
ing documents.

4.2 Temporal weighting

We applied χ2 statistics and selected terms whose
χ2 value is larger than a certain threshold value.
The procedure for temporal weighting of the se-
lected term t in the training document D is shown
in Figure 3. For each term t in the training docu-
ment D, if t is included in a set obtained by depen-
dent term selection, t is weighted by TWF, as the
term t is salient for a specific year δ. As shown in
4 of Figure 3, if t occurs in several years, we pick
up the latest year δ′ and t is weighted by TWF(δ′).
Because δ′ is close to the year that the test docu-
ment was created, and it can be considered to be
reliable for accurate classification. Xdt in Figure

For each term t ∈D {
1. If t is included in the set Xidt, TWF is not

applied to t.
// Xidt is a set of terms obtained by

independent term selection.
2. Else if t is included in the set Xdt, {
// Xdt is a set of terms obtained by

dependent term selection.
3. If t appears only in a specific year δ, t

is weighted by TWF(δ).
4. Else if t occurs in several years, pick

the latest year δ′, t is weighted by
TWF(δ′).
}

}

Figure 3: Temporal weighting procedure

3 refers to a set of terms obtained by term selec-
tion per year (Year), or term selection per category
(Cat).

4.3 Classification based on kNN

Similar to Salles’s experiments (Salles et al.,
2010), we tested Rocchio, kNN and NB with the
TWF. As a result, we used kNN in the exper-
iment because the result obtained by kNN was
the best among them. Each training document
is represented using a vector of selected indepen-
dent/dependent terms. Given a test document,
the system finds the k nearest neighbors among
the training documents, and uses the categories
of the k neighbors to weight the category candi-
dates. The similarity score between training, and
test documents collected from 1994 is illustrated
in Figure 4.

The graph on the right hand side shows TWF
described in Section 3. Sim(d, d′) indicates the
similarity between training document d and the
test document d′. As shown in Figure 4, we used
the cosine value of two vectors to measure the sim-
ilarity between the training and test documents.
f(t) refers to the frequency of a term t in the
training/test document. t1 in Figure 4 refers to
a term that is important regardless of the time-
line. In contrast, t5 and t7 are salient terms at a
specific year, i.e., 1991 and 1993. These terms
are weighted by TWF, i.e., the weight of t5 is
TWF(3) = TWF(1994-1991), and t7 is TWF(1) =
TWF(1994-1993). By sorting the score of candi-
date categories, a ranked list is obtained for the test
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Figure 4: The similarity between training and test
documents

document. The category with the highest score of
the vote is assigned to the test document.

5 Experiments

We had an experiment to evaluate our method.
We collected Mainichi Japanese newspaper from
1991 to 2010 and used them in the experiments2.
Mainichi newspaper documents are classified into
sixteen categories. Of these, we used six cate-
gories, “Sports”, “Home”, “Science”, “Economy”,
“Arts”, and “International”, each of which has
more than 250 documents for each year. All
Japanese documents were tagged by using a mor-
phological analyzer Chasen (Matsumoto et al.,
2000). We used nouns as independent/dependent
term selection.

We divided all the documents into two sets:
one is to estimate the number of selected terms
weighted by χ2 statistics, 3 parameters Gaussian
function, and the number of k in kNN. Another
is a test data. We used the estimated parameters
to classify test documents. Table 2 shows the size
of data used in the experiments. ”Doc” refers to
the number of documents per category. As shown
in Table 2, we used three types of test data to ex-
amine the effect of the method against the differ-
ence of period between the training and test data.
As a result of parameter estimation, we used the
number of 10,000 terms as independent terms and
3,000 for dependent terms. The estimated parame-
ters used in a Gaussian function are shown in Table
3. The number of k in kNN was set to 12.

We evaluated text classification performance by
F-score. To examine the effect of dependent term
selection, we set Xdt in Figure 3 to three types of
terms, i.e., Year, Cat, and Year ∪ Cat, and com-

2http://ndk.co.jp/english/index.html

Table 2: Data used in the experiments

Parameter estimation

Period Training Test
Doc Total Doc Total

1991 - 2000 80 4,800 50 3,000
2001 – – 500 3,000
2010 – – 500 3,000

Training and Test

Period Training Test
Doc Total Doc Total

1991 - 2000 120 7,200 50 3,000
2001 – – 500 3,000
2010 – – 500 3,000

Table 3: Estimated parameters

Param. Value
a1 0.969
b1 6.104 × 10−9

c1 7.320
a2 0.031
b2 −3.451 × 10−7

c2 0.506

pared these results. Table 4 shows the results ob-
tained by using three types of terms. “Cat” and
“Year” refer to the results obtained by term selec-
tion per category, and year, respectively. “Cat ∪
Year” refers to the results obtained by both selec-
tion methods. “Macro Avg.” in Table 4 indicates
macro-averaged F-score. “∗” in Table 4 shows
that “Cat” shows statistical significance t-test com-
pared with the ∗ marked method.

As shown in Table 4, there is no significant dif-
ference among three selection methods, especially
when the test and training documents are the same
time period, i.e., 1991 - 2000. When the test data is
derived from 2001 and 2010, the macro-averaged
F-score obtained by “Cat” is statistically signif-
icant compared with “Year” in some categories.
These observations indicate that term selection per
category is the best among other methods. Then,
we used term selection per category as a depen-
dent term selection.

We compared our method, temporal-based term
selection(TTS) with three baselines: (1) SVM, (2)
kNN, and (3) a method developed by Salles et al.
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Table 4: Classification Results

1991 - 2000 Test Data
Category Cat Year Cat ∪ Year

Arts 0.813 0.819 0.814
International 0.836 0.833 0.835
Economy 0.802 0.802 0.801
Home 0.747 0.751 0.751
Science 0.807 0.806 0.809
Sports 0.920 0.921 0.920
Macro Avg. 0.821 0.822 0.822

2001 Test Data
Category Cat Year Cat ∪ Year

Arts 0.799 0.791∗ 0.800
International 0.801 0.801 0.803
Economy 0.792 0.789 0.791
Home 0.745 0.740 0.744
Science 0.714 0.713 0.715
Sports 0.897 0.892∗ 0.898
Macro Avg. 0.791 0.788∗ 0.792

2010 Test Data
Category Cat Year Cat ∪ Year

Arts 0.330 0.323∗ 0.322∗
International 0.718 0.714 0.718
Economy 0.694 0.698 0.695
Home 0.494 0.501 0.490
Science 0.495 0.496 0.496
Sports 0.862 0.865 0.863
Macro Avg. 0.598 0.600 0.597
* denotes statistical significance t-test, P-value ≤ 0.05

(Salles et al., 2010), i.e., the method applies TWF
to each document. In SVM and kNN, we used the
result of a simple χ2 statistics. We used SVM-
Light package for training and testing (Joachims,
1998)3. We used linear kernel and set all parame-
ters to their default values. The results are shown
in Table 5. “∗” in Table 5 shows that TTS is
statistical significance t-test compared with the ∗
marked methods. For instance, the performance
of “Cat” in category “Arts” by using 1991-2000
test data shows significantly better to the results
obtained by both kNN and Salles et al. methods.

As can be seen from Table 5 that macro-
averaged F-score obtained by TTS was better to
those obtained by kNN and Salles’s methods in

3http://svmlight.joachims.org

Table 5: Comparative results

1991 - 2000 Test Data
Category kNN Salles SVM TTS

Arts 0.785∗ 0.795∗ 0.801 0.813
International 0.811∗ 0.810∗ 0.837 0.836
Economy 0.796 0.799 0.800 0.802
Home 0.715∗ 0.721∗ 0.740 0.747
Science 0.803 0.807 0.809 0.807
Sports 0.885∗ 0.890∗ 0.892∗ 0.920
Macro Avg. 0.799∗ 0.804∗ 0.812 0.821

2001 Test Data
Category kNN Salles SVM TTS

Arts 0.765∗ 0.764∗ 0.780∗ 0.799
International 0.780∗ 0.783∗ 0.802 0.801
Economy 0.797 0.805 0.809 0.792
Home 0.717∗ 0.722∗ 0.728∗ 0.745
Science 0.720 0.720 0.723 0.714
Sports 0.867∗ 0.862∗ 0.870∗ 0.897
Macro Avg. 0.774∗ 0.776∗ 0.785 0.791

2010 Test Data
Category kNN Salles SVM TTS

Arts 0.339 0.310∗ 0.340 0.330
International 0.688∗ 0.685∗ 0.687∗ 0.718
Economy 0.688 0.676∗ 0.689 0.694
Home 0.482∗ 0.477∗ 0.483∗ 0.494
Science 0.490 0.478 0.492 0.494
Sports 0.851∗ 0.850∗ 0.851∗ 0.862
Macro Avg. 0.589∗ 0.579∗ 0.590∗ 0.598

* denotes statistical significance t-test, P-value ≤ 0.05

all of the three types of test data. When we used
1991 - 2000 and 2001 test data, the performance
against the categories except for “Economy” and
“Science” obtained by TTS was better to those ob-
tained by kNN and Salles’s methods. The perfor-
mance obtained by TTS was better than Salles’s
method, especially the test data (2010) was far
from the training data (1991 - 2000), as five out of
six categories were statistically significant. These
observations show that the algorithm which ap-
plies TWF to each term is more effective than the
method applying TWF to each document in the
training data. There is no significant difference be-
tween the results obtained by SVM and TTS when
the test data is not far from the training data, i.e.,
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Table 6: Sample results of term selection

Sports International
ind. dep. (2000) ind. dep. (1997)

baseball Sydney president Tupac Amaru
win Toyota premier Lima
game HP army Kinshirou
competition hung-up power residence
championship Paku government Hirose
entry admission talk Huot
tournament game election MRTA
player Mita UN Topac
defeat Miyawaki politics impression
pro ticket military employment
title ready nation earth
finals Seagirls democracy election
league award minister supplement
first game Gaillard North Korea Eastern Europe
Olympic attackers chair bankruptcy

1991 - 2000 and 2001. However, when we used
2010 test data, the result obtained by TTS is sta-
tistically significant compared with SVM. The ob-
servation shows that our method is effective when
testing on data far from the training data.

Table 6 shows topmost 15 terms obtained by in-
dependent and dependent term selection. The de-
pendent term selection is a result obtained by term
selection per category. The categories are “Sports”
and “International”. As we can see from Table
6 that independent terms such as “baseball” and
“win” are salient terms of the category “Sports” re-
gardless to a time period. In contrast, “Miyawaki”
listed in the dependent terms, is a snowboard
player and he was on his first world championship
title in Jan. 1998. The term often appeared in the
documents from 1998 to 2000. Similarly, in the
category “International”, terms such as “UN” and
“North Korea” often appeared in documents re-
gardless of the timeline, while “Tupac Amaru” and
“MRTA” frequently appeared in a specific year,
1997. Because in this year, Tupac Amaru Revolu-
tionary Movement (MRTA) rebels were all killed
when Peruvian troops stormed the Japanese am-
bassador’s home where they held 72 hostages for
more than four months. These observations sup-
port our basic assumption: there are two types of
salient terms, i.e., terms that are salient for a spe-
cific period, and terms that are important regard-
less of the timeline.

We recall that the overall performance obtained
by four methods including our method drops when
we used 2010 test data, while the performance of
our method was still better than other methods in

F-Score

The # of training documents

Figure 5: Performance (1991 - 2000 data)

F-Score

The # of training documents

Figure 6: Performance (2001 data)

Table 5. We note that we used surface informa-
tion, i.e., noun words in documents as a feature of
a vector. Therefore, the method ignores the sense
of terms such as synonyms and antonyms. The
earliest known technique for smoothing the term
distributions through the use of latent classes is the
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)
(Hofmann, 1999), and it has been shown to im-
prove the performance of a number of informa-
tion access including text classification (Xue et
al., 2008). It is definitely worth trying with our
method to achieve classification accuracy from
different period of training and test data as high
as that from the same time period of these data.

Finally, we evaluated the effect of the method
against the number of training documents. Fig-
ures 5, 6 and 7 show the results using the test data
collected from 1991 - 2000, 2001, and 2010, re-
spectively. As we can see from Figures 5, 6 and 7,
the results obtained by TTS were higher than those
obtained by kNN and Salles et al. methods regard-
less of the number of training documents. More-
over, when the training and test data are the same
time period, the F-score obtained by TTS using
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F-Score

The # of training documents

Figure 7: Performance (2010 data)

4,800 training documents and 1,200 documents
were 0.821 and 0.804, respectively, and the perfor-
mance was 1.7% decrease when the training data
was reduced. However, those obtained by kNN
and Salles et al. methods were 2.3% and 2.9%
decreases, respectively. The behavior was similar
when we used 2001 and 2010 test data. These ob-
servations support the effectiveness of our method.

6 Conclusion

We have developed an approach for text classifi-
cation concerned with the impact that the varia-
tion of the strength of term-class relationship over
time. We proposed a method of temporal-based
term selection for timeline adaptation. The re-
sults showed that our method achieved better re-
sults than the baselines, kNN and Salles’s methods
in all of the three types of test data, 1991 - 2000,
2001, and 2010 test data. The result obtained by
our method was statistically significant than SVM
when the test data (2010) was far from the train-
ing data (1991 - 2000), while there was no sig-
nificant difference between SVM and our method
when the period of test data is close to the training
data. Moreover, we found that the method is ef-
fective for a small number of training documents.

There are a number of interesting directions for
future work. We should be able to obtain further
advantages in efficacy in our approach by smooth-
ing the term distributions through the use of la-
tent classes in the PLSA (Hofmann, 1999; Xue
et al., 2008). We used Japanese newspaper doc-
uments in the experiments. For quantitative eval-
uation, we need to apply our method to other data
such as ACM-DL and a large, heterogeneous col-
lection of web content. Temporal weighting func-
tion we used needs tagged corpora with long pe-

riods of time. The quantity of the training doc-
uments affects its performance. However, docu-
ments are annotated by hand, and manual anno-
tation of documents is extremely expensive and
time-consuming. In the future, we will try to ex-
tend the framework by using unsupervised meth-
ods e.g. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei
et al., 2003; Wang and McCallum, 2006).
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Abstract

We experiment graph-based Semi-
Supervised Learning (SSL) of Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) for the application
of Spoken Language Understanding
(SLU) on unaligned data. The aligned
labels for examples are obtained using
IBM Model. We adapt a baseline semi-
supervised CRF by defining new feature
set and altering the label propagation al-
gorithm. Our results demonstrate that our
proposed approach significantly improves
the performance of the supervised model
by utilizing the knowledge gained from
the graph.

1 Introduction

The aim of Spoken Language Understanding
(SLU) is to interpret the intention of the user’s ut-
terance. More specifically, a SLU system attempts
to find a mapping from user’s utterance in natu-
ral language, to the limited set of concepts that is
structured and meaningful for the computer. As an
example, for the sample utterance:

I want to return to Dallas on Thursday
It’s corresponding output would be:
GOAL : RETURN
TOLOC.CITY = Dallas
RETURN.DATE = Thursday.
SLU can be widely used in many real world appli-
cations; however, data processing costs may im-
pede practicability of it. Thus, attempting to train
a SLU model using less training data is a key issue.

The first statistical SLU system was based on
hidden Markov model and modeled using a fi-
nite state semantic tagger employed in AT&T’s
CHRONUS system (Pieraccini et al., 1992). Their
semantic representation was flat-concept; but,
later He and Young (2005) extended the represen-
tation to a hierarchical structure and modeled the

problem using a push-down automaton. There are
other works which have dealt with SLU as a se-
quential labeling problem. Raymond and Riccardi
(2007) and Wang and Acero (2006) have fully an-
notated the data and trained the model in discrim-
inative frameworks such as CRF. CRF captures
many complex dependencies and models the se-
quential relations between the labels; therefore, it
is a powerful framework for SLU.

The Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) approach
has drawn a raft of interest among the machine
learning community basically because of its prac-
tical application. Manual tagging of data can take
considerable effort and time; however, in the train-
ing phase of SSL, a large amount of unlabeled data
along with a small amount of labeled data is pro-
vided. This makes it more practicable and cost ef-
fective than providing a fully labeled set of train-
ing data; thus, SSL is more favorable.

Graph-based SSL, the most active area of re-
search in SSL in the recent years, has shown to
outperform other SSL methods (Chapelle et al.,
2006). Graph-based SSL algorithms are gener-
ally run in two steps: graph construction and label
propagation. Graph construction is the most im-
portant step in graph-based SSL; and, the funda-
mental approach is to assign labeled and unlabeled
examples to nodes of the graph. Then, a similar-
ity function is applied to compute similarity be-
tween pairs of nodes. The computed similarities
are then assigned as the weight of the edges con-
necting the nodes (Zhu et al., 2003). Label prop-
agation operates on the constructed graph. Based
on the constraints or properties derived from the
graph, labels are propagated from a few labeled
nodes to the entire graph. These constraints in-
clude smoothness (Zhu et al., 2003; Subramanya
et al., 2010; Talukdar et al., 2008; Garrette and
Baldridge, 2013), and sparsity (Das and Smith,
2012; Zeng et al., 2013).

Labeling unaligned training data requires much
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less effort compared to aligned data (He and
Young, 2005). Nevertheless, unaligned data can-
not be used to train a CRF model directly since
CRF requires fully-annotated data. On the other
hand, robust parameter estimation of a CRF model
requires a large set of training data which is un-
realistic in many practical applications. To over-
come this problem, the work in this paper applies
semi-supervised CRF on unlabeled data. It is mo-
tivated by the hypothesis that data is aligned to la-
bels in a monotone manner, and words appearing
in similar contexts tend to have same labels. Under
these circumstances, we were able to reach 1.64%
improvement on the F-score over the supervised
CRF and 1.38% improvement on the F-score over
the self trained CRF.

In the following section we describe the algo-
rithm this work is based on and our proposed al-
gorithm. In Section 3 we evaluate our work and in
the final section conclusions are drawn.

2 Semi-supervised Spoken Language
Understanding

The input data is unaligned and represented
as a semantic tree, which is described in (He
and Young, 2005). The training sentences and
their corresponding semantic trees can be aligned
monotonically; hence, we chose IBM Model 5
(Khadivi and Ney, 2005) to find the best alignment
between the words and nodes of the semantic tree
(labels). Thus, we have circumvented the prob-
lem of unaligned data. More detailed explanation
about this process can be found in our previous
work (Aliannejadi et al., 2014). This data is then
used to train the supervised and semi-supervised
CRFs.

2.1 Semi-supervised CRF
The proposed semi-supervised learning algorithm
is based on (Subramanya et al., 2010). Here, we
quickly review this algorithm (Algorithm 1).

In the first step, the CRF model is trained on the
labeled data (Dl) according to (1):

Λ∗ = arg min
Λ∈RK

[
−

l∑
i=1

log p(yi|xi; Λ) + γ‖Λ‖2
]
,

(1)
where Λ∗ is the optimal parameter set of the base
CRF model and ‖Λ‖2 is the squared `2-norm reg-
ularizer whose impact is adjusted by γ. At the first
line, Λ∗ is assigned to Λ(n=0) i.e. the initial pa-
rameter set of the model.

Algorithm 1 Semi-Supervised Training of CRF
1: Λ(n=0) = TrainCRF(Dl)
2: G = BuildGraph(Dl ∪ Du)
3: {r} = CalcEmpiricalDistribution(Dl)
4: while not converged do
5: {m} = CalcMarginals(Du,Λn)
6: {q} = AverageMarginals(m)
7: {q̂} = LabelPropagation(q, r)
8: Dv

u = ViterbiDecode({q̂}, Λn)
9: Λn+1 = RetrainCRF(Dl ∪ Dv

u,Λn);
10: end while
11: Return final Λn

In the next step, the k-NN similarity graph (G)
is constructed (line 2), which will discussed in
more detail in Section 2.3. In the third step, the
empirical label distribution (r) on the labeled data
is computed. The main loop of the algorithm is
then started and the execution continues until the
results converge.

Marginal probability of labels (m) are then com-
puted on the unlabeled data (Du) using Forward-
Backward algorithm with the parameters of the
previous CRF model (Λn), and in the next step,
all the marginal label probabilities of each trigram
are averaged over its occurrences (line 5 and 6).

In label propagation (line 7), trigram marginals
(q) are propagated through the similarity graph
using an iterative algorithm. Thus, they become
smooth. Empirical label distribution (r) serves as
the priori label information for labeled data and
trigram marginals (q) act as the seed labels. More
detailed discussion is found in Section 2.4.

Afterwards, having the results of label propaga-
tion (q̂) and previous CRF model parameters, la-
bels of the unlabeled data are estimated by com-
bining the interpolated label marginals and the
CRF transition potentials (line 8). For every word
position j for i indexing over sentences, interpo-
lated label marginals are calculated as follows:

p̂(y
(j)
i = y|xi) = αp(y

(j)
i = y|xi; Λn)

+ (1− α)q̂T (i,j)(y), (2)

where T (i, j) is a trigram centered at position j of
the ith sentence and α is the interpolation factor.

In the final step, the previous CRF model pa-
rameters are regularized using the labels estimated
for the unlabeled data in the previous step (line 9)
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Description Feature
Context x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

Left Context x1 x2

Right Context x4 x5

Center Word in trigram x3

Center is Class IsClass(x3)

Center is Preposition IsPreposition(x3)

Left is Preposition IsPreposition(x2)

Table 1: Context Features used for constructing
the similarity graph

as follows:

Λn+1 = arg min
Λ∈RK

[
−

l∑
i=1

log p(yi|xi; Λn)

− η
u∑

i=l+1

log p(yi|xi; Λn) + γ‖Λ‖2
]
, (3)

where η is a trade-off parameter whose setting is
discussed later in Section 3.

2.2 CRF Features
By aligning the training data, many informative la-
bels are saved which are omitted in other works
(Wang and Acero, 2006; Raymond and Riccardi,
2007). By saving these information, the first order
label dependency helps the model to predict the la-
bels more precisely. Therefore the model manages
to predict the labels using less lexical features and
the feature window that was [-4,+2] in previous
works is reduced to [0,+2]. Using smaller feature
window improves the generalization of the model
(Aliannejadi et al., 2014).

2.3 Similarity Graph
In our work we have considered trigrams as the
nodes of the graph and extracted features of each
trigram x2 x3 x4 according to the 5-word con-
text x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 it appears in. These features
are carefully selected so that nodes are correctly
placed in neighborhood of the ones having simi-
lar labels. Table 1 presents the feature set that we
have applied to construct the similarity graph.
IsClass feature impacts the structure of the

graph significantly. In the pre-processing phase
specific words are marked as classes according to
the corpus’ accompanying database. As an ex-
ample, city names such as Dallas and Baltimore
are represented as city name which is a class type.

Since these classes play an important role in calcu-
lating similarity of the nodes, IsClass feature is
used to determine if a given position in a context
is a class type.

Furthermore, prepositions like from and be-
tween are also important, e.g. when two trigrams
like ”from Washington to” and ”between Dallas
and” are compared. The two trigrams are totally
different while both of them begin with a prepo-
sition and are continued with a class. Therefore,
IsPreposition feature would be particularly suit-
able to increase the similarity score of these two
trigrams. In many cases, these features have a
significant effect in assigning a better similarity
score.

To define a similarity measure, we compute the
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between all
occurrences of a trigram and each of the features.
The PMI measure transforms the independence as-
sumption into a ratio (Lin, 1998; Razmara et al.,
2013). Then, the similarity between two nodes
is measured as the cosine distance between their
PMI vectors. We carefully examined the similarity
graph on the training data and found out the head
and tail trigrams of each sentence which contain
dummy words, make the graph sparse. Hence, we
have ignored those trigrams.

2.4 Label Propagation

After statistical alignment, the training data gets
noisy. Hence, use of traditional label propagation
algorithms causes an error propagation over the
whole graph and degrades the whole system per-
formance. Thus, we make use of the Modified Ad-
sorption (MAD) algorithm for label propagation.

MAD algorithm controls the label propagation
more strictly. This is accomplished by limiting the
amount of information that passes from a node to
another (Talukdar and Pereira, 2010). Soft label
vectors Ŷv are found by solving the unconstrained
optimization problem in (4):

min
Ŷ

∑
l∈C

[
µ1(Yl − Ŷl)>S (Yl − Ŷl)

+ µ2Ŷl
>
L′Ŷl + µ3

∥∥Ŷl −Rl

∥∥2
]
, (4)

where µi are hyper-parameters and Rl is the em-
pirical label distribution over labels i.e. the prior
belief about the labeling of a node. The first
term of the summation is related to label score
injection from the initial score of the node and
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% of Labeled Data
10 20 30

Supervised CRF 86.07 87.69 88.64
Self-trained CRF 86.34 87.73 88.64

Semi-supervised CRF 87.72 88.75 89.12

Table 2: Comparison of training results.
Slot/Value F-score in %.

makes the output match the seed labels Yl (Raz-
mara et al., 2013). The second term is associated
with label score acquisition from neighbor nodes
i.e. smooths the labels according to the similarity
graph. In the last term, the labels are regularized
to match a priori label Rl in order to avoid false
labels for high degree unlabeled nodes. A solution
to the optimization problem in (4) can be found
with an efficient iterative algorithm described in
(Talukdar and Crammer, 2009).

Many errors of the alignment model are cor-
rected through label propagation using the MAD
algorithm; whereas, those errors are propagated
in traditional label propagation algorithms such as
the one mentioned in (Subramanya et al., 2010).

2.5 System Overview

We have implemented the Graph Construction in
Java and the CRF is implemented by modifying
the source code of CRFSuite (Okazaki, 2007).
We have also modified Junto toolkit (Talukdar
and Pereira, 2010) and used it for graph prop-
agation. The whole source code of our system
is available online1. The input utterances and
their corresponding semantic trees are aligned us-
ing GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000); and then used
to train the base CRF model. The graph is con-
structed using the labeled and unlabeled data and
the main loop of the algorithm continues until con-
vergence. The final parameters of the CRF are re-
tained for decoding in the test phase.

3 Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate our results on Air
Travel Information Service (ATIS) data-set (Dahl
et al., 1994) which consists of 4478 training, 500
development and 896 test utterances. The devel-
opment set was chosen randomly. To evaluate
our work, we have compared our results with re-
sults from Supervised CRF and Self-trained CRF
(Yarowsky, 1995).

1https://github.com/maxxkia/g-ssl-crf

For our experiments we set hyper-parameters as
follows: for graph propagation, µ1 = 1, µ2 =
0.01, µ3 = 0.01, for Viterbi decoding, α = 0.1,
for CRF-retraining, η = 0.1, γ = 0.01. We have
chosen these parameters along with graph fea-
tures and graph-related parameters by evaluating
the model on the development set. We employed
the L-BFGS algorithm to optimize CRF objective
functions; which is designed to be fast and low-
memory consumer for the high-dimensional opti-
mization problems (Bertsekas, 1999).

We have post-processed the sequence of labels
to obtain the slots and their values. The slot-
value pair is compared to the reference test set and
the result is reported in F-score of slot classifica-
tion. Table 2 demonstrates results obtained from
our semi-supervised CRF algorithm compared to
the supervised CRF and self-trained CRF. Experi-
ments were carried out having 10%, 20% and 30%
of data being labeled. For each of these tests, la-
beled set was selected randomly from the training
set. This procedure was done 10 times and the re-
ported results are the average of the results thereof.
The Supervised CRF model is trained only on the
labeled fraction of the data. However, the Self-
trained CRF and Semi-supervised CRF have ac-
cess to the rest of the data as well, which are unla-
beled. Our Supervised CRF gained 91.02 F-score
with 100% of the data labeled which performs bet-
ter compared to 89.32% F-score of Raymond and
Riccardi (2007) CRF model.

As shown in Table 2, the proposed method per-
forms better compared to supervised CRF and
self-trained CRF. The most significant improve-
ment occurs when only 10% of training set is
labeled; where we gain 1.65% improvement on
F-score compared to supervised CRF and 1.38%
compared to self-trained CRF.

4 Conclusion

We presented a simple algorithm to train CRF in a
semi-supervised manner using unaligned data for
SLU. By saving many informative labels in the
alignment phase, the base model is trained using
fewer features. The parameters of the CRF model
are estimated using much less labeled data by
regularizing the model using a nearest-neighbor
graph. Results demonstrate that our proposed al-
gorithm significantly improves the performance
compared to supervised and self-trained CRF.
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Abstract 

We give a hands-on demonstration of the 
Alveo Virtual Laboratory, a new plat-
form for collaborative research in human 
communication science (HCS). Funded 
by the Australian Government National 
eResearch Collaboration Tools and Re-
sources (NeCTAR) program, Alveo in-
volves partners from a range of disci-
plines: linguistics, natural language pro-
cessing, speech science, psychology, as 
well as music and acoustic processing. 
The goal of the platform is to provide 
easy access to a variety of databases and 
a range of analysis tools, in order to fos-
ter inter-disciplinary research and facili-
tate the discovery of new methods for 
solving old problems or the application 
of known methods to new datasets. Alveo 
integrates a number of tools and enables 
non-technical users to process communi-
cation resources (including not only text 
and speech corpora but also music re-
cordings and videos) using these tools in 
a straightforward manner. 

1 Introduction 

Alveo provides easy access to a range of data-
bases relevant to human communication science 
disciplines, including speech, text, audio and 
video, some of which would previously have 
been difficult for researchers to access or even 
know about. The system implements a uniform 
and secure license management system for the 
diverse licensing and user agreement conditions 
required. Browsing, searching and dataset ma-
nipulation are also functionalities which are 
available in a consistent manner across the data 
collections through the web-based Discovery 
Interface.  

2 Alveo Tools and Corpora 

The first phase of the project, from December 
2012 to June 2014 (Estival et al. 2013) saw the 

inclusion of data collections contributed by the 
project partners (see the list of partners in the 
Acknowledgments section). Some of these were 
already well-known, e.g. 1, 3 and 9, but some 
had been difficult of access or not available, e.g. 
2, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
 
1. PARADISEC (Pacific and Regional Archive 
for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures: 
http://paradisec.org.au): audio, video, text and 
image resources for Australian and Pacific Island 
languages (Thieberger et al. 2011).  
2. AusTalk (https://austalk.edu.au): audio-visual 
speech corpus of Australian English (Burnham et 
al. 2011). 
3. The Australian National Corpus  
(https://www.ausnc.org.au)  (Cassidy et al. 2012)  
comprising: Australian Corpus of English 
(ACE); Australian Radio Talkback (ART); Aus-
tLit; Braided Channels; Corpus of Oz Early Eng-
lish (COOEE); Griffith Corpus of Spoken Eng-
lish (GCSAusE); International Corpus of English 
(ICE-AUS); Mitchell & Delbridge corpus; 
Monash Corpus of Spoken English (Musgrave 
and Haugh 2009). 
4. AVOZES, a visual speech corpus (Goecke and 
Millar 2004). 
5. UNSW Pixar Emotional Music Excerpts: Pix-
ar movie theme music expressing different emo-
tions. 
6. Sydney University Room Impulse Responses: 
environmental audio samples which, through 
convolution with speech or music, can create the 
effect of that speech or music in that acoustic 
environment. 
7. Macquarie University Battery of Emotional 
Prosody: sung sentences with different prosodic 
patterns. 
8. Colloquial Jakartan Indonesian corpus: audio 
and text, recorded in Jakarta in the early 1990’s 
(ANU). 
9. ClueWeb, a dataset consisting of 733,019,372 
English web pages collected between 10/02/2012 
and 10/05/2012 (lemurproject.org/clueweb12). 

 
Through the web-based Discovery interface (see 
Figure 2) the user can select items based on the 
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results of faceted search across the collections 
and can organise selected data in Items Lists. 
Beyond browsing and searching, Alveo offers 
the possibility of analysing and processing the 
data with a range of tools. In the first phase of 
the project, the following tools were integrated 
within Alveo: 
 
1. EOPAS (PARADISEC tool) for interlinear 
text and media analysis. 
2. NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) for text 
analytics with linguistic data (Bird, Klein, and 
Loper 2009). 
3. EMU, for search, speech analysis and interac-
tive labelling of spectrograms and waveforms 
(Cassidy and Harrington 2000). 
4. AusNC Tools: KWIC, Concordance, Word 
Count, statistical summary and analysis. 
5. Johnson-Charniak parser, to generate full 
parse trees for text sentences (Charniak and 
Johnson 2005). 
6. ParseEval, to evaluate the syllabic parse of 
consonant clusters (Shaw and Gafos 2010). 
7. HTK-modifications, a patch to HTK (Hidden 
Markov Model Toolkit, to enable missing data 
recognition. (http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/). 
8. DeMoLib, for video analysis 
(http://staff.estem-
uc.edu.au/roland/research/demolib-home/). 
9. PsySound3, for physical and psycho-
acoustical analysis of complex visual and audito-
ry scenes (Cabrera, Ferguson, and Schubert 
2007). 
10. ParGram, grammar for Indonesian (Arka 
2012). 
11. INDRI, for information retrieval with large 
data sets (http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/). 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Screenshot of the Alveo Web interface 

3 Alveo Architecture 

Most of these tools require significant expertise 
to set up and one of the Alveo project goals is to 
make this easier for non-technical researchers. 
The Alveo Workflow Engine is built around the 
Galaxy open source workflow management sys-
tem (Goecks et al. 2010), which was originally 

designed for use in the life sciences to support 
researchers in running pipelines of tools to ma-
nipulate data. Workflows in Galaxy can be 
stored, shared and published, and we hope this 
will also become a way for human communica-
tion science researchers to codify and exchange 
common analyses.  

A number of the tools listed above have been 
packaged as Python scripts, for instance NLTK 
based scripts to carry out part-of-speech tagging, 
stemming and parsing. Other tools are imple-
mented in R, e.g. EMU/R and ParseEval. An API 
is provided to mediate access to data, ensuring 
that permissions are respected, and providing a 
way to access individual items, and 'mount' da-
tasets for fast access (Cassidy et al. 2014). An 
instance of the Galaxy Workflow engine is run 
on a virtual machine in the NeCTAR Research 
Cloud, a secure platform for Australian research, 
funded by the same government program (nec-
tar.org.au/research-cloud).  Finally, a UIMA 
(Unstructured Information Management Archi-
tecture) interface (Verspoor et al. 2009) has been 
developed to enable the conversion of Alveo 
items, as well as their associated annotations, 
into UIMA CAS documents, for analysis in a 
conventional UIMA pipeline. Conversely anno-
tations from a UIMA pipeline can be associated 
with a document in Alveo (Estival et al. 2014). 
Figure 2 gives an overview of the architecture. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The architecture of the Alveo VL 
 

4 User Acceptance Testing 

Alveo was designed and implemented in partner-
ship with Intersect, a commercial software de-
velopment company specialised in the support of 
academic eResearch. This partnership afforded 
extensive professional support during develop-
ment, using the Agile process (Beck et al. 2001) 
as well as thorough regression testing and de-
bugging. In other projects of this type, Intersect 
provide User Acceptance Testing (UAT) or man-
aged the UAT process in-house. For the Alveo 
project, user testing was the main way in which 
the academic partners were involved in the pro-
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ject. The central team at the lead institution over-
saw the creation of the tests, distributed the tests 
and monitored the results.    

Some testers were Linguistics students with no 
computing background, some were Computer 
Science students with limited linguistic 
knowledge. At some sites, the testers were Re-
search Assistants who had worked on the tools or 
corpora contributed by their institutions, while 
others were the tool developers themselves. This 
variety of backgrounds and skills ensured cover-
age of the main domains and functionalities ex-
pected of the Alveo Virtual Lab. Some sites had 
undertaken to conduct large amounts of testing 
throughout the development, while other partners 
only chose to perform limited or more targeted 
testing, with commitments varying from 10 to 
200 hours. Over 30 testers participated at various 
times during of the project and a total of more 
than 300 hours has been spent on testing during 
Phase I. 

For each version of the system during devel-
opment, a series of tests were developed. The 
first tests were very directive, giving very specif-
ic instructions as to what actions the user was 
asked to perform and what results were expected 
for each action. Gradually the tests became more 
open-ended, giving less guidance and gathering 
more informative feedback. The latest round of 
testing asked Testers to log in and to carry out a 
small research task. Some of the early tests, have 
become tutorials provided on the Alveo web 
page and are now available as help from within 
the Virtual Lab. We will use these as the basis 
for the hands-on demo.  

5 Conclusion 

One of the conditions of success of such a pro-
ject is that the platform be used by researchers 
for their own projects and on their own data. The 
organisation of the User Acceptance Testing, 
requiring partners to contribute during the devel-
opment, and providing exposure to the tools and 
the datasets to a large group of diverse research-
ers is expected to lead to a much wider uptake of 
Alveo as a platform for HCS research in Austral-
ia. Alveo is now open to users outside the origi-
nal project partners. We will also continue to 
explore further interactions with complementary 
frameworks, such that the data and annotation 
storage available in Alveo can be enhanced via 
processing and tools from external services to 
supplement the functionality that is currently di-
rectly integrated.  

We hope that by presenting Alveo to the 
Australian NLP community, we will encourage 
researchers to consider using Alveo as a potential 
repository for their data and as a platform to 
conduct new analysis. Alveo is already used in 
teaching a Computational Linguistics course at 
Monash University and we would encourage 
more instances of such educational use of the 
platform. Finally, we would like to invite stu-
dents as well as researchers in HCS fields to pro-
pose tools and corpora which they would like to 
use in their own research for future inclusion in 
Alveo. 
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Abstract 

In forensics, mobile phones or handsets 

store potentially valuable information 

such as Contact lists, SMS Messages, or 

possibly emails and Calendar appoint-

ments. However, navigating to this con-

tent on non-English configured handsets, 

when the operator is untrained in the lan-

guage, becomes a difficult task. We dis-

cuss a feasibility study that explored the 

performance of optical character recogni-

tion (OCR) systems against Arabic men-

us on handset LCD screens. Further, a 

method of automated spell correction and 

translation is explored considering fully 

automated or user-interactive workflow 

options. A capability technology demon-

strator for non-English handset naviga-

tion was implemented based on outcomes 

of these studies, providing a platform for 

investigating workflow and usability.  

1 Introduction 

Some cellular exploitation tools support imaging 

of the handset display after the operator has nav-

igated the handset menus to the content of inter-

est. Such tools may support any handset type. 

However, navigating to this content on handsets 

configured for languages other than English 

(LOTE) is challenging for operators not trained 

in the language.  

We undertook several feasibility studies to in-

vestigate the navigation of LOTE handsets for 

CELLEX purposes. The studies investigated the 

merits of: 1) applying Commercial-Off-The-

Shelf (COTS) Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR) tools to photographed displays of hand-

sets; and 2) combining LOTE OCR outputs with 

a method of automated translation.  

1.1 OCR accuracy 

COTS OCR systems are typically optimised for 

recognition of text at resolutions in excess of 100 

dots per inch (dpi), such as scans of printed doc-

uments, newspapers or magazines, advertising 

accuracy rates of up to 97%. Batawi and 

Abulnaja (2012) report accuracy rates of between 

94.8% and 97.8% for a selection of printed 

newspaper and magazine Arabic texts. Recogni-

tion of non-degraded printed pages may still re-

quire identification of optimal image pre-

processing options (Yale University, 2008a; 

2008b). Recognition accuracy for degraded doc-

uments may be expected to be significantly de-

creased (Herceg et al. 2005). 

To utilise a COTS OCR application within a 

larger system architecture or workflow, where 

images do not meet application parameters, addi-

tional image pre-processing can be applied. 

Chang et al. (2007) and Chang et al. (2009) used 

Sakhr Automatic Reader v8.0 on photographed 

images of text.  

1.2 Automated translation of OCR outputs 

When applying Machine Translation (MT) pro-

cessing to OCR output text, OCR errors are 

compounded. Chang et al. (2009) combined 

Sakhr Automatic Reader v8.0 with a statistical 

MT system known as PanDoRA (Zhang and Vo-

gel, 2007), noting that word errors introduced by 

OCR were amplified during MT processing. For 

example, in translation of generated images of 

text from the Basic Travel Expression Corpus 

(BTEC) (Eck & Hori, 2005), the BLEU score of 

image text translation without errors was 43.12, 

while a 10.7% word recognition error rate se-

verely drops the BLEU score to 28.56 (Chang et 

al., 2007; Chang et al. 2009). 
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2 Evaluating OCR Accuracy 

The aim of this first study was to determine the 

feasibility of recognising Arabic text within pho-

tographed images of monochrome LCD handset 

displays by utilising COTS OCR applications.  

A late 2003 model handset; a Nokia 2300 

lv99, was selected for its backlit monochrome 

display of 96 x 65 pixels, with an ability to dis-

play 4 lines of text in either English and Arabic 

user interface languages. Image capture was per-

formed using Samsung L200 10.2MP digital 

camera on a stand fixing orientation and distance 

with default camera settings. Two COTS OCR 

systems were selected for recognition of Arabic 

script. Each COTS system supports a range of 

either automated or manually determined image 

pre-processing and recognition settings and ei-

ther automated or manual text area identification. 

The COTS systems will be referred to as COTS 

1 and COTS 2 only.   

2.1 Method 

To match photographed images with image pa-

rameters expected by the COTS OCR systems, 

image pre-processing was performed. Images 

were manually cropped to the handset display 

area and scaled using cubic interpolation such 

that text heights were between supported font 

sizes of 6 – 20 pixels. Observation of binarised 

images produced by importing the cropped and 

scaled images into the COTS applications 

showed significant character erosion and back-

ground speckling. Therefore images were manu-

ally binarised using a colour threshold function 

in a raster graphics editor. 

For the purposes of the study, manual zoning 

omitted screen formatting areas such as images 

or horizontal or vertical bars. In the case of au-

tomated zoning, OCR output lines were manual-

ly aligned with reference text lines and additional 

lines from non-text areas were omitted. Howev-

er, additional OCR outputs from non-text sym-

bols along the same y-axis from a ground truth 

text area were included. 

A number of image pre-processing and recog-

nition settings were applied per COTS OCR sys-

tem in each of the Arabic and English image text 

recognition tasks. Accuracy was measured by 

line, word and character using edit distance.  

A test corpus of 259 handset display images 

(118 Arabic and 141 English) was produced by 

photographing the Nokia 2300 handset during 

navigation of menus in both English and Arabic 

user interface language settings. Four font sizes 

were observed in the Nokia 2300 display in both 

English and Arabic interface languages.  

Ground truth text for each image was generat-

ed containing 407 lines of Arabic and 474 lines 

of English in one of four font sizes.  

2.2 Results 

Accuracy results for each COTS system at se-

lected levels of automation are given for Arabic 

and English in Table 1. Settings used for recog-

nition of English are shown in the shaded rows. 

Character, word and line accuracy for recogni-

tion of English was significantly higher than 

equivalent settings for recognition of Arabic, 

except for COTS 2 where automatic settings 

were applied. In this case, the system output only 

Arabic script. 

The optimal settings for the COTS 1 system 

provided significantly greater word and line 

recognition accuracy than COTS 2, although 

character recognition accuracy was not propor-

tionally higher. This effect was caused by com-

parative distribution of recognition errors; COTS 

1 system errors were clustered in groups more 

often than those of COTS 2. 

 
COTS system Char-

acter 

Word Line 

1 COTS1-A4-1 75.3 43.8 34.1 

COTS1 E1-1 91.8 81.9 78.1 

COTS1-A4 Autosettings 74.4 43.2 32.9 

COTS1 E1 Autosettings 90.7 81.1 77.5 

COTS1-Autozone A1 57.5 23.7 19.2 

COTS Autozone E1  75.4 47 41.9 

COTS1 Autozone Autoset-

tings 

45.6 10.6 1.7 

2 COTS2 A2-3 70.5 23.7 12.3 

COTS2 E1-3 85.6 75 74 

COTS2 Auto settings Arabic 63 11.7 7.1 

COTS2 Auto settings English 1.5 0.3 0 

COTS2 Auto zone A2 33.5 11.8 2.4 

COTS2 Autozone Autoset-

tings 

30.1 6.9 1.7 

Table 1: Recognition accuracy of Arabic and Eng-

lish script for increasing levels of automation 

 

3 Translation of OCR outputs 

The aim of this second study was to determine 

the feasibility of applying automated translation 

to OCR output text recognised from photo-

graphed images of a Nokia 2300 handset menu 

LCD display. Additionally, the study aimed to 

identify appropriate methods for correction of 

recognition errors within OCR output text prior 

to automated translation. 
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The study utilised automated translation via bi-

lingual dictionary lookup, and compares two 

methods for error correction of the OCR output 

text where an exact match is not found in the bi-

lingual dictionary. Each error correction method 

generates a list of candidate matches, and is 

measured as fully automated, or with user-

interactive selection of a correct match from the 

candidate list. 

3.1 Method 

Optimal recognition outputs as described in sec-

tion 2 from the 118 images of the Arabic portion 

of the Nokia 2300 handset image corpus for each 

COTS OCR system were used. 

Error correction was performed on each line of 

OCR output text in each of two sets of 118 text 

files. Error correction used spell checking based 

on Levenshtein string distance (or edit distance) 

to measure text against the spell checking dic-

tionary. Two approaches to error correction were 

utilised: firstly each OCR recognition line was 

not tokenised, and secondly whitespace based 

tokenisation was performed to obtain unigram 

tokens from each OCR recognition line. The 

spell checking dictionary contained both to-

kenised and un-tokenised forms from the Nokia 

2300 ground truth text corpus. 

By comparing the original image and spell 

corrected text within an application interface, a 

user may be able to select the correct text from 

within spell correction options. Therefore, line 

accuracy was measured based on two error cor-

rection and automated translation workflow op-

tions. Firstly, accuracy of the top ranked spell 

checking match was measured. Secondly, line 

accuracy was measured where the correct recog-

nition term was found within the top five ranked 

matches during spell correction. 

The first error correction method tokenised 

each line of OCR output text, and completed 

word-based automated translation via the bilin-

gual dictionary. The second error correction 

method used a phrase-based lookup approach 

based on un-tokenised OCR output lines. Error 

correction is completed using word n-gram seg-

ments of handset menu phrases modelled on the 

word-wrapped lines in handset displays. 

The terminology contained within the Nokia 

2300 ground truth text corpus was used as the 

basis for spelling correction dictionary data. In-

dividual words from each of the n-gram phrases 

were added, and all menu phrases and words 

were translated.  

A deployed application would typically be re-

quired to provide general coverage for a variety 

of handset makes and models. Therefore, a simu-

lated larger corpus was developed using 1,500 

terms between 1 - 4 words in length selected 

from an Arabic glossary of application menu 

terminology. The first 375 terms of each length 

within the glossary that did not appear in the 

Nokia 2300 ground truth text corpus were used. 

Word n-grams of length 1 – 4 were selected to 

simulate OCR recognition lines of word wrapped 

menu phrases on handset displays with varying 

width and display resolutions. A final corpus size 

of 1,665 unique n-gram expressions resulted. 

3.2 Results 

Line accuracy is reported for both n-gram un-

tokenised and tokenised error correction meth-

ods. For both spelling correction methods, line 

accuracy is reported for user interactive and au-

tomated error correction. Automated error cor-

rection occurs without user interaction where 

only the top ranked spell checking match is used. 

User interactive error correction occurs where 

the correct term exists within the top five ranked 

spell checking matches. 

Figure 1 shows the un-tokenised n-gram OCR 

recognition line method provided greater line 

accuracy than tokenised methods for outputs for 

both COTS systems outputs, regardless of user 

interaction. User interaction provided line accu-

racy increases from 85.9% to 91.1% for COTS 1 

and from 80.3% to 86.5% for the un-tokenised 

method, and from 73% to 84.3% for COTS 1 and 

from 39.3% to 41.7% for COTS 2 for the to-

kenised method. 

 

 
Figure 1: Line accuracy using word tokenised and 

line based un-tokenised error correction methods 

 

Figure 2 illustrates the overlap between correct 

lines the two COTS systems following un-

tokenised user-interactive error correction. 
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81.3% of the recognition zones were correct 

from both applications, while an additional 9.8% 

were correct from only COTS 1 recognition out-

puts and 5.2% were correct from only COTS 2 

outputs. 3.6% of recognition zones were not cor-

rect by either application. 

 

 
Figure 2: Lines correct following un-tokenised us-

er-interactive error correction 

4 Nokia 2300 handset study replication  

A demonstrator application was developed, im-

plementing functionalities required to complete 

all image OCR and translation steps from the 

studies. The objective in replicating previous 

studies was to confirm similar results could be 

achieved using the application and handset menu 

phrases rather than a simulated corpus based on 

software application menu phrases. A corpus of 

an additional 815 Arabic handset menu phrases 

was collected from user manuals of four handset 

models and compiled into a corpus suitable for 

spell checker and bilingual lookup dictionaries as 

per the method used to create the simulated cor-

pus. This corpus was then used over the 118 Ar-

abic images from the Nokia 2300 image corpus, 

using manual zone definition and the optimal 

application settings of the COTS 1 system. Line 

accuracy of 89.7% was achieved. This was com-

parable to the optimal line accuracy of 91.1% 

achieved in previously using a simulated corpus. 

5 Discussion 

Outcomes from these feasibility studies identi-

fied three areas in the workflow as critical to op-

timising OCR accuracy and overall performance; 

these were: 1) image interpolation and binarisa-

tion transformations; 2) delimitation of text areas 

in the handset display; and 3) user-interactive 

error correction. By using error correction on 

OCR lines, word segmentation errors may be 

eliminated and n-grams introduced in string dis-

tance based error correction.  

Evaluation of the OCR and translation work-

flow considered only the case of a low resolution 

monochromatic LCD handset display in Arabic. 

Based on this work, recommendations could be 

made to improve both overall accuracy and use 

cases. Performance over a range of handset mod-

els, LCD display types, and recognition language 

should be quantified. Further OCR systems 

and/or customisation of OCR systems for recog-

nition of specific handset fonts could be evaluat-

ed. A multi-OCR engine approach, such as de-

scribed by Batawi and Abulnaja (2012), could 

also be considered.  

User interactive error correction provided bet-

ter outcomes than automated error correction for 

a given error correction approach. As no OCR 

system can provide 100% accuracy, text verifica-

tion will be required by comparing recognised 

script to text in the original image, regardless of 

whether interactive error correction is completed. 

Therefore the additional time to complete user 

interactive error correction at LOTE text pro-

cessing stages may not be considered prohibitive 

as the verification task is completed concurrent-

ly. However, text verification will present a chal-

lenge for those unfamiliar with the writing script, 

and observations from the use of the demonstra-

tor application indicate that for such users verifi-

cation is further complicated when the OCR out-

put font differs from the image font (source). 

6 Conclusion 

Currently, best solutions for mobile device fo-

rensics will be either direct data extraction by a 

COTS solution that supports the given handset, 

or navigation of LOTE handset menus by a 

trained linguist. When these options are not 

available, the described studies and software im-

plementation demonstrated a feasible workflow 

for navigating non-English handset menu struc-

tures by personnel untrained in the language. An 

outdated handset was selected due to the differ-

ence in properties of the font displayed in the 

low resolution monochrome LED screen to a 

typical COTS OCR system recognition task. Ap-

plying the technique to more current 

smartphones remains of interest but will also 

pose additional challenges. 
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Abstract 

Topic modeling is an unsupervised ma-

chine-learning task of discovering topics, 

the underlying thematic structure in a text 

corpus. Dynamic topic models are capa-

ble of analysing the time evolution of 

topics. This paper explores the applica-

tion of dynamic topic models on emer-

gency department triage notes to identify 

particular types of disease or injury 

events, and to detect the temporal nature 

of these events.  

1 Introduction 

Recording of a patient’s presenting complaints 

forms part of the standard triage procedure at 

most Australian hospital Emergency Depart-

ments (EDs). The complaints are typically rec-

orded as brief notes, which capture the reason the 

patient has come to the ED. These notes repre-

sent the first point of contact of a patient with the 

hospital, and are a source of timely information 

about the health of the community served by the 

hospital. For instance, outbreaks of viruses or 

increased activity of spiders and snakes can be 

detected by monitoring ED visits. 

The range of reasons for patient visits to the 

ED is diverse, including both accidents or inju-

ries and disease. Topic modeling of ED triage 

notes provides a strategy for identifying patterns 

in this diverse data, i.e., for abstracting over in-

dividual patient visits to characterise trends in 

the health of the community. This abstraction 

gives a valuable snapshot of the health issues 

affecting the community.  

Given the temporal nature of many health and 

injury events, including seasonal variation in vi-

ral load and day-of-the-week variation in events 

such as alcohol-related accidents, we expect that 

temporal patterns can be discerned in this data.  

In this work, we explore the application of dy-

namic topic models on ED triage notes to identi-

fy particular types of disease or injury events, 

and to detect the temporal nature of these events. 

This analysis provides insight into the changing 

health needs of the community. Our findings 

have potential application for public health sur-

veillance applications, where emerging issues of 

public concern can be detected and an appropri-

ate response can be planned. 

2 Related work 

We treat each triage note is as one short docu-

ment. It is known that it is very changeling for 

topic models to handle very short texts (Zhao et 

al. 2011) and various forms of tweet pooling on 

hashtag and/or author can be used to overcome 

this (Mehrotra et al 2013). For triage notes, how-

ever, its not clear what discrete variable could be 

used to pool on.  Therefore we have not used any 

methods to account for the short documents. 

Topic models have been only recently applied 

to analyse electronic health records data. Initial 

research suggests that the specific characteristics 

of the clinical language affect the methods and 

results of topic modeling techniques (Cohen et 

al, 2013). Topic modeling of Intensive Care Unit 

(ICU) progress notes to stratify the risk and mor-

tality prediction for the hospital has been per-

formed (Lehman et al., 2012). In that work, a 

non-parametric topic modeling method is used to 

discover topics as shared groups of co-occurring 

UMLS concepts. Salleb-Aouissi (Salleb-Aouissi 

Simon Kocbek, Karin Verspoor and Wray Buntine. 2014. Exploring Temporal Patterns in Emergency
Department Triage Notes with Topic Models. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association
Workshop, pages 113−117.



et al., 2011) used topic models to show that in-

fant colic has causes that can be illuminated by 

analysing a large corpus of paediatric notes.  

Different models to discover topics have been 

used in previous work, mostly extending Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). 

LDA assumes that documents are admixtures of 

topics, where topics represent distributions over 

a fixed set of vocabularies (represented with a 

multinomial). Effectively, each word in a docu-

ment is assigned to a topic so the word probabili-

ties for the document become an admixture. Top-

ic models are made dynamic by allowing time-

evolution of parts of the model. An early model, 

the dynamic topic model (DTM) (Blei and Laf-

ferty 2006) did this using Gaussians to represent 

evolution as a chain of means, and a logistic map 

to project vector data into probabilities. Later 

models used different tricks with exponential 

family models to extend the original LDA into 

the time domain (Ahmed and Xing, 2010; Xuerui 

and MacCallum, 2006) or non-parametric meth-

ods (Chen, Ding and Buntine, 2012). 

3 Data and Methods 

3.1 Data 

The data for this study was obtained from the 

Royal Melbourne Hospital Emergency Depart-

ment (ED) where triage notes for 57,984 patients 

over time period of 12 months (August 2010 – 

July 2011) were collected. We ignored 1,124 

entries since they contained an empty triage note 

field. The average note length is 118 characters.  

The triage notes are written in natural lan-

guage but contain substantial numbers of abbre-

viations (e.g., R for right, b/c for because, ped for 

pedestrian), specialised clinical concepts (e.g., 

dementia, colonoscopy), and even patient bio-

metric data such as blood pressure or tempera-

ture. They are also often not grammatically well-

formed and often have spelling errors; they may 

contain a series of brief descriptive phrases and 

use of punctuation is inconsistent. As an exam-

ple, consider the note “alledge assault kick to 

head. lac to L eyebrow. ?LOC nil neck pain pu-

pils dialated reactive ETOH tonight”. For the 

work described in this paper, we did not do any 

specialised processing of abbreviations or clini-

cal concepts. 

3.2 Dynamic topic model 

The dynamic topic model we use allows compo-

nents of the model to change over "epochs," 

where in our case epochs are month or weekend-

weekday periods. Moreover, it is a first order 

Markov model so the components depend on that 

of their previous epoch. The topic model is given 

in graphical form in Figure 1. There are K topics, 

De documents per epoch e and each document 

has Ld words in it (varying per document d). 

Each document has topic proportions, a probabil-

ity vector of  ⃗ d. Average topic proportions for 

the epoch e (a prior for  ⃗ d) are given by   e. The 

word vector for a topic in an epoch is given by 

 ⃗ ek. for topic indexes k=1,...,K. The word vector 

depends on its previous counterpart, so  ⃗ ek de-

pends on  ⃗ (e – 1)k. All dependencies of probability 

vectors on probability vectors are done with the 

Pitman-Yor process which allows efficient learn-

ing to be developed using blocked, collapsed 

Gibbs sampled data (Buntine and Mishra, 2014). 

The algorithm is implemented in C with a set of 

libraries for non-parametric topic models. 

 
Figure 1: Graphical representation of the dynamic topic 

model (for epoch 1 and and t). 

3.3 Running the experiments 

For each patient we extracted their ED arrival 

date and the triage note assigned to the patient. 

The data was organised into two distinct tem-

poral representations: by month, and by week-

days-weekends. Triage notes were then pre-

processed to be in the right format for the topic 

modeling software. We used the Mallet 

(McCallum, 2002) stop list to filter out the most 

common words. The non-parametric dynamic 

topic model was applied to look for topics. Ex-

periments for 10, 20, 30 and 40 topics were run. 

All the models were first initialized with 20 ma-

jor Gibbs cycles of a standard topic model. We 

then ran the dynamic topic model with 500 

(months) or 200 (weekend-weekdays) cycles. 
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Fewer cycles in the weekend-weekdays model 

were used due to time constraints.  

Manual examination of topics was then per-

formed with the goal of finding coherent and in-

tuitively interpretable topics. Topics were pre-

sented with their top words, where we ranked the 

latter by fraction of their total occurrences in the 

topic. We also calculated normalized PMI (Han 

et al. 2014) to measure the coherency of each 

topic. 

To compare topics over time, topic probabili-

ties were calculated. Higher probability for a 

time period means that the topic is more likely to 

occur. The top ranked words for each topic were 

compared between epochs since different words 

may have different probabilities over time. 

4 Results 

While we measured coherence using normalised 

PMI, the raw results were poor, because of the 

large number of out of vocabulary words in the 

triage note content. Therefore, for the purposes 

of the current study we used visual inspection to 

evaluate topics. For month periods as epochs, 36 

out of 40 topics were viewed as coherent; thus 

we viewed the model to be informative. We dis-

play those with interesting time structure here. 

Figure 2 illustrates changes in proportions of 9 

selected topics over a year. Top representative 

words for these topics are shown in Table 1. The 

topics offer a certain degree of coherence and 

could be interpreted as given in Table 1. 

 
Topic Problem Top representative words 

T1 Flu aches, runny, chills, flu-like, fever 

T2 Asthma sentences, speaking, ventolin, talk 
T3 Angina gtn, patch, anginine, spray, aspirin 

T4 Arm foosh, rotation, shortening, rotated 

T5 Insect bite, spider, touch, burn, warm, rabies 
T6 VDA grey, code, packer, street, narcan, heroin  

T7 Blood gb, transfusion, abnormal, wcc 

T8 Panic 
Attack 

attack, panic, attacks, anxious 

T9 Hernia inguinal, hernia, testicular, hiatus 

Table 1: Identified topics and representative words for the 

months model. 

Figure 2 shows Flu and Angina peaks in Win-

ter months. On the other hand, topics related to 

Arm, Insect, Drugs/Alcohol, and Hernia injuries 

and problems show peaks in warmer months. 

The Asthma topic shows a brief peak in Spring 

and the Panic Attacks topic increases in Autumn. 

The Blood topic slowly increases over time. 

In Figure 3 we illustrate probabilities of 3 se-

lected topics with interesting time structure for 

the weekend-weekdays model with 20 topics run. 

Top words for these topics appear in Table 2.   

 

 
Figure 2: Probabilities of 9 topics over time (the months 

model). Note the scales of the top and bottom figures differ.  

 

 

 
Figure 3: Probabilities of the Car topic (top), and average 

and standard deviation values for probabilities related to 

abdomen, finger and car problems (bottom).  

Topic Top representative words 

Car  car, loc, driver, hit, speed, head 

Finger finger, cut, vasc, intact, rom, hand 

Abdomen abdo, flank, chronic, lower 

Table 2: Identified topics and representative words for the 

weekend-weekdays model. 
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Figure 3 (top) shows probabilities of the car 

accidents topic. Each point on the x axis repre-

sents a whole week, where data is divided on 

weekdays (red) and weekends (blue). The bottom 

chart shows average and standard deviation val-

ues for probabilities for topics related to abdo-

men, finger and car problems. These topics were 

selected because their probability values demon-

strate a clear division between weekends and 

weekdays. The Car and Finger topics have higher 

probabilities on weekends, while the Abdomen 

topic shows peaks on Weekdays. 

5 Discussion 

Specific characteristics of the clinical language 

affect the performance of topic modeling on this 

data. Triage notes contained considerable num-

bers of abbreviations, spelling mistakes, clinical 

concepts and multi-word phrases that the meth-

ods do not treat as a unit. Despite such problems, 

our analysis of ED triage notes with dynamic 

topic models offers some interesting conclusions.  

First, we showed that topic models confirm 

some expected patterns in the data. For example, 

probability peaks in the Flu topic correspond to 

the influenza season in Australia (Winter). This 

is also the case for the Angina topic where, alt-

hough the topic has a brief peak in February, we 

see more angina-related words in colder months 

and fewer in Spring/Summer. Both influenza and 

angina are known to be more common in Winter; 

this is effectively reflected in the topic models.  

Several topics with peaks in warmer months 

also capture expected results. For example, pa-

tients seem to have more problems related to in-

sect and animal bites in warmer months. This is 

expected since people spend more time outdoors, 

and the insects are more active, in spring and 

summer. The Arm and Hernia topics also peak 

between October and May, when people spend 

more time outdoors doing sports like swimming, 

rock climbing, volleyball, and similar. The 

Asthma topic has a brief peak in spring, when 

pollen-related problems are known to occur. 

The results in Figure 2 also lead to some non-

trivial conclusions. An interesting topic is VDA 

related to violence, and drug and alcohol prob-

lems. Looking at VDA, we can notice an in-

crease of these issues between January and 

March. A more detailed analysis will be needed, 

but these results suggest that broader non-health 

related (e.g., criminal) surveillance might also be 

possible using this data and our methods.  

 Figure 2 also raises some questions. The 

Blood and Panic Attack topics show a constant 

and slow increase in probability. With current 

analysis of only a single year’s worth of data, we 

are not sure about reasons for that.  

Results on Figure 3 show interesting patterns 

when comparing weekdays and weekends. The 

top chart indicates that car related accidents more 

likely occur on weekends. Based on the Depart-

ment of Infrastructure and Transport’s report 

(BITRE, 2011), around half of all fatal crashes in 

Australia occur during weekends. Considering 

also non-fatal incidents, we view our results as 

informative. Peaks of finger and abdomen related 

problems raise questions about their meaning and 

further analysis will be needed. 

Please note that the weekend-weekdays results 

should be interpreted with caution. Although the 

model might discover some patterns, it is not 

customized for analysing “periodic effects” in 

data. During the learning, the model tries to track 

things between epochs that are radically differ-

ent. A weekend epoch is conditioned on the pre-

vious week, but results demonstrate essential 

difference, which poses challenges to the model. 

The models need to be adapted to deal better 

with such expected variation. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented results of apply-

ing dynamic topic models to ED triage notes. 

The results should be viewed as an exploration 

that is indicative of the potential of the method.  

In the future we plan to address several issues 

in this paper. We plan to address some of the 

specific characteristics of clinical and medical 

language with pre-processing techniques such as 

using MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) to 

recognise clinical concepts. We should also add 

periodicity modelling to the topic model, howev-

er, this is a more substantial project. 

There is still substantial analysis that should 

be performed to more deeply explore these initial 

results, in particular to understand the statistical 

significance of the results. While the data set is 

not small, more years of data are required to es-

tablish any regular periodic effects. Moreover, 

we also need to further understand why the topic 

model worked quite well despite the lack of han-

dling for short texts.  

Finally, we plan to design a human evaluation 

to directly assess topic coherence and modify the 

PMI analysis to adjust for out-of-vocabulary 

words. 
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Abstract

We present a study of a dataset of ta-
bles from biomedical research publica-
tions. Our aim is to identify characteris-
tics of biomedical tables that pose chal-
lenges for the task of extracting informa-
tion from tables, and to determine which
parts of research papers typically contain
information that is useful for this task. Our
results indicate that biomedical tables are
hard to interpret without their source pa-
pers due to the brevity of the entries in the
tables. In many cases, unstructured text
segments, such as table titles, footnotes
and non-table prose discussing a table, are
required to interpret the table’s entries.

1 Introduction

Automation of information extraction (IE) from
biomedical literature has become an important
task (Shatkay and Craven, 2012). In particu-
lar, biomedical IE enables the semi-automation of
tasks such as document indexing (Aronson et al.,
2004) and database curation, e.g., (Donaldson et
al., 2003; Karamanis et al., 2008).

Most research in biomedical IE has concen-
trated on information extraction from prose. How-
ever, much important data, such as experimental
results and relations between biomedical entities,
often appear only in tables (Ansari et al., 2013).
This insight was confirmed experimentally for the
task of mutation database curation. In particu-
lar, Wong et al. (2009) showed that for a sam-
ple of research articles used to populate the Mis-
match Repair database (Woods et al., 2007), tables
served as a sole source of information about mu-
tations for 59% of the documents. Yepes and Ver-
spoor (2013) reported that a text mining tool ap-
plied to full articles and their supplementary ma-
terial, used to catalogue mutations in the COS-
MIC (Bamford et al., 2004) and InSiGHT (Plazzer
et al., 2013) databases, could recover only 3-8%

of the mutations if only prose was considered. An
additional 1% of the mutations was extracted from
tables in the papers, with an improvement of mu-
tation coverage to about 50% when supplementary
material (mostly tables) was considered.

Information extraction from tables (Table IE)
comprises various tasks, such as (1) classification
of table entries or columns into a set of specific
classes (Quercini and Reynaud, 2013; Wong et al.,
2009); (2) association of table entries or columns
with concepts from a domain vocabulary (Assem
et al., 2010; Yosef et al., 2011); and (3) extraction
of relations, defined in a vocabulary, between enti-
ties in tables – usually done with Task 2 (Hignette
et al., 2009; Limaye et al., 2010; Mulwad et al.,
2013; Venetis et al., 2011). These tasks are of-
ten performed by consulting external knowledge
sources. However, despite the intuition that un-
structured text accompanying tables often pro-
vides helpful information, little use has been made
of such text. Examples of such usage are the works
of Yosef et al. (2011), who performed collective
named entity normalisation in Web texts and ta-
bles; Hignette et al. (2009), who employed ta-
ble titles to improve relation extraction from Web
tables; and Govindaraju et al. (2013), who im-
proved performance in extracting a few predefined
relations from papers in Economics, Geology and
Petrology by processing jointly the text and tables
in the papers.

This paper describes the first step of a project
that aims to automatically perform Tasks 2 and 3
on biomedical tables. In this step, we manually
analyse a dataset of tables from the biomedical lit-
erature to identify characteristics of biomedical ta-
bles that pose challenges for column annotation,
and determine the parts of a research paper that
typically contain information which is useful for
interpreting tables.

Our results show that tables in biomedical re-
search papers are generally hard to interpret with-
out their source papers due to the brevity of the
entries in the tables. Further, in many cases, un-
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structured text (e.g., table titles, footnotes and non-
table prose discussing a table) must be considered
to disambiguate table entries.

2 Analysis Design

The dataset used in our analysis comprises a set
of biomedical research papers discussing genetic
variation. To build the dataset, we randomly sam-
pled five articles from each of the three datasets
used in (Wong et al., 2009) and (Yepes and Ver-
spoor, 2013). The resulting sample contains 39
tables, with a total of 280 columns.

We manually analysed the dataset to collect
statistics regarding typical data types in the tables
(Section 3.1). Columns in the tables were anno-
tated with Semantic Types (STs) from the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS), which has 133
STs in total. To assign a label to a column in a
table, the annotator first located a specific UMLS
concept corresponding to a fine-grained type of
the entities listed in the column (e.g., “[C0009221]
Codon (nucleotide sequence)” for Columns 3-7 in
Figure 1), after which the ST corresponding to
the selected concept was assigned to the column
(e.g., “Nucleotide Sequence [T086]”). Individ-
ual data entries were not annotated due to insuffi-
cient coverage of specific values (e.g., mutations)
in UMLS, and the predominantly numerical nature
of the data (Section 3.1).

On the basis of our annotation, we gathered
statistics regarding issues that may influence the
performance of an automatic Table IE system, e.g.,
the consistency of the data types in tables (Sec-
tion 3.2), and the sources of information that are
useful for concept annotation (Section 3.3). It is
worth noting that the annotator (first author of the
paper) had little background in biomedical science
at the time of annotation, and employed external
sources such as NCBI databases1 and Wikipedia to
assist with the annotation. This lack of biomedical
background may have affected the accuracy of the
disambiguation of biomedical entities. However,
we posit that the obtained results provide more
relevant insights into the use of non-table compo-
nents in automatic Table IE than those obtained
from expert annotation.

3 Results

3.1 Content of the Data Entries
We analysed our dataset to determine which data
types are typically contained in biomedical ta-

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

bles. It was previously noted that, in general, table
entries contain very little text, which often does
not provide enough context for entity disambigua-
tion (Limaye et al., 2010). Unlike the interpreta-
tion of noun phrases, interpreting numerical data is
the biggest challenge for Table IE, because num-
bers are highly ambiguous (in principle they could
be assigned most of the UMLS STs). Another sig-
nificant challenge in both general and biomedical
IE is the use of abbreviations.

In light of the above, our analysis shows that
biomedical tables are very difficult to interpret:

• 42% of the columns in our sample contain
numbers, and 3% contain numerical expres-
sions (e.g., 45/290 and 45±6), both represent-
ing information such as statistical data, per-
centages, times, lengths, patient IDs and DNA
sequences (e.g., codons 175, 176 and 179 in
Column 3 in Figure 1).

• 32% of the columns comprise abbreviated en-
tries (e.g., MSI, N and A in Figure 1) and sym-
bolic representations (e.g., ± for heterozygote).

• 7% of the columns contain free text.

• Only 12% of the columns comprise biomedical
terms as entries.

• The remaining 4% of the columns contain a
mixture of abbreviations, free text, and numer-
ical expressions.

Our study shows that numerical and abbreviated
entries can be interpreted correctly if they are ap-
propriately expanded using mentions from table ti-
tles, footnotes and prose. For example, in the table
in Figure 1, the abbreviations MSI, N and A can
be expanded using the table footnote; and codon
mentions in Columns 3-7 can be expanded using
the prose describing the table (highlighted).2

3.2 Quality of the Column Headers
We analysed our dataset to determine whether it is
possible to identify types of biomedical table en-
tries based only on the content of column headers.
To do so, we first identified the number of cases
where column headers were sufficient for column
type identification during the manual table anno-
tation phase (Section 2). We determined that al-
though 97% of the columns in our sample have
headers, in many cases they are too ambiguous to
be used as the only evidence for the column type.

2It was impossible to determine that Columns 3-7 in Fig-
ure 1 referred to codons without the prose.
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Figure 1: An example of a biomedical table and prose discussing the table. Source: (Oda et al., 2005)

In fact, only 34% of the columns in our sample
could be annotated without referring to parts of
the documents other than the column entries and
their headers. In 57% of the cases, additional in-
formation was required to confirm the type of a
column (e.g., Columns 3-7 in Figure 1), and in 9%
of the cases, headers were not helpful in column
type identification (Table 1). This finding agrees
with observations in the Web domain, e.g., (Li-
maye et al., 2010; Venetis et al., 2011).

We then compared the labels (STs) assigned to
table columns to the STs of the entities in the cor-
responding headers. The comparison showed that
in only 53% of the cases a header was labeled with
the same ST as the entries in the column. For in-
stance, Columns 3-7 in Figure 1 contain entities
of the class “Codon” (ST “Nucleotide Sequence
[T086]”), while the headers, which designate ex-
ons, have the ST “Nucleic Acid, Nucleotide, or
Nucleotide [T114]” or “Biologically Active Sub-
stance [T123]”. We therefore conclude that, in
general, headers in isolation are insufficient, and
often misleading, for column type identification.

3.3 Sufficiency and Criticality of Information
Sources for Column Annotation

We analysed the dataset to determine the contribu-
tion of different sources of information in a table
and its source article to the identification of the
types of biomedical table entries. To this effect,
we found it useful to consider the following infor-
mation sources for each column: (1) the content of
the data entries in the column, (2) the header of the
column, (3) the headers of other columns, (4) the
title of the table, (5) table footnotes, and (6) prose
describing the content of the table (referred to as
“prose” for simplicity). We distinguish between

two aspects of these sources: sufficiency and criti-
cality.

• The sufficiency categories are: (1) Sufficient,
if the source on its own was enough to iden-
tify the column label; (2) Insufficient, if the
source allowed the formulation of a hypothesis
about the column label, but required informa-
tion from other sources to confirm the hypoth-
esis; and (3) Non-indicative, if the source did
not contribute to the column labelling.

• The criticality categories are: (1) Critical, if
disregarding the source is very likely to lead
to an annotation error; (2) Probably Critical, if
disregarding the source may lead to an anno-
tation error; and (3) Non-critical, if the source
could be disregarded without causing an error.

Criticality was assigned to each information
source in an incremental manner depending on the
sufficiency of the source: if some “cheap” sources
of information were sufficient for column type
identification, more “expensive” sources were not
considered to be critical. The cost of a source was
based on the complexity of the methods required
to locate and process this source, increasing in the
following order: column header, other headers, ta-
ble title, table footnotes and prose.

To illustrate these ideas, consider Column 3
(concept “Codon”) in Figure 1. The other headers,
table title and footnotes were classified as Non-
indicative, and hence Non-critical, since they do
not contain any explicit information regarding the
column type (“codon” is mentioned in the foot-
note in a sentence about formatting, which is not
considered at present). The header and prose were
classified as Insufficient, because each merely sug-
gests the column class, and Critical, because both
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Information source S IS NI
— 1% 18% 81%
Column header 34% 57% 9%
Other column headers 0% 22% 78%
Table title 3% 36% 61%
Table footnotes 12% 34% 54%
Prose 13% 62% 25%

Table 1: Percentages of cases where sources of in-
formation were characterised as Sufficient (S), In-
sufficient (IS) and Non-indicative (NI) if consid-
ered in addition to the content of the column.

were required to label the column. When anno-
tating Column 8 (“Codon change”, ST “Genetic
Function [T045]”), the title was classified as Prob-
ably Critical, because there was no direct corre-
spondence with any UMLS concept – the mapping
was performed intuitively, and the title confirmed
the chosen hypothesis.

The results of our analysis are summarised in
Tables 1 and 2, which respectively show statistics
regarding the sufficiency and criticality of various
sources of information. The results in Table 1 indi-
cate that none of the information sources were suf-
ficient for each table column in our dataset when
taken in isolation. However, it was possible to la-
bel every column when all the sources were con-
sidered jointly. It is worth noting that the com-
bination of the information sources that enabled
labelling all the columns of a single table varied
from table to table.

As seen in Table 2, each type of unstructured
text associated with tables (i.e., table titles, foot-
notes and prose) was characterised as critical or
probably critical in a substantial number of cases.
In addition, we observed that in 59.3% of the
cases, a table title or prose segments were char-
acterised as critical or probably critical; and in
70.9% of the cases a table title, footnotes or prose
were critical or probably critical.

Table footnotes represent an important source
of information for abbreviation expansion: 97% of
the tables in our sample have footnotes in the form
of unstructured text, and about 62% of the foot-
notes introduce at least some of the abbreviations
in the tables. Further, about 72% of the footnotes
contain remarks associated with column headers
or data entries. No other uses of footnotes were
identified.

The prose that was required to interpret the ta-
bles during annotation was found in referencing
paragraphs (i.e., containing descriptors such as
“(Table 4)”) in 70% of the cases; in 22% of the

Information source C PC NC
Column content 19% 0% 81%
Column header 87% 4% 9%
Other column headers 8% 10% 82%
Table title 15% 16% 69%
Table footnotes 27% 10% 63%
Prose 28% 20% 52%

Table 2: Percentages of cases where sources of
information were characterised as Critical (C),
Probably Critical (PC) and Non-critical (NC).

cases the prose was found elsewhere in the sec-
tions containing referencing paragraphs; and in
8% of the cases it was found elsewhere in the
source document.

Our analysis shows that table titles, footnotes
and prose tend to be complementary and, in gen-
eral, none of them can be disregarded during an-
notation (Tables 1 and 2). For example, although
all the tables in our sample have titles, on average
only 40% of the columns in each table are rep-
resented in the titles — column “representatives”
are either not mentioned in the titles, or their en-
tity types in the titles differ from the types of the
columns.

We therefore conclude that all unstructured text
associated with biomedical tables (i.e., table titles,
footnotes and prose) is vital for interpreting them.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an analysis of a dataset
of tables from biomedical research papers per-
formed from the perspective of information ex-
traction from tables. Our results show that tables
in biomedical research papers are characterised by
an abundance of numerical and abbreviated data,
for which existing approaches to Table IE do not
perform well. Further, we ascertained that in many
cases, unstructured text (e.g., table titles, footnotes
and non-table prose discussing a table) must be
considered in order to disambiguate table entries,
and determine the types of table columns.

We conclude that considering unstructured text
related to tables – in particular, combining existing
techniques for the interpretation of stand-alone ta-
bles with IE from unstructured text – will improve
the performance of Table IE. In the near future,
we propose to develop techniques for locating ta-
ble descriptions in the full text of source articles,
and incorporating text processing techniques into
approaches to Table IE.
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Abstract

We evaluate the use of Deep Belief Net-
works as classifiers in a text categorisa-
tion task (assigning category labels to doc-
uments) in the biomedical domain. Our
preliminary results indicate that compared
to Support Vector Machines, Deep Belief
Networks are superior when a large set of
training examples is available, showing an
F-score increase of up to 5%. In addition,
the training times for DBNs can be pro-
hibitive. DBNs show promise for certain
types of biomedical text categorisation.

1 Introduction

Text categorisation is the task of automatically as-
signing pre-defined labels to text. In the biomedical
domain, research in automatic text categorisation
has mostly taken place in the context of indexing
MEDLINE R© citations with Medical Subject Head-
ings (MeSH R©).

MEDLINE is the largest collection of biomed-
ical abstracts and contains over 23M citations
with over 800k new citations every year, making
it difficult to keep up-to-date with new discover-
ies. To help cataloging and searching biomedical
documents, the US National Library of Medicine
(NLM) R© has produced the MeSH controlled vo-
cabulary with over 26k headings. At NLM, each
MEDLINE citation is manually assigned a number
of relevant medical subject headings enumerating
the topics of the paper. Machine learning for text
categorisation in this context is appealing due to the
large number of citations available to train machine
learning algorithms.

In text categorisation, the most frequently used
feature representation is bag-of-words, where text
is converted into a feature vector in which each
dimension corresponds to a word or phrase and
stores either a binary value indicating its presence

in the document or a numerical value indicating its
frequency (Apte et al., 1994; Dumais et al., 1998;
Sebastiani, 2002). This relatively simple approach
has proven to be robust enough (Jimeno-Yepes et
al., 2011) that it is difficult to improve on its perfor-
mance with more sophisticated representations. In
this work, we explore the use of Deep Belief Net-
works (DBN) to automatically generate a new rep-
resentation in biomedical text categorisation. Since
DBNs have a richer internal representation than
SVMs, we wished to evaluate whether this would
lead to improved classification performance com-
pared to bag-of-words.

2 Related work

There are several approaches being used for text
categorisation in the biomedical domain trying to
reproduce the manual MeSH indexing. NLM has
developed the Medical Text Indexer (MTI) (Aron-
son et al., 2004; Mork et al., 2013), which is used
to suggest MeSH headings for new citations to
indexers. MTI combines MetaMap (Aronson and
Lang, 2010) annotation and recommendations from
similar citations recovered using the PubMed Re-
lated Citations (Lin and Wilbur, 2007) tool that
are post-processed to comply with NLM indexing
rules. Results for the most frequent categories, as
used in this work, indicate that machine learning
methods can produce better results than MTI (Ji-
meno Yepes et al., 2013). Recently, there has been
interest in comparing MeSH indexing approaches
in the BioASQ challenge.1 It has been found that
bag-of-word representations without feature selec-
tion already provide competitive performance.

Recently, several studies have utilised different
deep learning methods to build multiple layers of
feature representation for documents, such as a
Stacked De-noising Autoencoder (SDA) (Vincent
et al., 2010; Glorot et al., 2011) and a DBN (Hinton

1http://www.bioasq.org/workshop/schedule
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and Salakhutdinov, 2006) for tasks including spam
filtering (Tzortzis and Likas, 2007). In this work,
we apply DBN as our deep learning algorithm for
biomedical text categorisation, trying to reproduce
MeSH indexing for the 10 top most frequent MeSH
headings.

3 Methods

3.1 Deep Belief Networks

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) A (re-
stricted) Boltzmann Machine (RBM) (Salakhut-
dinov et al., 2007) is a parameterised generative
model representing a joint probability distribution.
Given some training data, learning an RBM means
adjusting the RBM parameters to maximise the
likelihood of the training data under the model. Re-
stricted Boltzmann machines consist of two layers
containing visible and hidden neurons.

The energy function E(v,h) of an RBM is:

E(v,h) =−b′v− c′h−h′Wv; (1)

where W represents the weights connecting hid-
den and visible units and b, c are the offsets of
the visible and hidden layers respectively. The
joint probability distribution is then given by the
exponential family P(v,h) = 1

Z eE(v,h), where Z is a
normalisation factor. The likelihood of some data
X ⊂ Rn is thus L (X) := ∏v∈X ∑h P(v,h) and b, c,
and W are chosen to maximise this likelihood (or
equivalently minimise the negative log likelihood):

argb,c,W min− logL (X) =−∑
v∈X

log∑
h

P(v,h).

We used the Contrastive Divergence method (Hin-
ton, 2002) to find an approximate solution.

Deep Belief Network A DBN normally is the
stack of many layers of RBM model. Hinton and
Salakhutdinov (2006) showed that RBMs can be
stacked and trained in a greedy manner to form so-
called Deep Belief Networks (DBN). DBNs are
graphical models which learn to extract a deep
hierarchical representation of the training data.

The hidden neurons extract relevant features
from the observations, and these features can serve
as input to another RBM. By stacking RBMs in
this way, we can learn a higher level representation.

Practical training strategies In practice, the
DBN training often consists of two steps: greedy
layer-wise pretraining and fine tuning. Layer-wise
pretraining involves training the model parameters

layer by layer via unsupervised training. Fine tun-
ing is achieved by supervised gradient descent of
the negative log-likelihood cost function.

Figure 1: Deep Neural Network (left) and
RBM (right)

The DBN implementation used in this work has
been obtained from http://www.deeplearning.

net/tutorial built on Theano2. Text data is very
sparse with only a few dimensions having non-zero
values. We modified the DBN code to deal with
sparse matrices.

3.2 Support Vector Machine

We used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with
a linear kernel as our baseline method. SVM
has shown good performance on text categorisa-
tion (Joachims, 1998) as well as in MeSH index-
ing (Jimeno Yepes et al., 2013) and within BioASQ.
In this work, we have used the implementation
from the MTI ML package3 that follows the work
of (Zhang, 2004) and uses Hinge loss with stochas-
tic gradient descent.

3.3 Data set

Training and test sets have been obtained from the
MTI ML site. There are 24,727 training citations
and 12,363 test citations. From these data sets,
we have selected the top 10 most frequent MeSH
headings available from Table 1.

We have also used a larger set since we realised
in the earlier stages of experimentation that more
data was needed to train the DBN. This larger
set has been obtained from the NLM Indexing Ini-
tiative4 and is split into 94,942 training citations
and 48,911 test citations. Results on both sets are
reported for the same categories.

We processed the citations to extract the text
from the title and the abstract. From the text, we

2http://deeplearning.net/software/theano
3http://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MTI ML
4http://ii.nlm.nih.gov/DataSets/index.shtml#2013 MTI ML
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extracted tokens using a regular expression looking
for white spaces and punctuation marks. Tokens
were lowercased and filtered using a standard stop-
word list. Binary values for the features (present
or absent) are considered. Only tokens that appear
in at least two citations in the training set were
considered, considerably reducing the number of
features.

4 Results

The SVM and the DBN were trained and tested
on the data sets. Binary classifiers predicting each
individual category were trained for each one of the
selected MeSH headings. For DBN, we used 2/3 of
the training data for unsupervised pretraining and
1/3 for fine tuning the model due to DBN training
cost, while for SVM we used all the training data.

Configuring the DBN requires specifying the
number of hidden layers and the number of units
per layer. We used one hidden layer to give three
layers in total. We used two different configura-
tion of training units, set empirically (and semi-
arbitrarily) from data samples – DBN 250 with 250
units in each of the three layers and DBN 500, with
500 units per layer.

Tables 1 and 2 show results for the small set with
16000 for DBN pretraining and 8727 for fine tuning
and the large set with 63294 for DBN pretraining
and 31647 for fine tuning.

As shown in Table 1, with the smaller datasets,
SVM performance is superior to DBN, however
DBN substantially outperforms SVM on the six
most frequent categories. DBN results are much
lower when the categories are less frequent and for
Adolescent, DBN simply classified all citations as
negative. DBN 500 performs better than DBN 250
in the top six most frequent categories.

Figure 2 shows learning curves obtained by train-
ing the three methods on increasingly large sub-
sets of the small training set. SVM outperforms
DBN when there is limited training data, but as
the amount of training data is increased, for certain
categories DBN, especially DBN 500, surpasses
SVM (as expected from Table 1).

Results were obtained using the same subset and
it could be interesting to see the behavior if dif-
ferent subsets of the training data are used. DBN
results depend as well on the partition of the train-
ing data, using all the data for pretraining and fine
tuning the perfomance of DBN on the small set
improves (avg. F1: 0.7282).

Table 2 shows that when there is more train-
ing data available, the performance penalty for the
DBN methods versus SVM over the sparser cate-
gories disappears. In addition, there is also less of a
difference between results of 250 and 500 units per
layer. Overall all three methods are more similar
to one another over this larger data set, with better
results for DBN on average. Absolute results be-
tween Tables 1 and 2 are not comparable since two
different collections are used, e.g. some categories
have significantly different performance.

5 Discussion

In our experiments, DBN overall performance is
comparable to SVM with a linear kernel being bet-
ter in some of the categories when a large set of
training data is used. We also evaluated SVM with
Radial Basis Function kernel (not reported) but the
results were comparable to a linear kernel.

Compared to image processing, text categorisa-
tion has a larger dimensionality that varies with
the size of the data set since there is the chance
of finding new unique words, even though data is
sparse and few of the citation features have a value.
On the small set, with a batch size of 200 citations,
the number of unique features is 2,531 and with a
batch size of 8,000 it is 26,491, while in the larger
set, 53,784 unique features were found.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

DBN shows competitive performance compared
to SVM. We have tried a limited set of configura-
tions with only one hidden layer. Deeper config-
urations with a more varied number of units can
be explored but the pretraining phase is expensive.
We would like to explore different pretraining and
supervised tuning ratios to reduce training time.
In addition, identifying the best DBN configura-
tion can be expensive. (Rahimi and Recht, 2009)
suggest approaches to avoid an explosion of possi-
bilities which could be useful here.

Deep learning requires a significant amount of
time to train, e.g. SVM was trained in several min-
utes while the DBN pretraining in the large set took
five days. To alleviate this, we could consider meth-
ods to reduce dimensionality (Weinberger et al.,
2009; Bingham and Mannila, 2001). Nonetheless,
we believe that this work shows that DBNs show
promise for text categorisation, as they are able to
provide superior performance to SVM-based tech-
niques traditionally for such tasks.
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Figure 2: Training size vs F1 on the small set. There is one plot per category. Three methods are shown:
SVM (slashed blue line, square shaped point), DBN with three layers with 250 units each (continuous
red line, round shaped point) and DBN with three layers with 500 units each (dotted green line, triangle
shaped point).

Methods SVM (linear) DBN 250 DBN 500
Category Positives Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1
Humans 7688 0.8983 0.9083 0.9032 0.9016 0.9273 0.9143 0.9032 0.9282 0.9155
Female 4616 0.7215 0.6950 0.7080 0.7001 0.7621 0.7298 0.6945 0.7821 0.7357
Male 4396 0.7034 0.6852 0.6942 0.4771 0.9627 0.6380 0.7138 0.7318 0.7227
Animals 4347 0.8585 0.8261 0.8420 0.8797 0.8042 0.8403 0.8476 0.8548 0.8512
Adult 2518 0.6092 0.5516 0.5790 0.6397 0.3737 0.4718 0.6098 0.6330 0.6212
Middle Aged 2108 0.5978 0.5337 0.5639 0.7108 0.4255 0.5323 0.7085 0.4900 0.5794
Aged 1467 0.5684 0.4731 0.5164 0.6806 0.3758 0.4842 0.6813 0.3599 0.4710
Mice 1304 0.8588 0.7745 0.8145 0.8102 0.7891 0.7995 0.8890 0.7063 0.7872
Adolescent 1066 0.4059 0.3340 0.3664 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Rats 938 0.9118 0.8262 0.8669 0.8633 0.7878 0.8239 0.8702 0.7431 0.8016
Average 3045 0.7134 0.6608 0.6861 0.6663 0.6208 0.6428 0.6918 0.6229 0.6556

Table 1: Text categorisation results for the 10 selected categories with the small set and a batch size of
8000 citations. Results are reported in precision (Pre), recall (Rec) and F-measure (F1). Average results
are shown at the bottom of the table. DBN 250 means using three layers with 250 units each. DBN 500
means using three layers with 500 units each.

Methods SVM (linear) DBN 250 DBN 500
Category Positives Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1
Humans 35967 0.9052 0.9354 0.9201 0.9209 0.9436 0.9321 0.9204 0.9445 0.9323
Female 16483 0.7464 0.7176 0.7317 0.8305 0.6964 0.7576 0.8216 0.7160 0.7652
Male 15530 0.7267 0.6889 0.7073 0.7917 0.7025 0.7444 0.7878 0.7213 0.7531
Animals 11259 0.8431 0.7613 0.8001 0.8895 0.6879 0.7758 0.9407 0.6337 0.7573
Adult 8792 0.5824 0.5296 0.5547 0.6915 0.4480 0.5438 0.6696 0.3592 0.4676
Middle Aged 8392 0.6323 0.5728 0.6011 0.7239 0.5654 0.6349 0.7375 0.5853 0.6527
Aged 6151 0.5616 0.5079 0.5334 0.7147 0.4076 0.5191 0.6937 0.4303 0.5312
Adolescent 3824 0.4641 0.3690 0.4111 0.5735 0.2529 0.3510 0.6583 0.2202 0.3300
Mice 3723 0.8386 0.7284 0.7796 0.8746 0.7268 0.7939 0.8984 0.7295 0.8052
Rats 1613 0.8461 0.7601 0.8008 0.9150 0.7204 0.8061 0.9123 0.7421 0.8185
Average 11173 0.7146 0.6571 0.6847 0.7926 0.6152 0.6927 0.8040 0.6082 0.6926

Table 2: Text categorisation results for the 10 selected categories with the large set and a batch size of
31647 citations. Results are reported in precision (Pre), recall (Rec) and F-measure (F1). Average results
are shown at the bottom of the table. DBN 250 means using three layers with 250 units each. DBN 500
means using three layers with 500 units each.
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Abstract
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) is
a well-known and well established data-
driven approach used for language trans-
lation. The focus of this work is to de-
velop a statistical machine translation sys-
tem for Sri Lankan languages, Sinhala and
Tamil language pair. This paper presents
a systematic investigation of how Sinhala-
Tamil SMT performance varies with the
amount of parallel training data used, in
order to find out the minimum needed to
develop a machine translation system with
acceptable performance.

1 Introduction

Sri Lanka is a multi-ethnic, multi-lingual country.
Sinhala and Tamil are the national languages of
Sri Lanka. The majority of Sri Lankans do not
have a good knowledge of languages other than
their mother tongue. Therefore a language barrier
between the Sinhala and Tamil communities ex-
ists. This language barrier and the problems that
arose during the last 30 years in the country, en-
couraged us to a translation application using the
SMT approach. This would reduce the language
gap between these two communities and thereby
help solve a burning issue in the country.

The choice of the Sinhala - Tamil language
pair provides some opportunities as well as some
challenges. The opportunity is that they share
some affinity to each other, having evolved along-
side each other in Sri Lanka. The challenges in-
clude the sparseness in the availability of data, and
the limited research undertaken in them. Hence,
developing a successful system with limited re-
sources is our ultimate goal.

2 Background and Related Work

There is very limited research reported in the lit-
erature for Sinhala-Tamil machine translation. Ac-

cording to (Weerasinghe, 2003), the Sinhala-Tamil
language pair gives better performance compared
to the Sinhala-English pair in SMT since they
are more closely related to each other owing to
their evolution within Sri Lanka. Some impor-
tant factors to consider when building SMT for the
Sinhala-Tamil language pair have been identified
in (Sakthithasan et al., 2010). The limited amount
of data, and the restricted domain it represented,
makes that word hard to generalize. Another study
(Jeyakaran and Weerasinghe, 2011), explored the
applicability of the Kernel Ridge Regression tech-
nique to Sinhala-Tamil translation. This research
resulted in a hybrid of classical phrase based SMT
and Kernel Ridge Regression with two novel solu-
tions for the pre-image problem.

Owing to the limited amount of parallel data
available, it has been not possible to analyze how
the results vary with increasing numbers of paral-
lel sentences in Sinhala and Tamil for general pur-
pose MT.

2.1 Sinhala and Tamil Languages

Sinhala belongs to the Indo-Aryan language fam-
ily and Tamil to the Dravidian family. Both Sin-
hala and Tamil languages are morphologically rich
languages: Sinhala has up to 110 noun word
forms and up to 282 verb word forms (Welgama
et al., 2011) and Tamil has around 40 noun word
forms and up to 240 verb word forms (Lushanthan,
2010). Also both these languages are syntacti-
cally similar. The typical word order of both these
languages are Subject-Object-Verb. However both
are flexible with the word order and variant word
orders are possible with discourse - pragmatic ef-
fects (Liyanage et al., 2012; Wikipedia, 2014).

In addition there are some of the aspects of
Tamil influence on the structure of the Sinhalese
language. The most significant impact of Tamil on
Sinhalese has been at the lexical level (Karunati-
laka, 2011). අම්මා (/amma/: mother), අක්කා
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(/akka/: elder sister), අයියා (/ayya/: elder
brother) are some loan words out of more than
thousand words borrowed from Tamil to Sinhala
(Coperahewa and Arunachalam, 2011).

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Tools used

The open source statistical machine translation
system: MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007) was used
with GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2004) using the
standard alignment heuristic grow-diag-final for
word alignments. Tri-gram language models were
trained on the target side of the parallel data and
the target language monolingual corpus by using
the Stanford Research Institute language Model-
ing toolkit (Stolcke and others, 2002) with Kneser-
Ney smoothing. The systems were tuned using a
small extracted parallel dataset with Minimum Er-
ror Rate Training (MERT)(Och, 2003) and then
tested with different test sets. Finally, the Bilin-
gual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) (Papineni et
al., 2002) evaluation metric was used to evaluate
the output produced by the translation system.

3.2 Data Collection and Data Preprocessing

To build a good baseline system, we need to have a
sentence-aligned parallel corpus to train the trans-
lation model and a (possibly larger) monolingual
corpus of the target language to train the language
model.

Language Characteristics
Total Words Unique Words Sentences

Sinhala 10,142,501 448,651 850,000
Tamil 4,288,349 400,293 407,578

Table 1: Characteristics of Sinhala and Tamil
Monolingual Corpora

We used the UCSC1 10M words Sinhala Corpus
(Weerasinghe et al., 2007) and the 4M words Tamil
Corpus (Weerasinghe et al., 2013) to build the
Sinhala and Tamil language models respectively.
Both these are open domain corpora mainly with
newspaper articles and Technical writing. The
characteristics of the Sinhala and Tamil corpora is
shown in Table 1.

Finding a good large Sinhala-Tamil parallel
corpus was the main difficulty. For this pur-
pose we collected a Sinhala-Tamil Parallel Corpus

1University of Colombo School of Computing

(Weerasinghe and Pushpananda, 2013) which con-
sists of 25500 parallel sentences. This is also an
open domain corpus which includes mainly news-
paper texts and technical writing. The sentence
length of sentences in this corpus was restricted to
8 - 12 words. Both Sinhala to Tamil and Tamil
to Sinhala translation models were built using this
corpus. The characteristics of the Sinhala-Tamil
parallel dataset is shown in Table 2

Language Total
Words(TW)

Unique
Words(UW) UW/TW

Sinhala 252,101 37,128 15%
Tamil 219,017 53,024 24%

Table 2: Characteristics of parallel dataset

3.2.1 Baseline Systems
Using the above parallel corpus, we trained two
baseline systems: Sinhala to Tamil and Tamil to
Sinhala. First, 500 parallel sentences were ex-
tracted randomly as the tuning dataset. Then
of the remaining 25000 parallel sentences, 5000
sentences were extracted randomly as the initial
dataset. By applying 10-fold cross-validation (Ko-
havi and others, 1995) (to get an unbiased result),
we divided extracted 5000 sentences into 10 mu-
tually exclusive partitions equally and then one of
the partitions was used as the testing data and the
other nine used as training data. Then we trained
and evaluated the system iteratively for all com-
binations of the datasets and finally calculated the
average performance of the results in order to ob-
tain unbiased estimates of accuracy. We repeated
the same procedure by adding 5000 more sen-
tences to the initial dataset each time until the re-
maining dataset was empty.

Results Figure 1 shows the average BLEU
score value variation against the number of paral-
lel sentences in both Sinhala to Tamil and Tamil to
Sinhala translation. However, it clearly indicates
that much more data would be required to build
an acceptable translation model for the Sinhala-
Tamil language pair. The results of the Tamil to
Sinhala translation system in figure 1 shows that
the BLEU score approaches 12.9 when the dataset
size reaches 25000. It also shows that results of
the Sinhala to Tamil translation only approaches
10.1 for the full dataset of 25000 parallel sen-
tences. The figure 1 shows that when the dataset
size is increased from 5000 to 10,000 and 10,000
to 20,000, the increase in performance varies by
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Figure 1: Average BLEU Score VS Number of Parallel Sentences

around 2 BLEU points for Sinhala to Tamil trans-
lation and around 2 to 3 BLEU points for Tamil
to Sinhala translation. This is consistent with the
results reported by Turchi et al. (2012).

Language Sample
Size (S)

Average
Perplexity

Out of
Vocabulary

(OOV)
OOV/S

Sinhala
5000

25000
1590.10
997.33

962
2225

19%
9%

Tamil
5000

25000
6067.65
3819.94

1295
3593

26%
14%

Table 3: Average perplexity values and out-of-
vocabulary values of the Sinhala-Tamil Parallel
Corpus

Also, as shown in table 3, we can clearly see
that as the number of sentences are increased, the
average perplexity for both Sinhala and Tamil de-
creases. Sinhala and Tamil datasets were consid-
ered separately from the parallel corpus to calcu-
late the perplexity values. These values are very
high compared to those of the dominant European
languages.

Here we did an error analysis to identify the
problems of the methods we used and to find new
methodologies to improve the results.

4 Error Analysis

The BLEU scores for test sets of 5000 and 25000
data samples were taken for the error analysis. The
process for the error analysis stated as follows.

• Calculate the number of total words(TotW)
and unique words(UniW) in each training
(Tr) and test (Te) datasets.

• Calculate the number of out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words in the test dataset (as a percent-
age of test dataset).

• Calculate the number of untranslated words
(UntransW)(as a percentage of test dataset).

• Calculate the number of translated words
which are not in the reference dataset (Targe-
tOOV)(as a percentage of test dataset).

• Calculate the number of translated words
which are not in the target language model
(Target LM OOV) (as a percentage of refer-
ence dataset).

Description 5000 25000
TotW UniW TotW UniW

Training Dataset 44,806 13,723 224,959 34,858
Testing Dataset 4,985 2,884 24,678 8,890
OOV (%) 19.70 33.29 9.41 25.11
UntransW (%) 33.78 52.98 17.82 44.26

Reference Dataset 3,168 1,307 17,584 4,298
TargetOOV (%) 17.65 19.15 9.58 17.43
Target LM OOV (%) 0.29 0.33 1 1.55

Table 4: Results obtained from the error analysis
of Sinhala to Tamil translation

The results obtained for the Sinhala to Tamil
and Tamil to Sinhala translations are shown in
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Description 5000 25000
TotW UniW TotW UniW

Training Dataset 39,044 16,328 194,784 49,402
Testing Dataset 4,336 2,968 21,462 10,381
OOV (%) 30.32 43.67 16.84 33.85
UntransW (%) 40.68 57.14 25.08 48.58

Reference Dataset 3,168 1,307 17,584 4,298
TargetOOV (%) 10.88 14.94 5.01 11.45
Target LM OOV (%) 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.44

Table 5: Results obtained from the error analysis
of Tamil to Sinhala translation

table 4 and 5 respectively. When considering
the 5000 and 25000 datasets in table 4 and 5,
we can see that the total number of words in
the Tamil to Sinhala translation is lower than the
Sinhala to Tamil translation in both training and
testing datasets. However the unique number of
words in the Tamil to Sinhala translation is much
higher than the Sinhala to Tamil translation. This
clearly shows the complexity of the Tamil lan-
guage. However, as we expected OOV (unique
word) rate is reduced by 8% - 10%, when the
dataset size is increasing. That is one of the rea-
sons for the increment of BLEU score value. We
have identified mainly two problems. According
to table 4, 20% of unique words in the test set
are not translated even they were in the training
set and 17% to 19% of words which are not in
the target reference set is in the translated output.
Those are occurred due to phrase alignment prob-
lems and also the decoding problems. For an ex-
ample if we need to translate ෙගදර (Home) to
Tamil, the phrase table consists only ෙගදර එන්න
(Come home) and ෙගදර යන්න (Go home), then
that word will not be translated even that word is in
the training set. Since Sinhala and Tamil are low-
resourced languages, we need to consider these is-
sues to build a good translation system. We can
clearly see that out-of-vocabulary rate and the un-
translated word rate is much higher in Tamil to
Sinhala Translation. Also when we consider the
out-of-vocabulary words, we have found that those
words consist of proper names, misspelled words,
inflections, derivatives and honorifics. These are
the main problems that we could identify from
the error analysis. Since human evaluation is very
costly, we used only the above technique to do the
evaluation. According to the figure 1, we can see
that even the OOV words are higher, BLEU score
values of Tamil to Sinhala translation is higher.
The main reason for this could be the size of the

language model since words in the Sinhala mono-
lingual corpus is more than twice as the words in
the Tamil monolingual corpus. When consider the
Target OOV and Target LM OOV in Tamil to Sin-
hala Translation is lower compared to the Sinhala
to Tamil translation. That could be a another rea-
son to get a higher BLEU score value for Tamil to
Sinhala translation.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The purpose of this research was to find out how
the SMT systems perform for Sinhala to Tamil and
Tamil to Sinhala translation. We can conclude that
while Tamil to Sinhala and Sinhala to Tamil trans-
lation is unable to produce intelligible output with
parallel corpus of just 25000 sentence pairs of rel-
atively short length, we can expect performance to
approach usable levels by collecting a large par-
allel corpora. Using this experience, we are cur-
rently collecting a more balanced parallel corpus.

However the error analysis shows that the sen-
tence length limitations of the Sinhala-Tamil par-
allel corpus could not be the only reason for the
comparatively lower BLEU scores, morphologi-
cal richness may be the reason to get lower re-
sults since misspelled words and proper names are
common to other languages too. Furthermore, a
preliminary study shows that we can get better per-
plexity values for the same dataset we used for this
research by stemming suffixes of the Sinhala and
Tamil parallel sentences. In future, we are plan-
ning to investigate and find solutions to these prob-
lems and planning to implement a system capable
of producing acceptable translations between Sin-
hala and Tamil for use by the wider community.
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Abstract

In this study, we perform an investigation
of coreference resolution in the biomed-
ical literature. We compare a state-of-
the-art general system with a purpose-
built system, demonstrating that the use
of domain-specific knowledge results in
dramatic improvement. However, perfor-
mance of the system is still modest, with
recall a particular problem (80% precision
and 24% recall). Through analysis of fea-
tures of coreference, organised by type of
anaphors, we identify that differentiated
strategies for each type could be applied
to achieve further improvement.

1 Introduction

The peer-reviewed scientific literature is a vast
repository of authoritative knowledge. However,
with around 40,000 new journal papers every
month, manual discovery or annotation is infea-
sible, and thus it is critical that document process-
ing techniques be robust and accurate, to enable
not only conventional search, but automated dis-
covery and assessment of knowledge such as in-
teracting relationships (events and facts) between
biomolecules such as proteins, genes, chemical
compounds and drugs. Biological molecular path-
ways, for example, integrated with knowledge of
relevant protein-protein interactions, are used to
understand complex biological processes.

Coreference resolution is an essential task in
information extraction, because it can automati-
cally provide links between entities, and as well
can facilitate better indexing for medical infor-
mation search with rich semantic information. A
key obstacle is the low detection reliability of
hidden or complex mentions of entities involving
coreference expressions in natural language texts
(Kim et al., 2011a; Miwa et al., 2010). Such

anaphoric coreference expressions such as pro-
nouns are mostly ignored by event extraction sys-
tems, and are not considered as term occurrences
in information retrieval systems.

For example, the following passage includes
an interacting relation; the binding event between
the anaphoric mention the protein and a cell
entity CD40 is implied in the text. The mention,
the protein, refers to the specific protein name,
TRAF2, previously introduced in the same text.

(1) ...The phosphorylation appears to be re-
lated to the signalling events ... to
be phosphorylated significantly less than
the wild-type protein. Furthermore, the
phosphorylation status of TRAF2 had sig-
nificant effects on the ability of the protein
to bind to CD40, as evidenced by our ...
[PMID:10080948]

In this paper, we investigate the challenges of
biomedical coreference resolution, and provide an
evaluation of general domain coreference reso-
lution system on biomedical texts. Prior work
demonstrated the importance of domain-specific
knowledge for coreference (Choi et al., 2014). We
extend that work with a detailed analysis of fea-
tures of coreference relations with respect to the
type of the anaphor defined by a previously pro-
posed framework (Nguyen and Kim, 2008), and
propose an efficient strategy towards improved
anaphoric coreference resolution in the biomedi-
cal literature building on that framework.

2 Background

Related Work
For general coreference resolution, several strate-
gies and methodologies have been developed since
1990’s. Centering theory was studied based on
syntactic information for resolving pronominal ex-
pressions (Kehler, 1995), and a framework based

Miji Choi, Karin Verspoor and Justin Zobel. 2014. Analysis of Coreference Relations in the Biomedical
Literature. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 134−138.



on the Centering theory was developed for the in-
terpretation of pronouns by identifying patterns of
coreference (Gordon and Hendrick, 1997).

An unsupervised system was developed to de-
termine coreference links with a collection of rule-
based models (Raghunathan et al., 2010), and the
system has been extended by (Lee et al., 2011)
with additional processes such as mention detec-
tion, discourse processing and semantic-similarity
processing. The system was developed targeting
to the newswire domain, but has been adopted for
the clinical domain (Jindal and Roth, 2013; Jon-
nalagadda et al., 2012; Dai et al., 2012). The rule-
based approach has been demonstrated to slightly
outperform a machine learning approach for coref-
erence resolution related to treatment, test and per-
son (Jonnalagadda et al., 2012).

Recently, there was a community-wide shared
task for coreference resolution in biomedical lit-
erature, the Protein Coreference task at BioNLP
2011 (Nguyen et al., 2011). Four out of six par-
ticipants produced meaningful performance, but
the overall performance of those systems was low
with the best system (Kim et al., 2011b) achieving
F-score=34% (73% precision and 22% recall).

A Framework in the Biomedical Domain
There have been attempts to define characteris-
tics of coreference resolution in the biomedical
domain (Gasperin et al., 2007; Gasperin, 2006;
Lin et al., 2004; Castano et al., 2002). Pronom-
inal mentions and definite noun phrases (NPs)
are regarded as anaphoric references. A frame-
work proposed by Nguyen and Kim (2008) organ-
ises anaphoric mentions into categories: Personal
pronoun, Demonstrative pronoun, Possessive pro-
noun, Reflexive pronoun, and Indefinite pronoun.
Additionally, antecedents are categorised into an
NP or embedded within a larger NP, and by syntac-
tic structure, including NP with a head noun (def-
inite and indefinite), Conjoint NP (with more than
one head), Coordinated NP, and NP with restric-
tive relative clause.

We will demonstrate that by analysing the per-
formance of coreference systems according to
these types, we can identify variation in system be-
haviour that depends on the type of an anaphor of
a coreference relation. Our analysis taking advan-
tage of this organisation points to the value of a
differentiated treatment of coreference, where ap-
plicable rules depend on the specific characteris-

tics of both anaphor and antecedent.

3 Experiment

We compare an existing coreference resolution
system, TEES, that uses a domain-specific named
entity recognition (NER) module with an existing
general system, Stanford CoreNLP, that does not
use a domain-specific NER. The aim is to explore
how domain-specific information impacts on per-
formance for coreference resolution involving pro-
tein and gene entities. The TEES system, which
includes a biomedical domain-specific NER com-
ponent for protein and gene mentions (Björne and
Salakoski, 2011), and the Stanford CoreNLP sys-
tem, which uses syntactic and discourse informa-
tion but no NER outputs (Lee et al., 2011), are
evaluated on a domain-specific annotated corpus.

3.1 Data Sets
We use the training dataset from the task Pro-
tein Coreference at BioNLP 2011 for evaluation
of existing coreference resolution systems. The
annotated corpus includes 2,313 coreference rela-
tions, which are pairs of anaphors and antecedents
related to protein and gene entities, from 800
Pubmed journal abstracts. Table 1 presents de-
scriptive statistics of the annotated corpus, in
terms of the types identified by the coreference
framework introduced previously.

Table 1: Statistics of annotations of the gold standard corpus

Anaphor

Relative pronoun 1,256 (54%)
Pronoun 671 (29%)
Definite Noun Phrase 346 (15%)
Indefinite Noun Phrase 11 (0.5%)
Non-classified 28 (1%)

Antecedent

Including protein 560
Including conjunction 217
Cross-sentence 389
Identical relation 43
Head-word match 254

3.2 Results
Performance for identification of coreference
mentions and relations of each system evaluated
on the annotated corpus is compared in Table 2.
The Stanford system achieved low performance
with F-score 12% and 2% for the detection of
coreference mentions and relations respectively,
and produced a greater number of detected men-
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tions. The TEES system achieved better perfor-
mance with F-score 69% and 37% for coreference
mention and relation levels respectively, but de-
tected a smaller number, reducing system recall.

Our investigation of low performance by each
system at the coreference relation level appears
in detail in Table 3. Several factors such as lack
of domain-specific knowledge (Including protein
columns), bias towards selection of closest can-
didate of antecedent (Pronoun row for Stan-
ford), limiting analysis to within-sentence rela-
tions (Cross-sentence column for TEES), syntac-
tic parsing error (Relative pronoun row for Stan-
ford), and disregard of definite noun phrase (Def-
inite NP row for TEES) have been observed. The
main cause, lack of domain-specific knowledge, is
explored below.

The annotated corpus contains 560 coreference
relations, where anaphoric mentions refer to pro-
tein or gene entities previously mentioned in a text.
For those coreference relations, the TEES system
outperformed the Stanford system by identifying
155 true positives, far more than the 38 identified
by the Stanford system, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Result of performance of existing systems for coref-
erence relations involving protein names

Stanford TEES

Output (TP) 38 155
(FP) 1,732 46

Precision (%) 0.02 0.77
Recall (%) 0.07 0.28
F-score (%) 0.03 0.41

The Stanford system also produces a large
number of false positives. The Stanford system
also produces a large number of false positives.
Many of these are coreference relations where
an anaphor and an antecedent are identical, or
have a common head word (the main noun of the
phrase), for example, IL-2 transcription (anaphor)
– IL-2 transcription (antecedent), or 1E8 cells –
CD19 cross-linked 1E8 cells. Such relations are
not annotated in the gold standard, and hence are
counted as false positives, while they may in fact
be linguistically valid coreference relationships.
The gold standard defines a different scope for the
coreference resolution task than the Stanford sys-
tem.

On the other hand, the TEES system achieved
77% precision, but still only 28% recall. The main

reason for the low recall is that the system is lim-
ited to coreference relations where anaphors and
antecedents corefer within a single sentence. Even
though anaphors mostly link to their antecedents
across sentences, the system still identified 155
correct coreference relations by taking advantage
of domain-specific information provided through
recognition of proteins.

Example 1 above demonstrates how the process
of NER in the biomedical domain helps to deter-
mine correct coreference relations. The anaphor,
the protein is correctly identified as referring to
TRAF2 by the TEES system, but the Stanford sys-
tem links it to the incorrect antecedent the wild-
type protein (underlined).

4 Discussion

4.1 Differentiated strategy by anaphor type
We have shown that domain-specific information
helps to improve performance for coreference res-
olution, but the domain-specific system achieved
lower recall, with 56% recall of coreference men-
tions and 24% recall of coreference relations. Fea-
tures of coreference relations have been analysed
following the framework focusing on types of
anaphors, but the structure of antecedents have not
been considered in this study. Differentiated ap-
proaches are considered for each type as shown in
Table 5.

Table 5: Differentiated approaches based on anaphor types

Anaphor Approaches

Relative pronoun Syntactic information

Pronoun Syntactic information
Semantic information

Definite NP Semantic information
Head-word match

Relative Pronouns
As for the type of Relative pronouns, syntactic in-
formation results is critical for determining their
antecedents. In our analysis, relative pronouns
annotated in the gold standard corpus consist of
which, that, and other wh- pronouns e.g., whose,
and where. In particular, 100% of which, and 75%
of that are tagged with the WDT Part-of-speech
(POS) tag by the Stanford parser. A majority of
antecedents for those relative pronouns are men-
tions placed directly before the relative pronouns,
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Table 2: Results of evaluation of existing systems on the annotated corpus

Stanford TEES
Mentions Relations Mentions Relations

Gold annotation 4,367 2,313 4,367 2,313
System detected 12,848 7,387 2,796 707
Exact match 1,006 112 2,466 564
Precision (%) 0.08 0.02 0.88 0.80
Recall (%) 0.23 0.05 0.56 0.24
F-score (%) 0.12 0.02 0.69 0.37

Table 3: Analysis of performance of existing systems comparing to the annotated corpus

Stanford TEES
Cross- Internal- Including Including Cross- Internal- Including Including

sentence sentence protein conjunction sentence sentence protein conjunction

Relative pronoun TP 0 1 0 0 0 393 116 9
FP 0 2 1 0 0 86 27 4

Pronoun TP 7 62 28 10 0 162 37 9
FP 675 302 197 132 0 47 15 2

Definite NP TP 35 7 10 1 0 7 2 1
FP 1,183 194 483 179 0 3 1 0

Nonclassified TP 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
FP 4,129 650 1,187 632 0 5 3 0

or close to the relative pronouns within a 10 char-
acter span in the same sentence. However, this ap-
proach has a defect that it would fail to find correct
antecedents, if texts are incorrectly parsed by the
syntactic parser. There are 63 that tokens tagged
with the DT, that should be labelled with WDT.

Definite Noun Phrases
In the gold standard corpus, there are 127 out of
346 coreference relations where an anaphor that
is a Definite NP has a biomedical named-entity
as an antecedent, and 176 of the 346 anaphors
share head-words e.g., genes, and proteins with
the antecedent. For the relations neither involv-
ing proteins nor with shared head-words, other ap-
proaches are applied, such as Number Agreement
to coreference relations e.g., these genes is plural
and so must refer to multiple genes – actin and fi-
bronectin receptor mRNA – and (domain-specific)
Semantic Knowledge, such as the similarity be-
tween two terms. For example, “complex” and
“region” in the coreference relation the binding
complexes – this region of the c-myb 5’ flanking
sequence must be recognised as (near-) synonyms.

Pronouns
Pronouns are a more difficult type of anaphor to
resolve than others, because they do not include

helpful information to link their antecedents. In
our data, the resolution scope of antecedents for
Subject pronouns is defined within the previous
sentence, while the Non-subject pronouns can re-
fer anywhere in the text. For the Non-subject
pronouns, semantic information based on its con-
text is important. Among 238 coreference rela-
tions where an anaphor is a Pronoun, and their
antecedents embed one or more specific protein
names, 191 include protein-relevant words (de-
fined by (Nguyen et al., 2012)), such as binding,
expression, interaction, regulation, phosphatase,
gene, transactivation, transcription.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we have explored how domain-
specific knowledge can be helpful for resolv-
ing coreferring expressions in the biomedical do-
main. In addition, features of coreference relations
have been analysed focusing on the framework of
anaphors. By taking advantages of the framework,
we expect that differentiated approaches for each
type of anaphors will improve the task of corefer-
ence resolution, and further investigation accord-
ing to antecedent types with syntactic characteris-
tics is being left for future work.
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Abstract

We outline the first application of Native
Language Identification (NLI) to Finnish
learner data. NLI is the task of predicting
an author’s first language using writings in
an acquired language. Using data from a
new learner corpus of Finnish — a lan-
guage typology quite different from others
previously investigated, with its morpho-
logical richness potentially causing diffi-
culties — we show that a combination of
three feature types is useful for this task.
Our system achieves an accuracy of 70%
against a baseline of 20% for predicting an
author’s L1. Using the same features we
can also distinguish non-native writings
with an accuracy of 97%. This method-
ology can be useful for studying language
transfer effects, developing teaching mate-
rials tailored to students’ native language
and also forensic linguistics.

1 Introduction
It has been noted in the linguistics literature since
the 1950s that speakers of particular languages
have characteristic production patterns when writ-
ing in a second language. This language transfer
phenomenon has been investigated independently
in a number of fields from different perspectives,
including qualitative research in Second Language
Acquisition (SLA) and more recently though pre-
dictive computational models in NLP (Jarvis and
Crossley, 2012).

Such analyses have traditionally been con-
ducted manually by researchers, and the issues
that arise when they are attempted on large cor-
pora are well known (Ellis, 2008). Recently, re-
searchers have noted that NLP has the tools to use
large amounts of data to automate this analysis,
using complex feature types. This has motivated
studies in Native Language Identification (NLI), a

subtype of text classification where the goal is to
determine the native language (L1) of an author
using texts they have written in a second language
or L2 (Tetreault et al., 2013).

Most work in SLA, NLI and NLP for that mat-
ter has dealt with English. This is largely due to
the fact that since World War II, the world has
witnessed the ascendancy of English as its lingua
franca. While English is the native language of
over 400 million people in the U.S., U.K. and the
Commonwealth, there are also over a billion peo-
ple who speak English as their second or foreign
language (Guo and Beckett, 2007). This has cre-
ated a global environment where learning multiple
languages is not exceptional and this has fueled
the growing research into language acquisition.

However, while English is one of the most
prevalent languages in the world there are still
a sizeable number of jobs and activities in parts
of the world where the acquisition of a language
other than English is a necessity.

One such example is Finland, where due to
the predicted labour shortage, the government has
adopted policies encouraging economic and work-
related migration (Ministry of Labour, 2006), with
an emphasis on the role of the education system.
Aiding new immigrants to learn the Finnish lan-
guage has been a key pillar of this policy par-
ticularly as learning the language of the host na-
tion has been found to be an important factor
for social integration and assimilation (Nieminen,
2009). This, in turn, has motivated research in
studying the acquisition of Finnish to identify the
most challenging aspects of the process.1

Finnish differs from English in many respects
including verb tenses and forms (Karlsson, 2008).
It is a highly inflectional agglutinative language
with a flexible word order.2

1For example, the recent study by Siitonen (2014)
2More information about these differences can be found

at http://esl.fis.edu/grammar/langdiff/

Shervin Malmasi and Mark Dras. 2014. Finnish Native Language Identification. In Proceedings of Australasian
Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 139−144.



Given these differences, the main objective of
the present study is to determine if NLI techniques
previously applied to L2 English can be effective
for detecting L1 transfer effects in L2 Finnish.

2 Background

NLI is a fairly recent, but rapidly growing area
of research. While some early research was con-
ducted in the early 2000s, most work has only ap-
peared in the last few years. This surge of inter-
est, coupled with the inaugural shared task in 2013
have resulted in NLI becoming a well-established
NLP task. The NLI Shared Task in 2013 was at-
tended by 29 teams from the NLP and SLA areas.
An overview of the shared task results and a re-
view of prior NLI work can be found in Tetreault
et al. (2013).

While there exists a large body of literature pro-
duced in the last decade, almost all of this work
has focused exclusively on L2 English. The most
recent work in this field has successfully presented
the first applications of NLI to a large non-English
datasets (Malmasi and Dras, 2014b; Malmasi and
Dras, 2014a), evidencing the usefulness of syntac-
tic features in distinguishing L2 Chinese and L2
Arabic texts.

Finnish poses a particular challenge. In terms of
morphological complexity, it is among the world’s
most extreme: its number of cases, for example,
places it in the highest category in the compara-
tive World Atlas of Language Structures (Iggesen,
2013). Comrie (1989) proposed two scales for
characterising morphology, the index of synthe-
sis (based on the number of categories expressed
per morpheme) and the index of fusion (based
on the number of categories expressed per mor-
pheme). While an isolating language like Viet-
namese would have an index of synthesis score
close to 1, the lowest possible score, Finnish
scores particularly high on this metric (Pirkola,
2001). Because of this morphological richness,
and because it is typically associated with freeness
of word order, Finnish potentially poses a prob-
lem for the quite strongly lexical features currently
used in NLI.

3 Data

Although the majority of currently available
learner corpora are based on English L2 (Granger,

finnish.htm

Native Language Documents
Russian 40
Japanese 34
Lithuanian 28
Czech 27
German 21
Hungarian 21
Polish 12
Komi 11
English 10
Total 204

Table 1: The L1 classes included in this experi-
ment and the number of texts within each class.

2012), data collection from learners of other lan-
guages such as Finnish has also attracted attention
in recent years.

The present study is based on texts from the
Corpus of Advanced Learner Finnish (LAS2)
which is comprised of L2 Finnish writings (Ivaska,
2014). The texts are being collected as part of an
ongoing project at the University of Turku3 since
2007 with the goal of collection suitable data than
allows for quantitative and qualitative analysis of
Finnish interlanguage.

The current version of the corpus contains ap-
proximately 630k tokens of text in 640 texts
collected from writers of 15 different L1 back-
grounds. The included native language back-
grounds are: Czech, English, Erzya, Estonian,
German, Hungarian, Icelandic, Japanese, Komi,
Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, Slovak, Swedish and
Udmurt. The corpus texts are available in an XML
format and have been annotated in terms of parts
of speech, word lemmas, morphological forms and
syntactic functions.

While there are 15 different L1s represented in
the corpus, the majority of these have less than 10
texts and cannot reliably be used for NLI. Instead
we use a subset of the corpus consisting of the top
seven native languages by number of texts. The
languages and document counts in each class are
shown in Table 1.

4 Experimental Methodology

In this study we employ a supervised multi-class
classification approach. The learner texts from

3http://www.utu.fi/fi/yksikot/
hum/yksikot/suomi-sgr/tutkimus/
tutkimushankkeet/las2/Sivut/home.aspx
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the corpus are organized into classes according on
the author’s L1 and these documents are used for
training and testing in our experiments.

4.1 Classifier

We use a linear Support Vector Machine to per-
form multi-class classification in our experiments.
In particular, we use the LIBLINEAR4 package
(Fan et al., 2008) which has been shown to be
efficient for text classification problems such as
this. More specifically, it has been demonstrated
to be the most effective classifier for this task in
the 2013 NLI Shared Task (Tetreault et al., 2013).

4.2 Evaluation Methodology

Consistent with most previous NLI studies and the
NLI 2013 shared task, we report results as clas-
sification accuracy under k-fold cross-validation,
with k = 10. In recent years this has become a de
facto standard for reporting NLI results.

5 Experiments

We experiment using three different feature types
described in this section. Previous NLI research
on English data has utilized a range of features
types varying from surface features to more so-
phisticated syntactic ones (Malmasi et al., 2013).
However, in most such studies the use of such
deeper features is predicated on the availability of
NLP tools and models for extracting those fea-
tures. This, unfortunately, is not the case for
Finnish and it was decided to make use of a sim-
pler feature set in this preliminary study.

As our data is not balanced for topic, we do not
consider the use of purely lexical features such as
word n-grams in this study. Topic bias can oc-
cur as a result of the subject matters or topics of
the texts to be classified not not evenly distributed
across the classes. For example, if in our train-
ing data all the texts written by English L1 speak-
ers are on topic A, while all the French L1 au-
thors write about topic B, then we have implic-
itly trained our classifier on the topics as well. In
this case the classifier learns to distinguish our tar-
get variable through another confounding variable.
Others researchers like Brooke and Hirst (2012),
however, argue that lexical features cannot be sim-
ply ignored. Given the small size of our data and

4http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/
liblinear/

the inability to reach definitive conclusions regard-
ing this, we do not attempt to explore this issue
here.

5.1 Finnish Function Words

The distributions of grammatical function words
such as determiners and auxiliary verbs have
proven to be useful in NLI. This is considered to
be a useful syntactic feature as these words indi-
cate the relations between content words and are
topic independent. The frequency distributions of
700 Finnish function words5 were extracted from
the learner texts and used as features in this model.

5.2 Part-of-Speech tag n-grams

In this model POS n-grams of size 1–3 were ex-
tracted. These n-grams capture small and very lo-
cal syntactic patterns of language production and
were used as classification features. Previous work
and our experiments showed that sequences of size
4 or greater achieve lower accuracy, possibly due
to data sparsity, so we do not include them.

5.3 Character n-grams
This is a sub-lexical feature that uses the con-
stituent characters that make up the whole text.
From a linguistic point of view, the substrings cap-
tured by this feature, depending on the order, can
implicitly capture various sub-lexical features in-
cluding letters, phonemes, syllables, morphemes
and suffixes. We do not consider n-grams of order
4 or higher as they may be capturing whole words.

5.4 Identifying Non-Native Writing

Our final experiment involves using the above-
described features to classify Finnish texts as ei-
ther Native or non-Native. To achieve this we
use 100 control texts included in the LAS2 corpus
that written by native Finnish speakers to repre-
sent the Native class. This is contrasted against the
non-Native class which includes 100 texts sam-
pled from each language6 listed in Table 1.

6 Results

The results of the first three experiments are shown
in Table 2. The majority baseline is calculated by
using the largest class, in this case Russian,7 as the

5These were sourced from pre-existing word lists from
http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html

6English only has 10 texts, so we include 2 extra Japanese
texts to create a set of 100 documents.

740/204 = 19.6%
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Feature Accuracy (%)
Majority Baseline 19.6
Character unigrams 34.8
Character bigrams 42.6
Character trigrams 53.9

Function Words 54.6

Part-of-Speech unigrams 36.3
Part-of-Speech bigrams 55.2
Part-of-Speech trigrams 54.8
All features combined 69.5

Table 2: Finnish Native Language Identification
accuracy for the three experiments in this study.

default classification label chosen for all texts. No
other baselines are available here since this is the
first NLI work using this data and L2 language.

The character n-gram models all perform well-
above the baseline, with higher accuracies as n
increases. Similarly, the distribution of function
words is highly discriminative, yielding 54.6% ac-
curacy. The purely syntactic POS n-gram models
are also very useful for this task, with the best ac-
curacy of 54.8% for POS trigrams.

Combining all of the models into a single
feature vector provides the highest accuracy of
69.5%, around 15% better than the best single fea-
ture type. This demonstrates that the information
captured by the various models is complementary
and that the feature types are not redundant.

The results of our final experiment for distin-
guishing non-Native writing are listed in Table
3. They demonstrate that these feature types are
highly useful for discriminating between Native
and non-Native writings, achieving 97% accuracy
by using all feature types. Character trigrams are
the best single feature in this experiment.

7 Discussion

The most significant finding here is that the
NLI methodology can be successfully applied to
Finnish data with results that are largely compara-
ble to state-of-the-art English NLI systems.

The main contributions of this work include the
identification of a new dataset for NLI and em-
ploying it to demonstrate the cross-linguistic na-
ture of NLI. This is one of the very first applica-
tions of NLI to a language other than English and
an important step in the growing field of NLI, par-
ticularly with the current drive to investigate other

Feature Accuracy (%)
Chance Baseline 50.0
Character unigrams 91.0
Character bigrams 94.0
Character trigrams 95.0

Function Words 94.0

Part-of-Speech unigrams 88.0
Part-of-Speech bigrams 89.5
Part-of-Speech trigrams 91.5
All features combined 97.0

Table 3: Accuracy for classifying texts as Native
or non-Native (Experiment 4).

languages.
NLI technology has practical applications in

various fields. One potential application is in
the field of forensic linguistics (Coulthard and
Johnson, 2007), a juncture where the legal sys-
tem and linguistic stylistics intersect (Gibbons and
Prakasam, 2004). Here NLI can be used as a tool
for Authorship Profiling (Grant, 2007) to provide
evidence about a writer’s linguistic background.
There are a number of situations where a text, like
an anonymous letter, is the key piece of evidence
in an investigation. Clues about the native lan-
guage of a writer can help investigators in identify-
ing the source.8 Accordingly, we can see that NLI
can be a useful forensic tool for law enforcement
agencies. In fact, recent NLI research such as that
related to the work presented by (Perkins, 2014)
has already attracted interest and funding from in-
telligence agencies (Perkins, 2014, p. 17).

In addition to applications in forensic linguis-
tics, NLI can aid the development of research
tools for SLA researchers investigating language
transfer and cross-linguistic effects. Similar data-
driven methods have been recently applied to gen-
erate potential language transfer hypotheses from
the writings of English learners (Swanson and
Charniak, 2014; Malmasi and Dras, 2014d). By
using an error annotated corpus, which was not the
case in this study, the annotations could be used
in conjunction with similar linguistic features to
study the syntactic contexts in which different er-
ror types occur (Malmasi and Dras, 2014c). Re-
sults from such approaches could be used to cre-
ate teaching material that is customized for the

8e.g. for analysing extremist related activity on the web
(Abbasi and Chen, 2005)
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learner’s L1. This has been previously shown to
yield learning improvements (Laufer and Girsai,
2008).

There are a number of avenues for future work.
A key limitation of this study, although beyond our
control, is the limited amount of data used. We
hope to evaluate our system on larger data as it be-
comes available. The application of more linguis-
tically sophisticated features also merits further in-
vestigation, but this is limited by the availability of
Finnish NLP tools and resources. Another possi-
ble improvement is the use of classifier ensembles
to improve classification accuracy. This has previ-
ously been applied to English NLI with good re-
sults (Tetreault et al., 2012).

We would also like to point to the failure to dis-
tinguish between the L2 and any other acquired
languages as a more general criticism of the NLI
literature to date. The current body of NLI liter-
ature fails to distinguish whether the learner lan-
guage is in fact the writer’s second language, or
whether it is possibly a third language (L3).

It has been noted in the SLA literature that when
acquiring an L3, there may be instances of both
L1- and L2-based transfer effects on L3 produc-
tion (Ringbom, 2001). Studies of such second lan-
guage transfer effects during third language acqui-
sition have been a recent focus on cross-linguistic
influence research (Murphy, 2005).

One potential reason for this shortcoming in
NLI is that none of commonly used corpora dis-
tinguish between the L2 and L3; they only include
the author’s L1 and the language which they are
learning. This language is generally assumed to
be an L2, but this may not be case. At its core, this
issue relates to corpus linguistics and the method-
ology used to create learner corpora. The thor-
ough study of these effects is contingent upon the
availability of more detailed language profiles of
authors in learner corpora. The manifestation of
these interlanguage transfer effects (the influence
of one non-native language on another) are depen-
dent on the status, recency and proficiency of the
learner’s acquired languages (Cenoz and Jessner,
2001). Accordingly, these variables need to be ac-
counted for by the corpus creation methodology.

But it should also be noted that based on cur-
rently available evidence, identifying the specific
source of cross-linguistic influence in speakers of
an L3 or additional languages (L4, L5, etc.) is not
an easy task. Recent studies point to the method-

ological problems in studying productions of mul-
tilinguals (De Angelis, 2005; Williams and Ham-
marberg, 1998; Dewaele, 1998).

From an NLP standpoint, if the author’s ac-
quired languages or their number is known, it may
be possible to attempt to trace different transfer ef-
fects to their source using advanced segmentation
techniques. We believe that this is an interesting
task in itself and a potentially promising area of
future research.
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Abstract

Studying the structure of given names and
how they associate with gender and eth-
nicity is an interesting research topic that
has recently found practical uses in vari-
ous areas. Given the paucity of annotated
name data, we develop and make avail-
able a new dataset containing 14k given
names. Using this dataset, we take a data-
driven approach to this task and achieve up
to 90% accuracy for classifying the gender
of unseen names. For ethnicity identifica-
tion, our system achieves 83% accuracy.
We also experiment with a feature analysis
method for exploring the most informative
features for this task.

1 Introduction
The study of the structure and phonology of given
names and how they associate with gender and
ethnicity is a topic that has been investigated over
the last several decades (Cassidy et al., 1999).
Such research generally aims to identify discrim-
inative features that are predictive of gender and
how they can be applied in other areas.

In addition to linguistic and psychological re-
search, gender discrimination and inference has
recently found practical uses in various areas.
These include applications in NLP and text min-
ing, as outlined in §2.

These applications generally rely on name
databases which can be costly to construct. How-
ever, maintaining an exhaustive database is not
always feasible for a number of reasons. Exact
matching may not be possible due to spelling vari-
ations, portmanteaus and self-created nicknames.
Names found on the Web can also be combined or
shortened, particularly in usernames.

The main objective of this work is to evalu-
ate a data-driven approach to inferring gender and
ethnicity using machine learning and probabilis-

tic models. Such methodology can help inform
researchers about the structure of names and to
build more robust name-gender inference systems
for classifying unseen names.

In line with these goals, we also develop a pub-
licly available dataset of names annotated with
gender and ethnicity information.

2 Related Work

Linguistic research in name-gender relations has
yielded some interesting results and demonstrated
that phonology is quite informative about the gen-
der of a name (Cassidy et al., 1999). It has also
suggested that humans can often make gender at-
tribution errors about other people due to the pho-
netic characteristics of their names.

In fact, through manual analysis, researchers
have identified a slew of features strongly asso-
ciated with gender (Barry Jr and Harper, 1995;
Cutler et al., 1990), often from a linguistic view-
point. One such example is that English female
names are far more likely to end in a schwa vowel
than male names (Slater and Feinman, 1985), most
likely due to their Latin etymology. It is believed
that humans implicitly learn these phonological
cues and gender associations through exposure.

Names are also a useful demographic indica-
tor to identify people that fit certain criteria or
are members of particular groups. For example,
manual analysis is often applied to phone direc-
tory or other data to identify potential candidates
from a specific background for a biomedical study
(Yavari et al., 2006).

Such applications have also expanded to lan-
guage technology, given that names are found in
social networks, news articles and many other doc-
ument types. Inference of demographic details
from social media and online content is useful for
marketing, personalization, and forensic purposes
and gender prediction has received much attention
(Peersman et al., 2011; Argamon et al., 2007).
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In a study on discriminating gender on Twit-
ter, Burger et al. (2011) used names and screen
names as features in their classification system,
finding over 400k distinct values for each feature.
They found the features to be highly discrimina-
tive and informative for this task. Similarly, Tang
et al. (2011) take a name-centric approach to gen-
der classification for Facebook, reporting that first
names are highly informative for the task.

Name-gender info is also used in the NLP task
of co-reference resolution and the state-of-the-
art Stanford Deterministic Coreference Resolution
System (Lee et al., 2011) uses a list of male and fe-
male names to resolve anaphora. However, more
generic approaches that use probabilistic models
of name features have also been recently applied
for this task (Le Nagard and Koehn, 2010).

Name information has also been used in text
mining (Patman and Thompson, 2003). One ex-
ample is in the field of Onomastics where publicly
available name information can be used to to infer
diversity and gender statistics in various areas.

In computer vision, name information from as-
sociated text or captions has been used to aid
image-based gender classifiers (Gallagher and
Chen, 2008).

3 Data

Due to the paucity of publicly available, machine-
readable name data that is annotated for gender we
developed and make available our own dataset.

The MQ Names Corpus contains over 13k
names from 5 cultural groups, as outlined in Ta-
ble 1. These include names of Arabic, German,
Iranian and Japanese origin. Romanized versions
of all names are used. Additionally, a final set of
the most common given names sourced from the
1990 US Census data1 is also included. The data
can be obtained by contacting the author.

4 Experimental Methodology

We take a supervised classification approach in
this study. More specifically, a linear Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) classifier is employed.

For features we extract character n-grams of or-
der n = 1, 2, 3. These n-grams can help capture
orthography, syllables and phonemes. The start
and end of names are marked with a special char-
acter “$”. We do not consider n-grams of higher

1http://www.census.gov/main/www/cen1990.html

Ethnicity/Culture Male Female Total
Arabic 1090 1148 2238

German 497 576 1073
Iranian 1104 1529 2633

Japanese 1145 1005 2150
US 1219 4275 5494

Total 5055 8533 13588

Table 1: The ethnic groups included in our dataset
and the number of names within each gender class.

Baseline (F) CHAR1 CHAR2 CHAR3
62.8% 67.9% 78.6% 81.3%

Table 2: Gender classification results for the com-
plete dataset using our character n-gram features.

orders here since these could be capturing whole
names instead of more generic patterns.

For evaluation, we report our results as clas-
sification accuracy under k-fold cross-validation,
with k = 10. Results are compared with a ma-
jority baseline instead of a random baseline as the
number of names in each class are unequal.

5 Experiments and Results

In this section we outline our three experiments
and present their results.

5.1 Gender Identification

Our first experiment assesses the classification ac-
curacy of gender using our complete dataset.

The results for the baseline (Female) and the 3
feature types are shown in Table 2. All three fea-
ture types perform higher than the baseline and
character trigrams provide the best performance
with 81.3% accuracy. This result demonstrates the
presence of gender-predictive features that may
generalize across our chosen groups.

5.2 Ethnicity Identification

Our second experiment attempts to predict name
ethnicity. 1000 names from each group were used
and the ethnic/cultural groups are used as labels.
Results are shown in Table 3.

Baseline CHAR1 CHAR2 CHAR3
All Cultures 20% 59.8% 72.8% 73.8%
US excluded 25% 70.7% 82.5% 83.5%

Table 3: Ethnicity identification results using 1k
names from each group as the data.
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While the accuracies across all data are quite
high relative to the low baseline, our experiments
showed that the US census data performed worse
than the other groups. To investigate this we also
experimented by excluding the US data. This
yields a 10% improvement. In our experiments,
all combination of cultures that included the US
data performed worse than the combinations that
excluded it, so we conclude that this is not just an
effect of reducing the number of classes.

We hypothesise that this is because unlike
the rest, the US data is sourced from a census,
and given the diverse demographics of the US
(Hirschman et al., 2000), it is likely to contain
names from many ethnicities and cultural groups.
For example, there are many names of German
origin in the data and this is likely the case

5.3 Gender Classification within Ethnicity

We also experiment with gender prediction within
each ethnicity, given that our previous experiment
demonstrated that performance may be diminished
when data from multiple groups are conflated.

Table 4 includes the results, which show that all
languages had higher accuracies than when all the
data was combined in experiment 1. Consistent
with the results of experiment 2, we also see that
the worst performance is on the US data, which is
only some 6% above the already high baseline.

6 Feature Analysis

Beyond classification, another interesting task is
to analyse the features that distinguish gender and
cultural groups. Here, feature ranking could be
performed with relevancy methods such as the F-
score or Information Gain (Yang and Pedersen,
1997).

However, these methods are limited: they do not
provide ranked lists for each gender or ethnicity,
but rather an overall rankings. To achieve this, we
propose the use of an alternative method using lin-
ear SVM weights, as described below.

Using the extracted features, we train linear
SVM models for each class (either gender or cul-
ture). We use a one-vs-one approach to find
features most relevant to each gender. For eth-
nicity classification, a one-vs-rest approach is
used to identify culture-relevant features. L2-
regularization is applied to remove noisy features
and reduce the candidate feature set size.

Male Names
Feature Examples
r$ Gunther, Rainer, Heiner
f$ Kristof, Rudolf, Rolf
o$ Ingo, Botho, Waldo
an$ Maximilian, Bastian, Florian
us$ Klaus, Markus, Marius

Female Names
Feature Examples
a$ Ada, Gisela, Kristina
e$ Heide, Brigitte, Wilhelmine
ild Hilde, Gerhild, Hildegard
ud$ Gertrud, Hiltrud, Irmtraud
lin Alina, Karolina, Rosalinde

Table 5: Examples of the highly predictive fea-
tures for classifying the gender of German names.

Ethnicity Features
Arabic al ah$ $Mu $Kh $Ab ali yya

German ert $He ied lin ld$ sch rd$
Iranian Far eh$ ee$ oo$ ehr okh Gol

Japanese tsu $Ak ki$ aka suk u$ mi$

Table 6: Examples of features that are highly pre-
dictive of each cultural group.

In training the models for each feature, the SVM
weight vector2 is calculated according to (1):

w =
∑
i

αiyixi (1)

After training, the positive and negative weights
are split into two lists and ranked by weight. The
positive weights represent highly predictive fea-
tures, while features whose absence is indicative
of a class will have large negative weights.

We applied this method to our data to extract the
most predictive features for classifying the gender
of German names. Some of these features, along
with sample names containing them, are presented
in Table 5. These features highlight that suffixes
are an important cue in inferring the gender of
German origin names.

We also applied this method to the ethnicity
classification problem to extract lists of informa-
tive features for each group, shown in Table 6.
Looking at the German features we see that they

2See Burges (1998) for a detailed explanation.
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Baseline CHAR1 CHAR2 CHAR3
Arabic 51.3% 71.3% (+20.0) 80.1% (+28.8) 81.4% (+30.1)

German 53.7% 73.5% (+19.8) 88.1% (+34.4) 89.3% (+35.6)
Iranian 58.1% 68.2% (+10.1) 76.4% (+18.3) 77.8% (+19.7)

Japanese 53.3% 72.3% (+19.0) 88.8% (+35.5) 89.9% (+36.6)
US 77.8% 79.9% (+2.1) 84.2% (+6.4) 82.5% (+4.7)

Table 4: Gender classification results within each ethnic/cultural group of our data. Results include the
accuracy and the relative improvement over the baseline. Best results for each group are in bold.

are mostly different than the ones useful for gen-
der prediction.

Another advantage of this method is that it can
also produce lists of features that are not associ-
ated with each gender or group, although this anal-
ysis has been omitted here for reasons of space.

7 Discussion

In this work we demonstrated the utility of a data-
driven approach for name research and gender
inference, where character trigrams provided the
best results. An important finding here is that
the gender cues in names are language and cul-
ture specific, and classification accuracy is higher
when using a model that has been trained with data
from the target culture or ethnicity. Since the eth-
nicity of an unseen name may not be known, this
can be predicted first a name-ethnicity classifier, as
we demonstrated in experiment 2. Once the most
probable cultural group is known, a more specific
gender predictor can be applied.

This method can be applied in various areas. It
could be used in co-reference resolution systems
in cases where unseen names are encountered and
their gender must be determined. These meth-
ods could also enrich the output of Named-Entity
Recognition systems with additional gender infor-
mation. In text mining and NLP it could be ap-
plied to gender and demographic inference tasks
for social media and other other big data.

Applications in name research, e.g. Whissell
(2001), are also possible. The data-driven feature
analysis methodology can help researchers investi-
gating the structure and phonology of names. Ad-
ditionally, since these gender cues are language-
specific, the information extracted here could
help non-natives wanting to familiarise themselves
with the names of another culture.

The identified features can also be used in other
areas. One example is to generate artificial names
using features that are hypothesised to be infor-
mative about gender, and testing them on subjects

to see if they generalize to new cases, e.g. Stud-
ies 1 and 2 by Cassidy et al. (1999). They can
also be used for the research of product and brand
names, which are often not explicitly gendered
but strongly associated with customers of a spe-
cific gender. In fact, previous findings from ap-
plied psychology on phonological cues in product
names show that consumers prefer gender congru-
ent names (Cassidy et al., 1999, Studies 7 and 8).

One shortcoming here is the relatively small
number of cultural groups included in the data.
It would be interesting to assess the task perfor-
mance with a large number of cultural groups. In
the future we plan to expand our dataset with data
from more cultural groups including Chinese, Ko-
rean, Kurdish, Turkish and Hispanic names. To
assist with this, potential sources of publicly avail-
able name data need to be identified. Based on our
results, data sources where language or ethnicity
may not be clearly marked or possibly conflated
under another variable, like the US census data,
may not be suitable for this task. Wikipedia and
public Facebook profiles can be a useful source
for name data, although they would need to be an-
notated. Data sources which include names and
gender annotations, such as IMDB, can also help.

Another issue is how to deal with gender neutral
names. Unisex names, particularly those varying
by culture, can pose problems for our system. One
example is the name “Andrea”, which is a femi-
nine name in many cultures but considered a male
name in Italy. Additional contextual information,
if available, could aid in resolving the appropriate
gender.

Another aspect that is how the names are cate-
gorized according to “origin”: this could refer to
ethnicity, country, language or a cultural group. It
may be difficult to categorize all names according
to one of these criteria due to confounding factors.
One example is the influence of Islam and the Ara-
bic language on Iranian names. Similarly, we also
noted that immigration patterns can introduce His-
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panic or German origin names into the US census
name data. This is an issue that requires further
investigation.

Several directions for future research exist. On
a basic level, an error analysis could help identify
the features causing misclassifications. Another
promising avenue is to focus more on the phonetic
features of the names by using phonetic encoding
techniques such as Soundex or the more advanced
Double Metaphone algorithm (Philips, 2000) to
transform the representations of the names.

Another direction is to expand this research to
surnames, which are also known to have their own
unique structures and meanings (Reaney, 1991).
Here, data-driven machine learning techniques
could be applied to large-scale data to examine
how patronymic, toponymic and locative aspects
of last names from different cultures could be
learnt algorithmically.

In sum, the results from this research, an in-
tersection of linguistics, psychology and machine
learning, can help inform name research and be
applied in a variety of areas.
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Abstract

This year was the fifth in the ALTA se-
ries of shared tasks. The topic of the 2014
ALTA shared task was to identify location
information in tweets. As in past com-
petitions, we used Kaggle in Class as the
framework for submission, evaluation and
communication with the participants. In
this paper we describe the details of the
shared task, evaluation method, and results
of the participating systems.

1 Introduction

Locations are important pieces of information in
social media. When people discuss an event, often
they mention where that event is taking place or
what they see where. In the case of emergencies,
such locations could lead the right resources to the
correct place or from the correct route. Also, rec-
ommender systems that locate suitable products
and services for users require location informa-
tion. This year, the fifth Australasian Language
Technology Association (ALTA) shared task was
set to identify expressions of locations identifiable
on the map from Twitter messages. A total of 7
teams registered to the competition, with 4 teams
submitting their results.

In this paper we describe the background of
the shared task, evaluation methods, and results
of participating systems. Section 2 describes the
shared task. Section 3 gives a short survey of re-
lated research. Section 4 describes the data set that
was used. Section 5 details the evaluation process.
Section 6 shows the results. Section 7 discusses
some of the key challenges and issues encountered
during the organisation of the shared task. Finally,
section 8 concludes the paper and points to the
methods used by participating teams.

Tweet Location

France and Germany join
the US and UK in advising
their nationals in Libya
to leave immediately
http://bbc.in/1rVmrDJ

France,
Germany,
US, UK,
Libya

Dutch investigators not
going to MH17 crash site
in eastern Ukraine due to
security concerns, OSCE
monitors say

MH17 crash
site,
eastern
Ukraine

Seeing early signs
of potential flash
flooding with stationary
storms near St.
Marys, Tavistock,
Cambridge #onstorm
pic.twitter.com/BtogIxgQ5G

St.
Marys,
Tavistock,
Cambridge

Table 1: Example tweets and their location words.

2 The 2014 ALTA Shared Task

The goal of the 2014 shared task was to identify
all mentions of locations in the text of tweets. Lo-
cation was defined as any specific mention of a
country, city, suburb, street, or POI (Point of In-
terest). Examples of POI include the name of a
shopping centre, such as “Macquarie Centre” or
the name of a hospital, e.g., “Ryde Hospital”. This
information extraction task is important for appli-
cations that attempt to find out where people are
or whether they are talking about which location.

The shared task required the participants to only
identify which word in the text of a tweet refers
to a location, and did not expect the participants
to find the location on the map. Table 1 shows
example tweets and their locations.

Location expressions can be in the text itself, or
in hashtags (e.g, #australia), URLs, or sometimes
even in mentions (e.g., @australia). As location
mentions can span over words, all these words had
to be identified, however, partial identification of
location names was rewarded. For example if the
correct location mention is “eastern Ukraine” and

Diego Mollá and Sarvnaz Karimi. 2014. Overview of the 2014 ALTA Shared Task: Identifying Expressions of
Locations in Tweets. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages
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Figure 1: An example tweet with multiple location
mentions.

a system only identifies “Ukraine”, it was partially
correct.

Participants were given a list of tweet IDs and a
script to download the tweets from Twitter. Each
system had to find the location mentions, and list
them all in lowercase as blank separated words
next to their tweet ID. For example, for the tweet
shown in Figure 1, the expected output was
493450763931512832,france germany
us uk libya.

All punctuation in the word containing the loca-
tion had to be removed, including the hash symbol
(#). If a location was repeated in a tweet, it was ex-
pected that the systems to find all the occurrences.
That is, each instance of a location is counted on
its own, even if repeated.

Different instances of a location word were dis-
tinguished by appending a number. For example,
if there were three mentions of Australia, the out-
put would be
australia australia2 australia3.

Participants were also asked if a location had
multiple words, to separate them with blank space
so that, in effect, it does not matter whether it is
one location expression with two words or two dif-
ferent location expressions. Table 2 shows an ex-
tract of the sample solution.

3 Related Work

Research community has been active in location
extraction and inferencing locations based on the
extracted location mentions from both formal text
and social media. Below, we briefly cover two ar-
eas of named entity recognition and location ex-
traction in social media, especially Twitter.

3.1 Named entity recognition in Twitter

Ritter et al. (2011) developed a set of tools de-
signed specifically to perform tasks such as NER

and part of speech tagging (POS) on tweets. They
use distant supervision with topic modelling using
an approach called LabelledLDA (Ramage et al.,
2009). One of the entities in the NER tool pro-
vided by Ritter et al, was geo-location.

TwiNER (Li et al., 2012) is another NER system
for Twitter. It follows an unsupervised approach
which exploits the co-occurrence information of
named entities in a tweet stream. A significant
difference with Ritter et. al.. (Ritter et al., 2011)
is that TwiNER does not rely on linguistic fea-
tures asserting that they are unreliable in the tweet
domain. Instead its algorithm relies on external
sources such as Wikipedia. This system however
only identifies named entities and it does not clas-
sify them into a type such as organisation or loca-
tion.

3.2 Location extraction

A number of systems have been developed to ex-
tract location information from tweets. There are
several studies that identify Twitter user’s location
based on their profile and their tweets. Some of
these studies are briefly reviewed here.

Twitcident (Abel et al., 2012) is a system which
uses NER to attach location information to tweets
as part of a semantic enrichment stage. Other
studies into NER in Twitter include Locke and
Martin’s (2009) work that investigated the perfor-
mance of a classifier trained on a small Twitter
corpus against an adapted classifier designed for
a different text domain. They indicated that the
tweet and newswire domains are very different.

Mahmud et al. (2012) proposed an algorithm to
predict the home locations of Twitter users at dif-
ferent granularities at the state and city level. They
used an ensemble of classifiers based on contents
and temporal characteristics of tweets. Their sys-
tem also leveraged external information sources
such as gazetteers. Their dataset was limited to
100 cities in the United states.

Ikawa et al. (2012) studied the location of a
tweet instead of the home location of the user
who posted it. They learnt the associations be-
tween locations and relevant keywords from past
messages to predict where a tweet is made. To
evaluate their algorithm, they found tweets which
have been geotagged with coordinates using Twit-
ter’s geotagging feature. Their dataset consisted of
12,463 tweets to train their algorithm and 20,535
tweets for evaluation.
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TwitterStand (Sankaranarayanan et al., 2009) is
a system that associates a cluster of tweets with
a geographical focus by combining information
extracted from analysing tweet content and user
metadata. Hashtags were used to search Twitter
for more tweets relating to specific topics. They
used POS tagging and NER to identify location
words and then use a gazetteer to resolve loca-
tion words to specific places. They did not retrain
their NER because at the time they stated that no
annotated tweet corpus existed. They assigned a
geographic focus to clusters of tweets which have
been grouped by topic.

Finally, Lingad et al. (2013) compared the ex-
isting NER tools, such as out of the box Stan-
ford NER and OpenNLP, re-trained Standford
NER, TwitterNLP for their ability to identify lo-
cations. They also compared these tools with Ya-
hoo! PlaceMaker, a geoparsing service that iden-
tifies place names in a given free-form text. Their
main conclusion was that the existing NER tools
should be re-trained before being applied to Twit-
ter data.

The ALTA 2014 task was proposed on the
level of identifying the location mentions from the
tweets and did not cover finding where they refer
to on the map.

4 Dataset

The dataset for the task was largely from the tweet
collection created and annotated for a study of lo-
cation extraction from disaster tweets (Lingad et
al., 2013). Lingad’s original collection was cre-
ated using tweets from late 2010 till late 2012.
It was later on augmented with a newer set of
tweets (Yin et al., 2014). All these tweets were
annotated in multiple stages, including whether
or not they were related to disaster-related events,
their location mentions, as well as their location
focus (Karimi and Yin, 2012; Yin et al., 2014).
Only location mention annotations were used in
the ALTA shared task.

The size of the final set was 3,220 tweets,
though, as mentioned in Section 7.1, a smaller set
of 3,003 tweets had to be used for the shared task.
Of this data set, 2,000 tweets were made avail-
able for training and development, and the rest was
used for a public and a private evaluation as de-
scribed in Section 5. The split between training
and test partitions was based on the date of the
tweet postings, so that the training test use older

tweets, and the test set used newer tweets. By
splitting according to time there is a lesser risk
of contaminating the test set, since it has been
observed that tweets may focus on special topics
and locations at particular points in time. In prac-
tice, since Twitter generates tweet IDs sorted by
time, we used the IDs to implement the partition-
ing. The partitioning of the test set into the public
and the private sets was random, using the frame-
work provided by Kaggle in Class.

Annotations for the dataset was crowdsourced
using the CrowdFlower service.1 Annotators were
required to be from English speaking countries.
Each tweet was annotated by three different an-
notators and only those with majority agreement
made it to the final set.

To comply with Twitter policy, we only pro-
vided tweet identifiers and their corresponding an-
notations. Participants were required to download
the tweets that were still publicly available directly
from Twitter.

5 Evaluation Measures

To evaluate the results we used the setup provided
by Kaggle in Class.2 With this setup, a random
partition of the test set (501 tweets) was allocated
for a public evaluation, and a disjoint partition
(502 tweets) was allocated for a private evalua-
tion. The participating teams returned the output
of their systems on the combined public and pri-
vate partitions, but they did not know what part
of the data belonged to what partition. When a
team submitted a result, the team received instant
feedback on the results of the public partition. In
addition, a public leaderboard was maintained by
Kaggle in Class, listing the results of the public
partition for all teams. The final ranking of the
systems was made based on the private partition.

The rationale of keeping these two partitions is
that participating systems can receive instant feed-
back on their progress but the risk of overfitting
their systems to the test results was minimised. To
limit overfitting to the public test set, each team
was allowed to submit at most two runs every day.
The public leaderboard was based on the best run
of the public partition for each team, and the par-
allel leaderboard that would be used for the final
ranking was based on the best run of the private
partition for each team.

1http://www.crowdflower.com/
2http://inclass.kaggle.com/
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Team Category Public Private

MQ Student 0.781 0.792
AUT NLP Open 0.748 0.747
Yarra Student 0.768 0.732
JK Rowling Open 0.751 0.726

Table 3: Results of the best runs.

To evaluate the results we used the F1 evalua-
tion metric implemented in Kaggle in Class.3 Ta-
ble 2 shows some of the rows of the test set.

The first two columns indicate the tweet ID and
the expected output as explained above. The last
column indicates whether the row belongs to the
public test set or to the private test set. Participat-
ing teams had access to the first column only.

For each row of the test data, the F1 score was
computed, and the average F1 was used for scor-
ing the run. The formula for F1 is:

F1 = 2
pr

p+ r
,

where p is the precision, measuring the ratio of
correct location mentions returned by the partici-
pating system among all mentions returned by the
participating system, and r is the recall, measur-
ing the ratio of location mentions returned by the
system among all location mentions.

Thus, if, for example a system returns
senegal christchurch brighton
for the third tweet in Table 2 with tweet id
255773531281960961, then

p = 1/3
r = 1/2

F1 = 0.4

6 Results

Table 3 shows the results of the participating sys-
tems for both the private and the public partitions,
sorted by private partition in descending order.

As in past years, participant teams belonged to
two categories:

Student: All participants are undergraduate or
post-graduate students. No members of the
team can be full-time employed or can have
a PhD.

Open: There are no restrictions.
3https://www.kaggle.com/wiki/

MeanFScore

The final prize is awarded to the top student
team.

The top team, MQ, is from the student category
and it achieved the best results both in the public
and private partitions of the data. They are there-
fore the winning team. Team Yarra was also a
student team, and there were three other student
teams registered in the competition but they did
not submit any runs. Teams AUT NLP and JK
Rowling belonged to the Open category.

The results produced by the systems are lower
than those reported by Lingad et al. (2013), who
reported a top F-measure of 0.902. But note that
the amount of training data available to the teams
was more limited. Also, note that the partitions
used in the shared task were split in time, and as
mentioned in Section 4, probably this will produce
lower results compared with random partition and
represent the results of a more realistic scenario.

7 Discussion

The organisation of this task presented a number
of challenges, both in the collection of the data and
the evaluation process.

7.1 Collection of the data

Due to policy restrictions from Twitter we were
not authorised to distribute the text of the tweets.
We therefore made available the tweet IDs, and a
script that could be used to download the tweets
directly from Twitter. Unfortunately, the num-
ber of tweets that could be downloaded could be
different on different days, due to changes in the
network, and on changes by the owners of the
tweets, who can at any time decide to change
their availability. When the shared task was an-
nounced in August 2014, out of the original 3,220
tweets available in the original dataset (Lingad et
al., 2013), only 3,047 were available. Some of
them were duplicates, so that the final number of
distinct tweets available was 3,003. The tweet
IDs of these available tweets formed the training
and test sets for this shared task. However, there
were comments in the discussion forum hosted at
Kaggle in Class that still 87 of the tweets were
not available. Thus, some participants who joined
later, or perhaps who did not have luck at the time
they downloaded the tweets, were disadvantaged
against other teams.
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TweetID LocationMentions Usage

255647812950306817 NONE Private
255736037089873920 brighton salem kansasville Public
255773531281960961 senegal senegal2 Private
255804975408635905 christchurch Private
255805039300460544 chch eqnz Public
255867997271502849 gambia gambia Public

Table 2: Sample lines of the test set.

Team Category Public Private

MQ Student 0.759 0.778
AUT NLP Open 0.736 0.742
Yarra Student 0.758 0.720
JK Rowling Open 0.738 0.712

Table 4: Results of the best runs using the original
test set that had some annotation errors.

7.2 Evaluation process
Location mentions could be based on multiple
words, and there could be repeated locations.
However, Kaggle in Class had some constraints
on the data format and the choice of evaluation
metrics.4 We therefore converted the annotations
from multiple-word expressions to single words,
and numbered repeated instances of a word as de-
scribed in Section 2. However, the conversion pro-
cess incorporated a bug which resulted in some
duplicated words not having the correct number-
ing. A new evaluation using corrected data re-
vealed that the results returned by the systems
were slightly higher than posted in the public
leaderboard (about 0.01–0.02 higher for each run),
and the rankings were not changed. Possibly, the
small impact of this error was due to the fact that
the training data had the same annotation inconsis-
tencies, and the number of data affected was small.
Table 4 shows the results using the original test set.

8 Conclusions

The 2014 ALTA shared task focused on identi-
fying location mentions in Twitter data. The or-
ganisation was facilitated by the framework pro-
vided by Kaggle in Class. As in previous runs of
the ALTA shared task, this framework facilitated
the maintenance of registration, evaluation of the

4The constraints are partly due to the fact that Kaggle in
Class is free, and as a consequence it has limited support.
The paid version of Kaggle does not necessarily have these
constraints.

runs, and communication with the teams. On the
other hand, the limited choice of submission for-
mats and evaluation metrics added some challenge
to the organisation of the task.

The number of participants in this year’s shared
task was reduced in comparison with past years.
This was due to the fact that the task was not in-
corporated in the assessment component of exist-
ing academic subjects, in contrast with, for exam-
ple, the shared task of 2013. Still, some of the
participants were very active, and for example, the
total number of runs submitted among the 4 teams
was 168.

The details of some of the systems participat-
ing in this year’s competition have been included
in the proceedings of the 2014 Australasian Lan-
guage Technology Workshop (ALTA 2014). The
systems used a range of techniques, including the
use of sequence labellers, feature engineering, and
combination of classifiers following ensemble and
staking processes. Parma Nand et al. (2014) re-
port on AUT NLP’s team. They used the Stan-
ford named entity recogniser without training it
with the tweed data due to the reduced amount of
training data available, in conjunction with vari-
ous rule-based modules and knowledge infusion.
Fei Liu (2014) report on Yarra’s team. They use
a variety of lexical, structural and geospatial fea-
tures together with CRF++’s Conditional Random
Field (CRF) sequence labeller. They also exper-
imented with classifier stacking and methods for
self-training. Finally, Bo Han et al. (2014) report
on JKRowling’s team. They used a CRF sequence
labeller and experimented with topic labelling and
semi-supervised learning.
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Abstract

This paper describes our system in the
ALTA shared task 2014. The task is to
identify location mentions in Twitter mes-
sages, such as place names and point-of-
interests (POIs). We formulated the task
as a sequential labelling problem, and ex-
plored various features on top of a condi-
tional random field (CRF) classifier. The
system achieved 0.726 mean-F measure
on the held-out evaluation data. We dis-
cuss our results and suggest ideas for fu-
ture work on location mention recognition
in social media.

1 Introduction

The ALTA shared task 2014 aims to identify loca-
tion mentions in Twitter data. The input is plain
text messages, and the expected output is loca-
tion entities such as country names, city names
and POIs for each message. For instance, Auck-
land and #eqnz are identified as location mentions
in @USER are you considering an Auckland visit
after #eqnz today?.1 This shared task is very simi-
lar to a well-established NLP task — named entity
recognition (NER) but with a focus on location en-
tities in social media. Each token in a text message
is categorised as either a location mention or not.
The nearby tokens (i.e., context) may influence a
token’s labelling, hence we incorporate context in-
formation in our system. Following the literature
on NER (Lingad et al., 2013), we formulate it as
a sequential labelling task and use a conditional
random field (CRF) as the classifier.

The main contributions of the paper are: (1) A
sequential labeller for identifying location men-
tions in social media; (2) Feature analysis and
comparison in NER between social media and

1#eqnz is a short form for earthquake in New Zealand.

other genres. (3) Discussion on errors and exten-
sions to current sequential labeller.

2 Challenges

Although CRF models for NER are widely used
and are reported to achieve state-of-the-art results
in literature (Finkel et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2011;
Ritter et al., 2011), NER in social media still raises
several non-trivial challenges.

First, Twitter text is noisy, with more non-
standard words than polished text (Baldwin
et al., 2013) including typos (e.g., challanges
“challenges”), abbreviations (e.g., ppl “people”)
and phonetic substitutions (e.g., 4eva “forever”).
These non-standard words often cause generali-
sation issues (Han and Baldwin, 2011). For in-
stance, lexical variants (e.g., Melb, Mel, melbn)
will not be recognised in the test data when only
standard forms (e.g., “Melbourne”) are observed
in the training data.

In addition to non-standard words, informal
writing style further reduces NER accuracy. One
example is that conventional features relying on
capitalisation are less reliable. For instance, LOL
is capitalised but it is not a location entity, while
brisbane may be a valid location mention even
though it is in lowercase.

Similarly, Twitter specific entities sometimes
are sentence constituents, e.g., #Melbourne in
#Melbourne is my fav city. However, they may be
a topic tag that does not form part of the syntac-
tic structure of the sentence, such as the hashtags
in I like travel to beautiful places, #travel #mel-
bourne, in which case syntactic features would be
less effective.

For this reason, widely-used NER features may
need to be re-engineered for use over social media
text.

Bo Han, Antonio Jimeno Yepes, Andrew MacKinlay and Qiang Chen. 2014. Identifying Twitter Location
Mentions. In Proceedings of Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 157−162.



3 Feature Engineering

3.1 Related work for NER

The starting point for our features comes from
some other representative systems that are sum-
marised in Table 1.

STANFORD NER (Finkel et al., 2005) combined
Gibbs sampling and a widely used CRF model.
The Gibbs sampling offers non-local constraints to
the conventional CRF model that utilises a range
of local features. The features in the CRF model
are based on words, POS tags, character n-grams
, word shapes and the presence of words in a pre-
defined window. The word and POS tag features
also include the surrounding tokens and tags to
capture the local context information.

Liu et al. (2011) proposed a two-stage CRF-
based tagger MSRA for Twitter NER. First, a k-NN
classifier pre-categorises words, and then feeds re-
sults to a downstream CRF modeller. The features
they adopted in k-NN are two word text windows
including the target word (i.e., five words in total).
The gazetted resources (from Wikipedia) are also
utilised and shown to be effective in their experi-
ments. As for the features for building the second
stage CRF model, they followed Ratinov and Roth
(2009) and made use of tokens, word types (e.g.,
whether the word is alphanumeric or capitalised),
word morphological features (e.g., suffix and pre-
fix of words), previous tagging labels, word con-
text windows, and conjunction features that com-
bine both tags and word context windows.

Recently, another WASHINGTON NER tool
(Ritter et al., 2011) was developed by rebuilding a
Twitter-specific NLP pipeline (from tokenisation
and POS tagging to chunking and NER). They
adopted rich information generated in the pipeline,
such as POS tags, chunking and predicted capital-
isation information, as well as clustering of lexical
variants (Brown et al., 1992) and gazetted features
from Freebase.

3.2 Proposed Features

Based on the previous representative NER work,
we considered the following features:

• Word. Lowercased word types are included
as a default feature as suggested by existing
systems. Previous and next two words are
also included to capture local context infor-
mation. Larger context window size is not
considered as Twitter data is fairly terse and

ungrammatical (Baldwin et al., 2013), so in-
corporating long distance context may bring
little context information and introduce more
noise.

• POS. Based on the fact that location named
entities are primarily nouns. A reliable
POS tagger generates valuable clues for loca-
tions. Instead of re-building a NLP pipeline,
we adopt an off-the-shelf Twitter POS tag-
ger CMU that generates coursed-grained POS
tags with high accuracy (≥ 90%) (Owoputi et
al., 2013). Similar to word, the previous and
next two POS tags are also included. We also
consider POS bigrams.

• Capitalisation. Instead of predicting
token case in Twitter (e.g., (Ritter et al.,
2011)), four types of capitalisation informa-
tion are retrieved based on the original sur-
face form. Namely, they are all character
uppercased (AU), all character lowercased
(AL), first character uppercased and the rest
are lowercased (UL) and mixed capitalisation
(MC). We also consider capitalisation
bigrams.

• Domain. Twitter specific entities such
as user mentions, hashtags and URLs are
considered as normal words. This is
because many location mentions are em-
bedded in these entities. For instance,
@Iran, #brisbane and http:www.abc.net.

au/melbourne/. Furthermore, we distin-
guish whether a word is in a stop word or not.
Moreover, some location clues such as street
are also categorised as task-specific features
in this feature group.

• Gazetteer. Literature has shown that ex-
ternal gazetted resources are helpful in identi-
fying named entities. Therefore, we incorpo-
rate features based on external place names,
e.g., whether a current word is in a refined list
of locations. Details are in Section 3.3.

• Gazetteer Morphology. As an ex-
tension of previous gazetteer features,
we also observed that gazetted names may
form part of a token and this is particularly
common for Twitter specific entities, e.g.,
#IranEQ and @zdnetaustralia. As a result,
we also perform partial string matching in
Section 3.4.
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Features STANFORD MSRA WASHINGTON

Word 3 3 3

Word Context 3 3 3

Word Morphology Character n-gram Affix Brown Cluster
POS 3 7 in-domain POS tagger
Chunking 7 7 in-domain chunker
Capitalisation 7 3 in-domain capitalisation restoration
Gazetteers 7 Wikipedia Freebase

Table 1: Features comparison of representative NER Systems

3.3 Gazetteers

We adopted GeoNames as our primary source of
gazetted features. It is a geographical database
with information about all countries with over
eight million places, such as cities and points of
interest.2 However, as noted by Liu et al. (2011),
some place names are also commonly used to
denote something other than a location. Exam-
ples of these terms include people’s names, nat-
ural disasters (e.g., storm), and names that usually
do not denote a location (e.g., Friday or Friend).
To alleviate the negative impact of these unreli-
able place names, we collected stopwords starting
with a standard one and then added 5K most fre-
quent English terms,3 natural disaster names from
Wikipedia and a list of popular personal names.4

After extracting and cleaning the terms from
GeoNames, the list had over 9.8 million terms.5

The dictionary was used to annotate the tweets us-
ing ConceptMapper (Tanenblatt et al., 2010) and
the GeoNames annotation was used as a CRF fea-
ture.

On top of refined gazetteers, we also collected
country names, state abbreviations, airport IATA
codes and place abbreviations (e.g., st for street) in
some English speaking countries from Wikipedia
and Google.6 The list is also filtered by stopword
removal so that it represents a high quality place
names and we can separately use them as gazetted
features from GeoNames.

2http://www.geonames.org
3http://www.wordfrequency.info
4https://online.justice.vic.gov.au/

bdm/popular-names
5Locations might have more than one name to include

variants.
6The data is available at https://github.com/

tq010or/alta-shared-task-2014-ibm

3.4 Gazetteer Morphology

The unique genre in Twitter generates many com-
posite and non-standard location mentions. For
instance, chch represents Christchurch in New
Zealand in Thoughts with everyone in chch #eqnz
- not again!; A standard place name may be con-
catenated with other tokens, e.g., #pakistanflood.
A naive string match will miss these gazetted
terms, therefore, we also match the prefix and suf-
fix of all refined gazetted terms in Section 3.3 for
each token in the tweet. The side effect of this
approach is it also produces some false positives,
e.g., sa (as South Australia or South Africa) also
matches samsung. To avoid matching false posi-
tives, we further restrict the other part (e.g., msung
in the samsung example) must be a valid word
from a 81K English lexicon.7.

Additionally, we also stripped spaces for
higher order n-gram for this gazetteer morphol-
ogy matching so that newzealand and losangeles
would be recognised as well.

4 Experiments and Discussion

The training/dev/test data is offered by ALTA-
shared task organisers. The collected and filtered
tweets correspond to short time period when sev-
eral disastrous events happened. 2K tweets are
used to training and 1K tweets are randomly se-
lected and equally split for dev and test purpose.
The data set, however, is skewed to a number dis-
astrous events such as New Zealand earthquake
and Queensland floods.

The evaluation metric is mean-F score which
averages the F1 number for each tweet. In addition
to this official evaluation metric, we also present
precision, recall and F1 numbers.

We adopted a state-of-the-art CRF implemen-

72of12inf.txt in http://goo.gl/4c49gv
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tation named CRF-SUITE (Okazaki, 2007) with
default parameters. We used built-in tokenisation
and POS tags in CMU and all our string matching is
in lowercase. Furthermore, the features are repre-
sented in BIO notation, in which B and I represent
the beginning and continuity of a location entity,
respectively. O denotes non-entity words. Using
lowercased features and BIO (instead of BIOLU
(Ratinov and Roth, 2009)) notations are to avoid
potential data sparsity issues in generalisation, as
we only have 2K training tweets and many labels
such as #eqnz are repeated fairly frequently.

To correct CRF tagging errors and misses,
we further imposed some post-processing rules.
Words satisfying the following rules are also
added as location mentions:

1. A word is in the refined GeoNames dictio-
nary or a Twitter-specific entity is a gazetted
term combined with an English word;

2. A word is in a closed set of direction names
(e.g., north, nth or north-east) or location
clues (e.g., street, st);

3. An URL contains an entry in the refined
GeoNames dictionary;

4. If the tokens preceding and following of are
labelled as locations, then the middle of is
counted as part of a location mention, e.g.,
north of Brunswick Heads;

5. CFA and CFS with the following two words
are labelled as location mentions, e.g., CFA
district 123.

The evaluation numbers of our system for over-
all and feature ablations are presented in Table 2.
Kaggle’s site shows the results on the test set of
our system compared to other systems.8 Our sys-
tem seems to perform below other participating
systems, which is cannot be discussed since we
are not aware of the implementation of the other
systems. Overall, our best tagger achieved 0.758
and 0.726 mean-F1 on dev and test data, respec-
tively. The noticeable disagreements between the
results on the dev and test data indicates that there
is a large difference between the two sets and that
larger training sets are required to avoid overfitting
or that additional sets of features might be consid-
ered.

8Challenge results on the dev set: https://inclass.
kaggle.com/c/alta-2014-challenge/
leaderboard, and public and private split of the
test set: https://inclass.kaggle.com/c/
alta-2014-challenge/forums/t/10702/
and-the-winner-is/57341#post57341

Among all features, we saw that word and
post-processing are the most important fea-
tures to NER. By contrast, domain, gazetteer
and gazetteer morphology contribute lit-
tle to the overall performance. It makes sense
that word are effective features, because many
specific tokens (e.g., eqnz) are strong signals
showing the token is a location mention. How-
ever, it is counter-intuitive that gazetteer and
gazetteer Morphology failed to boost the
performance (Ratinov and Roth, 2009; Liu et
al., 2011). We hypothesise this may be because
our CRF model down-weighted gazetteer fea-
tures, when some location mentions (such as non-
gazetted POIs) are not in the refined GeoNames
and there might be common words that share the
same surface forms with entries in GeoNames.
Nonetheless, this doesn’t indicate the gazetted
data is not useful, but rather it should be integrated
appropriately. Because when we added gazetted
data in the post-processing, a considerable
boost in performance is observed.

Notably, capitalisation and POS are use-
ful in identifying location mentions. This sug-
gests developing reliable capitalisation restoration
and NLP pipeline will be beneficial to downstream
NER.

5 Error Analysis

Our system incorrectly identified some tokens as
locations. Most of the false positives were due to
CRF mistakes. Examples of these mistakes are an-
notation of tokens like bushfires, Probably a larger
data set would allow the CRF model to avoid these
mistakes. On the other hand, many false positives
produced by our system look as genuine locations.
For instance, bakery was not annotated in Chi-
natown bakery but was annotated in Manchester
Wong Wong’s bakery a few tweets below. Some
locations such as Kumbarilla State Forest seem to
be false positives as well. Possibly the noise in the
data set is also responsible for errors produced by
our CRF tagger.

Even with our best efforts to remove location
names that would not typically denote a location,
there are some GeoNames locations in our dictio-
nary that typically do not denote a location, e.g.,
The End of the World.

Our system missed some Twitter user names
or hashtags with location information, e.g., @Fir-
eRescueNSW, @abcsouthqld. Although these lo-
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Data Dev Test

Evaluation metrics mean-F1 F1 P R mean-F1 F1 P R

Overall 0.758 0.774 0.784 0.764 0.726 0.756 0.770 0.742
-Word 0.716 0.738 0.717 0.760 0.683 0.715 0.702 0.729
-POS 0.744 0.767 0.780 0.755 0.713 0.742 0.772 0.715
-Capitalisation 0.748 0.761 0.769 0.752 0.723 0.753 0.769 0.737
-Domain 0.758 0.772 0.781 0.763 0.715 0.749 0.768 0.732
-Gazetteer 0.751 0.770 0.776 0.763 0.725 0.749 0.758 0.741
-Gazetteer Morph. 0.754 0.772 0.780 0.763 0.727 0.756 0.770 0.742
-Post-processing 0.714 0.743 0.814 0.684 0.700 0.736 0.814 0.672

Table 2: Overall experiment results and feature ablations

cations contain an acronym or abbreviation denot-
ing a location as prefix or suffix, the rest part is
not a valid single word in our English lexicon. For
some locations, their variants were not in our lo-
cation dictionary, e.g., Melb for Melbourne.

Some location names were not in our
GeoNames dictionary and nor were identi-
fied by the CRF. Examples of these location
names include Coal Quay or Massabielle grotto.
Some two letter US state abbreviations were not
recognised by our system, e.g., OR or ID; this
could possibly be alleviated by less aggressively
filtering the stopwords such as OR from the
gazetteer but this would in many cases result in
many false positives.

In a few cases, our system missed part of the
location name when it was a generic location to-
ken attached to a specific named location. For in-
stance, markets was not annotated in Kelvin Grove
markets and grounds was not annotated in UTS
grounds.

6 Discussion

In addition to standard CRF experiments and fea-
ture ablation analysis, we also tried to improve the
accuracy through two extensions. First, we lever-
aged embedded topics to represent features, i.e., a
feature is represented by the distribution of a lim-
ited number of related topics. The feature to topic
distribution map is generated on a larger number
of English tweets using WORD2VEC.9 The re-
sults, compared with the CRF experiments, turn
to be negative or minor positive in various set-
tings. We infer this may be due to the sub-domain
difference in the representation. We used gen-

9https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/

eral English tweets from Twitter Streaming API
to obtain the embedded topics, which is differ-
ent from disaster-related tweets with location men-
tions. Alternatively, this may be due to the high
noise/signal ratio, i.e., expanding original feature
to embedded topics brings more noise than the
useful information.

Additionally, we also tried semi-supervised
learning by first training a CRF model to anno-
tate locations in a large amount of unseen new
tweets, then feeding all locations and tweets into
a CRF learner to train a new model for future tag-
ging. This approach didn’t show improvement ei-
ther. We hypothesise that this is due to the data
set being skewed towards disaster-related location
mentions, adding more training data from general
tweets does not improve the results.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described our system in par-
ticipating ALTA-shared task — identifying loca-
tion mentions in Twitter. We formulated the prob-
lem as a location entity recognition task to scope
our efforts in NER literature. Having examined
and compared NER feature of existing systems,
we proposed our own feature set with justifica-
tions. We further built a CRF-based location men-
tion tagger and analysed the feature contributions.
Overall, our tagger achieved 0.726 mean-F1 in the
shared task. Although our extension experiments
both show negative results, there is certainly room
for further improvements. Our discussion and er-
ror analysis shed light on the future work in this
research topic.
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Abstract

This paper describes the strategy and the
results of a location mining system used
for the ALTA-2014 shared task competi-
tion. The task required the participants
to identify the location mentions in 1003
Twitter test messages given a separate an-
notated training set of 2000 messages. We
present an architecture that uses a ba-
sic named entity recognizer in conjunc-
tion with various rule-based modules and
knowledge infusion to achieve an average
F score of 0.747 which won the second
place in the competition. We used the
pre-trained Stanford NER which gives us
an F score of 0.532 and used an ensem-
ble of other techniques to reach the 0.747
value. The other major source of loca-
tion resolver was the DBpedia location list
which was used to identify a large percent-
age of locations with an individual F-score
of 0.935.

1 Introduction

The objective of the ALTA competition was to
identify a wide range of location mentions in Twit-
ter messages. Among the various types of in-
formation that can be mined from Twitter mes-
sages, location mining has attracted a lot attention
because of its application in identifying the geo-
graphical location of a topic in the Tweet, whether
it be an accident, a natural disaster, a concert or
an open invitation party gone out of hand. Loca-
tion mining is a special case of a generic NLP task
called Named Entity Recognition (NER), which
involves identifying and classifying entities into
person, organization and location type entities.
This particular competition focussed on only iden-
tifying location type entities, however had a wider
scope compared to a typical NER task. The ob-
jective of the task was to identify the string which

specifies the most specific possible locations in the
message. A typical NER tool such as the Stanford1

and OpenNLP2 only identifies word based loca-
tions which has to be then composed into noun
phrases consisting of multiple words identifying
the full location. In addition to the locations iden-
tified by noun phrases, the task required the identi-
fication of the specific locations defined by propo-
sitional attachments such as “40km south of ten-
terfield2” and “100 mi from nations capital”.

Our approach to solving the location mining
task at hand was to use a NER system to attain
a benchmark performance and then to use various
techniques to fine tune the system to account for
the noise in Twitter messages. The architecture
forms part of a bigger project called the Twitter
Miner3. This project is a higher level research
project currently underway at Auckland Univer-
sity of Technology which is meant to extract infor-
mation for various purposes from microblogging
type texts such as Twitter.

For the NER, we used the Conditional Ran-
dom Field (CRF) based, Stanfod NER system as
this has been tested to give the highest accuracy
on Twitter messages (Lingad et al., 2013). In
this paper Lingad et al. (2013) reported the re-
trained Stanford NER to achieve an F-value of
0.902 compared to 0.576 for the pre-trained NER.
We however found that, re-training the Stanford
NER with bare training data provided by the or-
ganizers gave us F scores around the 0.4 mark at
token level compared to approximately 0.57 for
the pre-trained model. Analysis of the errors for
both the models showed that due to loose capital-
ization in twitter messages, a lot of the locations
could not be identified simply because they did
not exist in the training data. Since the pre-trained
model was trained with much larger training set

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
2http://opennlp.apache.org
3http://staff.elena.aut.ac.nz/Parma-Nand/projects.html

Parma Nand, Rivindu Perera, Anju Sreekumar and He Lingmin. 2014. A Multi-Strategy Approach for
Location Mining in Tweets: AUT NLP Group Entry for ALTA-2014 Shared Task. In Proceedings of
Australasian Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 163−170.



it could detect a larger number of locations giv-
ing us a higher precision value. We tried incre-
mental training of the Stanford NER, however ran
into technical difficulties with memory and com-
putational time required. Hence, we adopted the
approach of ensemble system consisting of a pre-
trained Stanford NER, knowledge infusion, regu-
lar expression identifier and use of rules. Instead
of a pipeline architecture with no re-processing we
adopted a parallel architecture to cater for the co-
pious amount of noise in Tweets. The parallel ar-
chitecture enabled us to revisit previous decisions
and correct them.

The rest of the paper organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives an overview of related works for lo-
cation mining in Twitter messages as well as some
generic NER works. Section 3 describes the task
description followed by our methodology. The re-
sults are detailed in Section 5 followed by conclu-
sion.

2 Related Works

Location Mining is a subtask of the more generic
information extraction task of named entity recog-
nition. There are numerous works on NER in
the formal domains, however this section gives
an overview of the recent work specifically in
the informal domain of microblogging, mostly for
“Twittersphere”.

Ritter et. al. (2011) presented an NER system
named T-NER, which uses Freebase as an infor-
mation source to enhance supervision for the Stan-
ford NER to classify entities into 10 classes, one
of which was Geo-location. Their system achieved
an overall F score of 0.66 and a Geo-location F
score of 0.77. Li et al. (2012) present a ran-
dom walk model which exploits the gregarious
properties associated with Tweets in addition to
the textual content to determine the named enti-
ties. The gregarious property is based on named
entities mentioned together in media other than
Twitter. The authors used Microsoft N-Gram and
Wikipedia as the corpus to compute the gregarious
property value. This system attained an F score of
0.419 on their data compared to 0.466 for the pre-
viously mentioned system and 0.423 for the Stan-
ford NER on the same data.

The task of location mining specifically from
Twitter messages has attracted a lot of attention
because Twitter is current up to the minute hence
can be used for information about uptodate events

around the globe. One of its immediate use is
for almost real time disaster detection so that ser-
vices can be deployed as soon as possible. There
are multiple other uses for Twitter location min-
ing such as location based advertising and geogra-
phy based sentiment mining. Lingad et al. (2013)
present test results for using 4 off-the-shelf NER’s
to determine locations with varying degrees of
granularity from Country, State, City, Area, Sub-
urb to Point of Interest. The results from this pa-
per showed that the retrained Stanford NER was
the the best performer at 0.872 and the standard
Stanford NER 4-class classifier attained a value of
0.691. We used the results of this paper to choose
the NER used to be used for our location miner.

Twitter messages may also have meta data indi-
cating the location from which a Tweet was sent.
This is only present in Tweets sent from mobile
devices equipped with GPS hardware, however
note that this feature can also be turned off for
privacy reasons by the user. Ikawa et al. (2012)
present a model which exploits the GPS location
as well as the textual content of the Tweet. This
model uses associations between locations and rel-
evant keywords from past messages during train-
ing, which is then used to estimate where the new
message was issued from. The identified location
is then allocated a geographical square and the er-
rors were calculated based on the distance within
10 kilometres. The study reports a precision value
of 0.45 with a dataset of 20,535 messages out of
which 16,380 were used for training. A large part
of the error in this was that the location mentions
in the text of the Tweet might not necessary corre-
late with the location of the user.

Mahmud et al. (2012) also present a system
for predicting the home locations of Twitter users.
Unlike the previous system, this paper uses an en-
semble of statistical and heuristic classifiers to pre-
dict Google’s geo-coding bounding box for Twit-
ter corresponding to the Twitter users. The paper
reports accuracies at various granularities which
range from 0.54 to 0.78 recall values.

Sankaranarayanan et al. (2009) present a sys-
tem which also does location mining for a differ-
ent purpose. The object of this work is to clus-
ter Twitter messages according to the news con-
tent based on geographical locations. This work
again uses ensemble learning, similar to out ap-
proach. It uses references to geographic locations
in the text, called toponyms, to determine the co-
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ordinates which then used to resolve using vari-
ous techniques such as NER, POS tagging and a
look up database containing countries, city, river
etc. In addition to this the textual content of the
Tweet is extended using its metadata about the lo-
cation of the Tweeter. The metadata information
is added as textual content of the Tweet which is
then treated similarly as the rest to the message.
The paper does not report any location specific ac-
curacy, however illustrates another use for location
mining and the enforces the use of ensemble archi-
tecture for the purpose the purpose.

Apart these there are several other papers (e.g.,
Kinsella et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011) who have
done work on location mining focussed on either
the location from where the Tweet was sent or the
geographical location of the Tweeter. Something
that is common in these works is that they all use
some kind of ensemble of techniques rather than
any one particular technique. This paper reports
the results of a system with a similar architec-
ture which uses an ensemble of techniques, how-
ever the task being tackled there is slightly differ-
ent. It is more akin to location extraction from
the text rather than anything to do with the loca-
tion of the Tweeter or the location from which the
Tweet was sent. They may be the same for some
Tweets, however the tasks are quite distinct in that
a Tweeter can tweet about a location quite differ-
ent from his or her registered location or current
location.

3 Shared Task Specification

The organizers provided a set of 2000 Twitter Id’s
with identified locations for training and another
set of 1003 Twitter Id’s for testing. The locations
in the test set were not released, hence the partici-
pants had to make their own test sets based on the
training data. The participants were allowed two
uploads per day to test the accuracy, which was
calculated with a confidential subset of the testing
data giving the participants an approximation of
the level of accuracy achieved. The output was
submitted as a comma separated (csv) file with
tweet Id’s and the locations separated by a space
on each line. The order of the locations on a line
was immaterial so “New Zealand” and “Zealand
New” are both correct.

The overall goal of the task was to identify all
mentions of locations in the text of a twitter mes-
sage. This includes all single and contiguous word

mentions such as “guatemala” and “new zealand”
and similar mentions as abbreviations such as “nz”
for New Zealand. The following examples give an
overview of the wider scope of the task.

• “#eqnz” - location is “eqnz”
In this case we need to check for location
within strings, however extract the whole to-
ken if one is found.

• “http:www.abc.net.au/melbourne/” - location
is “http:www.abc.net.au/melbourne/”

• “cork city...#Cork” - locations - “cork city
cork2”
In this case locations such as city had to be
identified and words in locations appearing
more than once had to be tagged with the
count.

• “Morrison’s Island - S Terrace” - location
is“morrisons island s terrace”
Punctuations need to be removed leaving the
strings as they appear in the text.

• “U.S. EPA on Twitter” - location is “NONE”
In this case “U.S.” is not a location, but a user.

• “Our house” - location is “our house”
Common nouns with possessive pronouns
need to be identified since they are specific
locations.

• “Southwest towns of San Marcos” - location
is “Southwest towns of San Marcos”
In this case we need to retain the preposition
“of”.

• “60 miles east starting from Stamford CT” -
location is “60 miles east Stamford CT”
This involves removing the verb and the
preposition from the location.

4 Methodology

The schematic representation of the method is
shown in Fig. 1. We utilized the parallel process-
ing strategy with multiple modules to identify lo-
cations.

The proposed location mining architecture ad-
heres to the parallel processing of five major mod-
ules. These modules take the cleaned twitter text
generated by text cleaning utility. The Named En-
tity Recognition (NER) module attempts to iden-
tify location entities using pre-trained model file.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Twitter location mining framework

The Regular Expression (Regex) pattern miner is
composed of two subcomponents; postal address
miner and geo-coordinate miner. Locations can
also be specified using abbreviations. This is more
common in microblogging type texts. To address
this need, the framework utilizes a module that can
identify the location abbreviations (e.g., chch, au,
nz) using a location abbreviation lexicon. The lo-
cation specifier module contains the logic to iden-
tify locations based on list of location specifiers
such as beach, coast and street. We have also uti-
lized the exponentially growing Linked Data cloud
in location mining through DBpedia miner.

All these modules are configured to write the
results to a single data structure called “Location
Mention” consisted of tweet id, tweet text, loca-
tion phrases. Each location phrase has another
three attributes; location text, source of identifi-
cation and the index. The source of identification
attribute is used to identify from which module the
phrase is identified as a location and index speci-
fies the index of the location phrase in the tweet
text. The framework is also equipped with two
other modules to merge locations and to format
the final result according to the ALTA formatting
guidelines. The following sections explore afore-
mentioned modules in detail.

4.1 Cleaning Twitter text

Compared to normal text, microblogging type text
contains different features. The most common fea-
tures that can be seen in Twitter are hashtags and
mentions. Existence of such features can disturb
the location identification process. To overcome

such noise we employed a text cleaning utility that
can identify these features and convert them back
to the normal textual form. The library is based
on one of our previous work (Nand et al., 2014)
in Twitter text mining that uses Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based tagging.

4.2 Location mining using NER
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a widely used
technique to extract elements in text into prede-
fined categories such as organizations, cities, per-
son names. The proposed framework utilizes NER
to identify cities and countries from the tweet
text. We have integrated the Stanford NER toolkit
(Finkel and Manning, 2009) with MUC-3 class
pre-trained model to locate cities and countries.
Fig. 2 shows an example scenario for NER based
location mining. This Tweet example and the rest
of the following examples are taken from ALTA
test set unless specified otherwise.

Tweet ID: 255741958625062912

Cleaned Text: Aus Weather Warnings on

Twitter: Queensland : Fire Weather Warning:

http://t.co/knVkydSB

Locations: Queensland

Source: [NER]

Figure 2: Example scenarion for Named Entity Recognition
based location mining

4.3 Phrase and dictionary chunking
Except for the NER module which takes the raw
Tweet text, all other modules are designed to pro-
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cess chunked text. In essence, the framework first
chunks text based on a predefined rule set. This
rule set is implemented with the use of LingPipe li-
brary 4 which makes it a scalable module. Table 1
shows the list of rules used for this task. The chun-
ked text is analysed again to check whether there
is a possibility to chunk it further. The framework
utilizes a dictionary based chunking technique for
further chunking if needed. Each token appearing
in the phrase is checked whether it can be chunked
into multiple words using a lexicon list. The lexi-
con list is a combination of words extracted from
dictionary and a location abbreviation lexicon (see
Section 4.5).

Rule Description

(NN)(NNP)(NNS) Adjacent noun, singu-
lar proper noun or plu-
ral noun phrases

(JJ)(NN/NNP/NNS) Adjective with a noun
phrase

(JJR)(NN/NNP/NNS) Comparative adjective
with a noun phrase

(JJS)(NN/NNP/NNS) Superlative adjective
with a noun phrase

Table 1: Phrase chunking rules

4.4 Regex Pattern miner

Locations can also be represented in postal ad-
dresses and geo coordinates such as longitude and
latitude. Therefore, the framework is equipped
with a regular expression pattern miner which
takes a predefined template and identifies whether
a given text phrase is a location or not. An exam-
ple scenario of Regex pattern miner is depicted in
Fig. 3.

4.5 Location abbreviation miner

Abbreviations are more abundant in microblog-
ging type texts due to space limitations. Essen-
tially, when mining locations it is important to
consider abbreviations that can specify a locations
(e.g., chch⇒ Christchurch, nz⇒ New Zealand).
These abbreviations can appear in the text as a sin-
gle word or in a combination with another word.
The latter case makes it difficult to identify be-
cause the combination can form different textual

4http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/index.html

Tweet ID: 255729069977636864

Cleaned Text: Weather Underground on Twitter:

Watching area near 9.3N 48.3W for tropical develop-

ment Invest 98L: winds 30 mph moving W at 24 mph

http://t.co/ml1PrSJW hurricane

Locations: 9.3N 48.3W

Source: [R-GEO]

Tweet ID: 264171210596831232

Cleaned Text: SEQ incidents on Twitter: Reports

of Fire Services Incident ? near 333 Manly Road Manly

West http://t.co/c2c0GAcm

Locations: 333 Manly Road Manly West

Source: [R-POSTAL]

Figure 3: Example scenario of Regular Expression based
pattern mining

Tweet ID: 269641336326615041

Cleaned Text: QLD Times on Twitter: Deebing

Heights house badly damaged by a fire this morning:

http://t.co/U7X06IOh. QldFire

Locations: QLD Qldfire

Source: [ABBREV]

Figure 4: Example scenario of location abbreviation based
mining

representations. This is addressed in our frame-
work by performing the abbreviation mining in
two steps. First, phrase chunker attempts to iden-
tify phrases from the given text as discussed in
Section 4.3. Then single words appearing in these
phrases are chunked again using a location abbre-
viation lexicon list and a set of English words. If it
is found that the phrase contains an abbreviation of
a location (e.g., nzquake ⇒ nz, quake), the com-
plete phrase is tagged as a location. Fig. 4 shows
an example case taken from the test dataset.

4.6 Location specifier based identification
Tokens like beach, street and coast are generally
used to specify locations. As a preprocessing task
we used the ALTA training data to create a lo-
cation specifier list. This list is further enriched
with another set of location specifiers extracted
using a thesaurus. We iteratively searched The-
saurus.com5 with seed words selected from the
ALTA training set based location specifier list.
From this we were able to list 183 location speci-

5http://www.thesaurus.com/
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• X? [km,mi,ft,miles] [south][north][east[west]

[of,from] Y?

• X? [km,mi,ft,miles] (away) from Y?

• X? near Y?

• X? [km,mi,ft,miles] [outside] [of,from] Y?

Figure 5: Sample set of templates created to identify loca-
tions which are prepositional attachments

Tweet ID: 260164937983340546

Cleaned Text: Daily Examiner on Twitter:

Clarence Valley bushfire update. http://t.co/TxnorR7X

Locations: Clarence Valley

Source: [SPEC]

Figure 6: Example scenario of location specifier based iden-
tification

fiers. This list is used with a template based match-
ing to identify whether an extracted phrase is a lo-
cation. An example scenario is shown in Fig. 6
which shows how the specifier “Valley” is used to
identify a location.

In addition to these predetermined location
specifiers, this module also selects locations which
use prepositional attachments. This identifica-
tion is accomplished using a set of templates that
we created based on the ALTA training data and
twelve Wikipedia pages related to locations. Sam-
ple set of templates are shown in Fig. 5. The com-
plete template set is composed of 28 unique tem-
plates.

4.7 DBpedia based location mining
DBpedia6 based location mining module uses the
most extensive knowledge about locations com-
pared to the other four processes described previ-
ously. DBpedia is a Linked Data resource which
is built based on the Wikipedia7 text. In general a
Linked Data resource is made up of triples which
represent vast domain knowledge and categorized
into predetermined classes.

In DBpedia, the ontology class “Place” is used
to categorize all location specific entities. Under
this main entity class “Place”, there are 149 sub
classes that denote places such as theatres, lakes,
pyramids, etc. Since DBpedia does not offer a
database from which we can easily filter out these
locations, we have created a database with all the

6http://dbpedia.org/About
7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main Page

Tweet ID: 264099474564075520

Cleaned Text: 702 ABC Sydney on Twitter: The

bushfire at Lake Macquarie near Teralba is now under

control. Homes are no longer under threat

Locations: Lake Macquarie

Source: [DBPEDIA]

Figure 7: Example scenario for DBpedia based location min-
ing

information required to filter only locations from
the DBpeda data files. Table 2 shows few records
from this database. The phrases which match with
the entity literal value (shown in Table 2) were
tagged as locations. Fig. 7 shows an example sce-
nario of DBpedia based location mining where the
phrase “Lake Macquarie” is identified as a loca-
tion.

4.8 Merging module
Since the framework follows the parallel process-
ing architecture utilizing five individual modules,
there was a need for a merging module which can
generate accurate representations of multiple loca-
tion identifications which ultimately point to one
location in Tweet text. The ultimate goal of this
merging module is to present the most informa-
tive location as the final result. This was accom-
plished using a text merging utility that takes the
index of each location mention and merges them
according to the same order of tokens appearing
in the tweet text. An example scenario is shown in
Fig. 8 which depicts the process of merging two
location identifications; one identified by DBpedia
miner and other identified by location specifier list
based identification module. In this example sce-
nario, compared to the location identified by the
DBpedia miner, the location specifier based mod-
ule has identified a more informative location. In
this case we analyse the index of the tokens from
both process and since the DBpedia based identi-
fication is a subset of the specifier list based iden-
tification, we merge two and output the result as
“40km south of Tenterfield”.

4.9 ALTA formatter
ALTA shared task requires special formatting of
the result as a comma separated file which was ac-
complished by this module. In essence, the for-
matter was based on the following four rules:

• remove all punctuations from the phrase
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Ontology class Entity literal value Link Data file

Theatre Stephen Joseph Theatre http://dbpedia.org/page/Stephen Joseph Theatre Stephen Joseph Theatre.rdf
Lake Lake Macquarie http://dbpedia.org/resource/

Lake Macquarie (New South Wales)
Lake Macquarie.rdf

Museum BritishMuseum http://dbpedia.org/resource/British Museum British Museum.rdf
Airport Glasgow Airport http://dbpedia.org/resource/Glasgow Airport Glasgow Airport.rdf
Mountain Mount Vesuvius http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mount Vesuvius Mount Vesuvius.rdf

Table 2: Sample set of records from DBpedia entity database

Tweet ID: 255914885928583168
Cleaned Text: Live Traffic NSW on Twitter:
TENTERFIELD: NewEnglandHwy closed in both
directions 40km south of Tenterfield due to a bushfire.

Locations: Tenterfield
Source: [DBPEDIA]

Locations: 40km south of Tenterfield
Source: [SPEC]

Output: 40km south of Tenterfield

Figure 8: Example scenario for merging two locations

• if locations are repeated in a tweet, number
them from the second occurrence
• if there is no location for the tweet, then mark

it as NONE
• lowercase all extracted location phrases

The resulting phrases were converted to a
Comma separated file with two fields; tweet id and
the location phrases.

5 Results

Our location miner achieved an average F-value
of 0.747 which was in the second place compared
to the winner which had an F score of 0.77807.
The F-value was calculated based on the “bag of
words criteria” for each tweet as described in the
Section 3. If a tweet did not contain any locations,
the participants were required to label them with
“NONE”. The overall results for the test dataset is
shown in Table 3.

The precision and recall values were computed
for individual Tweets, which were then averaged
to compute the overall F-value. Hence the preci-
sion and recall values for a Tweet with no location
mentions was taken as 1.0 for “NONE” to indicate
no location. Any other strings instead of “NONE”

Test Data Property Value

No. of Tweets 1003
No. of Location to-
kens

3179

No. NONE Tweets 115
Av. Recall 0.7279
Av. Precision 0.7905

Table 3: Dataset details and Results

Module Number F Score

Stanford NER 1003 0.532
Postal Address Miner 6 0.167
Geo coordinate 8 0.242
Location Abbreviation
Miner

607 0.710

Location Specifier 202 0.884
DBpedia Miner 1867 0.935
Total 3680 –

Table 4: The number of locations resolved by individual
modules with respective F score.

were counted as false positives. Table 3 shows that
there were 115 Tweets (11.5%) with no locations.
It should be noted that this strategy for accuracy
approximation will tend to boost the F-value if a
large number of Tweets have no location mentions.

Table 4 gives the number of the locations spec-
ified by the individual modules of the ensemble
system used for the task. The total is much higher
than the total number of locations because of the
false negatives and some of the locations were
identified by more than one module. The major-
ity of false negatives were identified by the Loca-
tion Specifier module which was primarily based
around rules based on the use of the prepositions
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of place such as, “at”, “on” and “in”. The DB-
pedia miner module was able to identify a to-
tal of 1867 locations which is even higher than
then the Stanford NER module. Furthermore, DB-
pedia miner has achieved the highest F score of
0.935 compared to other four modules. The re-
sults illustrate that as comprehensive information
sources become available, their use in conjunc-
tion with machine learning algorithms can be ef-
fectively used for improved accuracy.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper showed the use of an ensemble ap-
proach to solve the problem of location mention
identification. We presented an ensemble archi-
tecture that uses a basic general purpose NER,
with a combination of various rule based modules
in conjunction with DBpedia knowledge base to
achieve an F score of 0.747. A critical aspect of
any ensemble architecture is how to combine the
results at the end. This was also illustrated by the
Merger module which takes outputs from the var-
ious ensemble modules and combines them into
a noun phrase location phrase as was required by
the shared task specification. The design of the ar-
chitecture enables us to exclude a class of location
mentions and also to include any new ones that a
task at hand might dictate. The final results can
also be easily modified to output single token lo-
cations or full noun phrase locations. In future we
intend to further improve the accuracy and to clas-
sify the locations into types such as country, site
and address for specific applications.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an automatic

identification model, capable of extract-

ing expressions of locations (EoLs) within

Twitter messages. Moreover, we partici-

pated in the competition of ALTA Shared

Task 2014 and our best-performing system

is ranked among the top 3 systems (2nd in

the public leaderboard). In our model, we

explored the validity of the use of a wide

variety of lexical, structural and geospa-

tial features as well as a machine learning

model Conditional Random Fields (CRF).

Further, we investigated the effectiveness

of stacking and self-training.

1 Introduction

With the rise of social media, people have devel-

oped a fondness for posting not only their thoughts

and opinions, but also content regarding their

whereabouts (Liu et al., 2014). While the spa-

tial information carried by tweets is crucial to a

wide variety of location-based applications rang-

ing from real-time disaster detection (Sakaki et al.,

2010; Núñez-Redó et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2012) to

targeted advertising (Tuten, 2008; Evans, 2012),

only 26% of Twitter users specify their locations

as granular as a city name (e.g. Melbourne, Aus-

tralia) in their profile according to Cheng et al.

(2010). Further, as little as 0.42% of all the tweets

investigated by Cheng et al. (2010) are associated

with the per-tweet geo-tagging feature (i.e. a lat-

itude and longitude). To add to the complexity,

on such highly-interactive yet informal social me-

dia platforms, people make heavy use of informal

language, such as acronyms (e.g. NYC) and word

shortenings (e.g. St.) due to the 140-character

limit (Agarwal et al., 2011; Eisenstein, 2013; Han

et al., 2013), making the identification task even

more difficult. Despite the difficulties, identify-

ing geospatial information in social media text has

drawn much attention (Lingad et al., 2013).

Our focus in this paper is the automatic identi-

fication of EoLs in the text of tweets consisting of

any specific reference to a geospatial location. A

location, as defined by Lingad et al. (2013), con-

sists of both geographic location(s), such as coun-

try, city, river, or suburb, and point(s)-of-interest

(POI (s)) which refer to hotels, shopping centres,

and restaurants.

The task is closely related to Named Entity

Recognition (NER). In this regard, Liu et al.

(2011) and Ritter et al. (2011) report F-score of

77-78% at identifying spatial named entities in

tweets. Matching place references in a gazetteer

(Hill, 2000) is another widely-used approach. Pa-

radesi (2011) investigated the approach of com-

bining NER and external gazetteers. Further, Gel-

ernter and Balaji (2013) built a geoparser incorpo-

rating the results of four parsers.

In our attempt to build an automatic EoL identi-

fication system, we employed a conditional ran-

dom field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001), which

can be found and has proved to be successful in

various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks

(Sha and Pereira, 2003; Gimpel et al., 2011; Finkel

et al., 2005; Ritter et al., 2011). In this paper, we

present our approach to building such a system as

well as a variety of features, such as lexical, struc-

tural and geospatial features and show major im-

provements on the task of EoL identification over

earlier attempts. Our best-performing system is

ranked among the top 3 systems (2nd in the public

leaderboard).

The paper is organised as follows: the dataset

and external resources used in our system is de-

scribed in Section 2 and Section 3. We introduce

the tools involved in this paper in Section 4. In

Section 5 and Section 6, we provide the descrip-

tion of our system and analyse its performance

with different feature sets respectively. We present

Fei Liu, Afshin Rahimi, Bahar Salehi, Miji Choi, Ping Tan and Long Duong. 2014. Automatic Identification of
Expressions of Locations in Tweet Messages using Conditional Random Fields. In Proceedings of Australasian
Language Technology Association Workshop, pages 171−176.



the conclusions in Section 7.

2 Dataset

We used the dataset introduced by (Lingad et

al., 2013) to evaluate our proposed system. This

dataset was also used in ALTA shared task 2014

and contains 1,942 tweets in the training set and

1,003 tweets were selected for the test set. Ac-

cording to (Lingad et al., 2013), around 89% of

the tweets contain at least one location. The lo-

cation mentions can be either in the text, in hash-

tags (e.g. #Australia), URLs or in mentions (e.g.

@australia).

The dataset contains the list of tweet IDs and

the locations mentioned in the respective tweets.

At the time of extracting the tweets from twitter,

58 tweets in training set were not accessible.

3 External Resources

Apart from the training and test datasets, we in-

troduce the additional datasets and resources in-

volved in this project in this section.

3.1 User Meta Data

We extracted location meta information of the au-

thors of the messages in the training data and cre-

ated a list of such location mentions.

3.2 Text Retrieved from URLs

Additionally, for the purposes of self-training, we

also downloaded the text of the articles whose

URLs are contained in the tweets (37% contain

URLs in the training set). Due to the unavailabil-

ity of some URLs, we were only able to retrieve

some of the articles.

3.3 GeoNames

As an external gazetteer, we adopted GeoNames1

whose data can be downloaded to increase the cov-

erage of our model since only a limited number of

tweets were provided for training.

4 Tools

In this section, we introduce the tools we utilised

in our system.

CRF++

CRF++ is an open source, general-purpose imple-

mentation of CRF by Kudo (2005) and can be ap-

plied to a wide variety of NLP tasks. Since it

1http://www.geonames.org/

only takes CoNLL format training and test data,

we converted the training and test data.

Retrained StanfordNER

The Stanford named entity recogniser (Finkel et

al., 2005) has proved to be effective when re-

trained over data containing EoLs (Lingad et

al., 2013) even though evidence found by Liu

et al. (2014) indicates otherwise. We retrained

it over the training data and will refer to it as

Re-StanfordNER.

GeoLocator

GeoLocator is a geoparser created by Gelern-

ter and Balaji (2013) to geoparse informal mes-

sages in social media. The training data for this

model was extracted from Twitter following the

Februray 2011 earthquake in Christchurch New

Zealand. It incorporates the output of four parsers:

a lexico-semantic named location parser, a rule-

based street name parser, a rule-based building

name parser and a trained NER.

5 System Description

In this section, we describe our approach to creat-

ing an automatic EoL identification system.

5.1 Pre-processing

We pre-processed both the training and test dataset

with lexical normalisation (using the dictionary

created by Han et al. (2012)), POS tagging and

full-text chunk parsing. Recognising the incom-

petent performance of traditional NLP tools when

applied to social media text (Java, 2007; Becker

et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2012; Preotiuc-Pietro et

al., 2012; Baldwin et al., 2013; Gelernter and Bal-

aji, 2013), we adopted ARK Tweet NLP POS

Tagger v0.3 (Owoputi et al., 2013) with the

Penn Treebank tagset model for the task of word

tokenisation and POS tagging. For chunk parsing,

we used OpenNLP2.

5.2 Features

We trained our model (based on CRF++) with var-

ious features, which can be categorised into three

categories: lexical features, structural features and

geospatial features. Note that we used a context

window of 2 for each feature.

• Lexical features include lemmatised words

(using NLTK (Bird et al., 2009), POS,

2http://opennlp.apache.org/
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brief word class introduced by Settles (2004)

where capitial and lowercase letters are re-

placed with ‘A’ and ‘a’, digits with ‘0’ and

all other characters with ‘ ’ and consecutive

identical characters are collapsed into one

(e.g. #Adelaide → Aa), capitalisation and

locative indicator (Liu, 2013).

• Structural features include position of the

word in the chunk and POS of the first word

in the chunk.

• Geospatial features include GeoNames

geospatial feature class described by Liu

(2013).

As pointed out by Wolpert (1992), stacking

is able to generate better results than any single

one of the trained model. We therefore also ap-

plyed stacking by combining the output of our

CRF++-based model, Re-StanfordNER and

GeoLocator and using them as three distinct

features.

5.3 Self-training

Self-training, a semi-supervised learning algo-

rithm, has proved to be successful, as reported by

Plank et al. (2014), in Twitter POS tagging and

NER tasks with an error reduction of 8–10% over

the state-of-the-art system. We employed self-

training using text retrieved from the URLs in the

training and test dataset as the new test data. First,

we train CRF++ over the original gold-standard

training data. Next, we predict on the new test data

and expand the training data by including new in-

stances from the new test data with prediction con-

fidence higher than or equal to a threshold value.

This process is repeated until there is no instance

from the new test data to be added. Furthermore,

we experiment with various threshold values.

5.4 Post-processing

In order to improve the recall of our model,

we further include two post-processing methods:

gazetteer matching and aggregation.

Gazetteer Matching

In addition to the machine learning approach, we

also explored the use of external gazetteers and a

matching algorithm. The algorithm, based on dy-

namic programming, searches the gazetteer case-

sensitively for the maximum number of matched

words in a sentence.

To further enable our model to detect directional

words (e.g. north, northern) and common ele-

ments of toponyms (e.g. street, road), we also

compiled a list of generic terms which are fre-

quently used as part of an EoL by splitting entries

in GeoNames into single tokens and including the

top 500 most frequent words. Also, we created an

algorithm capable of finding case-insensitive par-

tial as well as whole-word matches.

Aggregation

Similar to the union operation of sets, we ag-

gregated the prediction results of CRF++ and

Re-StanfordNER in the attempt to achieve

higher recall, classifying a word as part of an EoL

as long as it is identified in the output of at least

one of two machine learning tools.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we present the performance of our

system as well as analyses of the results. All

the evaluation is based on the test data and the

gold-standard annotations provided by the organ-

iser. In addition to the mean F-score generated by

the evaluation script provided by Kaggle in Class,

we also include macro-averaged precision, recall

and F-score to better understand the performance

of our system with various feature setups.

The performance of our system is presented in

Table 1. The performance attained using only

word (W) and POS (P) with CRF++ is better than

Re-StanfordNER in precision but inferior in

recall, resulting in a slightly lower macro-averaged

F-score (F) than that of Re-StanfordNER.

Aggregating the two achieves a substantial gain

in performance, boosting the macro-averaged F-

score from 67.39 to 72.07. As we improved

the performance of CRF++ by adding more so-

phisticated features incrementally, the benefits

of aggregation became less substantial, which is

not that surprising considering the output of the

Re-StanfordNER is already included and used

as a feature in stacking. In most cases, the re-

sults with aggregation are better than those with-

out aggregation. However, applying aggregation

has negative impacts on the recall of CRF++ with

stacking, even though it enables the model to

achieve a modest gain in F-score. The reasons for

this remain unclear.

We also observed that stacking improved the

performance on the whole test data substantially
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(a 3.85 increase in mean F-score without aggre-

gation). Upon closer investigation of the impact

of stacking on the performance on the test data,

we discovered that stacking was less effective on

the private test set (a 3.01 increase in mean F-

score) than on the public one (a 4.7 increase in

mean F-score), which might have been caused by

the fact that GeoLocator, Re-StanfordNER

and CRF++ (with lexical, structural and geospatial

features) overfit the public test data. Based on this,

we suspect that the public test data is more simi-

lar to the training data than the private test data.

Further, we created a Venn diagram of the output

of the three systems and discovered that there is

room for further improvement with stacking and

that a 13.35 F1 point increase can be achieved if

we had an oracle stacking algorithm.

GL RS
CRF++

+W , P +L, S , G +ST

–A

P 61.76 62.96 65.53 68.81 72.22

R 65.31 72.34 69.35 72.95 76.87

F 63.48 67.32 67.39 70.82 74.47

MF 60.84 64.94 64.57 68.56 72.41

+A

P – – 72.33 74.14 74.60

R – – 71.81 74.07 76.49

F – – 72.07 74.10 75.54

MF – – 69.48 71.93 73.57

Table 1: Macro-averaged precision (P), re-

call (R), F-score (F) and mean F-score (MF)

attained by using GeoLocator (GL) and

Re-StanfordNER (RS) out of the box and

adding each feature incrementally to CRF++. Fea-

tures include word (W), POS (P), lexical features

(L), structural features (S), geospatial features (G)

and stacking (ST ). A stands for aggregation.

Evaluation based on the test data (the best P , R,

Fand MF are in bold).

Also, we investigated the impact of the use of

external gazetteers. The results are summarised

in Table 2. Note that the two gazetteer matching

algorithms were applied upon our best performing

system so far, which is able to achieve a macro-

averaged F-score of 75.54. Further, we discovered

that including GeoNames was not beneficial to the

overall performance as it introduces a number of

false positives.

Additionally, we also applied self-training with

4 different confidence threshold values ranging

from .70 to .95 and the results are shown in Ta-

ble 3. Note that self-training was applied to

Method P R F MF

+U , DT 76.88 77.00 76.94 74.98

+U , G, DT 76.75 76.42 76.58 74.64

Table 2: Macro-averaged precision (P), recall

(R), F-score (F) and mean F-score (MF) at-

tained by using user meta data (U ), Geonames

(G) and the list of directional words and toponyms

(DT ) (the best P , R, Fand MF are in bold).

CRF++ with lexical, structural and geospatial fea-

tures, which results in a macro-averaged F-score

of 70.82. While precision and recall fluctuate,

no significant improvement can be observed in F-

score despite the claim of 8–10% error reduction

by Plank et al. (2014). Rather, the overall perfor-

mance declined to around 68–69 in F-score.

Threshold P R F MF

.70 66.21 72.61 69.26 67.12

.80 65.59 72.65 68.94 66.76

.90 65.94 72.12 68.89 66.72

.90 67.16 72.23 69.60 67.39

Table 3: Macro-averaged precision (P), recall

(R), F-score (F) and mean F-score (MF) at-

tained by self-training with various threshold val-

ues (the best P , R, Fand MF are in bold).

7 Conclusions

We proposed an automatic EoL identification

model which is able to work on Twitter messages.

In this paper, we described our approach to build-

ing such a system based on a CRF. Moreover, we

presented the performance of our system with var-

ious feature setups and discovered a variety of fea-

tures which are helpful to the task, such as lex-

ical, structural and geospatial features as well as

stacking. Further, evidence indicates that the in-

clusion of external gazetteers and matching algo-

rithms works well and contributes to the boost

of the overall performance with the exception of

GeoNames. Lastly, we found that self-training did

not improve the performance. As future work,

possible enhancement can be done on the stacking

algorithm and the gazetteer matching approach.
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